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AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT ACT-
WAIVER OF RIGHTS

TUESDAY, MAY 24, 1988

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOU ICES,
Washir gton, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.,n., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Howard Metz-
enbaum (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Metzenbaum and Stafford.
Also present: Senator Melcher.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR METZENBAUM

Senator METZENBAUM. The Labor Subcommittee of the Labor and
Human Resources Committee will come to order.

I have called today's hearing to examine the issue of waiver of
rights under the ADEA, or Age Discrimination in Employment
Act.

Today, we see new trends developing in the area of voluntary re-
tirement. American employers increasingly rely on early retire-
ment and other exit incentive programs. They do this to reduce
their work force, oftentimes so that they may respond to global
competition, merger activity, and other practices.

If properly structured, these incentive programs may be benefi-
cial to employees and employers alike; but some exit incentive pro-
grams may violate the law if they discriminate against older work-
ers in their plan or implementation.

One area of serious potential abuse involves the use of waivers.
Last summer, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
issued a rule permitting employees to waive their rights under the
ADEA without Federal supervision. Congress immediately ex-
pressed grave doubts about that rule as a matter of law and public
policy. By a unanimous vote, both Houses of Congress passed an
amendment to suspend the rule for one year so we could examine
the need for and the legality of such a rule. Today's hearing fulfills
our promise to review this important issue.

As chairman of this subcommittee, I am troubled by the message
that the EEOC is sending, that the Federal Government is pre-
pared to abandon the civil rights of older workers. We will not
permit that to happen. We will not tolerate discrimination against
or senior citizens.

( 1)
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The EEOC rule would permit unsupervised waivers for employ-
ees who have not filed a charge and who are not involved in any
dispute with their employer. These employees have no reason to be
on guard to protect their rights. Indeed, they often will not even
know until months after they waive their rights whether in fact
they were victims of age discrimination. By then, of course, it is too
late.

Apart from turning its back on older workers, the EEOC may
well be ignoring the true interest of employers. We already know
that employers have independent economic reasons for wanting to
reduce their work forces through voluntary incentive plans.

Relying on published reports, my staff has contacted representa-
tives of more than a dozen major American companies that have
implemented early retirement incentive or other voluntary work
force reduction programs in recent years. We found that the over-
whelming majority of companies do not seek waivers at all.

Since 1985, more than 13,000 workers were part of a voluntary
reduction in force at IBM. In the same time period, 11,000 workers
voluntarily departed at Du Pont; 16,500 at AT&T; 6,000 at Phillips
Petroleum; 3,500 at Union Carbide; 1,600 at Hewlett-Packard; 650
at Polaroid; 600 at Mellon Bank; and 600 at CBS. None of these
companiesand they are just a sampleasked their employees to
waive their rights as a prerequisite to participating in the program.
Indeed, one top corporate official stated that waivers could under-
mine the atmosphere of good gill that is essential to such a volun-
tary program. He explained that the waiver request could discour-
age participation by arousing needless suspicions among employees.

A large number of employers exercise economic common sense
by treating older workers humanely. Unfortunately, there are
others who force employees to sign waivers as a condition of their
'1eparture. We will hear several employees describe their experi-
ences with waiversexperiences that robbed them of their dignity
as well as their rights under Federal law.

We will also hear this morning from the EEOC. I hope this hear-
ing will initiate a constructive dialogue on the waiver issue. Final-
ly, we will hear from the American Association of Retired Persons,
the Chamber of Commerce, and a former Solicitor of Labor who
served when the ADEA was administered by the Department of
Labor.

We Elie psi tieularly pleased alai. we will hear ilia morning from
the Honorable John Melcher, Senator from the State of Montana
and chairman of the Special Committee on Aging. We are very
happy to welcome you, Senator Melcher.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN MELCHER, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF MONTANA, AND CHAIRMAN, SPECIAL COMMIT-
TEE ON AGING

Senator MELCHER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and
thank you for holding this hearing; it is most timely.

I am here to testify that, notwithstanding what the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission has been saying and attempt-
ing, we should maintain the requirement that valid waivers re-
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quire supervision by the ECOC. Here is my reason for taking that
stand, Mr. Chairman:

If we look back when the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
was first signed into law, Congress expressly incorporated certain
enforcement provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act. Included
in those enforcement provisions is a requirement that a waiver of
an employee's rights be supervised in order to be considered valid.
The obvious purpose of these provisions is to help protect the rights
of older Americans under the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act.

Nevertheless, despite this obvious congressional intent, in August
of last year, the EEOC issued in final form a rule allowing for un-
supervised waivers. That action occurred just prior to a hearing I
held in the Special Committee on Aging on EEOC enforcement of
the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

At that hearing, I heard from representatives of senior citizens
groups and labor organizations, all of whom spoke out against the
EEOC rule. Now, this wasn't their only testimony, but they made it
clear that they were opposed to the Commission's rule.

Another witness on this issue was a former steel company
worker who began as a laborer at his former company and eventu-
ally worked his way up to a management position. In 1982, he,
along with many of the company's older workers, were laid off
even while younger workers were being trained to take their place.
Before he left, however, he was given a piece of paper to sign that
waived his rights under the Age Discrimination in Employment
A-t.

What choice was he given? To sign and leave quietly with some
of his pension, or to be laid off for 2 years and lose his health bene-
fits. With this sort of a choice, it wasn't very surprising chat he
signed. He had worked 35 years for his company.

I don't think anyone knows for sure how many older Americans,
who have worked for 30 or 40 years, have similar stories they could
tell, or how many will in the future.

What we do know, however, is that mergers and takeovers and
other kinds of resulting corporate restructuring are undermining
job security. And, we know that early retirement incentive pro-
grams are becoming commonplace. At the same time, the numbers
of older Americans are increasing at an unprecedented rate. With
greater numbers of older men and women in the work place during
these times of uncertainty, their rights under the ADEAnamely,
not to be laid off, replaced, or passed over solely on the basis of
agerun an all-time risk of being trampled.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission would have us
believe that this rule would benefit older workers. Under the rule,
only those waivers that were signed by older workers on a "know-
ing and voluntary" basis would be considered valid. While at first
glance, this standard could appear to represent a safeguard against
a sort of Hobson's Choice placed before that former steelworker
back in 1982. But given the fact that many older workers are not
aware of their rights under the ADEA, and, by definition, are typi-
cally and profoundly in unequal bargaining positions, this standard
is vague and far from sufficient, in my view.
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If we asked the average American what he or she thinks about
waivers, in this town, at least, they would think of Redskins waiv-
ers. I think I read this morning where cornerback Tim Morrison is
being traded rather than waived.

Well, we sports fans, or we Redskins fans in particular, under-
stand what waivers mean for the Redskins. Sometimes they waive
an older player, aid we think that is all right. But this is only a
sports team. This i:3 a procedure which affects, in the case of Morri-
son, who is not yet 30 years old, a football player for a short period
of their career in football. It is only part of their lives. They enter
football with the intention of playing as long as they can. But then,
after that time of their life is over, they go on into real life, into
other pursuits.

Well, that's what much of the public thinks about waivers. They
don't know about the kinds of waivers we are speaking about
today, those affecting people with a lifetime of work who may be
turned loose, turned out, their jobs taker. away from them, while
signing a waiver without knowing what their rights are under the
Age Discrimination in Employment Act. That's what we're talking
about. We're talking about real life and about workers who may
have given the best years of their lives to their company. Are they
going to be just fired, displaced, turned loose, solely on the basis of
their age? If so, that's contrary to lawa law that isn't new, a law
that is about a generation oldthe Age Discrimination in Employ-
ment Acta law that deliberately, when passed by Congress, in-
cluded some of the standards of the Fair Labor Act to protect
workers against unsupervised waivers. Who is supposed to protect
them? In this case, the Commission. Who wants to water down the
rights of those employees? The Commission.

Should they be allowed to do so? I emphatically say no.
Mr. Chairman, it is unusual for me to testify before this Commit-

tee, but I do so because I believe that unless we take action and
make sure that the law is enforced, or that the rule is appropriate-
ly modified, the rights of many older Americans may be ignored,
may be trampled, and thus older Americans may not get the full
protection of the law.

Mr. Chairman, I hope that this committee in its wisdom will
make sure that we do maintain clear congressional intent and
that any waivers are valid only if signed with proper supervision.

Mr. Chairman, I requesi. that, the full text of my opening state-
ment be included in the record.

[The prepared statement of Senator Melcher follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN MELCHER

CHAIRMAN, THE SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE CN AGING

BEFORE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR
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MR. CHAIRMAN, I WOULD LIRE FIRST OF ALL TO THANE YOU FOR

PROVIDING ME WITH THIS OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS MY VIEWS ON THE

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION'S RULE WHICH WOULD ALLOW

FOR WAIVERS OF THE RIGHTS OF OLDER WORKERS UNDER THE AGE

DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT ACT WITHOUT THE SUPERVISION OF THE

EEOC. I AM DEEPLY CONCERNED ABOUT THIS RULE, WHICH I BELIEVE

RUNS COUNTER TO THE SPIRIT AND THE INTENT OF THE A.D.E.A.

I ALSO WANT TO ADD THAT I WAS DELIGHTED THAT YOU JOINED

WITH ME LAST YEAR IN OFFERING THE AMENDMENT WHICH BLOCKED THE

RULE FROM GOING INTO EFFECT DURING THIS FISCAL YEAR. WITH MORE

THAN HALF THE FISCAL YEAR ALREADY GONE, I AGREE THAT IT'S TIME

TO REVISIT THIS ISSUE, AND I COMMEND YOU FOR HOLDING THIS TIMELY

HEARING.

MORE THAN 20 YEARS AGO, WHEN THE A.D.E.A. WAS ENACTED INTO

LAW THE CONGRESS EXPRESSLY INCORPORATED CERTAIN ENFORCEMENT

PROVISIONS OF THE FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT. INCLUDED IN

THOSE ENFORCEMENT PROVISIONS IS A REQUIREMENT THAT A WAIVER OF

AN EMPLOYEE'S RIGHTS BE SUPERVISED IN ORDER TO BE CONSIDERED

VALID. THE OBVIOUS PURPOSE OF THESE PROVISIONS IS TO HELP

PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF OLDER WORKERS UNDER THE A.D.E.A.
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NOTWITHSTANDING CONGRESSIONAL INTENT, IN AUGUST OF LAST

YEAR, THE EEOC ISSUED IN FINAL FORM THE UNSUPERVISED WAIVER

RULE. THIS ACTION OCCURRED JUST PRIOR TO A HEARING I HELD WHICH

EXAMINED A RANGE OF ISSUES CONCERNING THE EEOC'S ENFORCEMENT OF

THE A.D.E.A. AT THAT HEARING, I HEARD FROM REPRESENTATIVES OF

SENIORS' AND LABOR ORGANIZATIONS -- ALL OF WHOM SPOKE OUT

AGAINST THE EEOC RULE IN THE COURSE OF THEIR TESTIMONY.

HOWEVER, ONE OF THE MOST COMPELLING WITNESSES ON THIS

ISSUE WAS A FORMER STEEL COMPANY WORKER, WHO BEGAN AS A LABORER

AT HIS FORMER COMPANY AND, EVENTUALLY, WORKED HIS WAY UP TO A

MANAGEMENT POSITION. IN 1962, HE, ALONG WITH MANY OF THE

COMPANY'S OLDER WORKERS, WERE LAID OFF, EVEN WHILE YOUNGER

WORKERS WERE BEING TRAINED TO TAKE THEIR PLACE. BEFORE HE LEFT, H4

MOMMINIMENS WAS GIVEN A PIECE OF PAPER TO SIGN THAT WAIVED HIS

RIGHTS UNDER THE A.D.E.A. HIS CHOICE: TO SIGN AND LEAVE QUIETLY

WITH SOME OF HIS PENSION OR TO BE LAID OFF FOR TWO YEARS AND

LOSE HIS HEALTH BENEFITS. NOT SURPRISINGLY, HE SIGNED.

UMW HAD WORFED 35 YEARS FOR THE COMPANY.

NOW, I DON'T THINK ANYONE KNOWS FOR SURE HOW MANY OLDER

WORKERS HAVE SIMILAR STORIES TO TELL. OR HOW MANY WILL IN THE

FUTURE. WHAT WE DO KNOW IS THAT MERGERS, TAKEOVERS, AND OTHER

KINDS OF RESULTING CORPORATE RESTRUCTURINGS ARE UNDERMINING JOB

SECURITY. AND WE KNOW THAT EARLY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PROGRAMS
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ARE BECOMING COMMONPLACE. AT THE SAME TIME, THE NUMBERS OF

OLDER AMERICANS ARE INCREASING AT AN UNPRECFDENTED RATE. WITH

GREATER NUMBERS OF OLDER MEN AND WOMEN IN THE WORKPLACE DURING

THIS TURBULENT PERIOD, THEIR RIGHTS UNDER THE A.D.E.A. --

NAMELY, NOT TO BE LAID OFF, REPLACED, OR PASSED OVER SOLELY ON

THE BASIS OF AGE -- RUN AN ALL-TIME RISK OF BEING TRAMPLED.

THE EEOC WOULD HAVE US BELIEVE THAT THIS RULE WOULD

BENEFIT OLDER WORKERS. UNDER THE RULE, ONLY THOSE WAIVERS THAT

WERE SIGNED BY OLDER WORKERS ON A "KNOWING AND VOLUNTARY" BASIS

WOULD BE CONSIDERED VALID. AT FIRST GLANCE, THIS STANDARD COULD

APPEAR TO REPRESENT A SAFEGUARD AGAINST THE SORT OF HOBSON'S

CHOICE FACED BY THAT FORMER STEEL WORKER BACK IN 1982. BUT,

GIVEN THE FACTS THAT MANY OLDER WORKERS ARE NOT AWARE OF THEIR

RIGHTS UNDER THE A.D.E.A., OR BY DEFINITION THEY ARE TYPICALLY

IN PROFOUNDLY UNEQUAL BARGAINING POSITIONS, THIS VAGUE STANDARD

IS FAR FROM SUFFICIENT IN MY VIEW.

..7.0NSIDER, FOR EXAMPLE, THE FINDINGS OF A LOU HARRIS POLL

CONDUCTED IN THE EARLY EIGHTIES THAT ONLY TWO IN FIVE AMERICANS

KNOW THAT THE LAW PROHIBITS MANDATORY RETIREMENT AND THAT AMONG

THOSE BETWEEN 40 AND 70 -- THE AGE GROUP COVERED BY A.D.E.A.

FEWER THAN ONE IN TWO HAVE ANY KNOWLEDGE OF THIS LAW. AND I

UNDERSTAND FROM THE AARP THAT LITTLE HAS CHANGED IN THIS

4
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REGARD. AGAINST THIS BACKGROUND, HOW CAN THE "KNOWING" STANDARD

BE CONSIDERED A MEANINGFUL SAFEGUARD?

AF FOR THE "VOLUNTARY' CRITERION INCLUDED IN THE RULE, HOW

ADEQUATE IS THIS STANDARD WHEN VIEWED AGAINST THE TREMENDOUS

PRESSURE AN EMPLOYER -- ALONG WITH A FIRM'S LAWYERS ANL

PERSONNEL EXPERTS -- CAN BRING TO BEAR ON AN OLDER WORKER.

WE'RE NOT TALKING ABOUT A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD HERE.

NOW, THE EEOC CLAIMS THAT THE RULE W'1ULD EXPEDITE

NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN AN OLDER WORKER AND EMPLOYER, BY AVOIDING

BUREAUCRATIC OVERSIGHT AND DELAYS. THERE ALSO HAVE BEEN CLAIMS

THAT SUPERVISING WAIVERS WOULD BE TOO BURDENSOME AND TOO COSTLY

FOR THE EEOC.

I HAVE SEEN NO CONVINCING DATA TO SUPPORT THESE

CONTENTIONS. THIS ISN'T SURPRISING GIVEN THAT THERE'S VERY

LITTLE UPON WHICH THE EEOC CAN MAKE THIS CLAIM. FROM WHAT I

UNDERSTAND, THE EEOC HAS SUPERVISED RELATIVELY FEW WAIVERS IN

ITS HISTORY -- BECAUSE IT IS REQUESTED TO DO SO ONLY

INFREQUENTLY. IT SEEMS TO ME '4AT A CASE CAN BE MADE THAT EVEN

MINIMAL SUPERVISION BY ThE EEOC -- ENSURING THAT THE OLDER

WORKER IS FULLY INFORMED OF WHAT HE OR SHE IS SIGNING AWAY, FOR

EXAMPLE -- WOULD HELP REDUCE THE NUMBER OF OLDER WORKERS WHO

LATER CRY FOWL ON THE PART OF THEIR EMPLOYER. I'M NOT SAYING
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THIS ACTION BY THE EEOC WOULD BE SUFFICIENT, BUT IT DOES

ILLUSTRATE THAT THTS ISSUE IS FAR FROM SETTLED.

WHAT IS ABUNDANTLY CLEAR, HOWEVER, IS THAT UNDER THIS RULE

UNSUPERVISED WAIVERS WOULD BE VALID UNLESS AND UNTIL AN OLDER

WORKER WAS ABLE TO SHOW THAT IT WAS NOT SIGNED KNOWINGLY AND

VOLUNTARILY. IN OTHER WORDS, THE BURDEN OF PROOF WOULD BE ON

THE BACKS OF OLDER WORKERS. IT ALSO IS OBVIOUS THAT UNDER THIS

RULE EMPLOYERS WOULD NEED NO LONGER TO WORRY THAT A WAIVER COULD

BE CHALLENGED SOLELY ON THE GROUNDS THAT IT WAS NOT SUPERVISED

BY THE EEOC.

WHY IS THE EEOC -- THE FEDERAL AGENCY CHARGED WITH

ENFORCING THE A.D.E.A. -- ISSUING RULES WHICH WOULD PLACE

OBSTACLES IN THE PATHS OF OLDER WORKERS TO EXERCISING THEIR

RIGHTS UNDER THE A.D.E.A.? AND WHY IS THE EEOC MAKING IT EASIER

FOR EMPLOYERS TO ELIMINATE THOSE RIGHTS?

THE EEOC RULE WOULD STILL ALLOW AN OLDER WORKER TO FILE A

CLAIM, DESPITE THE SIGNING AWAY OF THEIR RIGHTS TO FILE SUIT.

UNFORTUNATELY, HAVING LOOKED CLOSELY FOR MANY MONTHS NOW AT THE

EEOC'S TRACK RECORD IN HANDLING AGE CLAIMS, I DO NOT THINK OLDER

WORKERS WOULD BE WISE TO TAKE MUCH COMPORT IN THIS. AFTER ALL,

THIS IS AN AGENCY WHICH, BY MY OWN COUNT, HAS ALLOWED
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NEARLY 2,000 -- AND POSSIBLY MANY MORE -- AGE CLAIMS TO RUN THE

2-YEAR STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I BELIEVE A NUMBER OF ISSUES MUST BE

RESOLVED BEFORE A POLICY CAN BE FORMULATED WHICH PROTECTS THE

RIGHTS OF OLDER WORKERS UNDER THE A.D.E.A. WITHOUT IMPOSING

UNDUE REQUIREMENTS UPON EMPLOYERS. IT IS CLEAR TO ME THAT THE

RULE, AS CURRENTLY DESIGNED, IS DEEPLY FLAWED, RUNS COUNTER TO

CONGRESSIONAL INTENT, AND WOULD JEOPARDIZE THE VERY RIGHTS THE

EEOC IS CHARGED WITH PROTECTING.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THIS IS AN ISSUE OF GREAT IMPORTANCE TO A

GROWING NUMBER OF AMERICANS, AND I LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH

YOU AND THE EEOC TO DEVELOP A SOUND AND WORKABLE POLICY IN THIS

AREA. HOWEVER, UNTIL THAT OBJECTIVE IS REACHED, I BELEIVE THAT

THE STATUS QUO IS VASTLY PREFERABLE TO LETTING THE FLAWED EEOC

RULE GO INTO EFFECT. IF IT'S NOT BROKEN, DON'T FIX IT -- UNLESS

YOU MAKE IT BETTER THAN BEFORE.

I ti
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Senator METZENBAUM. I want to thank you, Senator Melcher,
both as the chairman of the Special Committee on Aging and as a
member of this body. As usual, you are right on target, your testi-
mony is particularly helpful. You and I have worked together on
many matters in the past, and I am sure we will continue to do so,
particularly in this area. And having you as a leadoff witness is
very significant, I believe, to indicate the will and the intent of
Congress not to permit this practice to be continued.

I thank you for being with us this morning.
Senator MELCHER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator METZENBAUM. Our first panel includes Nelson Marans,

of Silver Spring, MD; Donald Graham, of Chesterfield, MO, and
William Terrell, of Rochester, NY.

The committee has a rule, and I would guess the witnesses have
already been apprised, that we ask the witnesses to confine their
remarks to 5 minutes, with the understanding that the entirety of
their statement will be included ire the record.

Mr. Marans, we are happy to hear from you first, sir. Bring the
microphone close to you, please.

STATEMENTS OF NELSON MARANS, SILVER SPRING, MD; DONALD
GRAHAM, CHESTERFIELD, MO, AND WILLIAM TERRELL, ROCH-
ESTER, NY

Mr. MARANS. Mr. Chairman, as background, I was 63 years old
when I was fired from my position as a research associate at W.R.
Grace & Co., after 29 years and 11 months with the Corporate Re-
search Division.

The position of research associate is two levels above that of an
entering Ph.D. chemist. I was promoted to that position on the
basis of several important accomplishments during my employ-
ment. I was inventor or coinventor of 54 U.S. patents, wrote about
15 technical papers as well as chapters in books, and gave a
number of talks at technical meetings including tutorial lectures.

In addition, I was a recipient of the IR-100 award given for the
outstanding 100 inventions during a year. My patent production
comprised 4 percent of the total Grace patents during the period
from 1977 to 1986.

I am or have been listed in "American Men and Women of Sci-
ence," "Who's Who in Technology Today," "Who's Who in Com-
merce and Industry," and "Chemical Who's Who" besides the re-
gional "Who's Who."

At work, I had a continuous record of merit increases, including
raises in 1984 and 1985. While the quality and quantity of work
had not changed- -

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Marans, you are running so fast, and
you have alme very important testimony, but you are so anxious to
get it all in that we are not hearing much of it. Could you just slow
it down a little bit?

Mr. MARANS. All right. I didn't want to take too much of your
time.

While the quality and quantity of work had not changed, I was
given an unsatisfactory performance appraisal by my new manager
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in April 1986. On Thursday, July 16, 1937, I was called into my
manager's office for a performance appraiFal.

Senator METZENBAUM. What was the ti.ne span?
Mr. MARANS. Fifteen months between the two appraisals.
Senator METZENBAUM. OK.
Mr. MARANS. He stated that he considered that my work was un-

satisfactory, and I was told to see the vice president of the Re-
search Division the next day. The manager informed me that at
the meeting the next day, I would be presented with two options
one of early retirement with the details unknown to him; the other
a position as an information specialist which would involve a demo-
tion.

The next day, Friday, July 17, 1987, the vice president reiterated
these options. He stated that he would give me a copy of the pro-
posed early retirement agreement later, but that I should interview
immediately for the information specialist position. I did this that
Friday afternoon with the departmental manager and the next
Monday with the supervisor. I had no indication that I would not
get the position, and in fact was asked to train on Friday, July 24,
a week later, for the job. This, I did for 3 hours in the morning.

However, on that same Friday at 4:30 p.m., I was called again
into the vice president's office and told that although no decision
had been made as to whether I would get the information specialist
position, here was a copy of the retirement agreement.

The agreement offered 1 year's pay at a salary of $55,000, and in
re.. rn I would have to release W.R. Grace & Co. from all claims
forever. I scanned it rapidly and was repelled by its impossible
terms.

I informed the vice president that I did not think I could sign
such a repugnant agreement. He said that I would have the week-
end to consider signing it and would get back to me on Monday. He
stated that I could see a lawyer about it. My wife took it to her
father, who stated that it was the most repulsive agreement that
he had seen in his 60 years of law practice.

A copy of the agreement should be available to youis it?
Senator METZENBAUM. Yes. The entire agreement will be includ-

ed in the record.
Mr. MARANS. All right, fine.
The sections that are particularly offensive are 2, 7, and 8. Para-

graph 2 states that the company reserves the right to stop payment
immediately if the company deems that my conduct or actions are
detrimental to the companywhatever that means for an interna-
tional comp:- ny such as W.R. Grace.

Paragraph 8 invokes the threat of damages in the event that I
file charges against the company with any Federal, State, or local
administrative agency or judicial body. The meaning is quite clear.
The agreement states that Grace can sue me for all payments that
the company has made to me, even for the vacation pay that I had
already earned in 1987 and for any additional amounts that Grace
desires. The same penalty is invoked for disclosing the terms of the
agreement.

It is understandable why no one who has signed the agreement
has disclosed its contents.

i ''
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Finally, in paragraph 7, I am forced to give a general release for
everything, including physical damage, that I may have suffered
from chemicals during my 29 years and 11 months employment
period.

At 3:30 p.m. on Monday, July 27, the vice president again called
me into his office and told me that the information specialist open-
ing was not available to me. He demanded that I sign the agree-
ment immediately. When I refused, I was fired at once, and all ben-
efits stopped as of my final working day of July 31.

I was told that I was expected to finish, in the next 4 days all of
my laboratory work, complete my notebooks, discard my files, turn
over the radiation monitoring records in good order to the new ra-
diation safety officer, and go through a lengthy checkout proce-
dure.

When I complied conscientiously over the next 4 days to these
impossible demands, I injured my legs and back. I then wound up
flat on my back for the better part of the next 6 weeks from inju-
ries incurred during these last 4 days of work. The company's in-
surers both for medical and for workers' compensation refused to
pay my medical bills despite my COBRA continuation.

I was not the only older employee to receive the agreement.
During the same brief period in July 1987, three other individuals
over the age of 40 were given the same agreement, and they
signed.

I filed an age discrimination charge with the Washington EEOC
office on August 12, 1987. The charge was transferred to Baltimore
in September 1987 and an agent assigned in October.

Since A at time, I have been in frequent contact with the Balti-
more EEOC office and have supplied a large amount of additional
information on my charge. While the individual agents assigned to
the case have been cooperative, apparently the decision has been
made at some higher level not to press the case.

Senator METZENBAUM. What makes you think that?
Mr. MARANS. One of the agents informed me of that.
Senator METZENBAUM. One of the agents informed you of it?
Mr. MARANS. Yes, but that obviously was unofficial. He said that

originally EEOC had said, "We are anxious to force the case," and
then suddenly the atmosphere changed in February and they said,
"Well, you know, we only force a certain number of the casek to
trial." They said, "You will probably have to go out on your clrn
and sue on your own."

Senator METZENBAUM. Did he indicate that the fact that the
Grace Co. has been so close to the administration had had any po-
litical impact upon the decision?

Mr. MARANS. That's a very touchy question. He didn't say it, but
I thought it. But of course that's a personal opinion and obr:oasly,
I had no basis for that.

However, Grace has been formally charged with a violation for
asking employees to waive their rights to sue.

It is impossible to convey to the members of the Subcommittee
my feelings about my summary dismissal, the demeaning contract,
the treatment both on the job after refusing to sign the agreement,
and the practices that the company has resorted to since my firing.

is
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I felt that I had wasted nearly 30 years of my life working for a
company that has no conscience.

The loss of my position has been devastating not only to me, but
to my entire family. However, I do feel that I at least remained
principled and ethical during this trying periodattributes that
the management at Grace cannot possibly share.

Senator MgrzENBaum. Thank you very much. We will hear from
the entire panel before we get into the questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Marans with attachments
follow:]
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%elson Marans

Is background I t,as 63 years old w"en I ''as fired from my position

as a research associate at 4. R. race Co. after trenty-nine years

and eleven months with the cporate research division. The position

of research associate is two levels above that of an e, .ering Ph.D.

chemist. I was promoted to that position on the basis of several

important accomplishments during my employment. I vas inventor or

coinventor of fifty-four U.S. patents, wrote abo't fifteer technical

papers as well as chapters in books and gave a number of talks at technical

meetings including tutorial lectures. In addition I as a recipient of

the IR-100 award given for the outstanding 100 inventions during a year.

4y patent production comprised of the total Grace patents during the

period from 1977-1936. I am or have been listed in American Men and

tomen of Science, Who's Who in Technology Today, fho's 'iho in Commerce

and Industry and Chemical Who' '!ho besides the regional fho's .(ho.

At work I had a continuous record of merit increases including

raises in 1984 and 1985. chile the quality and quantity of work had

not changed, I as given an unsatisfactory -crfornance appraisal by my

new manager in April 1986. Cm Thursday, July 16, 1987 I was called

into 'iy manager's office for a performance ap,raisal. He stated that

ne considered that my work was unsatisfactory ami I nips told to see the

Vice-President of the Research Division the next day. The manager

informed me that at the meeting the next day I would be presented with

two options, c of early retirement with the details unknown to

bin, the other 'w,sition as an information specialist which would involve

a demotion. The newt day,Friday, July 17, 1987 the Vice-President

reiterate' these options. He stated that he would give me a copy of

the pro' -sed early retirement agreement later but that I should intervi-w
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immediately for the information specialist position. I did this that

Friday afternoon with the departmental manager and the next Monday

with the supervisor. I had no indication that I would not get the

position and in fact was asked to train on Friday, July 24 for the job.

This I did for three hours in the morning.

Morever the sane day at 4:30 PM I war called again into the Vice-

°resident's office and told that although no decision had been made

as to whether I would get the information specialist position, here

was a copy of the retirement agreement. The agreement offered one

Year's pay at a salary of S55,000 and in return I would have to release

W. R. Grace & Co. fron all claims forever. I scanned it rapidly and

was repelled by its impossible terms. I informed the Vice-President

that I did not think thrt I Could sign such a repugnant agreement. He

said that I would have the weekend to consider signing and would get

back to me on Monday. He stated that I could see a lawyer about it.

My wife took it to her father who stated that it was the most repulsive

agreement that he had seen in his sixty years of law practice. A copy

of the agreement should be available to you. The sections that are

particularly offensive are 2, 7 and 8. Paragraph 2 states that the

company reserves the right to stop payment immediately if the company

deems that my conduct or actions are detrimental to the company-whatever

that means for an international company. Paragraph 8 invokes the threat

of damages in the event that I file charges against the company with any

federal, state or local sdministrativ2 agency or judicial body. The

meaning is quite clear. The agreement states that Grace can sue me

for all payments that the company has made to me even for the vacation

pay that I had already earned in 1987 and for any additional amounts that

Grace desires. The same penalty is invoked for disclosing the terms of
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the agreerent. It is understaidable why no one Who has signed the

agreement has disclosed its contents. Finally in paragraph 7,1 am

forcedto give a general release for everything including physical damage

that I may have suffered from chemicals during my twenty-nine years

and eleven months employment period.

At 3:30 PM on Monday,July 27, the Vice-President again called me

into his office and told me that the information specialist opening

was not available to me. He demanded that I sign the agreement immediately.

When I refused, I was fired at once and all benefits stopped as of my

final working day of July 31. I was told that I was expected to finish

in the next four days all of my laboratory work, complete my notebooks,

discard my files, turn over the radiation monitoring records in good order

to the new radiation safety officer and go through a lengthy check-out

procedure. When I complied conscientiously over the next four days to

these impossible demands, I injured my legs and back. I then wound up

flat on my back for the better part of the next six weeks from injuries

incurred during these last four days of work. The company's insurers both

for medical and for workers' compensation refused to pay my medical bills

despite my COBRA continuation.

I was not the only older employee to receive the agreement. During

the same brief period in July 1987, three other individuals over the

age of 40 were given the same agreement and they signed.

I'filed an age discrimination charge with the Washington UDC office

on August 12. The charge was transferred to Baltimore in September 1987

and an agent assigned in Ottober. Since that time I have been in frequent

contact with the Baltimore RECC office and have supplied a large amount

of additional information on my charge. While the individual agents

assigned to the case have been cooperative, apparently the decision has

been made at some higher level not to press the case. However Grace has
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has been formally charged with a violation for asking employees to

waive their right to sue.

It is impossible to convey to the members of the subcommittee my

feelings about my summary dismissal, the demeaning contract, the treatment

both on the Job after refusing to sign the agreement and the practices

that the company has resorted to since my firing. I felt that I had

wasted nearly thirty years of my life working for a company that has

no conscience. The loss of my position has been devastating not only

to me but to my entire family. However I do feel that I, at least,

remained principled and ethical during this trying period, attributes

that the management at Grace can not possibly share.
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CONFIDENTIAL

AGREEMENT

This AGREEMENT, made this 24th day of July, 1987, is

between the Research Division of W. R. Grace & Co. (herein

called COMPANY) and Nelson S. Marans, residing at

12120 Kerwood Road, Silver Spring, Maryland 20904.

IT IS HEREBY AGREED as follows:

1. Dr. Nelson S. Marans will voluntarily accept a leave

of absence from his active employment with the COMPANY from

Wednesday, July 29, 1987, to Thursday, July 28, 1988,

inclusive. During such period, Dr. Marans will remain an

employee of the COMPANY and may, from time to time, be asked

to consult with respect to his prior work on behalf of the

COMPANY.

2. Dr. Marans' employment with the COMPANY will

terminate effective as of July 28, 1988. The COMPANY

reserves the right to terminate Dr. Marans' employment

earlier should it determine Dr. Marans' conduct or actions

are detrimental to COMPANY interest.

3. The COMPANY will pay Dr. Marans compensation at an

annualized rate of $55,000 during the period from July 29,

1987, to July 28, 1988, inclusive. This will be paid

semimonthly unless Dr. Marans elects a lump-sum payment as

provided in (3) below.
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4. Dr. Marans shall continue to be treated as an active

participant under the Grace benefit plans (except Long Term

Disability insurance) in which he actively participated on

July 24, 1987, during the period from July 29, 1987, to July

28, 1988, inclusive, subject to the terms of each such plan

as amended from time to time. In the event that Dr. Marans

shall become employed by an employer after July 29, 1987, and

before July 28, 1988, and become covered under such

employer's medical plan, dental plan, life insurance plan,

accidental death and dismemberment plan, voluntary group

accident plan, or business travel accident insurance plan,

his coverage under, and his entitlement to benefits under,

the corresponding W. R. Grace & Co. plans shall thereupon

cease.

5. Dr. Marans may elect to receive his leave of absence

payments, or any balance thereof due at any time, as a

lump-sum payment. Such an election will result in

termination of employment and of all benefit coverages,

except for medical and dental coverage which Dr. Marans may

extend for up to 18 months by paying the appropriate

premiums.

6. Upon termination of employment, the COMPANY will pay

to Dr. Marans any unused 19C7 and 1988 vacation.

7. Dr. Marans agrees and covenPnts that he will, and

hereby does, forever and irrevocably release and discharge

W. R. Grace & Co. and its subsidiaries, their off.cers,
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directors, employees, successors, assigns, and

representatives, from any and all claims, demands, charges,

debts, defenses, actions or causes of action, obligations,

damages and liabilities whatsoever which he now has, has had,

or may have, whether the same be at law, in equity, or mixed,

in any way arising from his termination from employment with

the COMPANY, and any other claims, demands, charges, debts,

defenses, actions or causes of action, obligations, damages

and liabilities which arose at any time prior to the date of

the Agreement. It is expressly agreed and understood that

paragraph 7 of this Agreement is a General Release.

8. Dr. Marans further agl-,?.es and covenants not to file

any cnarges or complaints against the COMPANY with any

federal, state or local admi,listrative agency or judicial

body. Dr. Marans further agrees that the terms of this

Agreement are strictly confidential and expressly covenants

not to display, publish, disseminate or disclose any terms of

this Agreement to any person or business entity. It is

expressly agreed that any violation of the terms of this

paragraph 8 shall be deemed a material breach of this

Agreement entitling the COMPANY to immediately cease making

all payments hereunder and to recover the entire amount paid

to Dr. Marans under paragraphs 3 and 6 of this Agreement.

This remedy shall ne in addition to and not in lieu of any

other remedy to which the C=PANY may be entitled.

0
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9. This Agreement shall Oe binding upon the assigns,

heirs, executors, and administrators of Dr. Marans.

10. Dr. Marans affirms that the terms stated herein are

the only consideration for signing this Agreement, and no

other promise or agreement of any kind has been made to or

with him by any person or entity 4hatsoever that caused him

to sign this Agreement.

11. Dr. Marans has fully reviewed the terms of this

Agreement and acknowledges that he has had an opportunity to

review it with counsel if desired. Based upon that review,

Dr. Marans hereby acknowledges that he fully and completely

understands and accepts the terms, conditions, nature, and

effect of this Agreement, which he voluntarily executed.

12. This Agreement may not be changed orally.

13. Dr. Marans hereby represents and warrants to

t..e Company that he is not in possession of any materials in

written or ether tangible form which embody in whole or in

part any information which is proprietary to the Company; and

that all such materials previously possessed by him have been

returned to the Company.

4 i
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14. All the provisions of this Agreement except for

paragraphs 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 shall survive the termination of

Dr. Marans' employment with the Company on July 28, 1988.

STATE OF

COUNTY OF

On this

Nelson S. Marans

)

) SS;

)

day of , 1987, before me,

personally came Nelson S. Marans, to me known, and known to re

to be the individual described in, and who executed, the

foregoing Agreement, and he duly acknowledged to me that he

executed the same.

WITNESS;

a:0003wgr

WGR/bgm

4 , 0

Notary Public
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12120 Kerwood Road
Silver Spring, Maryland, 20904
August 3, 1967

Mr. Peter Grace
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
N. R. Grace & Co.
Grace Plaza. 1114 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York, 10036 -7794

Dear Mr. Grace:

I was shocked by my recent firing without any termination pay

from the N. R. Grace Research Division ate^ twenty-nine years and

eleven months of loyal service to the company. In addition all

benefits were stripped immediately. The reason for the discharge

was two successive poor pe formance reviews; the reason for firing

without termination pay or ,enefits was my refusal to sign the

enclosed contract.

My record with the company has included over fifty patents; my

age at discharge was 63 years and two months. I had intended to

work at Grace only until 65 years and would have left the company

at that time. More to the point, I was willing to leave at 63 with

the usual one year termination pay spread over the slightly less

than two years remaining to my sixty-fifth birthday.

I did not sign the enclosed contract because the terms were

demeaning and denigrating. I sympathize with the other professionals

who have been forced to sign this agreement because of financial

necessity, but by the letter of the contract have not been able to

speak about this disgrace. As far as I know I have been the only

individual who has refused to ign.

The sequence of events was not much better. I was presented

with the agreement by Dr. Joseph Raksis at 4:30 PM Priday afternoon

July 24th at which time I indicated that I would refuse to sign the
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contract. The termination date on signing would have been July

29th. I was given until Monday, July 27th to decide, was called

In again by Dr. Joseph Raksis at 3:30 'Yr: and again asked to sign

Aen I exmlaincd that the document was dchumanizine, I was fired and

ordered to leave by July 31st with salary and benefits terminating

at that time(a full four days during which I completed my laboratory

work, transferred the radiation protection office program to another

professional ane :leaned out 30 years of files).

I informed Dr. Raksis that the American Chemical Society guidelines

for discharge requires four weeks notice and two weeks for every year

of employment or a total of 64 weeks. T. was told that Grace had no

intention of following AC3 guidelines.

I,protest as a former loyal employee and a Grace stockholder the

abruptness of the firing, the absence of any semblance of termination

pay and the subhuman treatment. I assure you that my firing hss not

inspired loyalty among the professionals at the I. R. Grace Research

Division. I feel that the responsibility for the discharge flows from

the top of the Corporate R h Group, namely Dr. Peter Boer, and

through the chain of command to the Personnel Department.

To retain creative people at the W. R. Grace R h Division,

you must see that they are tre:.ted as professionals. A drastic change

in the attitude of top managtment is required. Thank you for considering

my coNments.

30

Sincere. yours,

elson Marans
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GRACE

Mr. Nelson Marans
12120 Kerwood Road
Silver Spring, MD 20904

Dear Mr. Marans:

J P Bolduc, Voce Chaemon

W R Glace & Co
Cence Plaza

1114 Mann of the Amencas
NOVI York NY 10036-7794

August 12, 1987

Thank you for your letter of August 5, 1987 and the
accompanying copy of the letter you sent to Mr. J. Peter Grace
on August 3, 1987.

The purpose of this letter is threefold. First, it
is to advise you that we have received your letters. Second,
it is tc tell you that we are currently reviewing and assessing
the matters you described in your letter to Mr. Grace of
August 3rd. And third, it is to advise you that you will
shortly be receiving from W. R. Grace i Co. a more detailed
response to the questions you raised.

Sincerely,
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Dr. Nelson S. Marans
12120 Kerwood Road
Silver Spring, MD 20904

Dear Dr. Marans:

F Peer 80.., Son*, Vice R-ese:lient

W R Grace & Co
Grace Roza
1114 Merle* of the Arnercos
New York, NY 0036-7794

12121 819.6882

August 12, 1987

Mr. J. Peter Grace has referred your letter of August 3,
1987 to my office for response.

As you know, the Company expects all employees to maintain
a level of performance which continues to contribute to the goals
and objectives of the organization. As your memo indicates, you
were discharged due to continued poor work performance. During
the past several years, you have been encouraged to take steps,
with the assistance of management, to improve your performance.
When your performance did not improve, you were offered the
opportunity to interview for an alternative position within the
Information Services Department. When you did not indicate that
you would make a serious commitment to this position, and resisted
opportunities tobscomefamiliarwiththeposition'sresponsibilities
and equipment, this option could no longer be pursued.

Alternatively, you were extended an offer which would
have provided you with one year's full pay and full benefits.
The benefits provided to you in this agreement far exceeded what
would normally be provided, by WRC policy, to a terminated employee
and, in return, we would expect such an agreement to be executed.
Management did take ACS guidelines into consideration when assembling
the agreement. The offer was presented to you, in writing, on
Friday, July 24, 1987 by Dr. Joseph Raksis who informed you that
a decision was not required until the following Wednesday, July 29,

1987. When Dr. Raksis discussed the details of this offer with
you one week earlier, you requested a written proposal. By your
refusing to sign the agreement, and with no other appropriate
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positions available, the Company elected to terminate your employment
effective July 31, 1987. You received one month's extra pay
(plus pay for unused vacation), as provided by WRC policy. This
termination does not affect your eligibility for all retirement
benefits.

As an additional point of clarification, all performance
appraisals, and the subsequent recommendation for termination,
were initiated by your department management, Drs. Jachimcwicz
and Raksis. The request to pursue termination did not originate
from my office, nor from the President of the Research Division,
nor from the Personnel Department.

Nelson, we realize each employee has his or her own
personal issues, responsibilities and emotions which must be
considered. In response, the Company extends every effort to
employees in such a situation to make the transition as smooth as
possible. Our intent was to allow you to leave with dignity and
self-respect. The agreement presented to you was not intended to
be demeaning. The agreement purposely does not include any
statements regarding past performance and only addresses the
terms and conditions therein. I believe the Company has made
every effort to provide you with the opportunity to improve your
work performance, including the possibility of an alternative
position in the Information Center. When this did not work out
you were offered substantial help to assist in your transition,
which you have elected to decline.

Very truly yours,

cc: Mr. J. Peter Grace, Jr.

86-519 0 - 88 - 2
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Eileen M. Stein
Atturne at I mw

7604 Bbrook Lane

Chen Ch... Mard.ns. 20811

(301) 6'17,9220

October 19R7

Mr. J. Peter Grace, Jr.
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
W. R. Grace i Company
Grace Plaza
1114 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-7794

Re: Nelson S. Marans, Ph.D.

Dear Mr. Grace:

I have been retained by Dr. Nelson 8. Marano, who was .

recently fired from the W. R. Grace Research Division at the age
of 63 after nearly 30 yeare of employment.

Information provided to me by Dr. Marans indicates that
his discharge was part of a calculated effort to gat rid of older
employees which began with an attempt to pressure Dr. nuns and
others to take early retirement in 1683. when Dr. Marans
declined the early retirement package, he was given poor
performance evaluations in 1986 and 1087 which were totally
unjustified and at variance with his undisputed fine record up to
1e8S and his continued performance at the same level. to was
then offered the choice of early retirement or transfer to
position in another department, when he pursued the alternative
position to the point of interviewing for it with two supervisors
and participsting ter several hours in taped instructional
orientation program, that offer was withdrea. finally, he was
told that he would be gives one-year paid leave of absence
provided he signed an agreement stating, bast slier that he
would never file any complaints against the company with any
judicial or administrative body, that he would never disclose the
terms rot the agreement, and that the compsny could fire hin any
time it chose and he waived any rights or claims he might have
against it for doing so or for any other reason. When Dr. Ratans
refused to sign this unconscionable agreement, a copy of which I
enclose herewith, be was summarily fired.
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The inference is inescapable that this course of conduct
constitutes a violation of the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act and of Dr. *crane's rights under other statutory and common
law. The fact that other employees in the protected age group
have been subjected to similar treatment only serves to reinforce
this conclusion.

Dr. Marans has filed a charge of discrimination witn the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, which is a necessary
prerequisite to suit under the ADEA. I have made a quick
calculation of the monetary damages my client has suffered from
loss of salary and benefits. Assuming that he were to retl.e at
age 65, his direct financial loss for these items alone during
his expected lifetime exceeds $700,000. If he were to continue
working beyond age 65 -- as he is of course legally entitled to
do -- his loss would be far greater. These calculations do not
include compensation for physical injuries he sustained when
forced to clear out 30 years of files in four days without
assistance, nor do they include his less easily quantifiable
actual damages, punitive damages, or attorneys fees.

As you doubtless know, Dr. Marano is entitled to recover
twice his actual damages under the ADEA if the company's
violation was willful. There is ample evidence here from which a
jury could find willfulness, even aside from the prolonged
duration of the campaign to get rid of Dr. Marano, which began
well before there was any suggestion of weaknesses in his
performance.

Dr. Marano was repeatedly pressured by company officials
to sign a waiver of his right to file an age discrimination
complaint. Numerous federal courts, including at least one
circuit court of appeals, have held such a waiver to be an
unlawful attempt to deny to the UDC the information it needs tc
advance the public interest in preventing employment
discrimination, and therefore contrary to public policy.
Moreover, the combined effect of paragraphs 2 and 7 of the
enclosed agreement is that the company could have unlawfully
terminated my client's employment a week after he signed the
agreement, and be would have waived his right to any remedy.
Such prospective waiver of rights under federal employment
discrimination lows has been specifically disapproved as contrary
to public policy by the Supreme Court of the United States as
well as numeroullowet courts.

Willfulness is also indicated by the retaliation in which
the company is presently engaged against my client. Se has
submitted legitimate claims for medical expenses since the filing

- 2 -
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of his UGC charge. Despite the fact that he elected to continue
his coverage under the Grace medical plan, and his payment of the
full premium has been acknowledged by the company, his claims
have been rejected on the basis that the medical expenses were
incurred 'after coverage terminated.' At the same time, the
company's workers' compensation administrator, to which he was
initially referred when he tried to claim under the medical plan,
has rejected his claim under workers' compensation, directing him
to submit his bills instead to his 'group health carrier.' As a
result of this classic run-around, his claims have still not been
paid. There is no possible justification for this shabby
treatment.

I have advised Dr. Marano of the various legal remedies
available to him. I have also advised him that every court which
has considered the issue has enjoined employers from enforcing
the provisions of agreements such as the enclosed to withdraw
benefits from former employees who cooperate in an UGC
investigation or employment discrimination suit. Thus, I do not
think he will encounter much difficulty in obtaining evidence in
support of his case from other former Grace employees who have
been treated as he was.

Before pursuing the avenues open to him, however, Dc.
Narans wishes to make one final attempt to resolve this matter
withent litigation. Accordingly, he has authorised me to propose
the following as a basis on which this dispute could be settled:
The company will make an immediate lump sum payment to Dr. Marano
equivalent to his salary for the period July 31, 1307 through
June 30, 1.9$3, and place him on retirement status effective
August 1, 19$7 with all benefits to which an individual retiring
after age AS with his length of service would be entitled,
including uninterrupted medical and dental coverage, In
addition, the company will of course reimburse all his medical
and pharmaceutical bills for his work-related injury, and will
compensate him for his legal fees (which to date are minimal).
In return, Dr. *mins will accept this arrangement in full
settlement of his employment discrimination claims, and will
withdraw his pending BMOC charge.

Toe will note the similarity between this proposal and
the 'early retirement' arrangement the company offered to Dr.
Marano in Del. This offer is made solely to a spirit of
compromise to attempt settlement of wry client's claims, and is
without prejudice to his right to pursue those claims in full if
the offer is rejected.

If you are interested in a resolution of Dr. Marans's

- 3 -
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claims along these lines, thereby avoiding the costs and risks of
litigation, please have your counsel contact me by October 30,
1987.

Very truly yours,

(signed) EIL!E U. MIT

Eileen M. Stein

Enclosure

cc: Francois P. van Remoortere
President, W. R. Grace Rebee-ch Division

- 4 -
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VENABLE. BAETJER AND HOWARD
Arremscrai AT Law
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October 30, 1987

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Eileen M. Stein
Attorney at Law
7504 Bybrook Lane
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Re: Nelson S. Margins, Ph.D.

Dear Ms. Stein:

VIN. 0/.1
SUITS OOOOO

4.40072 4STIOS15014 SCUMS
...MOMS. 11 101111111. am.

0031 S2 11000

Suag 500
1000 400000401 041104
40.11.484 4.40141 /405

000 /49.2500

M. R. Grace i Company is now in a position to respond
to your letter of October 1, 1987, to Mr. Grace. For the

reasons that I will explain in this letter, the Company
disputes your factual interpretation of the termination of
Doctor Marans. Moreover, we are not interested in your
settlement offer.

Doctor Marans was terminated for continued poor work
performance. He repeatedly was counseled by the Company over
the years, yet did not improve. Moreover, Doctor Marans
declined to make a serious commitment to a transfer
opportunity, as an alternative to discharge, to a position
witein the Company's Information Services Department. Doctor
Marans also rejected a generous severance pay offer that would
have provided him with one year's full pay and full benefits.

These circumstances are fully described in Mr. Boer's
letter to Doctor Marans dated August 12, 1987. I assume that

you have a copy of this letter or can obtain one readily from

your client.

As for the settlement offer in your letter of
October 1st, the Company rejects it. Nevertheless, in the
spirit of compromise and to avoid further legal expense in this

matter, we propose a counter-offer. Ns.

0'
-o C)
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Eileen M. Stein
October 1987
Page 2

We propose to pay Doctor Marans the equivalent of one
year's salary minus the one month's severance pay which the
Company already paid your client. This amounts to $50,417. We
further propose to pay Doctor Marans his legal expenses to date
(assuming, as you claim in your October 1st letter, that these
expenditures are minimal). Finally, the Company proposes to
pay your client his medical expenses through September 1987.

In exchange for these payments, of course, we would
expect Doctor Marans to execute a full general release of (and
covenant not to sue concerning) any and all claims arising out
of your client's employment with or termination by the Company

including his outstanding workers' compensation claim. This
release and covenant not to sue also would include, among other
things, a non-admission of liability clause. It would also
include, for example, a provision under which Doctor Marans
would agree to keep the terms of the settlement (including the
amount of the settlement) confidential. As a final example,
Doctor Marans would agree to withdraw his outstanding workers'
compensation claim and appeal.

The Company's counter-offer will remain open for a
period of two weeks from your receipt of this latter. This
counter-offer is made in the spirit of compromise and should in
no way be interpreted as an admission of liability on the part
of the Company. Please contact me if Doctor Marans decides to
accept this counter-offer.

cer 1

)
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Eileen M. Stein

Anwar! at Iry

7,04 ByLmolt Lae
CL.7 CL.... M.#4 man

(300 457.9no

November 9, 1987

Jeffrey P. Ayres, Esquire
Venable, Baetjer i Howard
1800 Mercantile Bank i Trust Building
2 Hopkins Plaza
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Re: Nelson S. Harem, Ph.D.

Dear Mr. Ayres:

1510,F1.

I have received your letter of October 30 and had an oppor-
tunity to review it with my client. The counteroffer it
contains is totally inadequate. Rather than an attempt at
compromise, it appears virtually the same as the unacceptable
proposal made to Dr. Marans before his termination, with the
added feature that it would deprive him of the workers'
compensation benefits to which he is entitled. Consequently,
my client has instructed me to reject it.

If you would like to propose another basis for settlement
better calculated to compromise the differences between your
client and mine, we will be happy to consider it. Otherwise
Dr. Marans will have no alternative but to pursue the legal
remedies available to him.

Very, truly yours,

Eileen M. Stein

40
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W.R. Grace Admits

It Told Falsehoods

To U.S. Authorities

By GARY PUTICA
Staff Rainier of TIM MALL Erwin Jousuma.

BOSTONW.R. Grace fit Co. pleaded
guilty to a charge of lying to federal au-
thorities investigating the contamination of
drinking wells in Woburn. Mm., where
families have alleged that polluted water
caused six leukemia deaths. Woes, and
blrth defects.

Grace changed its plea from innocent
oh the day before the case was scheduled
for trial, ending six years of civil and
criminal litigation that has been closely
followed by environmental activists. Grace
was fuzed 510.000, the maximum penalty
for making misleading statements when
they were made, in a 1982 letter.

Michael Deland, regional administra-
tor of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, claimed victory in the case. But
Grace continued to assert its lack of culpa-
bility, saying rules of federal procedure al-
lowed it to maintain innocence despite the
Sulky Plea.

In the count covered by the guilty plea.
Grace was accused of knowingly under-
stating the amount of acetone it used at its
Woburn plant over the years covered by
the SPA inquiry. A second count against
the company, alleging unlawful conceal-
ment of dumping chemicals near the food-
package machine plant, was dropped.

In a 1900 settleme it of a separate dvil
suit, Grace agreed to pay 211 ratios to
plaintiffs who claimed that chemical pollu-
tants from Grace's Woburn plant caused
death and illness in their families. A fed-
eral jury had previously found that Grace
"substantially contributed" to the pollution
of the wells. The civil case represented a
rare claim for damages from a corporation
for personal injury from polluted ground
water.

Mr. Deland acknowledged that the pen-
alty is "a small amount in dollar terms,"
but said Grace had been found guilty of "a
seriously unethical corporate practice." He
said Grace would have faced a fine of as
much as $500,000 if it committed the same
acts today.

Hugh Carey, ''le former New 'fort gar-
ernor and now a W.R. Grace environmen-
tal official, said Grace's plea bargaining
"moats to a painful exercise," but

Att_ree 041rat

. -Mane I, Inir

added, "we did a reasonable and responsi-
ble thing" to spare the company further
court proceedings.

The contaminated wells, which the EPA
found to contain high levels of dangerous
solvents, were capped in 1979. The Grace
Woburn plant has been converted to an-
other use.
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CONFIDENTIAL

AGREEMENT

This AGREEMENT, made this 24th day of July, 1987, is

between the Research Division of W. R. Grace & Co. (herein

called COMPANY) and Nelson S. Marans, residing at

12120 Kerwood Road, Silver Spring, Maryland 20904.

IT IS HEREBY AGREED as follows:

1. Dr. Nelson S. Marans will voluntarily accept a leave

of absence from his active employment with the COMPANY from

Wednesday, July 25, 1987, to Thursday, July 28, 1988,

inclusive. During such period, Dr. Marans will remain an

employee of the COMPANY and may, from time to time, be asked

to consult with respect to his prior work on behalf of '..he

COMPANY.

2. Dr. Marans' employment with the COMPANY will

terminate effective as of July 28, 1988. The COMPANY

reserves the right to terminate Dr. Marans' employment

earlier should it determine Dr. Marans' conduct or actions

are detrimental to COMPANY interest.

3. The COMPANY will pay Dr. Marans compensation at an

annualized rate of $55,000 during the period from July 29,

1987, to July 28, 1988, inclusive. This will be paid

semimonthly unless .r. Marars elects a lump-sum payment as

provided in (5) Lelow.
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4. Dr. Marans shall continue to be treated as an active

participant under the Grace benefit plans (except Long Term

Disability insurance) in which he actively participated on

July 24, 1987, during the period from July 29, 1987, to July

28, 1988, inclusive, subject to the terms of each such plan

as amended from time to time. In the event that Dr. Marans

shall become employed by an employer after July 29, 1987, and

before July 28, 1988, and become covered under such

employer's medical plan, dental plan, life insurance plan,

accidental death and dismemberment plan, voluntary group

accident plan, or business travel accident insurance plan,

his coverage under, and his entitlement to benefits under,

the corresponding W. R. Grace & Co. plans shall thereupon

cease.

5. Dr. Marans may elect Lo receive his leave of absence

payments, or any balance thereof due at any time, as a

lump-sum payment. Such an election will result in

termination of employment and of all benefit coves ,,s,

except for medical and dental coverage which Dr. Marans may

extend for up to 18 months by paying the appropriate

premiums.

6. Upon termination of employment, the COMPANY will pay

to Dr. Marans any unused 1987 and 1988 vacation.

7. Dr. Marans agrees and covenants that he will, and

hereby does, forever and irrevocably release and discharge

W. R. Grace & Co. and its subsidiaries, their officers,
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directors, employees, successors, assigns, and

representatives, from any and all claims, demands, charges,

debts, defenses, actions or causes of action, obligations,

damages and liabilities whatsoever which he now has, has had,

or may have, whether the same be at law, in equity, or mixed,

in any way arising iLum his termination from employment with

the COMPANY, and any other claims, demands, charges, debts,

defenses, actions or causes of action, obligations, damages

and liabilities which arose at any time prior to the date of

the Agreement. It is expressly agreed and understood that

paragraph 7 of this Agreement is a General Release.

8. Dr. Marans further agrees and covenants not to file

any charges or complaints against the COMPANY with any

federal, state or local administrative agency or judicial

body. Dr. Marans further agrees that the terms of this

Agreement are strictly confidential and expressly covenants

not to display, publish, disseminate or disclose any terms of

this Agreement to any person ea business entity. It is

expressly agreed that any violation of the t( ms of this

paragraph 8 shall be deemed a material breach of this

Agreement entitling the COMPANY to immediately cease making

all payments hereunder and to recover the entire amount paid

to Dr. Marans under paragraphs 3 and 6 of this Agreement.

This remedy shall be in addition to and not in lieu of any

other remedy to which the COMPANY may be entitled.
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9. This Agreement shall be binding upon the assigns,

heirs, executors, and administrators of Dr. Marans.

10. Dr. Marans affirms that the terms stated herein are

the only consideration for signing this Agreement, and no

other promise or agreement of any kind has been made to or

with him by any person or entity whatsoever that caused him

to sign this Agreement.

11. Dr. Marans has fully reviewed the terms of this

Agreement and acknowledges that he has had an opportunity to

review it with counsel if desired. Based upon that review,

Dr. Marans hereby acknowledges that he fully and completely

understands and accepts the terms, conditions, nature, and

effect of this Agreement, which he voluntarily executed.

12. Tais Agreement may not be changed orally.

13. Dr. Marans hereby represents and warrants to

the company that he is not in possession of any materials in

written or other tangible form which embody in whole or in

part any information which is proprietary to the Company; and

that all such materials previously possessed by him have been

returned to the Company.
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14. All the provisions of this Agreement except for

paragraphs ., 3, 4, 5, and 6 shall survive the termination of

Dr. Marans' employment with the Company on July 28, 1988.

STATE OF

) SS;

COUNTY OF

On this day of

Nelson S. Marans

, 1987, before me,

personally came Nelson S. Marans, to me known, and known to me

to be the individual described in, and who executed, the

foregoing Agreement, and he duly acknowledged to me that he

executed the same.

Notary Public

WITNESS;

a:0003wgr

WGR/bgm
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Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Donald Graham, we are happy to
have you with us, sir.

Mr. GRAHAM. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, ladies
and gentlemen.

My name is Donald Graham, and I am a 55-year-old manager
caught up in the new business fad of downsizing and restructuring.

I was terminated on December 15, 1987 after having spent 10
years with Pet, Inc., 5 of which were in the St. Louis headquarters
office. The previous 5 years had been with a company purchased by
Pet in 1982; namely, the William Underwood Co.

At the time of my termination, my position was Director of Prod-
uct S'er....es for Pet's International Group.

The circumstances surrounding the termination of about 100 of
Pet's employees followed the announcement by Karl Bays, the new
chairman of I.C. IndustriesPet's parent companythat the oper-
ating units were directed to reduce operating costs by $50 million
for 1988.

I was informed by my supervisor on November 23, 1987 that my
position was eliminated, and I would be terminated effective De-
cember 15, 1987the end of Pet's fiscal year. I was informed at
that time that I would receive "enhanced" severance, and that I
would qualify for early retirement with "enhanced" benefits.

On December 3, 1987, I attended one of several meetings held by
the Human Resources Department for terminated employees to ex-
plain the termination procedure for those being terminated and to
explain the severance packages.

There were 5 people in my meetingthat is out of the 100 that
were being terminated. They held numerous meetings with small
numbers of employees. At this meeting, we were given a copy of a
"Settlement Agreement and General Release" that we were re-
quired to sign if we were to receive "enhanced benefits". I believe
you have a copy of that agreement, and please refer to the heavy
print paragraph 3, which is to me the offending paragraph.

We were at that time advised to consult our attorney and were
not given a definite time limit in which to sign.

I, as did others that I know of, consulted an attorney about the
release and discussed filing an age discrimination suit. However,
my attorney and I concluded that such a suit would be a long,
drawn-out affair, and I required the enhanced package to survive
while I looked for a position where I could use my talents and
training.

I knew that at age 55, it would take quite a while to land a posi-
tion, and with one son in college and another in 'ugh school, I
needed the income it provided.

We also concluded that the benefits, if we won, would probably
not be enough to pay the attorney fees that would accruea catch-
22 situation.

The enhanced severance benefits amounted to about two and
one-half times the normal severance. Therefore, I was eligible for
26 weeks of severance under the enhanced package, where normal-
ly I would only receive 10 weeks.

For those of us who qualified for early retirement, we were given
a 5-plus-5 package-5 yea. added to our age and service for pen-
sion calculation purposes.

P.,
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Of the people terminated at Pet, the whole list was kept quite
confidential. But of the 12 or so immediate coworkers that I am ac-
quainted with, 8 are over 45 and 7 are over 52.

Being terminated from a position not for a fault or cause is bad
enough, but when you are presented with a buyout of your civil
rights, it gave me, at least, a feeling of outrage that this sort of
thing was happening. And as I found out later, this is even encour-
aged and advocated by the EEOC. It makes you wonder whose side
they are on

Senator METZENBAUM. How did you find that out?
Mr. GRAHAM. I talked to my lawyer, and I talked to some person-

nel people in the industry, and they told me that.
Senator METZENBAUM. All right.
Mr. GRAHAM. It makes you wonder whose side they are on and

what other civil rights are going to be bought off in the future.
This may be the tip of the iceberg.

Maybe I am naive, Senator, but I have always thought that in
this great country of ours, a person's legal rights were paramount
and could not be purchased or bargained away. I guess I was in
error all these years, but I submit to you, sir, that this is not mor-
ally or ethically right to be able or forced to do so.

Thank you for your attention.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Graham with an attachment fol-

lows:]

d 6
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. DONALD GRAHAM

Good Morning.

My name is Dora Id J. Graham, and I am a 55 year old manager caught in

the new business fad of "restructuring and downsizing."

I was terminated on December 15, 1987, after having spent 10 years with

Pet, Inc., five of which were at the St. Louis headquarters. The previous

five years had been with a company purchased by Pet in 1982, namely The

William Underwood Company.

At the time of my termination, my position was Director of Product Services

for Pet's International Group.

The circumstances surrounding the termination of about 100 of Pet's

employees followed the announcement by Karl Bays, the new chairman of
t,

I. C. Industries - Pet's parent company, that the operating units were directed
.1

to reduce operating costs by $50 million for 1988.

I was informed, by my supervisor, on November 23, 1987, that my position

was eliminated; and I would be terminated effective December 15, 1987, the

end of Pet's fiscal year. I was informed that I would receive "enhanced"

severance and that I qualified for early retirement with ''enhanced" benefits.

On December 3, 1987, I attended one of several meetings held by the

Human Resources Department for terminated employees to explain the

termination procedures and severance packages. There were five people

in my meeting. Al this meeting, we were given a copy of a "Settlement

Agreement and General Release" that we were required to sign If we were

to receive "enhanced benefits." Please refer to the heavy print paragraph

on the attached copy of the agreement.
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We were, at that time, advised tc consult our attorney and were not given

a definite time limit in which to sign.

I, as did others, consulted an attorney about the release and discussed

filing an age discrimination suit. However, my attorney and I concluded

that a suit would be a long drawn-out affair; and I required the enhanced

package to survive while I looked for a position where I could use my talents

and training. I knew that at age 55 it would take quite awhile to land a position;

and with one son in college and another in high school, I needed the income.

We also concluded that the benefits, if we won, would probably not be

enough to pay the attorney fees that would accrue. A catch 22 situation.

The enhanced severance benefits amounted to about 2 1/2 times the normal

severance. I was eligible for 26 weeks of severance under the enhanced

package, where normally I would only receive 10 weeks.

For those of us who qualified for early retirement, we were given a

5 + 5 package - five years added to our age and service for pension calculat,on

purposes.

Of the people terminated at Pet, the whole list was kept quite confidential.

But of the 12 or so immediate co-workera that I know, 8 are Dyer 45 and

, 7 are over 52.

Being terminated from a position, not for fault or cause is bad enough;

but whe.i you are presented with a buy-out of your civil rights, it gave met

at least, c feeling of outrage that this sort of thing was happening, and as

I found out later, even encouraged and advocated by the EEOC. It makes
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you wonder whose side they are on and what other civil rights are going

to be bought off.

Maybe I am naive, but I have always thought that in this great country of

ours, a person's legal rights were paramount and could not be purchased or
bargained away. I guess I was in error all these years - but I submit to you.

Senator, that it is not morally or ethically right to be able or forced to do so.
Thank you.

s
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Settlement Agreement and General Release

This document entered into this day of , 198_, sets forth
the terms of agreement between Don iTa Graham (hereinafter referred to as
"Graham") and Pet Incorporated (hereinafter referred to as Pet) regarding the
termination of Graham's employment with Pet.

In consideration of the promises made by Pet and set forth below, Graham
agrees to the following:

1) Graham will resign from employment with Pet no later than December 15,
1987.

2) Graham will continue working for Pet until the date of his resignation.

3) Graham releases, discharges and covenants not to sue Pet and its
officers, directors, partners, agents, employees, assigns, successors in

interest and its parent corporation, IC Industries, Inc. and/or its
affiliates, with regard to any matter arising from or connected with his
employment with, or termination from, Pet Incorporated for any and all
reasons whatsoever, known or unknown, suspected or unsuspected, at law or

in equity, which Graham ever had, now has, or hereinafter shall have,
including but not limited to any claims which might arise in tort or in
contract or under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 or under any other law, statute or act
whether Federal, State or local. Graham further waives recovery under
any claim, action or lawsuit which might be brought on his behalf.

In consideration of the prumises made by Graham and set forth above, Pet
agrees to:

r) Pay Graham 26.0 weeks of severance pay for a total amount of thirty-two
thousand four-hundred-sixty dollars and no cents ($32,460.00). Payments

will be made in accordance with current pay periods, on the 15th and last
day of each month. The amount of severance pay due has been calculated
to provide payments of $2,705.00 for 12 pay periods. Payments will be

made subject to Federal, State and Local taxes, and Pet life, health and
dental benefit contributions.

2) Provide Graham with the Pet life, medical and dental benefits coverage
for the severance pay period, under the same provisions as if he were
still employed.

3) Provide professional employment assistance.

4) One of the following three options:

a. Add 5 years to Graham age and length of service for pension
calculation purposes, subject to a maximum of 65 years of age
and 40 years of service, per the current plan; or

52
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b. Estimate social security benefit payable to Graham at age 62,
then pay that amount to Graham each month from date of
termination until age 62; or

c. Pay Graham his pension at age 65, based on current salary as if
working until age 65.

This Settlement Agreement and General Release contains all of the terms and
conditions agreed upon by the parties and shall bind each of the parties
hereto. No representative of either Graham or Pet had or has any authority
to make any representation or promise not contained in this Agreement and
each of the parties to this Agreement acknowledges reliance upon any such
representation or promise. This Agreement cannot be modified or changed
except by a written instrument signed by all of the parties hereto.

If any party to this Agreement commences an action against any other party
arising out of, or in connection with, this Agreement or any of the documents
executed and delivered at the settlement closing, the prevailing parties
shall be entitled to have and recover from the losing party reasonable attor-
neys' fees and costs of suit as shall be fixed by the court. In witness
whereof the parties hereto have executed this Settlement Agreement and Gener-
al Release, the day and year written above.

1) Graham agrees not to use or import to any other person, corporation or
entity any confidential information which he has acquired while an
employee of Pet.

2) Graham, by signing this Agreement acknowledges that he has been
afforded an opportunity to review this Agreement with an attorney or
other advisors of his choice, that he has read and understands this
Agreement and that he has signed this Agreement freely and voluntarily.

3) This Agreement is made pursuant to and shall be governed, construed and
enforce( in all respects and for all purposes in accordance with the law
of the State of Missouri.

Witness

Witness

PET INCORPORATED

By:

2
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Senator MErzENBAum. Thank you very much, Mr. Graham.
Our third witness on this panel is William Terrell, from Roches-

ter, NY. We are happy to have you with us, sir.
Mr. TERRELL. Gaod morning, sir. My name is Bill Terrell, and I

am from Rochester, NY.
In 1982, I signed an unsupervised waiver purporting to release

all of my claims against my former employer, Xerox Corp. At that
time, I was unaware of my legal rights and unaware of potential
claims I may have had against Xerox. I would like to briefly tell
you what happened to me.

I worked in Rochester for General Dynamics for approximately
17 years. My last position with General Dynamics was that of a su-
pervisor. When General Dynamics moved to California in 1970, I
was able to locate another job at Xerox.

I worked for Xerox continuously from 1970 until August 22, 1982.
I worked hard for Xerox and was a dedicated employee. I worked
there from age 44 until age 56. I feel I did a very good job at Xerox,
and my performance appraisals confirmed this.

In 1982, I was forced to leave Xerox on a so-called voluntary re-
duction in force At that time, I was advised to attend a group
meeting at which I and others were advised that we could partici-
pate in a voluntary RIF. We were also told that an involuntary
RIF would follow and that the involuntary RIF benefits were sub-
stantially less than that which we could receive in the voluntary
RIF.

After the meeting, I went up the chain of command, speaking to
my supervisors to find out whether I would be terminated in the
upcoming involuntary RIF. I was told that I was "part of the num-
bers" and that "a certain number of people are going to go, and
you are going regardless". One of my supervisors also told me "You
might win the battle, but you are going to lose the war."

I did not want to leave Xerox. I was age 56, had been with Xerox
approximately 12 years, and was earning $28,000 per year as a
foreman in charge of stock. I did not have enough savings to retire,
and the previous year had undergone a triple bypass operation. I
surely did not want to start my career over again, and I knew that
the job market in Rochester and the economy in general were terri-
ble in 1982.

I, however, had no choice. I was told in essence that I would be
let go in the upcoming involuntary RIF and would receive much
less benefits. For example, the voluntary RIF offered three addi-
tional month; of salary above that provided in the involuntary
RIF. Needing these additional benefits and realizing that it might
be easier to locate a job before others were fired, I reluctantly ac-
cepted the voluntary RIF.

I did so without consulting an attorney. Looking back on the sit-
uation, I realize that it might have been to my advantage to obtain
legal advice, despite the expense. I did not know my rights or what
potential claims I might have had against Xerox. In fact, the
waiver form I signed did not mention that I was waiving any spe-
cific claims of discrimination, but only stated in general that I was
waiving my claims against the company.

I believe that many employees such as myself were in the dark
about what was happening to them at the time we were asked to
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sign the waiver form at Xerox. We were told that the company
needed to resize. What we did not realize, and only found out later,
was that Xerox let a disproportionate number of older workers go
in the reductions in force while at the same time, the company
hired thousands of workers, most of whom were extremely young.

I was unemployed for approximately 8 months after I left Xerox,
and finally obtained n job belling insurance. My earting salary was
only $1 000 per month plus commissions.

To say the least, since I have left Xerox my family has struggled
financially. I have also suffered much emotional stress as a result
of what occurred to me at Xerox. In fact, in 1986 I had a heart
attack, which I truly believe resulted from my employment situa-
tion. I am presently disabled and collecting disability pay.

I believe signing the waiver form has hurt me in the Lusardi v.
Xerox lawsuit, which is a class action in Federal court in Newark,
NJ. I am a plaintiff in that lawsuit, along with approximately 1,300
other present and former Xerox workers who are alleging age dis-
crimination against Xerox. The trial judge in the Lusardi case,
Judge Alfred Lechner, ruled I was not "similarly situated" to other
class action members because I signed a waiver form. Based in part
upon this finding, the Judge decertified the class action.

Judge Lechner's decision has been appealed, and while I am
hopeful the Court of Appeals will reverse his ruling, to date I have
been hurt by signing the waiver form.

I want to thank you.
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Terrell.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Terrell with an attachment fol-

lows:]
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ERMSNTATION OF WILLIAM TERRELL
SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING

MAY 24, 1988

Good morning, my name is Bill Terrell and I am from
Rochester, New York. In 1982, I signed an unsupervised waiver
purporting to release all of my claims against my former
employer, Xerox Corporation. At that time I was unaware of my
legal rights and unaware of potential claims I may have had
against Xerox. I would like to briefly tell you what happened to
me.

I worked in Rochester for General Dynamics for approximately
17 years. My last position with General Dynamics was that of a
supervisor. When General Dynamics moved to California in 1970, I

was able to locate another job at Xerox.

I worked for Xerox continuously from 1970 until August 22,
1982. 1.-"worked hard for Xerox and was a dedicated employee. I

worked there from age 44 until age 56. I feel I did a very good
job at Xerox and my performance appraisals confirm this.

In 1982, I was forced to leave Xerox in a so-called
voluntary reduction in for,e. At that time I was advised to
attend a group meeting at which I, and others, were advised that
we could participate in a voluntary RIF. We were also told that
an involuntary RIF would follow and that the involuntary RIF
benefits were substantially lest than that which we could receive
in the voluntary RIF.

After the meeting I went up the chain of command, speaking
to my supervisors to find out whether I would be terminated in
the up-coming involuntary RIF. I was told that "I was part of
the numbers" and that "a certain number of people are going to go
and you are going regardless". One of my supervisors also told
me that "you might win the battle, but you are going to lose the
war."

I did not want to leave Xerox. I was age 56, had been with
Xerox approximately 12 years and was earning $28,000 per year as
a foreman in charge of stock. I did not have enough savings to
retie and the previous year had undergone a triple by-pass
operation. I surely did not want to star, my career over again
and I knew that the job market in Rochester, and the economy in
general, were terrible in 1982.

I, however, had no choice. I was told, in essence, that I
would be let go in the up-coming involuntary RIF and would
receive much less benefits. For example, the voluntary RIF
offered three (3) addition's) months of salary above that provided
in the involuntary RIF. Needing these additional benefits and

C
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realizing that it might be easier to locate a job before others
were fired, I reluctantly "accepted' the voluntary RIF.

I did so wtchout consulting an attorney. Looking back on
the situation, 1 realize that it might have been to my advantage
to obtain legal advice, despite the expense. I did not know my
rights or what potential claims I might have against Xerox. In
fact, the waiver form I signed did not mention that I was waiving
any specific claims of age discrimination, but only stated, in
general, that I was waiving my claims against the company. Had I
consulted an attorney I surely would have been advised of the
potential harm my signing of the waiver form could have upon my
ability to sue Xerox later for discrimination.

I believe that many employees, such as myself, were in tha
dark about what was happening to them at the time we were asked
to sign the waiver form at Xerox. We were told that the company
needed to resize. What we did not realize and only found out
later, was that Xerox let disproportionate number of older
workers go in the reductions in force while, at the same time,
the company hired thousands of workers, most of whom were
extremely young.

I was unemployed for approximately eight (8) months after I
left Xerox, and finally obtained a jcio selling insurance. My
starting salary was only $1,000 per month plus commissions.

To say the least, since I have left Xerox my family has
struggled financially. I have also suffered much emotional
stress as a result of what occurred to me at Xerox. In fact, in
1986 I had a heart attack, which I truly believe resulted from my
employment situation. I am presently disabled and collecting
disability pay.

I believe signing the waiver form has hurt me in the Lusardi
v. Xerox law suit, which is a class action in federal court in
Newark, New Jersey. I am a plaintiff in that law suit along with
approximately 1300 other present and former Xerox workers who are
alleging age discrimination against Xerox. The trial judge in
the Lusardi case, Judge Alfred Lechner, ruled I was not
"similarly situated" to other class members because I signed a
waiver form. Based, in part, upon this finding, the judge
decertified the class action. Judge Lechner's decision has been
appealed and, while I am hopeful the Court of Appeals will
reverse his ruling, to date I have been hurt by signing the
waiver form.

Thank you.
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PERSONNEL et COWMEN -7

V.

XEROX CONFIDENTIAL
t-J ,

d a 2Ow*

REQUEST FOR VOLUNTARY
REDUCTION IN FORCE

I an requesting that I be allowed to terminate my employment with
Xerox Corporation under the terms of the Xerox Voluntary Reduction
in Force Program. I understand that I will receive Voluntary
Reduction in Force benefits according to the terms of the 1982 Fact
Sheet for Employees provided to me. I have read carefully and
understand the Fact Sheet and agree to all its terms and conditions. It
is understood that the Voluntary RIF effective date will be no later
than August 27,1982. I understand that in all cases, including my own,
the decision to approve or reject this request is within the sole
discretion of Xerox Corporation.

I further understand that, should this request be approved, I will not be
eligible for re-employment by Xerox Corporation until a break in my
Xerox service has occurred, defined by Xerox as two or more service
anniversaries after release of my profit sharing funds. IS this request
LS accepted, I release all claims I may have against Xerox except any
clams I may have that Xerox failed to pesorm the terms and
conditions of their VRIF Program.

Manager Approval

Department Hiad Approval

PE-sonnel Me.nager Approv

Emoloyee Signar4re

rUiff-it
Title

Organization

M4 \
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XEROYr
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AD!MTIOHAL INFORMATioN

All specific questions should be directed to your manager, your personnel
representative, or the Manager of RMG Benefits, Policies, and Records.

I have read carefully and understand this "Fact Sheet"

J }/ ii rsb,Lk.
Employee Signature'

cirl,1 r 27
ate

This page of the "Fact Sheet for Employees" must be signed and returned with
the employee's VRIF request.

-9-
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1.41

TRAIT REDUCTION Di POEM

PACE

POE EMPLOYEES

XF°r"' rrrAT-Inrit'TIA

PROGRAM

To help balance manpower levels, the Company is providing employees the
opportunity to pursue a Voluntary Reduction in Force. 1Tls Pact Sheet
summarises only the personnel policy concerning a Voluntary Reduction in
Pores. Any other personnel issues will be resolved in accordance with the
appropriate Xerox policy or practice.

PROCESS

Employees interested in obtaining additional information, or who wish to
submit a formal request to participate, should contact their Manager or their
Personnel representative. Submission of a request does not guarantee
approval as the company reserves the option to reject VRIP requests as its
needs dictate. The company will attempt to approve reeny all requests
within 3 weals.

SALARY PATIODIT OPTIONS

Employees who request and are approved for the voluntary reduction are
eligible for salary continuance in accordance with tne schedule shown below:

Months Salary Continuances
Age

Length of Service Under 40 40-49 50 & Over

Less than 1 year 1 1.5 2
1 but less than 4 years 2 3 4
4 but less than 6 years 4 6 a
Over II years 6 9 12

Pm' eximple. an employee under 40 with 5 years of service, whose last day
worked was March 15 would receive salary and benefits continuance through
July 15.

Employees on Confidential Payroll receive 6 months' salary continuation
or the schedule, whichever is higher.

-1-
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set - TM amount of salary oontinuanee shall be the employees
ary in effect Immediately prix to the start of salary continuance.

State unemployment benefits should not be payable because the employee has
voluntarily terminated and Is receiving full salary. However, in the event
Mil moat is made, an amount equal to the state benefit will be deducted
Doe the employee's salary.

Love Sou Mimi - Employees approved for the voluntary reduction
programs are guaranteed the salary provided for in the schedule shown on page
1 of this rant Sheet, and may elect to receive the payment in lump sum at
any time they wish. This option Is not and will not be available wider an
Involuntary Reduction Proems.

EXTENDED SALARY CONTINUANCE - TRANSITION Ti-) RETIREMENT

The Voluntary Reduction In Force Program may provide some employees the
opportunity to bridge the transition into retirement. At the conclusion of the
salary continuance period, employees who have reached age 55 with at least
10 years of service will be eligible for retirement benefits.

Employees who have reached their eighth anniversary or more, who are at
least 51-1/2 and who Moose to utilize this program as a transition to
retirement will be granted an added 3 months of pay to their normal
continuance of 12 months, thus provi nEbenefit of 15 months of
eontirmaes.

In addition, such a person may also choose to receive their It months over a
period of 30 months and thus, bridge to retirement by electing the Profit
Sharing Release Date of 12 months from the end of continuance (see Profit
Sharing Release Date, Page 5). Employees considering this option should see
their Personnel Representative.

WORE SCHEDULE

At the discretion of the Manager. employees may be asked to work during the
salary continuance period. In such case, employees must be allowed as much
time off with pay as may be required for the purpose of seelang other
employment. Eligibility for salary continuance L. not affected by an
employee's work schedule.

RELOCATION

Relocation assistance will not be provided to any employee who volunteers
for reduction in force.

MORTGAGE INTEREST DIFFERENTIAL

No further payments are made following the end of salary continuance.

OTHER EMPLOYMENT

When an employee obtains other employment during the salary continuance
period, the employee is responsible for notifying Xerox so that arrangements

-2-
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can be mane to forward any remaining salary continuance In lump sum. This
Mit NO end Ir Ul not be available oder an Involuntary RoduatisTn

ISMINSI
Employ**, are not eligible for additional severance pay beyond salary
continuance.

REENIITATERRNT zucumurr

Employees who volunteer (or the VRIF shall not be eligible for re-hire until
Is break in following the Lnd of the Profit Sharing extension.
in service Is defined as missing 2 or more service anniversary dates.

A t4 DATE

The wrIalnation date is the day salary continuance ceases, the date the

tea

other employment, or the date employee elects lump sum
t. whichem occurs first.

SALARY PAYMENTS

During the salary continuance period. your salary payments will continue to
be e 'molted In your bank or sent directly to your home. according to yourpre t arrangements. It you wish It changed, please advise your Personnel
roproontative.

EINEM ISODEPICATIONS DURING SALARY CONTINUANCE

You are covered under the provisions of the Xerox Family Security Plan
(Ineluding the Xerox Employee Assistance Program) but with the following
moditicetionit

Ida hsnronee - If you reach your third anniversary while on salary
co7-1.uance coverage does Not increase. Life Insurance is reduced by
the normal one-third If you reach your 55th birthday during salary
continuance.

- Trout Accident Invariance - Coverage ceases on termination of active
employment and commencement of salary continuance. However,
employees are covered should they be actively at work and traveling on
Company business during the salary continuance period.

- DisablEty Plans - During salary continuance you are not eligible for
coverage under the short-term or long-term disability plans.

-3-
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warn 'allow= MIEI(ATION
- -. Tow medial oars benefits end on yam last day of salary

Cliowever, in the event of total disability of a covered
depsedest. troverage may be extended for the particular disability
through the end of the year following tie ye. in which salary
continuums, ands.) You may convert to a more limited individual health
treesonee policy. If you wish to convert. obtain a oonvendon form from
Personnel and submit It within 31 days from the date your salary
eantinuenoe ends.

Dental Pisa - Coverage IMMO on your Last day of salary continuance.
T-717--gio provIsit for converting to an individual pokey.

Lite leserense - Your life insurance coverage ceases on your last day of
*Lary continuance. However. benefits are payable if death occurs
'Mlle 31 days from this date.

You may convert yew coverage to Fn individual life insurance policy at
standard rates without a medical examination provided application is
made within 31 days from your termination date. The premium you pay
depends on your age and the type of ?alley chosen. (You cannot.
however, convert to a term type of policy.) Application may be made to
any agent of the Metropolitan Life insurance Company or Prudential
twines Company of America. (NOTE You may be able to obtain a
mere appropriate poLicy, or better premium rate. through another
company.)

Vaeatiee - You will receive pay 'n lieu of any unused vacation
entitlement at the start of your salary continuance. unless you
specifically request such payment at the end of continuance. (Vacation
may not be used to extend salary continuance.) if your salary
continue:es period extends Into the following year. you. will not be
entitled to additional vacation.

MIZOX PEDPIT manta & RETIREMENT INCOME GUARANTEE PLANS

Your Xerox Profit sharing consists of two parts - Savings and Retirement
You are always IOC% vested in the Savings part. You are vested in the
Retirement portion according to your length of serrice. You may also be
vested in the Retirement Income Guarantee Plan. The vesting schedules are
mi follows:

-4-
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VUTUIO IICEIDULI 01

hatIMET 111LIELPAlgittEL61121111
In 0%
lei Si%
led SO%
4th 71%
Rh 100%

New employees joining Xeres after December 31, 1010 will start vesting in
the Profit Sharing Retirement Account after oompleting five years of
employment and will become fully vested after 10 years. awarding to the
following ealsedule.

VESTING SCHEDULE 02

Atedversery Vesting in the Retirement Amount

Under 0 years 0%
0th SO%
0th SO%
7th 70%
VA SO%
nth ...10%

10th 100%

All employer reeding age SO are 100% vested wider Schedule 01 and 52.

EMERSION Or PROF!! SHAZDIG PARTiCfPATION

MOTE:This option is available only far those electing the salary continuant-.
method (Receipt of a lump sum at any time during continuance always
requires immediate payout of profit sharing benefits to terminating
employees).

Extmoicsa of particloetion - Upon going an voluntary layoff scans.
your Employee Profile will be prepared to reflect a Profit Sharing
Maas Date of up to one (1) year from the end of your salary
continuance. There are four reasons why it Is advantageous to extend
your participation in Profit Sharing and Retirement Income Guarantee
Plans far up to a one year period. They are

1. The Company's profit sharing distribution for the calendar year is
avallatis only to thane who are participants At the end of the
Wender year. (The distribution. of course, Is based on earnings
and salary continuance actually paid during the calendar year.)

2. Participation through an extra anniversary date may Improve an
employee's vesting in tither plan.

-5-
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1, participation through the 10th anniversary or 55th birthday may
musty the requirement: tat Retire* Medias'. Dental, Life
Immense end Stevie(' income benefits.

4. COmpay Melee is credited through the last day of participation
for papas of determining your orrice should you be rehired.

Tee no, If you whit. waive this one year extieurion at any time and twelve
year money scum by *nabs:tin( your Pommel Representative and
sonfirraing the new date In writing.

Lf you wish, additional Information regarding this option, you should call your
Personnel representative.

- Distribution - Nan-Rettremmat - At the and of your participation,
amounts sue from the Profit Sharing Plana will be paid to you as a
bump-fuse or annuity If you so choose. Contact yaw personnel office
If you are Interacted In the purchase of an armulty. If you take a
laranue you may roll It over Into a tax sheltered Individual
Retirement Aeosurc ORA) within sixty days of the distribution. You
eismot "roll-over' employee contributions, therefore the payroll
detkestione as the Employee Savings Account must be excluded. IRAs
ea be purchased through banks, Insurince comps:des and other
flaunts& institutions. Any amount withdrawn from the IRA prior to
age so-us Is subjoin to ordinary income tax and a 10% penalty tax.

- Dietilbetlea - Retirement - If your participation ends after you have
maned your 55th birthday and 10th service anniversary. retirement
sesount hods are used to pr;mide a guaranteed monthly retirement
booms. Consult your Personnel office for further Information on
retirement and biome annuity options.

RZTIRIKENT INC010 013ARANTEE PLAN (MMOP)

If you have ten years of service at the time you cease participation In the
UM Profit Sharing Plan you are vested In RIG?. A calculation of your
minimum guaranteed retirement benefit will be made and any payments due
will be made in the farm of a lump sum for terminating employees or a
beware in the retirement annuity purchased for retiring employees.

INPLATION ADIONTIIINT PLAN CLAP)

Effective Jaw! 1. 1883, the inflation Adjustment Plan (IAP) will provide
for matching of up to 1-1/2% of the annual Optional Profit Sharing
contribution bead on actual salary earnings. LAP also guarantees a minimum

4% Inflation adjustment for retired employees at age 85. Employees
seeepting a Volonary RIP will receive the matching 1-1/2% only if thrir
profit sharing participation continues on or after January 1, 1983. The
guarantee of 3-1/4% inflation adjustment is available to only those employees
who retire after January 1, 1983. in all cases, you must have ten years
credited service in ceder to be vested in IAP.

-6-
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=Ma
If you wan attending °Male prior to approval of voluntary layoff, you will
be rellabweed for your tuition according to the Company's tuition policy even

=the seminet Welds beyond the Wall oonUnuariee period. 17pon
ties. you me as longer obligated to repay outstanding tuition aid

advisees. 01 0M No tuition reimbursement will to made for dams
Omissive ater approval of the voluntary layoff.)

INATOTORY warm

- Now York or Connecticut State Unemobnotent Comperoadan - sines
Iles prepare is strictly voluntary, hi our em" participants would
not be eligible for New York or Connecticut State unemployment
compensation.

- Social Security - Sued an the exporienct of employees who hove
voluntom--ed for reduction in force in the pest, you may qualify for
Social Security. If you are age 82 and otherwise qualify, you will be
eligible for retirement benefits because you will not be receiving pay
for were performed. Further, if you are age 62, and otherwise qualify.
you will not to required to nay FICA taxes during salary continuance.
in 1912 this tax is 6.7% on 232,400. For full detail!! of Social Security
benefits you should call the Social Security office at 359-3190.

1111011TT OF DITORMATION

Is ewe there are !nominates:des or ambiguities relating to the terms and
emeliticra at tide VRIF, they shall be resolved by ref err ice to the following
woes In this order: (1) Xerox Family Security Flame (2) The 1982 V332 Fact

N Sheet for employee% (3) Xerox personnel pollees (4) The employee
hendboolos ''You and Xerox* and *Retirement at Xerox", and (5) Written
communications trace Xerox pm-sonnet and line management.

Avor.notw. 114FORMA1ION

All specific questions should to directed to your manager or your personnel
representative.

I have reed carefully and understand this "Pact Sheet."

Stratum

DM*

-7-
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Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Marans, you stated that three other
older employees were also asked to sign this waiver form in July
1987 as a prerequisite to receiving severance pay.

Do you know if they signed?
Mr. MARANS. Yes, they did sign this agreement.
Senator METZENBAUM. Do you know why they decided to sign?
Mr. MARANS. Well, it was quite obvious. They were in the age

group of about 45 to 55. They had children in college or in high
school, approaching college age. They had substantial mortgages on
their houses. They needed time to relocate. And in addition to that,
you need a reference, particularly when you are in a fairly closed
industry such as the chemical industry. If you don't have a good
reference, your chances of getting another job become negligible.
And this was one of the methods that Grace used to force people to
sign, because they said, "Look, you don't get a reference, without
signing this." And that's a very persuasive argument because it
shuts you out of the job market for an indefinite period of time.

Senat.n. METZENBAUM. Did you find other employment after you
left the company?

Mr. MARANS. No. I have looked for employment during the past
year. I have sent out about 100 letters. Obviously, at this age, of
course, it is very difficult to obtain a job.

Senator METZENBAUM. Has the company given you a favorable
reference?

Mr. MARANS. I don't think we've ever gotten to that stage.
Senator METZENBAUM. Do you have a case pending with the

EEOC?
Mr. MARANS. Yes, 1 do have a case pending with the EEOC.
Senator METZENBAUM. And you are not at all optimistic, because

one of the investigators indicated to you that the case isn't going
anywhere?

Mr. MARANS. That's correct. In other words, essentially he said
that Grace has been spoken to, has stonewalled, and that EEOC
only carries on a very limited number of cases to trial, and there-
fore he says that probably you'll have to go to the outside if you
want to try to get satisfaction. Since that time, I have hired a
lawyer, and I will press the case.

Senator METZENBAUM. Do you feel a sense of letdown that your
own Government has turned its back on you?

Mr. MARANS. Well, yes, of course. I think that's obvious, that you
do feel that, because you feel that there is a certain protection that
the Government should give you as a taxpayer, and certainly, I
have not received that protection. I have generated a tremendous
amount of work on my own to present a case before the EEOC,
writing them four letters consisting of anywhere from 4 to 20 pages
in length; I have given them a large amount of information that I
thought would be valuable to them besides that; and of course, I
see the case essentially dead in the water. That is discouraging.

Senator METZENBAt M. Thank you.
I have some questions for the other witnesses, but we have been

joined by Senator Stafford, who is discriminating against the
Senate by leaving us at the end of the year, and I feel abused in
that respect. He has performed so well in this body and has been
such a giant that we indeed are going to miss his presence.
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Senator Stafford, do you have an opening statement?
Senat( r STAFFORD. I do not, Mr. Chairman, but thank you for

those very gracious words, and I can tell you it has been a great
pleasure to work with you through the years, and I shall miss this
place a great dealand frankly, I am interested in the employ-
ment opportunities, rights and welfare of people getting on in
years, because when I think about it, I'm getting on in years
myself.

Senator METZENBAUM. No way. Time stops for you, Senator Staf-
ford.

Senator STAFFORD. But I thought it would be particularly appro-
priate if I came by here myself. As a final footnote, I'll say that
occasionally when I'm at homeand Vermont is the State I repre-
sentat almost 75 years of age, I find I am talking to senior citizen
groups who often are younger than I am. So I am here to listen.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Senator Stafford.
We are delighted to have you with us.

Mr. Graham, you have gotten a pretty good deal in exchange for
signing a waiverat least, some might claim that you have a good
deal. Why are you so incensed about being required to sign?

Mr. GRAHAM. Well, I guess there are a couple of answers to that,
Senator. One is yes, I got a relatively good deal; it's not as good as
working. But to get that deal, I had to sign away the rights that I
could sue the company for age discrimination if I could prove that
they did that. And to me, that's a travesty, to have to sign away a
right. And as I said in my statement, maybe I am naive, but I have
always thought, I guess, and I have tried to teach m.r sons this,
that your civil rights are paramount; they are yours, and you can't
give them away, and you can't sell them. But apparently, I'm
wrong, because these waivers in effect, you are selling your civil
rights.

Senator METZENBAUM. &fore this termination occurred, you ac-
tually had a pretty high position with the company, did you not?
Would you tell us what your responsibilities were and what your
title was, again?

Mr. GRAHAM. Yes. I was director of product services for Pet's
'nternationl Group. In essence, I was technical director in charge
of product development, quality assurance, regulatory affairs, tech-
nology transfer for the international portion of Pet.

Senator METZENBAUM. And your salary was?
Mr. GRAHAM. Just under $65,000.
Senator METZENBAUM. Were you taken by shock when they came

to you and asked you to voluntarily retire and waive your rights?
Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir, I was, for the simple reason I had received

a 7-percent merit increase in July, and everything seemed to be
going fine. I had undertaken a fair amount of responsibility in
working on a number of projects, which I don't know what hap-
pened to them after I left, but they were ;mport,I.it to the compa-
nyat least, that's what they told me. And I felt that as well.

Senator STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
Senator METZENBAUM. Yes.
Senator STAFFORD. M Graham, if you had refused to sign the

waiver, what would have happened in that event?

13
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Mr. GRAHAM. In that event, I would have been cut off at 10
weeks of severance versus the 26 that I received, and I would also
have been given a very small retirement benefit. By signing the
waiver, I was given a 5-plus-5 package on retirement.

Senator STAFFORD. dow much in dollar_ did it make a difference
to you in terms of your pension?

Mr. GRAHAM. On pension, it probabiy amounted to about $700 to
$800 per month difference. On severance, it amounted to about
$20,000.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.
Senator MurzENBAum. Mr. Grahamand Mr. Maransyou may

both want to answer y'u have certain rights under the law. Do
you think there is something sort of un-American about a major
American company asking you to sign a waiver of your rights
under the law?

Mr. MARANS. Well, actually it was more than even a waiver of
my rights. Under paragraph 2 of the agreement, they essentially
said that I could not meak of anything. They said that anything
they would consider to be detrimental to the company, no matter
what it was, was cause for stopping the payment immediately and
for suing me in addition. So in other words, they were threatening
my civil rights in a way, aside from the waiver, and of course the
waiver, which was in paragraph 8, was of the same type, where
they actually said if you disclose the waiver, if you even indicate to
anybody that you hav' signed a waiver, we can take back every-
thing we've given you, and we can sue you for anything we wish to.

I was the only one, I think, within the entire company who has
refused to sign this agreement. It was supposed to be confidential;
it is no longer confidential.

Senator MerzENBAum. The W.R. Grace Co. is headed up by Peter
Grace.

Mr. MARANS. J. Peter Grace; the same.
Senator METZENSAUM. The same man who was the head of the

President's Commission on Efficiencies in Government, if I remem-
ber correctly.

Mr. MARANS. That is correct. And in fact, I wrote to him after I
was fired and disclosed the entire story, and what he did was he
bounced it back to the man who was president of the Research Di-
vision, who sent me this letter saying essentially, well, that's life.

Senator METZENBAUM. Do you have a copy of that letter?
Mr. MARANS. Yes; I have copies of the letter. I have copies of all

my letters.
Senator METZENSAUM. I'd like to have a copy of all the corre-

spondence you had with Mr. Grace and the W.R. Grace Co. for the
record; would you supply them to us, please?

Mr. MARANS. Yes, I shall.
Senator METziNsAmd. Mr. Graham, I think I will ask you the

same question. Let us all assume fo the moment that this was a
discrimination case against a black or a Hispanic or a woman who
was prett; much in the sam3 category. Do you think there is some-
thing un-American about a company asking you to sign away your
rights under the law, under pressure tactics, when they know that
they pretty much have you over a barrel. You need the extra re-
tirement pay. You need the increase in your pension rights.

70
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What kind of reaction do you have as a human being? You were
not low-level management; you were high-level management. I just
would like to get your reaction, Mr. Graham.

Mr. GRAHAM. My first reaction was complete outrage, because I
did believe it was un-American. I was not aware your civil rights
could be contractual. I believe somebody said "indienable rights"; I
thought they were inviolate from that standpoint.

I was angry, very angry, and that's why I first contacted AARP,
to see where they stood on the matter. I knew I was taught, that I
had to sign this waiver in order to get those enhanced benefits, be-
cause all the experiences of friends and colleagues in the business
world who have been put out on the street at age 55 or older, it has
taken them a long time, sometimes over a year, to find another po-
sition where they could support their families.

I worked very hard for 26 years in the food industry, with basi-
cally two companies, and I felt that to be put out on the street and
have to sign away my civil rights just to exist while I fund an-
other job was not ethically right.

Senator METZENBAUM. You mentioned nine other older workers
who were offered the same type of deal. To your knowledge, did
they sign the waivers?

Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir, they did sign the waivers. Two or three of
them held off until the last possible minute, and they got a very
nasty letter from the company saying if they don't sign it and get
it back, their enhanced benefits would not commence. This was
about at the end of the normal severance period which is under
company policy.

Senator METZENBAUM. Do you happen to have a copy of one of
those letters by any chance?

Mr. GRAHAM. No, I do not, Senator.
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you.
Mr. Terrell, you were technically a voluntary retiree Do you feel

that your retirement was actually voluntary in the real sense of
the word?

Mr. TERRELL. No, under no condition.
Senator METZENBAUM. Why do you say that?
Mr. TERRELL Well. I was told that I was "part of the numbers"

and that I was not going to escape the involuntary RIF I was told
that I could win the battle, but I would lose the war.

When you hear statements like this, the handwriting :s on the
wall, so to speak.

Senator METZENBAUM. Could you pull the mike closer and repeat
that last comment you made, please?

Mr. TERRELL. OK. Like I said, I was told by one of my supervisors
that I would win the battle, but lose the war. That more or less put
the handwriting on the wall. They told me I was "pazt of the num-
bers"; that I had been stacked with other people, other foremen,
and where I was situated, there was no chance of me surviving the
involuntary RIF.

Senator METZENBAUM. Have you taken the matter up with EEOC
about the compulsory nature, the fact that you had to sign the
waiver?

Mr. TERRELL. No, sir. I was in the dark. When I signed the
waiver for Xerox back in August 1982, I was in the dark. I really

,
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didn't know what my rights were. I wish I had consulted a lawyer.
I did not. I feel that I am being penalized now for it. But of course,
like I say, only time will tell how much damage I have done by
signing the waiver.

Senator METZENBAUM. How much time did they give you to look
this waiver over before you signed it?

Mr. TERRELL. It wasn't very much time. I don't recall exactly if it
was in hours or days, but it was not a very long time, I can tell you
that right now.

Senator METZENBAUM. What is your attitude about the require-
ment to sign a waiver of your rights under the law, do you think
there is something un-American about that?

Mr. TERRELL. Can you repeat that, Senator?
Senator METZENBAUM. I said, do you think that their requiring

you to sign this waiver of your rights is somewhat un-American?
Mr. TERRELL. I feel very strong about that. Now that this has

happened, and I have thought about it over the last 6 years, I feel
definitely that they have violated my rights.

Senator METZENBAUM. It is very disturbing. The case is still
pending for the other 1,300 employees?

Mr. TERRELL. Yes, Lusardi, yes, it is still pending.
Senator METZENBAUM. But you've been excluded because the

court has decertified you since you had signed a waiver?
Mr. TERRELL. I don't know the answer on that right at this time.
Senator METZENBAUM. As I understand it, the judge decertified

the entire class.
Mr. TERRELL. Yes.
Senator METZENBAUM. Y)u indicated that that was one of the

reasons; he didn't just decertify you.
Mr. TERRELL. Yes.
Senator METZENBAUM. I want to say that this testimony has been

particularly eloquent. It is a clear illustration of how waivers un-
dermine the rights of older workers. It is hard to believe that the
EEOC is working to encourage this development, and it causes
those of us who have been supportive of this kind of legislation to
worry and be concerned about whether or not the Government
agencies charged with enforcing the law are actually aiding and
abetting the undermining of the law.

I want to thank the three witnesses. In addition to the three wit-
nesses who have testified, I have letters from two other older em-
ployees who reluctantly signed waivers of their ADEA claims as
part of an exit incentive program.

I am introducing into the record at this point letters to the Sub-
committee from Robert Patterson, of Rochester. NYa former em-
ployee at Xeroxand Irincent Cirillo, of Broomall, PA, formerly
with ARCO. Without objection, the letters will be included in the
record in their entirety.

[The letters referred to above follow:]

7
4
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STATEMENT

To the Senate Labor Subcommittee.

Robert C. Patterson
21 Antlers Drive
Rochester, N. Y. 14618

Only the fact that I 1, e been either out o' work or under-
employed for the past five and a half years and just began a job
as a temporary contract draftsman, prevents me from appearing in
person before you at this hearing.

I am sending you this statement to beg you to continue to sus-
pend the EEOC rule which attempted to legalize waivers of age dis-
crimination rights signed by workers upon termination or early re-
tirement. I pray you will eventually vote to abolish this rule.
I am a victim of forced earl., retirement and a signer of such a
waiver or release form. Here is my story:

- I began work at Xerox as a Tool Designer. Promoted
in 1969 to Associate Plant Layout Engineer; in 1970
promoted to Production Foreman. Became a Senior
Facilities Design Draftsman in 1974.

General meeting for Bldg. 304 engineering personnel,
Webster, N. Y. Told about a Voluntary Reduction in
iorce (VRIF) offer. Those interested were to con-
tact their Manager. On return to drafting room,
Reuben Black, age 61, and myself, age 55, were given
VRIF fact sheets by head of drafting. We both de-
cided we were not interested in early retirement.

- The head of Bldg. 304 Engineering, Warren Zimmer,
came into the drafting room, something he rarely did.
He came straight to Black and me and asked if we had
received the VRIF info. This was so suspicious that
Black asked Zimmer, "Who is on the layoff list"
Zimmer said there was no such list but Black in-
sisted there had always been such lists in the past.
We suggested that Zimmer check with his boss about
a potential layoff list.

- Zimmer told Black and me he had checked with his
boss and there was layoff list and we were on it.
He strongly advisee ..,s to take the VRIF. I went
back into his office a half hour later to make sure
I understood the counselling advice I had received
from him. I asked, "If I don't volunteer for the
VRIF, what chance do I have of being laid off"
He replied, "There is a 99% sure chance that you
will be laid off."

June 26, 1967

Nov. 1, 1982

Nov. 3, 1982

Nov. 4, 1982

Nov. 15, 1982 Six working days after I had been told I had a 99%
sure chance of being laid off, and still in ;hock
at the turn of events, I signed to take the VRIF.

Nov. 30, 1982 Final day of work. I was out the door.

4
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STATEMENT - continued

Reasons for "volunteering" for Early Retirement

I had been told by my Manager that I was on a layoff list and
if I did not "volun:Ler" to take the VRIF my chances of being laid-
off here 99% sure. ThLs, I was faced with a choice of two evils.
If I applied for VRIF leading to early retirement, I would have 15
mos. pay and retain my medical and dental benefits. Under the In-
voluntary Reduction in Force (IRIF), I would only receive a maximum
of 12 mos. pay. Either way, I would have no job. Under these cir-
cumstances, my wife and I decided that I had no other choice but to
take the VRIF. My wife was nearly 62, with no sT)C-171 security
coverage of her own, so at our ages, the medical and rental benefits
were vital, and at a time of high unemployment, we needed the extra
3 mos. pay while I tried to find another job.

There was nothing "voluntary" (in the true sense of the word)
in my taking the VRIF. No one would willingly give up, at the age
of 55, a job paying $32,000 a year, four weeks paid vacation, 12 paid
holidays, and a $121,000 life insurance policy in exchange for an
early retirement pension estimated at that time to be only $270 a
month!

Furthermore, the VRIF fact sheets stated that "Employees ....
who wish to submit a formal request to participate should contact
their Manager ...." I did not contact my Manager. Instead, my
Manager, Zimmer, sought me out. It was intimidation, pure and
simple on the part of Xerox towards the older employees.

Reasons for Signing the Release or Waiver Form

The release or waiver was only the final sentence of Xerox's
Request for Voluntary Reduction in Force form.

I had only 11 days after being told I was on a layoff list, to
make the decision to take the VRIF. Even though I was still in a
state of shock, I debated whether I should sign this form as being
"Under Protest". I decided against it fcr the following important
reason:

As yo- -11 note on Page 1 of the VRIF offer under Process,
it states "...the Company reserves the option to reject
VRIF requests..." I felt that if I signed the form
"Under Protest", Xerox would simply refuse my so-called
"request" and then terminate me later in an Involuntary
Reduction in Force (IRIF). Since I had already been told
by my Manager on Nov. 4 that I was on a layoff list and
my chances of being laid cff were "99% sure", I could not
risk a protest. I would have been laid off in Dec. with
mos. less extended salary and no insurance, medical or

dental benefits.

This was a perfect "Catch 22" situation. I signed the Request
find release)form with the equivalent of a loaded gun being held to
my head by Xerox Corporation.

- 2
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STATEMENT continued

Reasons for Signing the Release or Waiver Form - continued

The AARP in its News Bulletin of December 1987 writes, "Consider
carefully any releases you are asked to sign that require your
waiving certain rights, particularly under ADEA, in exchange for a
special benefit package or a settlement. Attorney Raymond Fay, who
is representing AARP in several age discrimination cases, suggests
that persons sho.ild request sufficient time to examine a release or
waiver and to consult with an adviser about its terms." My own
situation which I have just described to you did not allow me any
reasonable amount of time before making a life-changing decision.
I was also in a no-win situation where I did not have the option
of obtaining advice or refusing the offer.

I hope that Congress will consider ways in which they can pro-
tect workers from being intimidated by companies into taking offers
they do not really want to take or signing releases under coercion.
The EEOC must not be allowed to legalize these waivers. They will
only make it easier for employers to discriminate.

Failure of the EEOC to Do its Job

On June 22, 1983 I filed an Age Discrimination Charge against
Xerox with the EEOC. 60 days then elapsed without the EEOC or Xerox
making any attempt at reconciliation. As a result, I became a named
plaintiff in the Lusardi et al vs. Xerox class action suit on
October 6, 1983.

Numerous phone calls to the EEOC offices in both Buffalo and
Washington brought only the reply, "We're working on it." It was
only after the members of our suit stiarted a mammoth letterwriting
campaign to members of Congress complaining about the inaction at
the EEOC, combined with complaints from many other workers across
the country, that the Senate Special Committee on Aging, headed by
Senator John Melcher, began holding hearings on the EEOC. The close
scrutiny and reprimands of this committee resulted in the EEOC doing
an about-face concerning the Lusardi vs. Xerox case. They have now
filed a brief in our behalf; five years after we first asked them
them for help!

The House has also launched its owl. investigation of the EEOC.
The House Select Committe on Aging,chaired by Edward Roybal, has
uncovered many other failures of the EEOC to daecharge the duties it
was charged with by Congress.

In view of the many failures of the EEOC to live up to its
congressional mandate to protect workers from discrimination, it is
imperative that they not be allowed to refrain from monitoring the
waivers which companies are forcing workers to sign. I ask your
committee to be as diligent and aggressive as the Senate and House
Committees on Aging were in investigating the EEOC. The waivers
are a vital issue to thousands of workers. We need your help.

- 3 - C /a ttac,
Robert C. Patterson
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To help balance manpower levels, the Company is providing
employees, who may currently retire or bridge to retirement,
the opportunity to pursue a Voluntary Reduction In Force. This
Fact Sheet summarizes only the personnel policy concerning a
Voluntary Reduction In Force. Any other personnel Issues will
be resolved in accordance with the appropriate Xerox policy or
practice.

PROCESS

Employees interested in obtaining additidnal information, or
who wish to submit a formal request to participate, should
contact their Manager or their Personnel representative.
Submission of a request does not guarantee approval as the
company}' reserves the option to re]ect VRIF requests,al_ils
needs dictate. The Company will attempt to approve or deny all
requests by 11/26/82.

SALARY PA1MENr OFTICNS/IICENrIVES

To assist employees in pursuing retirement, this Voluntary
Program offers special incentives not available to employees
affected by an Involuntary Reduction.

An extra 3 months of pay to the normal continuance of 12 months
is included to provide a total benefit of 15 months salary
continuance. In adOltico, several payment options are
ava,lable, and employees are guaranteed their full salary
continuance.
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Salary Payment - The amount of salary continuance shall be the
employee's full salary in effect inmediately prior to the start
of salary continuance. State unemployment benefits should not
be payable because the employee has voluntarily terminated and
is receiving full salary. However, in the event such payment
is made, an amount equal to the state benefit will be deducted
from the employee's salary.

Lump Sum Payment - Employees approved for the Voluntary
Reduction Program are guaranteed their 15 months of salary
continuance and may elect to receive the payment in lump sum at
any time they wish.

Intended Salary Cbmtinuance - Transition to Retirement
The Voluntary Reduction In Force Program may provide some
employees the opportunity to bridge the transition into
retirement. At he conclusion of the salary continuance
period, employees who have reached age 55 with at least 10
years of service will be eligible for retirement benefits.

A half-pay option to provide salary and benefits continuance
for 30 months is available. The extension of salary
continuance to 30 months through this half-pay option and the
further extension of Profit Sharing participation for up to an
additional 12 months will provide many employees the
opportunity to bridge to retirement.

ViORR SCHEDULE

Employees will not normally be asked to continue working during
the salary continuance period. Exceptions may be made for
unusual circumstances, but only with the approval of Division
Personnel.

RELOCATION

Relocation assistance will not be provided for any employee who
volunteers for reduction in force.

MRIt INTER MT DIFFERENTIAL

No further payments are made following the end of salary
continuance.

OTHER EVPICTANEN/T

When an employee obtains other employment during the
salary continuance period, the employee is responsible for
notifying Xerox so that arrangements can be made to
forward any remaining salary continuance in lump sum.
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SEVERANCE

Employees are not eligible for additional severance pay beyond
salary continuance.

REINSTATEMENT ELIGIBILITY

Employees who volunteer for the VRIF shall not be eligible for
re-hire until there is a break in service following the end of
the Profit Sharing extension. Break in service is defined as
missing 2 or more service anniversary dates.

TERKINATICN

The termination date is the day salary continuance ceases, the
date the employee begins other employment, or the date employee
elects lump sum payment, whichever ocurs first.

SALARY PAYMENTS

During the salary continuance period, your salary payments will
continue to be deposited !ri your bank or sent directly to your
home, according to your present arrangements. 7f you wish it
changed, please advise your Personnel representative.

BENEFIT MZIDIFICATICHS IIRUC SALARY CalTINCIANCE

You are covered under the provisions of the Xerox Family
Security Plan (including the Xerox Employee Assistance
Program), but with the following modifications:

Life Insurance - Your coverage continues during salary
continuance based on the salary continuance received (Note
that in the case of those receiving half pay over 30 months,
life insurance coverage would also be one half normal). If

you reach your third anniversary while on salary
continuance, coverage does not increase. Life Insurance is
reduced by the normal one-third if you reach your 55th
birthday during salary continuance and reduced to 2 1/2
times salary continuance if you reach your 65th birthday
during salary continuance.

Travel Accident Insurance - Coverage ceases on
termination of active employment and commencement of
salary continuance. However, employees are covered
should they be actively at work and traveling on
Company ousines during the salary continuance period.

Wsability Plans - Airing salary continuance you are not
eligible for coverage under the short-term or long-term
disability plans.
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Additionally, please note you are not covered by any Xerox
benefit programs during the Profit Sharing Extension Option
described later in this Fact Sheet on Page 5.

BENEFITS FOLUMUG TERMONATICK

Medical Care - Your medical care benefits endOMYoUr_last
day of salary conITElince, You may convert to a more limited
individual health insurance policy. If you wish to convert,
obtain a conversion form from Personnel and submit it within
31 days from the date your salary continuance ends.

Dental Plan Coverage ceases on your last day of salary
continuance. There is no provision for converting to an
individual policy.

Life Insurance - Your life insurance coverage ceases on your
last day of salary continuance. However, benefits are
payable if death occurs within 31 days from this date.

You may convert your coverage to an individual life
insurance policy at standard rates without a medical
examiniation provided application is made within 31 days
from your termination date. The premium you pay depends on
your age and the type of policy chosen. (You cannot,
however, convert to a term type of policy). Application, may
be made to any agent of the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company or Prudl*Itial Insurance Company of America. (Nym:
You may be able to obtain a more appropriate policy, or
better premium rate, through another company).

Vacation You will receive pay in lieu of any unused
vacation entitlement at the start of your salary
continuance, unless you specifically request such payment
at the end of continuance. (Vacation may not be used to
extend salary continuance.) If your salary continuance
period extends into the following year, you will not be
entitled to additional vacation.

XIBOX PROFIT SHARING&RETERHMENT BRIM GUARANTEE PLANS

Your Xerox Profit sharing consists of two arts Savings and
Retirement. You are always 10096 vested in the Savings part.
You are vested in the Retirement portion according to your
length of service. You may also be vested in the Retirement
Income Guarantee Plan. The vesting schedules are as follows:
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VESTING SCHEME #1 (HIRED CN CR BEFCRE 12/31/80)

Anniversary Vesting in the Retirement Account

1st 0%
2nd 25%
3rd 50%
4th 75%
5th 100%

New employees joining Xerox after December 31, 1980 will start
vesting in the Profit Sharing Retirement Account after
completing five years of employment and will become fully
vested after 10 years according to the following snhedule.

VESTING SCHEDULE #2 (HIRED AFTER 12/31/80)

Anniversary Vesting in the Retirement Account

Under 5 years 0%
5th 50%
6th 6096

7th 7096

8th 8096

9th 90%

10th 10096

All employees reaching age 65 are 100X vested der Schedule #1
and #2.

EXTENSIal CF PROFIT SHARERS PARTICIPATION

NOTE: This option is available only for those electing the
salary continuance method (Receipt of a lump sum at any time
during continuance always requires Unmediate payout of profit
sharing benefits to terminating employes).

Extension of participation - Upon going on voluntary layoff
status, your Employee Profile will be prepared to reflect a
Profit Sharing Release Date of up to one (1) year from the J

of your salary continuance. There are four reasons why it is

advantageous to extend your participation in Profit Sharing and
Retirement Income Guarantee Plans for up to a one year period.
They are:

1. The Company's profit sharing distribution for Lhe

calendar year is available only to those who are
participants at the end of the calendar year.
(The distribution, of course, is based on earnings
and salary continuance actually paid during the
calendar year).

Z. Participation through an extra anniversary date may
imp,ve an employee's vesting in either plan.
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3. Participation through the 10th anniversary or 55th
birthday may satisfy the requirements for Retiree
Medical, Dental, Life Insurance and Survivor Income
benefits.

4. Company service is credited through the last day of
participation for purpose of determining your
service should you be rehired.

You may, if you wish, waive this one year extension at any time
and receive your money sooner by contacting your Personnel
Representative and confirming the new date in writing.

If you wish, additional information regarding this option, you
should call your Personnel representative.

Distribution - Non-Retirement - At the end of your
participation, amounts due from the Profit Sharing Plans
will be paid to you as a lump sum or annuity if you so
choose. Contact your personnel office if you are interested
in the purchase of an annuity. If you take a lump sum, you
may roll it over into a tax sheltered Indidvidual Retirement
Account (IRA) within six'y days of the distribution. You
cannot "roll-over" employee contributions, therefore the
payroll deductions to the Employee Savings Account must be
excluded. IRAs can be purchased through banks, insurance
companies and other financial institutions. Any amount
withdrawn from the IRA prior to age 59 1/2 is subject to
ordinary income tax and a 10% penalty tax.

Distribution - Retirement - If your par- ticipation ends after

you_have_teached your _55th liii-ffiday and 10th service
anniversary, retirement account funds are used to provide a
guaranteed monthly retirement income. Consult your
Personnel office for further information on retirement and
income annuity options.

RETIREMENT INZCME GUARANTEE PLAN (R1cP)

If you have ten years of service at the time you cease
participation in the Xerox Profit Sharing Plan you are vested
in RIGP. A calculation of your minimum guaranteed retirement
benefit will be made and any payments due will be made in the
form of a lump sum for terminating employees or a increase in
the retirement annuity purchased for retiring employees.
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Eligible employees continue participation in the Incentive

Stock Plan and Executive Tandem Awards during salary
continuance only. You have 90 days after termination to
exercise vested Executive Tandem Award options. Selection of

the Profit Sharing Extension Option will not continue
participation in either plan.

TUITION AID

If you were attending classes prior to approval of voluntary

layoff, you will be reimbursed for your tuition according to
the Company's tuition policy even though the semester extends
beyond the salary continuance period. Upon termination, .you
are no longer obligated to repay outstanding tuition aid
advances. (NOTE: No tuition reimbursement will be made for
classes beginning after approval of the voluntary layoff.)

STNIURICT BENEFITS

New York Ofiernployment Compensation
Since this program is strictly voluntary, in our opinion,

participants would not be eligible for New York State

unemployment compensation.

Social Security - Based on the experience of employees who
have volunteered for reduction in force in the past, you may

qualify for Social Security. If you are age 62 d

otherwise qualify, you will be eligiitle for rtirement
benefits because you will not be receiv.,g pay for work
performed. Further, if you are age 62, and otherwise
qualify, you will not be required to pay FICA taxes during

salary continuance. In 1982 this tax is 6.7% on $32,400.
For full details of Social Securitt benefits yo.. would call
the Social Security office at 263-6200 or the Geneva office
at 315-789-1181.(FICA taxes will, however be deducted from

vacation pay per federal law).

PRIaRrnr OF 1NPOR17ATION

In zdse there are inconsistencies or amLigi'ities relating to
the terms and conditions of this VRIF, they shall be rsolved by
referen?e to the following sources in this order: (1) Xerox
Family Security Plans; (2) The 1989 VRIF Sheet for

orriplo,ees; (3) Xerox personnel policies; (41 The employee
landbooks "You and Xerox" and 'Retirement at Xerox", and (5)

Writter, communications from Xerox personnel and line

mkinagement.

7
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RETIREMENT ESTIMATES/FROJEClauNE

Employees considering a Voluntary Reduction in Force as a
bridge to retirement may request an estimate of their
projected monthly retirement benefit to assist in their
decision making process. Please cowlete the attached
form "Request for Retirement Estimate" to receive this
projection and return it to Henry Mazur as soon as
pcssible. This projection is for your use only and does
fnot represent any commitment to participate in the VRIF

/ Program.

REHIRE AS A IEVPZRARY CCM:Ma %CHM

Rehire as a Temporary Contract Vitrrker is also prohibited
until the end of the designated salary continuance period
for until an equivalent period of time has elapsed if a
lump sum payment is chosen.)

ENFICIOAkTU24 MEETINGS

If you are interested in gaining additional information or
clarification, Division Personnel will be conducting
employee meetings. Employee spouses are also invited to
attend one of these sessions.

November 8th 1:30 P.M. 105 Auditorium

November 10th 8:30 A.M. 205 Amdiitorium

ADDITICNAL DiP3NATICW

All specific questions should be directed to your manager,
you personnel representative, or the Manager of RMG
Benefits.

8
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I have read carefully and understand this "Fact Sheet"
dated 11/82.

le
Enployee Signature Date

/7r2

This page of the "Fact Sheet for Eholoyees" must be signed
and returned with the employee's 1/11IF request.

If my request is approved, I plan on selecting the following
salary payment option at my exit interview with my Personnel
Manager.

1. Salary and Benefit,:

continuance for 1S months.

2. Lump sum total payment
(in lieu of salary and
benef:ts cont:nuance.)

3. Salary and Benefits
continuance for 30 months.

9
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QOESTIGIS/ANSWER INR:EMATICH

QUESTION: What differences are there between this Voluntary Reduction
in Force program and an Involuntary RIF program?

ANSWER: The Voluntary RIF program being offered provides several
incentives and options for employees. Major differences
between the two programs are:

(a) Voluntary RIF participants will be allowed a salary
lump sum settlement either immeCately, or at any time
they request payment. Under the Involuntary RIF
program salary continuance will only be provided to the
maximum of the salary payment schedule or until other
employment is found, whichever occurs first. A follow
up system is in place to track the employment status of
those employees affected by an Involuntary R1F.

(b) Additional benefits for all employees with at least
eight years service and age 51 1/2 or older are being
offered to Voluntary RIF participants only. These
benefits consist of three months additional salary
conLinuance and the option of spreading salary
continuance over 30 months at one half normal pay.

(c) Unemployment compensation will normally not be available
to employees volunteerIng for R1F because this is a
voluntary termination f:om the Company. Employees on
Involuntary RIF status also would not be entitled to
unemployment compensation while receiving salary
continuance but could apply if no employment is fond by
the time salary continuance ends.

QUESTION: Will I be able to work beyond the 11/30/82 deadline for
beginning VRIF Salary continuance?

ANSWER: No. Voluntary RIF participants leave on or before
November 30th. Exceptions to this deadline will only be made
for critical business requirements and will require senior
management approval.

QUESTION: Am I vulnerable to a potential future Involuntary Reduction
in Force? Should I sign up for the Voluntary RIF program?

ANSWER: No final decisions can be made regarding which employees
will be impacted by a potential Involinitary RIF in advance
of knowing the number of Voluntary RIF participants.
Guidelines for Involuntary selection have been developed and
while preliminary lists may exist in some organizations,
the results are definitely not final.
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The number and types of VRIF acceptances, organizational
needs, volume requirements and other circumstances will be
evaluated in determining the need for any Involuntary RIF.
While the Voluntary RIF is more attractive than the
Involuntary RIF, employees must make their own decisions on
whether or not to participate.

QUESTION: During my salary continuance, do I receive all Xerox Family
Security Plan benefits?

ANSWER: With these exceptions, all other benefits would apply during
salary continuance:

(a) Disability - you are not eligible for short or long term
disabilitiy.

(b) Travel accident insuranc. - coverage ends when your
salary continuance begiaa.

(c) Life Insurance coverage does not increase if you reach
your third anniversary during salary continuance and
life insurance is reduced as follows:

o to 4 times your annual salary if you reach age
55 during the continuance period.

o to 1 1/4 times your annual salary if you have
less l'oan 3 years of service and reach age 65
during salary cnntinuance.

o- to 2 1/2 times your annual salary if you have 3
or more years of service and reacii age 65 during
salary continuance.

QUESTION: If I have questions on the VRIF Program, can I Giscuss these
with someone else other than my manager?

ANSWER: les, employees should seek their Employee Relation/Personnel
Manager to address specific questions they prefer not to ask
their manager.

In addition, if clarification on the general content of the program is
needed, informational sessions will be conducted on November 8 at 1:30
P. M. in the 105 auditorium and November 10 at 8:30 A. M in the 205
auditorium. Employee spouses are also invited to attend these
information meetings.

2

F. 0
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To

Sub lett

REVIEST KR VOLENTARY
REEUCTIai IN PCRCE

from

Date

I am requesting that I be allowed to terminate my employment
with Xerox Corporation under the terms of the Xerox vol ntary
Reduction In Force Program. I understand that I will receive
Voluntary Reduction In Force benefits according to the terms
of the 11/82 Fact Sheet for Employees provided to me. I have
read carefully and understand the Fact Sheet and agree to all
its terms and conditions. It is understood that the
Voluntary RIF effective date will be no later than November
30, 1982. I understand that in all cases, including my own,
the decision to approve or reject this request is within the
sole discretion of Xerox Corporation.

I further understand that, should this request be approved, I

will not be eligible for re-employment by Xerox Corporation
until a break in my Xerox service has occurred, defined by
Xerox as two or more service anniversaries after release of
my profit sharing funds. If this request is accepted, I

release all claims I may have against Xerox except any claims
I may have that ':erox failed to Perform the terms and
conditions of their VRIF Program

Manager Approval
(4 /6'1,9(6 ,

Erployee Signature

Z31_4/1.,
Department Head Approval Title

Cmganization

Personnel Manager Approval



Robert C. Patterson
21 Antlers Drive
Rocherter, N. Y. 14618

phone: (716) 442-1467

MY DEALINGS WITH THE EEOC

November 30, 1982

Forced by Xerox Corporation to take an early retirement offer.

June 22, 1983

Filed an Age Discrimination Charge against Xerox with the EFOC and
the New York State Division of Human Rights in Buffalo, N. Y.

June 25, 1983

Received from the EEOC a copy of the letter they s--1t to Xerox on
June 24, 1983. I understood that Xerox had ten days in which to
respond to the charge.

August 22, 1983

Had received no word from the EEOC whosoever. 60 days had elapsed
since I filed the charge without the EEOC or Xerox making any attempt
at reconciliation. As a result, I became a name' plaintiff in the
Lusardi et al vs, Xerox class action suit on October 6, 1983.

October 28, 1986

Sent a letter to James N. :inney, Associate General Counsel, EEOC,
Washington, D.C. demarding answers to a series of questions.

December 9, 1986

Finney replied defending the lack of action by the EEOC.

December 12, 1986

I wrote again to Finney vigorously rebutting his arguments and posed
further questions to which I demanded prompt answers.

Jan,ary 6, 1087

Finney replied and in this letter he ben "snaffling" on some stands
he had previously taken and appeared very much oh the defensive.

Since Januar, b, 1'87

No further word or action from the EEOC'



Xerox to cut 600 more
But worst is over
for year, says firm
th, Am .1 Brelterso Id lfh
1.` .0 8,0 C.oncle eN nr14

roe Corp yesterd.,y said it a cutting
more ,lob, the largest cut in Monroe

nts saw its Job- reduction program
organ

But the company which has an-

nounced cuts of 2.175 marred end hourly
Job in far thi. year suggested that the
wont is over, laying future cuts probably
will not be as loger those this you

Cute announced yesterday will be made in
the Reprographics Business croup, in Web.
stet and Henrietta. Xerox mud 150 salaried
woke' will be eliminated immediately and
150 hourly workers will be cut on Dec 3 Of
the GOO, shout 100 left voluntarily

There will be no further reduction of

TURN TO PAGE 3A
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Xerox to cut 600
FROM PAGE 1A

hourly people, and no substantial reduction
for the rend the year,' said company
spokesman John Rom Tor 1983. ow
plans are incomplete Some additional re-
ductions are nameable. However, we do not
expect those reductions to be anywhere near
what we had an 1982*

Xerox has been cutting Its workforce to
manse productivity The company hopes
the mu will give at more of s competitive
edge against other companies, particularly
Japanese copier companies.

Thu year, 871 hourly or have been cut
as well as OM salaried and 127 contract
*nacre Taking into consideration the la-
test cur Xerox now employe an estimated
A2.800 in Monroe County. including 3,800 in
manufacturing. This emanate excludes hir-
ing end attrition which the company hasn't
announced. In June, the lox time Xerox
released .ta workforce totah, R mid it em-
ployed 11,394 here

Xerox employment hem has not been at
the 13.000 level since urn, Roo said

Cuts were not in a specific area or mood.
Roof said The salaried workers cut were
mangy in engineering support, and their

Job ended yesterday, he said
The company yesterday told the AMalp-

meted Clothing and Textile Worker, Union.
which represents 1.200 hourly workers at
Xerox. of its plena, but it will be week to
10 days before individuals will be notified
that their Jobe are cut.

Lisle H Calder, manager of die Rohr
ter Joint Board of the ACTWIJ, said the
hourly woken mil be cut according to me.
monty, with the Wet hued to be the first to
go. Thole with the leer seniority have 21/2
years experience

sat

Xerox. The rob cub
probably will rock to those who have
worked at Xerox for Ave yore, he meld.

He added that the union will again ask
Xerox to offer an early-retirement plan to
prevent the layoff of younger worker The
company granted the union's last such
quest in September, and 99 hourly workers
accepted early retirement

The 100 worker who left the company
voluntarily will more salary °antrum,* of
1 -15 monde, depending an length of eery- -
ice, but will not nerve Job-search err.

tawLSabaried people lam* InmnkultarnI arm
receive 1-12 months Wary continuance. Ida -
iobemardi rentanca

The hourly workers will mono company
supplemental unemployment benefit. based

on length of server
In the last oven quarters. Xeros has

spent 8101 million on the reduction -m-fora
program. Costs have included financial in-
centive. to quit. early retirement and coun-
seling

Xerox has not cut as many hatch, work-
ers as @eland wakes for two reasons, spe-
culated Eugene Gloat Xwox mart for
Dean Witter Remade Inc. rust, there in
(ow hourly than Wend worker the
hourly woken make up about 30 percent at
Xerca's Maros County employment.

Soond, Troducbvity pine on the manu-
facturing aide have been fairly strong over
the years,' Maur sod. Manufacturing has
been the mom efficient tole of Xerox, while
management been `the mot art 'radii
amt.'

Sanford Go ma, a Pone Wsorier inc. an-
alyst, rid the arrowroots gamed through
the one MS be reflected in manufacturing ,

cods for the company's 10 -cores of amen.
Xerox has int:odor die 1975 eyetern. and
Garrett rid die oomph/ will introduce
IO-seriee copier for wary market segment

Beams of the arise design and rodeo.
dirty gear die 104enia will oast 10 per-
cent to 80 percent los to manufacture,
while Wenn' more features to customers.
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EEOC spared
Xerox despite
discrimination,
Senate told
By JOHN MACHACEB
Gamuts News Ilsorks

a forma Xerox em-4*-1,:et maandm ditha
Ala

Mem turn In heck el emotion

EEOC spared Xerox, Senate panel told
Feces paw IA

not to enlacement
17711:Mt1317.1_

for whom are they

as the
Senate use a probe
of the commission's in enforcing
the 20-year-old anti-age discrimination
law. The law elm bans involuntary retire-
ment wept at the senior management
level

We are holding this hearing because
we hem learned through various sources
that the bawls not being enforced ... end
becalm there have been a series of events

decisions ... (thatt *re counter pro-
ca tim to older Millirem'," said coma"
tee Chalmers John Melchor, DMont.

Matcher said the committee already
knows that the commission has fewer and
Wm experienced people looking into age
discrimination complaints.

"Some employers, either out of igno-
rance or perhaps greed ... are trampling
on the rights of workers on the chance
they won't get caught," said Sen. John

Heim, R-Pa.
Heins said Cooper needs W "send

clear message to rumnyers that to die-
Criminate oo the basis of age is m repug-
nant to the law ss to diecrisqlnats to basis

'of am, religion and color,"
Lops di was 41 when he war fired by

Xerox despite a successful 15 years as
salesman in the New York City arm He
and 7,000 other Xerox workers were laid
off or elected to take early retirement as
part of the company's workforce reduc-
tion. Xerox said the outstare necessary to
meet competition from Japanese rivals.

But ithenlaneediantLathers discct
sradlistra_wroAdrattilialat theisipbs
and filling them with younger they
fde Ivith the EEOC. When
the commission did notlaifUtially, the
Lusardi group filed a lawsuit in U.S. Dis-
triot Court in New Jenny, Lusardi'shome
state. That suit is pending.

When it seemed we wets getting
somewhere, the commission staff came
out with a letter saying it had evidence the
company had engaged in age discrimina-
tion," Lusardi rid. In an interview after
the Senate hearing, Lusardi said Xerox is
now trying to decertify the class scion suit
involving more than 1,300 former Xerox
workers so that each claimant will have W
sue the company as an

Although he's now employed again re a

sales product manager, Lusardi told the
committee he still remembers the pain
and loss of self esteem after he was fired.

Committee membere praised Lusardi
for his efforts in pursuing the complaints
against Xerox. "It would appear that sun.
ply because you were 41 you were part of a
reduction in the work force," MeIxer said

Late Edition Front Page Times-Union

Rochester, N. Y.

Thursday, September 10, 1987

00
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Vincent A. Cirillo
45 Ferguson Avenue
Broomall, PA 19008

May 17, 1988

Senator Metzenbaum
Chairman, Senate Subcommittee on Labor
608 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

')ear Senator Metzenbaum:

A serious illness within my household makes it

virtually impossible for me to attend the upcoming hearing.
Nevertheless the shocking and traumatic experience of being
fired after 43 years (minus 4 months) of excellent company
service with Atlantic Richfield/Arco Chemical Company
necessitates this letter to make the Subcommittee aware of my
story.

Althou,h my own unique series of grievances start in
1978/1979 at 62 years of age, I will confine the contents of
this letter primarily to the 1986 forced termination of
employment.

First, my training has been in the areas of Science
and Mathematics. No business training, no physical education
training, no legal training, etc. Business matters and legal
affairs are and always have been at best only of casual interest
to me. I am a highly educated person and consider myself fairly
intelligent. My lob title at Arco Chemical was Manager,
Analytical Chemistry Operations.

On August 13, 1986, my Supervisor, in the pre.ence of
an Employee Relations representative, told me there was no

longer a place for me in the Organization. He said I would get
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severance pay to October 17, 1966. My retirement pay should
start November 1, 1986. Just like that, after 43 years of
company service. I was told that meetings would be scheduled by
Employee Relations personnel to discuss various company benefitsand options from which .-.. were permitted to choose. Upon
receiving notice that I was fired (I think the suddeness of it
put le in a state of shock) I applied for an extension to mytermination. It was denied. Interestingly, of the people that
I knew who were in various stages of shock after having been
fired, the preponderance of them were over the age of 50.
Interesting.

When I was fired I was earning $1,267.36 per week
($65,909.72 year). At the meetings we were instructed to fill
out forma concerning the selection of co-owners, beneficiaries,
etc. to the various options. In addition, there were two
Retirement Plans from which we were to select one. The
Retirement Plan I chose was entitled: Enhanced Retirement
Program Special Payment Documentation, Acknowledgement and
Payment Schedule. I was given this document on September 26,
1986. As I found out later, I selected the Plan that paid about
59,000.00 less than the other Plan I could have selected. I
believe this oversight on my part was also due to shock, trauma,
ana confusion.

Now, the reason I waited until the last week (I signed
on October 24, 11i86) before signing the document is as follows:
As I stats! previously, my grievance with Arco is unique in a
number of ways. I will discuss at this point the one apropos to
what everyone refers to as the 'Release'. On Thursday, July 10,
1986, on page 49 there appeared an article in the Wall Street
Journal with a column headline that stated °U.i. Says DuPont
Early Retirement Plan Was Flawed'. The article went on to say
that DuPont discriminated against employees older than 65 and
those with more than 35 years of service with the company, 'a
federal agency ruled. My uniqueness is that I was the only
full time employee at Arco Chemical older than 65 and I also had
more than 35 years of company service. Consequently during the
termination proceedings I asked to see how my retirement dollar
amounts were determined (calculated) in view of the DuPont flaw.
I wondered whether Arco may also have flawed. From September
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26, 1986, the date I was given the document entitled, Enhanced

Retirement Program Special Payment Documentation,

Acknowledgement and Payment Schedule I requested this

information (dollar amounts determination) several times but the

information was not forthcoming. The lower half of the document

had a General Release portion which I was told had to be signed

by me before November 1, 1986, or I would not get any part of

the pension package. In other words, 'if you don't sign before

November 1, 1986, you get no money'. The thing that really

galled me was that I coul2 not even get my own voluntary
contributions to the pension fund unless I signed ,;,.. document

by November 1, 1986. Please remember, after October 17, 1986, I

would receive no more pay, no income. Since I was running out

of time (November 1, 1986, was fast approaching), and facing the

trauma of no pay, I signed the 'Release' on October 24, 1986.

Only then would I get tl pension money due me. I still do not

know for certain whether Arco flawed 'a la DuPont'.

Incidentally, the Employee Relations gentlemen with

whom I dealt during the termination proceedings confirmed the

November 1 deadline for signing in Ili Deposition.

I never thought I was giving up all my rights (if

indeed I had any) by signing a document that does not even have

the word 'Release' in the title of the document. I merely

signed the document as a receipt for the Special Payment under

the Plan I selected and I was delaying the signing to see how my

pension dollar amounts were calculated. That is the sum and

substance of my signature on the document entitled Enhanced

Retirement Program Special Payment Documentation,

Acknowledgement and Payment Schedule.

Other Information of Interest

The Arco attorney with whom I met on one of several

occasions pointed out that I should have followed Emp_oyee

Problem Resolution procedures without fear of reprisal. First

of all, I did follow the procedures by going as higt as the Vice
President-in-charge-c'-Ppq.Arr.h with my complaints. This got me

nowhere.
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For me, to continue to follow company procedures for
settling grievances would only continue to be lessons in
futility and frustration of which I already had my fill.
Examples are:

1) In 1978, at age 61 3/4 I was made a "second class
citizen' by my Supervisor.

2) In 1982, at age 65 I was fired as a result of
false accusations. I was fired without warning and without a
hearing. I had 39 years of ex,-:ellent company service at this
time. Strangely enough, I was deemed guilty and I had to prove
my innocenLe-I do not think that is the American way, is it?

3) After I proved the accusations false I was
reinstated.

A' In 1985, after I refused Arco's voluntary
retirement program (which was in fact strictly voluntary-there
was no coercion to force anyone to retire) I was threatened with
a 3 grade job cut by the Manger of Employee Relations and the
Vice President in charge of Research. My immediate supervisor
told me this was being done because "I was too old, I should
have retired".

5) In 1986, I am fired-no place for me in the
Organization.

QUESTION:

In view of the above, how anyone could expect me to
continue to voice my complaints without fear of retaliation is
beyond my comprehension.

This letter Senator Metzenbaum is the part o my story
in which the Subcommittee may be interested. Thank you.

Sincerely,

vv,\w,,-,t A wit
VINCENT A. CIRILLO

VAC/
cc: Paul D. Nelson, Esquire
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Senator METZENBAUM. We will now hear from the next witness,
Mr. Richard Komer, Legal Counsel fc, .ne EEOC, Washington, DC.

Mr. Komer, we look forward to hearing from you, and frankly, as
has been indicated, we are truly concerned about the activities of
the EEOC.

It is my understanding that you are appearing here today be-
cause members of the Commission itself were going to be out of the
city, and indicated a willingness to change their plans if necessary,
but said they would like to send you. On that basis, we are happy
to welcome you, sir, but we will start off by telling you that this
Committee has been unhappy about the actions of one of our gov-
ernme al agencies.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD KOMER, LEGAL COUNSEL, EQUAL
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUFITY COMMISSION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. KOMER. Thank you, sir.
Gold morning, Chairman Metzenbaum and Senator Stafford. I

am pleosed to represent the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission today to testify on waivers under the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act. Chairman Thomas sends his regrets that he is
unable to be here to testify. By the time the subcommittee notified
him of the hearing date and asked him to appear, he had already
made an out-of-town commitment for this morning; otherwise he
would be here today.

Senator METZENBAL.I. May I just ask, regarding Mr. Thomas'
out-of-town commitment, is that a commitment involved with some
enforcement action, is it just a speech, 1r what?

Mr. KOMER. I honestly don t know, having been out-of-town
myself for the past month.

Senator METZENBAUM. Oh, fine. You may proceed.
Mr. KOMER. Just a word about why me. I am the legal counsel at

try EEOC. One of our functions is to prepare regulations at the di-
rection the Commissioners. Therefore it was my office which pre-
pared the final regulation on waivers which you have suspenued
recently.

Rather than simply reading the testimony, I'd just like to hit a
few high points and clarify a couple of questions if I could.

The Commission's objective in initiating the waiver rulemaking
was twofold: to ensure that older workers are not precluded from
exercising their rights under the ADEA by arbitrary, unnecessary
bureaucratic barriers, and to provide certain clear legal standards
for allowing releases and ensuring that they are knowing and vol-
untary.

I think a number of the issues that we grappled with in the rule-
making have been highlighted today. Several of those have been
the subject of Commission litigation both before and after this rule-
making was commenced and finished. In one particular case, we
have ourselves gone into the Fifth Circuit in order to ensure and
vindicate the ability of employees and former employees to come to
the Commission despite having signed a waiver and file a charge
with us. As you may recall in Mr. Marans' testimony, one of the
most offensive things about the waiver that he was asked to sign
was that he could not come to the Commissionin fact, his coming

9u
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to the Commission would have violated the release that he had
signed and he would have been in breach of that release.

It has been the Commission's posNon, and we incorporated this
very clearly into the final ruleat least, I thought we hadthat
you cannot waive your right to come to the Commission after you
have signed a release; that is one of the things which it is against
public policy to do.

We had incorporated what we thought were a number of other
protections into the final rule that I think are critical in some of
the other cases which were alluded to. For example, Senator Mel-
cher made rArence to a Mr. Hallas' case against an employer in
the Pittsburgh area. I'd like it to be understood that we have twice
sued that employer in the Pittsburgh area because of the way they
have gone about using waivers. We have won in both of those
cases. Each involved a slightly different waiver. And if I recall cor-
rectly, the basic problem there was that people who were being ter-
minated were being tole that they would lose rights or benefits
they were already entitled to if they did not sign waivers.

We made clear in the final rule that a waiver is invalid, or a re-
lease is invalid, if it is not for additional benefits such as those that
I believe Mr. Graham received. In other words, just because you
are firing someone, and you have them to some extent over a
barrel, you are not allowed to coerce a release from them in ex-
change for giving them what they are already entitled to. That was
another of the protections which we had built into the rule.

We made a couple of other additions--
Senator METZENBAUM. I have a question, Mr. Komer, before you

finish.
Mr. KOMER. Certainly.
Senator METZENBAUM. As I understand it, if you file a charge

with the EEOC, that individual loses his or her right to sue, has to
give up that right to sue; is that true?

Mr. KOMER. If you file a charge with us?
Senator METZENBAUM. Under the EEOC waiver rule, an older

worker may still bring a chargebut has he waived his right to
sus?

Mr. KOMER. Only temporarilyhe is required under our statute
to come to us and file the charge with us for 60 days prior to initi-
ating a lawsuit. However, he can initiate the lawsuit at the termi-
nation of 60 days.

Senator METZENBAUM. All right. Now, Mr. Marans has filed a
charge with you; the case has been pending for a number of
months; he has been advised by some investigator that the case
isn't going anywhere; he can't go into court and bring anaction- -

Mr. KOMER. Yes, he can. That's the point. He can go into court.
He is not precluded from going into court by anything in the stat-
ute that I am aware of.

Senator METZENBAUM. He can, because he didn't sign the waiver.
Mr. KOMER. That's correct. He did not sign the waiver.
Senator METZENBAUM. But if he had signed the EEOC waiver, he

would not have been in a position to go into court and sue on his
own, would he?

86-519 0 - 88 - 4
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Mr. KOMFR. Excuse me. You can go into court, but what is likely
to happen is what has happened to Mr. Terrell, which is you sign
the waiver, and you go into court, and the first thing that the com-
pany will assert as a defense will be the fact that you have waived
the right to recover from your termination with that company. You
can sue, and your defense to the defense, if you will, is to assert
that in fact you did not sign the waiver in a knowing and volun-
tary fashion; in other words, you can avoid the waiver that you
have signed, or the release that you have signed, if you can show
that in fact it was coerced.

Similarly, when you come to the Commission with the waiver
and assert that you were coerced into signing that release, if we
find that in fact you were, Or we would have under the rule-

Senator METZENBAUM. What does it mean to be coerced, in your
terms?

Mr. KOMER. In our terms? I believe we discuss some of that in
the preamble to the regulation. Essentially, it comes down that you
made a knowing and voluntary release of your rights under the
ADEA.

Senator METZENBAUM. I don't understand that, and I'm a pretty
good lawyer. What are you saying? If an employer comes to you as
they came to these men and says, "You've got to sign the waiver,
or el:3e you either lose part of your pension benefits, or part of your
severance pay," is that coercion?

Mr. Komm. We would call it coercion if the employer is saying
you are going to lose part of your pension benefits which are vested
and accrued at that point. We have said that is coercion. What we
have said is not necessarily coercion is if your employer comes to
you and says, "You are being terminated, but in order to avoid liti-
gation, we have a practice of offering you additional benefits at
your termination in exchange for your releasing potential claims
against this company." That is what happens in the ADEA, and we
have modelled that on the standards which are presently applica-
ble in Title VII casesthose are the race, national origin, and reli-
gion cases.

Senator METZENBAUM. I am having difficulty in finding the con-
clusion of each of your sentences. I ask you a question, and you
give me a speech. Now, I know you are not trying to do that, but I
am trying to find out if Mr. Marans files a lawsuit, do you drop his
case?

Mr. KOMER. If Mr. Marans files a lawsuit, we might well inter-
vene. I think that would be one of our options. But I don't know
that we have made any conclusive decision on whether or not to
litigate his claim.

Senator METZENBAUM. If an employer says to an employee,
"We'll increase your pension benefits or your retirement pay if you
sign this waiver," is that coercionyes or no?

Mr. KOMER. If that's all that is happening, I would probably say
no, it is not.

Senator METZENBAUM. What else has to happen?
Mr. KOMER. For coercion to occur?
Senator METZENBAUM. Yes.
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Mr. KOMER. Well, first, as I said, they have to be trying to take
something away from you in exchange for nothing, because they
have you over a barrel.

Senator METZENBAUM. If they offer you Eomething additional,
then it is not coercion?

Mr. KOMER. At that point, it is difficult to say it is involuntary if
you are making a good faith exchange for something additional. It
may not be knowing, but it is probably not involuntary.

Senator METZENBAUM. Under your rule, isn't it a fact that em-
ployees will litigate for years on waiver issues and not on the un-
derlying issues of age discrimination? You have shifted the focus to
the issue of waivers rather than to the issue of age discrimination,
which is your responsibility.

I think many of us in Congress, certainly when Congress unani-
mously indicated their concern about the waiver issue, sent you a
signal. I don't understand why an agency charged with the respon-
sibility of attaining a certain objectiveand that is to see that em-
ployers don't discriminate based on agethen has to divert the
thrust of that by coming up with this rule on waivers.

Mr. KOMER. Senator, I think on this, it is not very dissimilar
from what you were discussing in your opening statement, which
was that 'n many cases during so-called voluntary reduction in
force programs, companies don't even request waivers or releases.
However, in those situations, people do in fact challenge their em-
ployers, and the issue becomes a threshold issue very similar to
that involving releases, which is: Was your termination involun-
tary, or did you in fact voluntarily retire in exchange for the addi-
tional benefits.

It is true that this is a threshold sort of issue, but the purpose of
releases in many cases, I believe, as is the purpose in a voluntary
retirement incentive program, is to avoid extended litigation by
virtue of making someone a deal. That is what happens in lawsuits
all the time, and in fact, it is what happens under title VII where,
in exchange for a bargain, you agree to drop a lawsuit. It happens
in tort cases, the most egregious of terrible personal situations
people will settle those for a payment to avert the perils of litiga-
tion.

Senator METZENBAUM. Yes, but there is a major distinction, Mr.
Komer. In those cases, the individual is represented by counsel, the
individual is able to be apprised of his legal rights or her legal
rights, but here you are talking about waivers without any supervi-
sion, without anybody standing up to protect the rights of the indi-
viduals.

Mr. KOMER. Excuse me--
Senator METZENBAUM. Let me .sk you a question. The EEOC reg-

ularly compares waiver policy under the ADEA to settlement of
title VII claims. But title VII settlements involve actual legal dis-
putes where one or more persons typically have filed a charge or
complaint against an employer alleging discrimination

By contrast, the EEOC's waiver rule applies to situations where
there is no legal dispute. I am referring here to the early retire-
ment, or exit incentive programs, where hundreds or thousands of
older workers are offered benefits as part of a voluntary reduction
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in force, but they have no reason to allege or even contemplate a
discrimination charge at the time a waiver is presented to them.

Is the title VII situation really comparable to the situation under
these exit incentive programs?

Mr. KomEa. I think it is, Senator, or we probably wouldn't be
here. The title VII cases that are reported generally involve assert-
ed actual filed claims which people have settled. The fact that that
is the case doesn't mean that in fact, title VII would not permit a
release in exactly the situations that we have been talking about
under the ADEA. In fact, it would; many of these releases are not
limited to your ADEA rights; they are generally inclusive of your
title VII rights as well. And the courts which have been deciding
these cases under the ADEA are sometimes also deciding them
under title VII. There was a recent district court case in Texas es-
sentially to that effect.

Senator METZENBAUM. [Conferring with staff.] There is a distinc-
tion, staff points out to me, because the ADEA itself says specifical-
ly you can't waive your rights except when there is supervision.
We don't have that under title VII.

Mr. KOMER. Senator, if I accepted the premise, you would be ab-
solutely right. But the premise, I think, is erroneous. When we
started this pro° ss, it is true that there was virtually no case law
on this topic, with one exception, and that was a Sixth Circuit
panel decision saying that you could not waive your rights under
the ADEA.

There was a lot of water under the bridge by the time we iso,ed
the final rule, there were four, and now there are five, circuit
courts of appeals decisions saying that in fact you may release your
rights under the ADEA if it is a knowing and voluntary release.

The first case to hold that was the Sixth Circuit en bane, where
all 13 judges sat and overruled the panel that said that you could
not release your claims under the ADEA. They wrote a fairly
lengthy decision addressing whether or not the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act as incorporated into the ADEA would prohibit a waiver or
a release of your ADEA rights. And that en bane decision, 11 to 2,
held that in fact you could release your rights under the ADEA.
Four subsequent circuit court cases have taken the same position.

We are in a situation at this point where no circuit court of ap-
peals under the ADEA has said "No, you may not release your
rights." What we've got, in other words, is a situation where it is 5
to 0 in the circuits, and at this point we don't see substantial likeli-
hood that the circuit courts are going to develop a conflict.

Now, there is one possible exception, which is the Eleventh Cir-
cuit, which had in an FLSA case, not an ADEA case, taken a fairly
straightforward view that there could be no waivers of factual dis-
putes under the FLSA, and that's why in issuing the final regula-
tion, in order to achieve nationwide consistency, we used our ex-
emption authority with respect to establishing the principle in that
circuit as well.

Senator METzEismum. Mr. Komer, isn't it the fact that in each
of those court of appeals cases which favored the EEOC, they all
did so on the basis of deferring to the EEOC male, and-- -

Mr. KOMER. No, sir, that's not a fact.

1 0 o
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Senator METZENBAUM [continuing]. Just a moment; let me just
finish, Mr. Komer.

Mr. KOMER. Excuse me.
Senator METZENBAUM. What they were really saying is that we

are bootstrapping, that we are ruling this way because of your rule.
But the Supreme Court cases in this area clearly go the other way.
In the case of Lorillard v. Pons, the Supreme Court held that the
enforcement procedures of the ADEA follow the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act and not title VII. The Court specifically stated as follows:
"The selectivity that Congress exhibited in incorporating provisions
and in modifying certain practices strongly suggests that but for
those changes Congress expressly made, it intended to incorporate
fully the remedies and procedures of the FLSA." That's the end of
the quote.

Now, how can EEOC assert here that the FLSA's waiver proce-
dures should not apply, and aren't you simply ignoring the statuto-
ry language as applied by the Supreme Court?

Mr. KOMER. No, I don t think we are ignoring the statutory lan-
guage as applied by the Supreme Court. The courts of appeals,
even more so than the administrative agencies, read the Supreme
Court cases. They understand the Supreme Court cases. They have
not had substantial interpretational difficulties with Lorillard v.
Pons or any of the FLSA cases.

Again I refer you to the en bane decision in Runyan, where they
went through the analysis of the FLSA and its relationship to the
ADEA in a great deal of detail, and only at the very end of that
decision did they make reference to our notice of proposed rule-
making. That court knew that our notice of proposed rulemaking
was not a legally effective rule, since it was only a proposed rule.
They had to decide that case on the basis of the law as they saw it
and as they saw it they found that the ADEA did permit releases,
and in fact, that the FLSA is not crystal clear on waiver of factual
disputes like ADEA claims.

Senator METZENBAUM. Are you totally disregarding the Supreme
Court decision in Lorillard v. Pons?

Mr. KOMER. No, sir, we are not. Lorillard v. Pons is a decision
that we use all the time. The point is that there are substantive
and procedural components of the ADEA, some of which follow
title VII, some of which follow the FLSA, and all of which have to
be informed by the purposes of the statute. And one of the purpose
of the statute, the ADEA, was to permit employers and employees
to address the issues involving the effect of age on employment.

Senator METZENBAUM. In your testimony, you state: "It is con-
ceivable that if every waiver had to be supervised by EEOC, em-
ployers simply would downsize without offering additional bene-
fits."

I might point out to you I have referred to a whole group of cor-
porations that have had early retirement plans and have not asked
their employees for waivers, and they seem to do very well, both
economically and in handling these problems.

Do you have any evidence to support your assertion, because
based on published reports of downsizing, we found that more than
75 percent of the companies we contacted downsize without seeking
waivers.
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Isn't it likely that if only supervised waivers were permitted,
more employers would decide to downsize by offering benefits with-
out seeking waivers?

Mr. KOMER. I have no way of answering that question, Senator. I
think that what will happen is that some " ompanies will take the
money that they were offering in exchange for waivers and simply
give it to their attorneys to defend cases involving involuntary re-
movals. Other companies will drop the request for a waiver and
continue to attempt to do it utterly without a release, and some of
those companies, like the ones you have asked, will probably find
themselves being sued.

I don't know if your survey did ask, but some of those companies
may be companies which engaged in these voluntary retirement
programs fairly early on when they were confident that employees
would not --

Senator MrzEmkum. 1985 to 1987 can hardly be considered
"early on".

Mr. KOMER. But did you ask those companies how many of them
had been sued by the employees who took the voluntary retirement
packages?

Senator METZENBAUM. [Conferring with staff.] I am advised by
staff that we did make that inquiry, and that there were a few law-
suits, not manyyou are talking about thousands of employees
and the employers actually shrugged off that contention.

Mr. KOMER. Some of these may still be in our process rather
than the courts, but we have had a couple- -

Senator METZENBAUM. Talking about "your process"what are
you going to do about the charge made by Mr. Marans that one of
your staff people indicated that his case wasn't going anywhere?
A-e you going to go back and check into it and see why it's not
gc.ng anywhere?

Mr. KOMER. That is really not my bailiwick, but I'm sure that
after this hearing, someone will.

Senator McrzEmkum. This Committee wants an answer.
Mr. KOMER. His case, though, I think- -
Senator McrzEmkum. Just a moment. I want you to understand

what I'm saying. I want an answer, if the Marans case isn't going
anywhere, why it isn't going anywhere. Now, I understand that
there are procedures, and you can come to a conclusion that there
is no basis. There is a prima facie case made by this man, certain-
ly, that there was discrimination. They tried to get him to sign the
waiver; he didn't. I want to know why it's not going anywhere if it
isn't going anywhere.

Mr. KOMER. We would be happy to provide that information,
Senator, but I think one consideration on our part will be that his
case essentially involves an unsupervised waiver issue. Your appro-
priations rider, which tells us that we may not expend funds to
pursue any policy or practice pertaining to unsupervised waivers
until the Congress acts, puts us in a pickle with respect to cases
involving unsupervised waivers, because the appropriations rider
does not say that we may not have any policy permitting unsuper-
vised waivers or prohibiting unsupervised waivers. It says we may
not implement any policy pertaining to unsupervised waiversper-
taining to.

-111. OW
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Senator METZENBAUM. You may not do what?
Mr. KOMER. We may not spend money to implement any policy

pertaining to unsupervised waivers.
Senator MET.,ENBAUM. We have here in the Conference Report:
The Conferees intend to preclude reliance upon the regulation and underlying

EEOC policy during fiscal year 1988 The Conference Agreement also precludes the
EEOC from otherwise recognizing unsupervised waivers of ADEA rights as valid, for
example, by filing court briefs or by ceasing investigation of claims due to the exist-
ence of an unsupervised waiver The conferees do not intend for this te,nporary sus-
pension to affect the standing or rights of parties to sue for rescission of the regula-
tion should the regulation become effective at some later date

I don't read that as you interpret it.
Mr. KOMER. Senator, we aren't at the stage of an investigation,

which it is clear that under the Conference Report we are supposed
to complete. As I understand it from what he was saying, we have
completed our investigation. We have not applied the rule in terms
of evaluating his case. But when it comes to the point of your
asking us whether we are going to litigate this case involving an
issue that clearly pertains to an unsupervised waiver--

Senator METZENBAUM. He signed no unsupervised waiver. He
signed no waiver at all. Why can't you go forward? He signed no
waiverbecause they offered him a waiver and it was unsuper-
vised, does that preclude your acting?

Mr. KOMER. I believe that the way the case came to us was that
the offering of the waiver was what constituted the violation. But
as to whether there was a discriminatory act in his termination
itself, that I think we can proceed with despite the appropriations
rider.

Senator METZENBAUM. You have had the case for 9 months. No
employee should be subjected to that kind of treatment from his
Government. I want an answer to why the case isn't moving for-
ward. You have not given me an adequate answer. You talk about
unsupervised waivers, but the man didn't sign anything. So how
can you talk about something that the company offered him, and
that's going to preclude his right to have his Government agency
protect him; is that what you are saying?

Mr. KOMER. Senator, I will get you an answer on this question,
but I don't know the answer at this time

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Komer, you have heard three older
workers describe their wrenching experiences with unsupervised
waivers. Don't you think that a rule encouraging unsupervised
waivers is going to result in thousands more stories like the three
that were told this morning?

Mr. KOMER. No, I don't. I don't think that permitting unsuper-
vised waivers is going to encourage further situations such as we
heard today. I think our rule. because of the limitations that we
have built into it, which have never been expressed before except
through cases, will in fact provide significant protections to the in-
dividuals. A lot of the more egregious things that you have heard
today, I think would represent violations of our rule, and we would
be able to proceed with those cases.

The assumption seems to be that either all releases are valid, or
no releases are valid. In fact what our rule says is that some re-
leases can be valid, and this is the way you go about doing it; these
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are the steps you have to go through. You have to encourage
people to consult with an attorney; you have to give them adequate
time; they have to have a knowing and voluntary release of those
claims; it has to be in writing; it has to be understandable; it has to
clearly apply to the ADEA.

I think that those things will eliminate a lot of the more egre-
gious waivers and releases that we have been seeing. And in fact,
as I tried to explain, we pursued a namber of those.

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Komer, I appreciate your testimony,
but sometimes I get the feeling that witnesses come before this
Committee to try to tell us why they aren't doing the job rather
than explaining to us how aggressively they are attempting to en-
force the law that Congress has written. And I get the feeling that
you spend more of your time trying to figure out why the EEOC
shouldn't be doing something than why the EEOC should be doing
something. The thrust of the law is clear, and the EEOC response
is disturbing. It is very disturbing when I feel that terminated em-
ployees come before the EEOC these days and wonder whose side
you are on. And some of the testimony this morning, your own tes-
timony, frankly is very disappointing, because you don't make the
policy for the EEOC, but as I see it, the policies that have been
made are not very helpful to senior citizens who have lost their
jobs and who feel that they have been discriminated against.

But I thank you for your testimony and look forward to hearing
from you in connection with the Marans case.

Mr. KOMER. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Komer with an attachment fol-

lows:]
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Good morning, Chairman Metzenbaum and members of the
subcommittee. Thank you for inviting the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission to testify on waivers of rights under the
Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

On July 30, 1987, the Commission voted unanimously to adopt
a regulation which established guidelines for employees to sign
waivers ard releases of private rights under the ADEA without
mandatory EEOC supervision. The new rule became effective Sept.
28, but was later suspended for fiscal year 1988 by a Senate
amendment to EEOC's appropriation.

The Commission's objective in initiating the waiver
rulemaking was two-fold: to ensure that older workers are not
precluded from exercising their rights under ADEA by arbitrary,
unnecessary bureaucratic barriers, and to provide certain, clear
legal standards for allowing releases and ensuring they are
knowing and voluntary.

The rule sought to create a consistent uniform approach to
the voluntary settlement of ADEA claims when settlement is in
the mutual interest of the employee and employer. If the rule
had not been suspended by Congress, AOEA waivers would have been
subjected to the same standards and procedures as waivers under
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Particular criteria
for ensuring that any waiver of ADEA rights was entered into
knowingly and voluntarily, without fraud or duress, were clearly
spelled out in the rule. It also prohibited the release of
prospective claims.

There seems to be a widespread misconception that EEOC was
routinely supervising waivers and that our regulation permitted
us to cease providing such supervision. This is not he case.
EEOC never has had a general process or procedure for
supervising and approving each and every private waiver of ADEA
rights when no charge of discrimination has been filed. To
require EEOC to supervise waivers without additional resources
would overwhelm the crucial enforcement program we have embarked
upon under ADEA, Title VII, EPA, the Rehabilitation Act and
federal sector programs. Such an additional burden upon the
staff would lengthen the time it takes to investigate charges
and it is questionable whether an appropriate procedure could be
implemented without subjecting employees and employers to
significant and inappropriate delays. Private ADP: settlements
generally have been entered into without government oversight.
The same always has been true of settlements of other types of
employment discrimination claims under Title VII.
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The Commission initiated this rulemaking in response to an
interpretation of the ADEA by a panel of the Sixth Circuit Court
of Appeals in Runyan v. NCR. The court held that certain
private waivers were invalid because they had not been
supervised by EEOC. Section 7(b) of the ADEA incorporates the
enforcement procedures of the Fair Labor Standards Act into the
ADEA, and relying upon case law under FLSA, which prohibits
contractual release of FLSA rights (liquidat,A damages or
coverage Of FLSA) without government supervision, the court
ruled that ADEA rights could not be waived by a private
unsupervised release.

In the wake of uncertainty following the initial Runyan
decision, the Commission determined its rulemaking authority
under ADEA was a particularly appropriate mech'nism to resolve
the issue. A law enforcement agency can be effective and
credible only if its actions are consistent and predictable, and
a well-crafted rule, had it been left in place, would have
provided the clear guidance necessary to enhance EEOC's
effectiveness. The rulemaking process was carried out in an open
manner, with notices published in the Federal Register and ample
opportunity over a two year period for all interested parties to
comment.

Prior to the Commission's adoption of a final rule, the
Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, sitting en banc, reversed the
panel decision in Rtoyan and held the AOET;;TVer in that case
was valid despite ttte absence of government supervision. In

reaching its decision, the court specifically addressed the
question of FLSA procedures, finding them not to be a bar to
waiving factual issues. Four other federal circuits have
recently held that unsupervised waivers are valid under ADEA if
they are knowing and voluntary. The decisions are:

Valenti v. International Mill Service (3rd Circuit --
vacated, rehearing en banc pending)

Moore v. McGraw Edison (13TEErFcuit)
Lancaster v. Buerkle Buick (8th Circuit)
EEOC v. Cosmair, Inc. (5th Circuit)
Dorosiewicz v. Kayser-Roth Hosiery (4th Circuit,

unpublished)
Sullivan v. Boron Oil (3rd Circuit).

EEOC v. Cosmair, Inc. wat particularly important to the
Commission because it is the first decision to vindicate our
position that a private waiver cannot affect EEOC's ability to
protect the public interest in eliminating age discrimination.

The Fifth Circuit upheld the Commission's position that a
waiver cannot prevent an emoloyee from filing an age
discrimination charge with EEOC, whether to alert EEO'' to a
pattern and practice of age discrimination or to challenge the
waiver as not knowing and voluntary. The court adopted EEOC's
position and held that employees are protected from retaliation
if they seek to challenge an executed waiver. The Commission's
final rule incorpo*ated this very important principle in the
hope that it would forestall litigation that would impede
enforcement of the ADEA.
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In adopting the waiver rule, the Commission relied on
Congress' declaration in section 2(b) of the ADEA that one of
its purposes was to encourage employers and employees to "find
ways of meeting problems arising from the impact of age on
employment." The legislative history 0 ADEA, as well as
subsequent court decisions, emphasized the importance to older
workers of voluntary settlements under ADEA ard expeditious
renlutions of disputes.

It has been suggested that this rule is "pro-employer."
Nothing could be further from the truth. EEOC seeks to see that
justice is done for both employees and employere'. It is
conceivable that if every waiver had to be supervised by EEOC,
employers simply would downsize through layoffs and reductions
in force without offering such additional benefits. The vast
majority of American workers who sign waiver agreements in
exchange for additional benefits do not want the fruits of their
bargain delayed or jeopardized by EEOC, should the agency be
required to supervise each and every agreement.

EEOC's rule included safeguards for those signing waivers.
First, the rule would not have affected the rights of victims of
age discrimination who did not wish to settle their claims.
Second, nothing in the rule prevented an employee from asking
EEOC to supervise the waiver. Third, the rule made it clear
that the right to file a charge or participate in an EEOC
investigation was absolutely protected and that private waivers
and releases would not have affected the EEOC's rights and
responsibilities to enforce the ADEA. Fourth, prospective
claims could not have been waived under the rule. And finally,
in response to public comments received during the rulemaking
process, the rule defined a knowing and voluntary waiver:

. The waiver must be in writing, in understandable
language, and clearly waives the employees' rights or
claims under the ADEA.

. A reasonable period of time is provided for
employee deliberation.

. The employee is encouraged to c ,nsult an attorney.

An issue that raised considerable concern during the public
comment period was whether the rule would sanction releases of
prospective claims. While it never was the Commission's intent
to allow such prospective releases, language barring such
releases was not contained in the notice of proposed rulemaking.
TO avoid this misunderstanding, the final rule enunciated this
principle and gave the rule greater certainty and clarity.

Several com enters asked that the last sentence of the
notice of proposed rulemaking be deleted cr revised to say that
the Commission would not seek relief for individuals who have
released their ADEA rights. The proposed rule stated "No such
waivers or releases, however, shall affect the Commission's
rights and responsibilities to enforce the Act," and the
Commission retained this language in the final rule.
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The rule was intended to give older workers freedom to act
in their own self interest without government interference, but
it also preserved the government's freedom to intervene wherever
and whenever necessary to combat age discrimination.

The Commission intended to allow only truly voluntary,
knowing waivers, and to provide older workers with the
opportunity to obtain additional benefits in return for their
agreement. Had the rule not been suspended, EEOC was prepared
to act on behalf of anyone who was forced into signing a release
involuntarily or without reasonable time to make a knowledgeable
decision. Indeed, the rule stated that even where the above
listed criteria for a knowing and voluntary agreement are
present, waivers that are challenged will be assessed as to
their substance and circumstances to determine whether Lhere was
fraud or duress.

The Commission would have investigated challenged waivers
to determine whether they were knowing and voluntary, or whether
they were used to conceal age discrimination. All of this was
consistent with Commission policy to vigorously enforce the ADEA
to protect the public interest of a workplace free of age
discrimination. A valid private settlement would not have
prevented the Commission from seeking to eliminate a pattern and
practice of age discrimination or obtaining relief for victims
who had not signed waiver agreements or had signed them under
duress.

This rulemaking was designed to avoid the needless
diversion of scarce Commission resources from our eniorcement
mandate. No public benefit is to be gained by universal
supervision of ADEA settlements, extending the government's
oversight even to the vast majority of such cases where the
parties are mutually satisfied.

EEOC's waiver rule would have provided guidance, while
allowing our resources to remain focused on vindicating the
rights of victims of age discrimination. I am submitting, for
the record, the rule as t was published in the Federal
Register.

I'll be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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PON AMMO IMPOONATION CONTACT:
Charles 1. Wallet, Huard Evaluation
Dili' lee (TS-740c). Environmentel
Protectinit Aeon, 401 34 St. SW.
Washington. DC 33410.

Office t.w.ation and telephone number
ftm IMO. CM ::1921 Jefferson Davis
!beltway. Arlington. VA 22302. (703) -
637 -7324.

List of Subjects le 31 CPR Parts 161 and
161

Food edd.tives, Anlew: .s.
Pesticides and pests.

Detour Most 17.1110
Sono mem
Ache e. Itemstronen &mann Office
of Pm" , ref ama

Therefore, the folkring technical
amendments ere made to 21 CFR
Chapter I.

PART 193(AMENDED)

1 In Part 193. The euthority citation
for Part 193 continues to read as follows.

Astkadty Sec an M Start 17g (2103-C.
3401

113.143 I/unsalted)

b Section 103142 Is amended in the
section heading and text by changing
"0.0-e ethyl 0(2-isopropyl4methy14.
pynmi a YO phospohorothioate" to
"daemon" wherever it appears.

9193430 lemeneted)
b Section 193 430 is amended in the

section heading and text by changing
"trioclohexyltin hydroxide" to
"cyhexa tin" whereter it appears.

PART fit --(AMENDED'

In Part 561. a The authority citation
for Pal 361 continues to read as follows:

Awholity 21 vat. sea

1401.400 (Ameneerlf
b. Section NA 4001s amended in the

section heading and text 'y changing
"Uycyclohexyltin hydroxide" to
"cyhexatin" wherever it appears.

1401411 fAmsnithiN)
c. Section 361415 la amended (tithe

section heading and text by changing
"0.adwithyl 0-(2-isopropylMmethyl+
pyrimIdinyff phosphorothioate" to
"diatition" wherever it appears.

1401.4211 lAwerseedl

d Section 301 423 is amended In the
section heading and text by changing
"2.3-dihydro-36-dimethyl-1.4-dithitn-
1,1,4,4mtreoxide" to -dimethipin"
wherever it appears.

Doc m-than! Filed 045.17.743 am)
mum coos eme.loo

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
COMMISSION

If CM Past leaf

Leiplelatbe Regulation and
Administrative Exemption Allowing tor
NoIEOC Suparvbed Waivers Unease
Ilse AKA

away: Equal Employment fipportnity
Commission.
*OMR Notice of that rule.

sonomet Tire Commission hereby
provides notice of a legislative
regulation and administrative exemption
binder section 9 of the Age
Discrimination In ftployment Act of
1967 (ADEA) and 211011 1637.13)
ellowins foe non -EEOC supervised
waivers and releases of private rights
under the ADEA.
semeCtunt DATC &Ambit 26 1962.
FOn PINING isomemamosi CONTACT:
John K Light at (20:61134-71143.

summastmdrutv INPOAMATIOM eoction
of the ADEA. 20 U St. Mint.. the
Commission broad authority to
promising interpretive SvIdelinee and
le:islet:vs regulations on both
procedural and substantive metiers.
Section pals authorizes the
Commission "to establish such
reasonable exemptions to or from any or
all provisions of (the ADEA) as lit) may
find necessary and proper In the public
Interest "The Commission hereby
promulgates legislative regulation and
admInisustive exemption under section
9 of the ADEA and 29CFR 161716.
allowing for waivers and Teti see of
private rights wider the ADM. N U S.C.
WI et seq.

A Nona of Proposed Rukmakine
(NPRM) regarding this nib was
published in the Federal Reel*, of
Momby. October 7.11165 (30 FR 40170)
with a sixty-day period for public
comment. In all 36 written comments
were received, with 11 genendry
supporting the NAM and 13 eenerully
opposing it A substantial number of the
commenters favoring amp opposing the
NPRM simply stated this fact without
significant substantive diervasion.
Ucause the framers of the ADEA

were concerned that delay would
prejudice the claims of older workers.
one of their central goals was to Insure
expeditious resolution of disputes. m
111 Cory Rm. 7071 (Remarks of Sen.
'avast Sums ir &pad* Leo
Amu fence Society. lee rid 22 34 n2
(2d Cir. Tba Commission believes
that requiring government supervision of
releases and waives is at odds with this
congressional goal Accordingly, 11 e
Commission has determined that It Is

necessary and proper in the public
Interest to permit waivers or releases
under the Act without the r.ommission's
supervIeloo or approval provided that
any waivers of ADEA rights in such
asimmenta are "knowing and
voluntary." Out Ate tonaidems the
comments. the Commission believes it is
also Important to provide guidance on
ths standards foe determining whether
waivers are 'knout* and voluntary "
.te final rule also makes It clams that

waivers of prospective rights rte claims
will not be permitted and-declares that a
waiver of the right to file en FECIC
charge Is void as 'plat public policy

Rapsnding to the specific request In
the NPRM that comments address
whether It is nacinsaty to develop
particular standards In determine
whether wslvant are "knowing and
voluntary." commenters were about
evenly divided between those who
expressed opposition to the wisdom or
need for any specific standards and
those who believed that some standards
an desirable. Thar commenters
against development of particular
standards generally believed that
whether waiver was "kr wing and
voluntary' could beet he determined by
the toting on a case -by-cass Mats as
under Tills VU or that such standards
would be difficult for the Commission to
formulate and would involve the
Commission in Supervising waivers.
Some of the commenters believed that
workable standards could rim be drewn
because of veryIns feeal
circumstances Involved in we:: ere.

Those comments favorats the
development of standards for "knowing
and vdunlary" waivers generally
thought that such standards would be
beneficial In Insuring that waivers were
transacted in 'knowing and
voluntary" manner and thus would
avoid later controversy Several
comments In favor of establishing
standards Included specific suggestions
as to standards that should be used
These suggestions Included simply citing
than the waiver or release was "knowing
and voluntary" and giving the employee
one week to review the document.
making specific reference to the Issue of
"duress." and presenting multiple item
li, -1 of considerations These latter
included euiseellons that. in addition to
those specified above. the waiver or
release be written In plain English,
provide more than token consideration.
not deal with a benefit to which the
employee was already entitled, concern
only pest act,. include a statement that
the agreement was not an admission of
liability by the employer. and provide
that the employee would not Ills suit
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rig Went germ* Numeishie
Upped. relth menepednem."

aer.pgaiy Hationel Cm& aiglelar
ref FAI 1044 an pp Or

11615). nit dened.197 & 0.176 (Milit)b
risdee Me ELSA there Is en obsolete
...pnee that any unsupervised
iiralvseief mkrassess wane /table would

be Mohan Fah& Part fan
Intis m OWL

Afro). lbws Is no such presumption
wise S. 's VB. United States v.
Allegheeplatihen hniseasen
mem:gofers v. Central [Mark Ch.
781 rail 458 (116 at ISIS) ("A general
km glide VII claims does Da'
galleanly nolatepeldie pollryli.
sebetantim rights pro ocied by the
ADEA an clotieliasslogous Is dm
righettralled Title VU Moreover.
as Noted ADEA and 114e VU
share a common papaw of encouragins
the voluntary expeditious resolubon of
disputes. Accordingly. the Commission
believes that 'mandatory govemment
supervision MAMA releases would not
serve the purpose of the AREA sad that
unsupervised ADEA releases, like Title
VII releases. should be permitted
provided they are knowing, voluntary
and non.proapeciive, as required under
the standards governing Tile VII
releases.

Recently. the Sixth Circuit COUP of
Appeals sitting en bone held that an
uneupervIsed release of an ADEA claim
Ins bona fide fitful dispute could be
valid Runyon v Notional Cash Register
Corp. 787 F.74 1030. cert. denied 107 &
Cl 17809161. The court reasoned that
where the dispute is a factual nether
than legal one. O'Neal and Gov do
not preclude an unsupervised waiver or
release under FLSA or ADEA. Accord
Equal Employment opportunity
Commiuton v Cosmic inc. No 80-
1808 (5th Cir. July 10.1917): Lancaster I.
Runkle Buick Honda Co. 809 F 7d 539
(8th Co 1987). Moore v McCraw Edison
Co. 804F 2d 1028 filth Cu 1916)

The Commission agrees with the
Monde and holdup of the Sixth
Circuit', Amon en bone decision with
regard to unsupervised waivers under
the ADEA and has Incorporated that
approach In the final rule The
Commission believes that the reasoning
of the Runyan en bone decision
responds to those commenters who felt
that the ADF.A does not permit
unsupervised waivers because the FLSA
enforcement provisions that it largely
Incorporates allow no such waivers To
the extent that any circuit court decision
could be read to conflict with the
Runyon en boric decision (see Lynn's
Food Stores. Inc v timed Stoles Dept
of Labor. 679 P.2d 1350 1354-55 (11th

C4. 1912) (where sopsrvind waivers as
held to be en exclusive alternative M
litigation or corai.aupavisol seillsosed
for all ELSA claims)) the Comensalon's
exemption authority under section It of
the ANA le behog

in
to pored(

unsupervised waivers in those

The Cognitional has detenodned that
the remedial purposes lithe Act will ha
best nerved by allowing the use of
venom' emesewab le moire dant
whenever employees end employers
perceive them to serve their mean
interests. provided that any warms of
ADEA rights In such agreements we
"knowing and voluntary' Zither a clear
understanding of the nature a the visas
bet g waived a dm pima of en
asserted claim satisfy an Mal element
of whether e waiver is knowing UM the
Commission a position that e release
may be valid as to claims of which
arias party has actual knowledge and
those that could hove bean discovered
upon winnable Inquiry. See Oglesby v.
CocoCala Bottling Co., 1120 F. Stipp.
1331 1342 (N.0.111 INS).

The Commission will apply the same
standards that am applicable under
current Title VII can law to ADEA
waivers Under Tide VU. waiver. are
deemed to be "knowing and voluntsry"
if they clearly provide actual notice of
the nature of the rights that are waived
and are fully negotiated without fraud or
duress See Rogers r General Electric
Ca 781 F.2d 452 (5th Cu. 1988). Alan v.
Univenity of Minnesota, TM Fed 444
(9th Or 10633: Lyght v Ford Motor Co.
043 F 2r1 435 Nth C4.112111): EEOC r.
TIME D C Freight Inc. 059 rid (Sth
Cu teeth Cox r Allied Chemical Corp,
ste F 2d 1094 (5th Or 1970). cert.
denied, 434 U S 1051(1978) Watkins r.
Scott Paper Co. 530 F.7.4 115915th CO.
19751 Relevant factors that courts have
previously regarded as indicative and
that the Commission Is likely to had
supportive In demonstrating that
waiver was entered Into In III 'knowing
and voluntary" manner are let forth In
the final tide Similarly, the Title VU
case law prohibition against tecogniting
a waiver of tutus or prospective claims
(e g . a waiver agreement dated January
I of a given year is not applicable to
claims arising afar that dots) wiU have
full application to ADEA waivers.
Alexander v. Gardner-Denver Co. 415
U S. at 51. United States v. Allegheny.
Ludlum Industries. Inc. 517 Pict 824850
(5th Cir 1975). cert. denied. 423 U S. 944
(1976) In addition. the Commission will
require that consideration in exchange
fora Valid Walser under the ADEA not
Include employment benefits to which
the employee is already entitled either

by law it contract See itueyere e. Nat
OW. depp.14114. 14110 (10. Ohio
1940). oir4 Tv cad 1039 filth Cir. 19N).
owl. deeded 107 10. IDI(IMS).

Further. while the Commission Mies
the position that a waiver. (I valid. may
be a defense to any claim fee Individual
retailer the employes robe signed it
such a waiver unmet be used to fustify
Interfering with as essploym's protected
right to file a donee or participate in a
Commission inastiption. &pal
Employment OppeettruTyCloeurgesson r.
Coemair. No 46-1104 slip op. at 5145
(5th M. July MI ISM). The right to file
charge and parddpale is a Cestraisaion
investiptioe Is absolutely protected
because it is seseatial to the
Commission's enfactmeat of the
ADFA. Id The plain language of section
4(d) of the ADEAmalum Ii unlawful for
an 'employer to she action against an
employee because be ban moor also.
filed a charge. See hi at 5144 The
enforcement policies underlying the
ADEA strongly support this position.
Equal Employment Oppottunity
Commismos Cameo. No 811-1K0
(Sib Cir. NW 14 1957( we Penney v.
American Cast /ma Pipe Co. 411 F.2d
11041 (5th C4 19694

The Commission hereby provides
notice that it is adopting a legislative
ode and exemption snowing nowEEOC
supervised waivers and releases of
private rights seam exemption to the
provisions of section/ of the ADEA foe
any waiver of rights or release from
finally by an employee or job anplicant
under the Act that la knowing.
voluntary, and In conformity with the
other requirements of this rule

Impact AnalyelsClassificstion.
Executive Order 12291

The rule In this document is not
classified as a "major rule" under
Executive Order 12201 on Federal
Regulations, because it is not likely to
result In. (1) An annual effect on the
economy 010100 million or PM. (2) a
ma; increase in costs or prices for
consumers, individual Industries.
Federal, State. or local government
agencies. or geographic regions. or (3)
significant adverse effects on
competition. employment. Investment
productivity. innovation. or the ability of
United States-based anterpnses to
compete with foreign based enterprises
In domestic or export markets
Accordingly. no regulatory impact
analysis is required

Similarly. the Chairman of the EEOC
ignite' under S US.0 1305(b). enacted
by the Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub 1.
96-354) that this amendment will not
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result In sisnificant Impact on s
substantial number of small employer..

List ef Sublecth le 39 CFR Part I627

Equal employment opportunity,
Reporting and reoordlumplog
reilatmerznatity,

, the COOK41111015 amends
le C7R Part 11127 ett Mows:

PART 1627 (AMENDED)

1. The authority dtation for Pert IW
le revised to reed as follows:

Amlisser Use 7. et Sim us. 311US.C. of
sec 4.m IlliaL tok M WIC OR etc tt. 12
Sus teak es weeded. 'WIC lit. sec./.
Rem elan. Nor 1 of test m Ti 111/107.

2. Partgreph (c) la added to 1 1832.10
as follows

1 121.06 Sprellle onmnpliens
. .

(c)(1) RIMINI to the authority
contend In section 9 of the Act and in
accordance with the procedure provided
therein and in f 11022.11(b) of this part. it
has bees found osoessary and proper in
the ;MU merest to permit waivers or
releases of claims *JIM the Act without
the Commission's supervision or
approval. provided that such waivers or
releases are knowing and voluntary, do
not provide for the release of
prospective rights or claim. and not
in exchange for conskleretton theme
includes employment MALI es which
the employee is already mantled.

(21 When messing the validity of
waiver agreement. the Commission will
look to and Is likely to find supportive.
the (Woodall relevant futon that cowls
have previously Identified as indicative
of s knowing and volantary waiver.

(I) The agreement was In writing. In
understandable !anises., and dearly
waived the employee's rights or dolma
under the AMA;

(WA resemble period of time wu
provided for employee deliberatiorx

Oil) The employee was emournsed to
consult with as attoniey.
These are not intended as exclusive nor
must every factor secessully be mean
in order for a waiver to be valid, except
that a waiver must always be In writing.
Moreover. even when these throe
factor' are meant. if a waiver is
challenged, the Commluion will look to
the substance and circumstances to
determine Mather there was fraud or
duns..

13) No such withers or Meese. shall
affect the Commission's rights cad
responsibilities to enforce the Act. Nor
shall such a waiver be used to bustik
interfering with an employee's protected
right to fife a charge or participate in a
Conuoisaion investMation.

112

Signed this ath Day et Awned s
Washington. DC.

Far the Gemsbok..
Clams. Thome.
Chorine" iced Simploymat Oppertuntty
Ceaurfamon
(FR Dec. M-11647 ?Reda-M-1i: 611 eml
OWN UM NIM141

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Defuse Mapping Aeon**

32 CFR PM 298

(DMA Instructlen 5400.7)

DMA Freedom of ktfonnation Aot
(POW Program

MIINOV: Defense Mapping Arm, DoD.
ACTION final isle amendment.

eutemerm This emendowst es 32 CFR
Put l.0 provides charge of title to 32
CFR Pert MR It also provides the public
with the names and addresses of all
DMA Components. including two new
Components recently established

OATIC August 37.19r.

ADM= Defense Mapping Agency.
Wiling MA U.S. Navel Observatory.
Washington. DC 30306-3000.

MI6 14111M111111011111ATIONIAKTAC1,
Mr. Del Milk*. 1202) 863-1131.

Miutmentrany 111FORMM1008 In 40 FR
6330 appearing on Tuesday. February II.
1171 the Defense Mapping Agency
(DMA) pnblished Pert 29a ef this title
iNabilshlrli the Policy of the Defense
Mapping Agency regarding the
availability to the public of DMA
informanoo and implemented 1 U.S C.
162. The rule states the policy of the
DMA with regard to =slim DMA
records available to members of the
public and Implements Deportment of
Defense Directive 1400J asd
Department of Defense Regulator'
11400.7-R. DoD Freedom of leformation
Act Proerm. (32 CFR Put 316)

List if Subjeds In 33 CFR Past Ma

Freedom of information.
, 33 CPR Part 288 is

amAscisliedttollowei
I. The authority dtation for Pert 203

continues to read as follows:

Authority: Immo um to Matt lamed
under 6 USG 361. 062. as amended by Act of
Nov. 21. test (Pub L. 1111402. es 111.1.1-3).

2. The heading for 31 CFR Pert 286 is
revised to reed as follow,:

PART nsouA FitkED011 OF
INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) PROGRAM

In 2051 paragraphs (b) ( t) through
(0) are revised end (b) (7) end R) are
added to read as follows

tOLS Reardent for eueesion M
me/sets for DMA morns by members M
Me public

(h)

(I! Director, Defence Mopping
Agency, 114 31 US. Naval
Oben 'story. Washington. DC 20305-
7000.

12) %rate: DMA Aerospace Gator.
3200 South SOM.: Street St Louis.
Missouri 86115-3390.

(3) Diretic* DMA Hydro:mottle/
Topographic Center, SW hoo.... Lane.
Washington. DC 30318-0000.

(4) Director. DMA Combat Support
Center, 5101 MacArthur Blvd..
Washington. DC 103184010.

(3) Directs. DMA Inter American
peodetk Survey Bldg. 1.4. Fort Sam
Rottelon. Tense 711234-80:10.

(0) Director, DMA Systems Center,
MA Greensboro Drive, Suite 1100.
McLean. Virgin* 22102-31102.

(7) Director, DMA Office of
Telecommunications Services.1540
Michael Reath* Coon. Retest. Virginia
22090-5304.

(e) Director. Defense Mapping School.
Fort &lime. Virginia 22080-58211.

lude IL Lama
Ahomote OSD ?Vara] Raptor lioaon.
Department of Dear.
August:4.1W
(FR Doc 0-161111 Ned 11-311-10.141 sat)
sauna Co.. MI*041

Department 01 the Navy

32 CPR 722

Nonni)* Method and Dentsi Care

ememn Navel Medical Command.
Navy. DOD.
Arnett Final rule

eumetam The Navel Medical Command
has promulgated this mulattos to
describe and ythlish the polidee and
procedures for obtaining inpatient and
outpatient maternity. medical. and
dental care from nonneval sources
worldwide for active duty Navy and
Marine Caps members and reservists.
outpatient care In the United States tor
active duty naval menders of North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
nations other than Canada. and
Inpatient and outpatient care for
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Senator MErzENBAum. Our next panel consists of Carin Clauss,Associate Professor, University of Wisconsin Law School, Madison,WI; Judith Brown, American Association of Retired Persons, Wash-ington, DC, and Dennis Vaughn, on behalf of the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce and the California Employment Council of Washington,DC.

I might say that prior to the hearing, I requested from the De-partment of Labor detailed information regarding how the Depart-ment handles the issue of waiver of rights under the Fair LaborStandards Act. At this point, I am introducing in the record a copyof my letter of May 10, 1988 to Assistant Secretary Fred Alvarezand Solicitor George Salem, and also the response from Mr. Alva-
rez and Mr. Salem, dated May 20, 1988. The Alvarez/Salem lettermakes clear that the Department of Labor does not recognize unsu-pervised waivers as valid under the FLSA.

[The documents referred to above follow:]
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United Staten eSenate
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND

HUMAN RESOURCES

WASHINGTON. DC 20510-6300

May 10, 1988

Fred W. Alvarez,
Assistant Secretary for
Employment Standards Administration

George R. Salem,
Solicitor of Labor

U. S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20210

Dear Mr Alvarez and Mr. Salem:

Congress recently has expressed interest in the issue of
private waivers of rights under the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act (ADEA). As you know, the ADEA in its enforcement
provisions incorporates the remedies and procedures set forth in
section 16 of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). In that
regard, the Senate Subcommittee on Labor is interested in
learning as much as possible about the manner in which the
Department of Labor has addressed the issue of waivers under the
FLSA since the effective date of the Act.

In particular, I would appreciate your providing answers,
and supporting explanations, to the following questions, all with
regard to the FLSA:

1. Under what circumstances does the Secretary supervise
waivers pursuant to section 16(c) of the FLSA? Does the
Secretary ever take steps to supervise waivers in the absence of
a pending dispute or claim?

2. What steps and procedures does the Secretary follow in
supervising waivers under section 16(c)? (Please include

sx relevant forms or other documents.)

3. In Lynn's Food Stores, Inc. v. United States, 679 F. 2d
1350 (11th Cir. 1982), a federal court of appeals held that FLSA
claims may be compromised in only two ways: through Department
of Labor supervision under section 16(c), or through a stipulated
judgment approved by a district court in private actions brought
pursuant to section 16(b). Does the Department of Labor accept
Pain's :nods as an accurate and complete z*atement of the law
with respect to the negotiation or compromise of claims under the
FLSA?
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Fred W. Alvarez and George R. Salem
May 10, 1988
Page Two

4. Assume that :711 employee who signed a general release or
waiver (not supervised by the Secretary) in connection with
receiving back wages or other damages then files an FLSA
complaint. If the employer asserts that the general waiver bars
this claim, what position would the Department take with respect
to the validity of the waiver?

5. Under what circumstances would the Secretary find thatwaivers are invalid? What steps would the Secretary take in suchsituations?

In addition, I would appreciate your providing any other
information that you believe would be helpful.

Due to our time constraints in this matter, I am requesting
a response by May 19, 1988.

Thank you so much for your consideration and cooperation.

HMM: k j

Very sincerely ours,

ee on
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2 0 MAY 9E4

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter of May 10, addressed to the
undersigned, concerning employee waiver of rights under Llie Age
Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) and the Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA).

Your questions and our response to each are set forth below in
the order presented in your letter:

1. Under what circumstances does the Secretary supervise
waivers pursuant to section 16(c) of the FLSA? Does the
Secretary ever take steps to supervise waivers in the
absence of a pending dispute or claim?

Section 16(b) of the FLSA provides that individuals may
file private suits in Federal or State courts to recover
any back wages due and an equal amount as liquidated
damages, plas attorney's fees and court costs. However,
the Act also provides that such individuals waive their
rig'its to bring private actions by accepting back wage
palments under the supervision of the Department, and
that these rights are terminated when the Department
files a lawsuit under section 16(c) on behalf of the
individuals or files a complaint seeking restraint of
withholding of back wages due employees.

In compliance actions closed administratively, indi-
viduals who accept back wages under the Department's
supervision are asked to sign a receipt form, WH-58
(copy enclosed), which inc:Jdes a waiver of the private
right of action. As a matter of policy, the Department
does not approve any substitute receipt forms which
employers may prefer to use.

Except for the circumstances described above, we are
aware of no other situation in which the Department has
supervised any such waivers under the FLSA.

2. What steps and prod tres does the Secretary follow in
supervising waivers , --r section 16(c)? (Please
include relevant forms or other documents.)
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2

we underbtana your question to relate to the se..retat's
authority under section 16(e) to supervise the waiver of
an employee's rights under section 16(b).
In most cases closed administratively, the employer
prepares the WH-58 discussed above and presents it
directly to the employee with a check for the net amountof the back wage payment. Both the employer and the
employee retain copies of the signed form and a third
cow is forwarded to the Wage and Hour Division (the
Division) for inclusion in the investigation file.
Where there is doubt about whether the employer will
make a bona fide offer of the back wages to the
employees or whether a full .nd prompt payment will be
made, the employer IS askea to submit the employees'
checks to the Division. The Division's Area Office then
prepares the receipts and distributes the back wages to
the employees.

'3. In Lyn!alsod51ozgra,Juc. v. United Atates, 679 F. 2d
1350 (11th Cir. 1982), a federal court of appeals held
that FLSA claims may be compromised in only two ways:
through Department of Labor supervision under section16(c), or through a stipulated judgment approved by adistrict court in private actions brought pursuant tosection 16(b). Does the Department of Labor accept
Lynn's Food as an accurate and complete statement of thelaw With respect to the negotiation or compromise of
claims under the FLSA?

The court in Lynn's Food Stores, Inc. adopted the
Department's view of the law with respect to waivers
under the FLSA, as set forth in its brief filed with the
Court (cow enclosed).

4. Assume that an employee who signed a ger.eral release orwaiver (not supervised by the Secretary) in connection
with receiving back wages or other damages then files an
FLSA complaint. If the employer asserts that the
general waiver bars this claim, what position would the
Department take with respect to the validity of the
waiver?

As indicated above in response to question 1., the
Department does not recognize waivers other than the
WH-58 or, in the case of a private action under FLSA
section 16(b), waivers which may be prepared under the
upe ry si on of a court.

1
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5. Under Wiat Ll/tUrl!Aal(tE W, uld the 1-,ecretaly find that
waivers are invalid? What steps would the Secretary
take in such situaticns'

Fs discussed above, the Department does not recognize
such waivers. Where enloyers assert that their
employees have waived their rights, the Department's
policy is to advise them of this position and continue
with normal investigation procedures, including the
request for any back aye payments due.

We hope that the foregoing irformation satisfactorily responds to
your inquiry. If we can be of further assistance, please do not
hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,

'itilL4k-44-f

FRED W. ALVAREZ

'he Honorable Howard M. Metzenbaum
Chairman, Subcommittee on Labor
Committee on Labor and Human Resources
United States Senate
tashington, D:C. 20510

Enclosures

1i6

.

GEORGE R SALEM
Solicitor of Labor
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u 5 GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1986-151-907

Receipt For Payment of Back Wages
As computed or approved by the Wag. and l tour Otattton

U.S. ()apartment of Labor
Employm.nt Standards Administration
Wage and Hour Division

t.

frorn

(Type. Pont name Of employee) hereby acknowledge receipt of payment in full

(Na,. and Kumla, atestamishmanti

for the period beginning with the workweek ending
through the workweek

ending
unpaid wages due ma Ms shown In the column to the right) under

the Acts) Indicated In the marked box(es)

111 The Fair Labor Standards Act
(--1 The Davis-Bacon and
LI Related Acts Gross amount

The Walsh-Healey
Public Contracts Act

The Contract Work Hours
and Safety Standards Act Legal deductions;

111 The Service Contract Act Title III - Consumer
Credit Protection At Net amount received S

NOTICE TO EMPLOYEE -your .cept.nce of back wags due under the far Labor Standards Actmeant than you have given up any rightyou may have to bring suit for Such beck wages under Section 16(b) of that Act Seal. 16151
. rovnIts that an employee 'net bring suit OMhis/her own behalf for unpaid minimum wages and/or overtime compensation and an equal

amount as licurd.S.C1 damages plus worn., a leesand court can Generally .2 year MOM of limitation. Wolin 10 the inanity of back
wawa Do not Sign this receipt unless you have actually received payment of the back wages due

Signature of employe

Date Address
(Number, suers. (Apt. Na). Cites Slit.. ZIP crew

EMPLOYER'S CERTIFICATION
Ye wage and Hour Division, Employment Standards Administration, U. S. Department of Labor

I hereby certify that I have on this (date)
paid the above-named employeeIn full co,,ering unpaid wages as stated above.

Signed Title(Employer or sulhonted representative)

PENA, TiEs ARE PRESCRIBED FOR FALSE STATEMENTS AND FALSE RECEIPTS

). 1L'GE AND HOUR COPY
Form WtI.68 Idev Jan 19821
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STATEMENT REGARDING PREFERENCE

This case is not entitled to preference in

processing and disposition.

STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT

The Secretary believes that oral argument

is not necessary in this case because the basic question

presented on appeal has been settled in numerous court

decisions cited in this brief.

- i -
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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE ELEVENTH CIRCUIT

No, 81-7747

LYNN'S FOOD STORES, INC., d/b/a
YE OLDE GROCERY SHOPPE,

Plaintiff-Appellant

v.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Acting
by and through U.S. Dcrc-tment of

Labor, et al.,

Defendant-Apiellee

Appeal from the United States District Court
for the Southern District of Georgia

Augusta Division

No Preference

BRIEF FOR THE SECRETARY OF LABOR

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

Whether the district court correctly dismissed,

as failing to state a claim upon which relief could

be granted, the employer's complaint seeking judicial

approval of its private agreements with its employees

- 1 -
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waiving the employees' rights to the full amount of

back wages the Department of Labor's coapliance officer

asserted they were owed for Fair Labor Standards Act

violations, and seeking a release from liability to

the employees and the Department of Labor for those

violations.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

(i) Procedural history

Lynn's Food Stores, Inc., d/b/a Ye Olde Grocery

Shoppe (hereinafter "Lynn's" or "the em'lc,yer ") brought

this action, purportedly under the Fair Labor Standards

Act, 29 U.S.C. 201 et leg. ("FLSA"), against the United

States Department of Labor seeking judicial approval

of agree-ments negotiated between Lynn's and its employees

releasing the employer from liability for wage violations

of the FLSA, and waiving the employees' rights to recover

the full amount of wages the Department of Labor's compliance

officer had asserted the employer owed for the FLSA

violations. 1/ The Department moved to dismiss Lynn's

complaint for lack of subject matter jurisdiction and

for failure to state a claim upon which relief could be

/ Citations to the record are to the two volumes of
the paginated record filed in this Court. Volume 1
("I R.") contains the pleadings, while Volume 2 ("II R.")
is the complete private transcript of a meeting between
the employer and its employees, filed by the employer
in the court below.

c. 0

- 2 -
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granted, or in the alternative, for summary judgment

(I R. 61).

The court dismissed the complaint for failure

to state a claim upon which relief could be granted

(I R. 87). The court specifically declined to rule

on whether it had jurisdiction since the complaint was

dismissed on an alternative basis (I R. 87). The employer

then filed its motion foL reconsideration (I R. 89-90)

which was denied (I R. 98), and thereafter took this

appeal (I R. 99).

(ii) Statement of facts

In 1980, the Department of Labor concluded,

after an official investigation, that Lynn's had violated

certain provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act (I R.

1-2, 80-81).2/ As a result, the Department informed the

employer of the specific amounts of back wages owing to

approximately 35 employees. Rather than agree to make

restitution to those employees affected in accordance

with the Department's determination of the amount of

back wages owed (I R. 81, 86), the employer instead

approached its employees to obtain "settlements" of

2/ The employer's own description of the FLSA violations
disclosed a mix of minimum wage, overtime, and record-
keeping violations resulting from the employer's failure
to keep proper records of the wages and hours of its
employees; failure to pay its employees for all hours
worked; and failure to compensate properly for all over-
time hours worked (E.g., I R. 4-5; II R. 3-7).

- 3 -
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any FLSA claims (I R. 2, 81; see generally, II R. 1-30,

a private transcript of the meeting the employer's attor-

ney held with certain employees). Approximately fourteen

employees thereafter entered into private agree-ments

with the employed/ (I R. 2-55). In the agreements,

each employee involved agreed to accept substantially

less than the full back wages the Department claimed

were due and purported to waive the Department's claim

on their behalf (Ibid.; I R. 81).i/ Each agreement

identifies the amount which the Department of Labor

asserted that employee was owed (I R. 6). It states

that the employee agrees to accept a pro rata share

of a total sum of $1,000 (I R. 6, 81).1/ Further, each

2/ Although the complaint alleges that fourteen named
individuals entered into agreements, the record does
not contain an agreement for Tokhyon Pak, one of the
employees listed in the comp'aint as having executed
an agreement (I R. 2).

J The terms of the agreements are identical except
for the amount of the back wages which each individual
waives (I R. b, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38, 42,
46, 50, 54). Therefore, the Secretary will limit its
record citaticna to the agreement executed by Gary Burks,
found in the record at I R. 4-7.

1/ A review of the agreements shows that the employees
involved agreed to waive back wages totaling more than
$10,000 for a pro rata share of $1,000 (I R. 4-55).
Thus, under the agreement each employee would receive
approximately one-tenth of the wages which the Department
claimed due. For example, Gary Burks was owed $1,022.05
in back wages (I R. 6), but would receive $98.19, based
on the 13 agreements in the record. A fourteenth agree-
ment would further reduce each irdividual's share of
Lhe $1,000.

- 4 -
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employee "waives on behalf of himself (herself) and

on behalf of the U.S. Department of Labor . . . any

claim for compensation (as set forth in the compliance

officer's computations), and "relieves the U.S. Department

of Labor . . . of the necessity or right of filing any

claim against Lynn's Food Stores, Inc. . . .6 (I R. 7).

A further condition was that the agreementsa

were without effect unless approved by a court of compe-

tent jurisdiction (I R. 6-7; II R. 20-21). Therefore,

no employee has yet received any payment.

Lynn's then brought this action in federal

district court alleging jurisdiction under the provisions

of 29 U.S.C. 5201 et 02., and seeking court approval

of these agreements. 1'

6/ The employee agrees to "release and forever discharge
Lynn's Food Stores, Inc. . . . from any and all liability,
claims or demands of any kind or nature, arising by
virtue of or on account of his (her) employment with
said Lynn's Food Stores, Inc., to the date hereof, which
claim, action, or demand shall have arisen by virtue
of any violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act, or
any rule, regulation, or interpretation thereunder."
(I R. 7).

2/ The Secretary of Labor currently has pending before
a different district judge an action to recover the
full back wages owing plus liquidated damages, and to
enjoin the employer from violating the FLSA in the future.
Civil Action No. CV181-169 (S.D. Ga., filed July 28,
1981).

- 5 -
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District court's decision

The district court dismissed the employer's

complaint, ruling that it failed to allege a claim upon

which relief could be granted (I R. 80-88). The court

stated that the only way in which it could review a

proposed settlement of FLSA claims would be if it were

presented to it within the framework of a suit brought

by employees against their employer under Section 16(b)

of the FLSA to recover for FLSA violations. Such a

suit would provide the "adversarial setting" necessary

to scrutinize the proposed settlement fc.: fairness before

passing a stipulated judgment on it (I R. 86). As the

court pointed out, this was not such a case, and "IiIndeed,

the employees are not parties to this action and the

only evidence of their position consists of pleadings

furnished by their employer" (I R. 84, 86). The court

concluded it had no authority to grant the relief

requested and therefore dismissed the complaint for

failure to state a claim without reaching the question

of its jurisdiction (I R. 86-87).

130

- 6-
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

The FLSA does not provide a cause of action

by which an employer can obtain court approval of agree-

ments entered into between it and its employees, waiving

claims under the FLSA of the individual employees and

of the Department of Labor, and releasing the employer

from liability under the Act. Therefore the complaint

seeking to have the court review and approve such agree-

ments fails to state a claim upon which the court can

grant relief.

The only causes of action provided by the

FLSA are those which confer upon either employees or

the Secretary of Labc.r the right to seek relief against

offending employers (29 U.S.C. 5516(b), 16(c), 17).

The employer's effort here to obtain court approval

of thes1 agreements is an attempt to circumvent the

long-recognized principle that employees cannot, by

private agreement with the employer, waive the protec-

tions afforded by the Act, because such an agreement

would flatly contradict the Act's statutory purpose

of protecting workers from the detrimental effects of

substandard wages.

Furthermore, the only way in which an employer

can obtain judicial sanction of a compromise settlement

- 7 -
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of back wages is by submitting to the court a proposed

consent judgment in a 516(b) action brought by the em-

ployees against the employer to recover for alleged

FLSA violations. With all the parties to the FLSA con-

troversy and to the agreements before it, the court

can properly scrutinize such agreements for fairness

in the necessary adversarial setting. These conditions

were not met here since the employees filed no 516(b)

action and are not even parties to this action.

The only other means by which an employee

can waive hi.; or her right to the full statutory wages

due and liquidated damages is provided in Section 16(c),

whereby the employee waives the right to bring a private

action under Section 16(b) by accepting a settlement

supervised and approved by the Secretary of Labor.

Employee waiver under this section is foreclosed here

since the agreements are not supervised by the Secretary,

and indeed the Secretary has rejected the employer's

proposed settlement. In short, Lynn's attempt here

to obtain court approval of these agreements must fail

since the Act simply does not provide for the cause

of action which Lynn asserts.

- 8 -
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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

This court has jurisdiction to hear this appeal

under 28 U.S.C. S1292(a)(1).

The employer alleged that the jurisdiction

of the district court was based on the Fair Labor

Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. 201 et Ala. However, the

government maintains that the district court had no

jurisdiction to decide the case.

- 9 -
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ARGUMENT

THE EMPLOYER'S COMPLAINT DID NOT STATE A CLAIM
UPON WHICH THE COURT COULD GRANT RELIEF BECAUSE
THE FLSA CREATES NO CAUSE OP ACTION IN AN EM-
PLOYER TO OBTAIN JUDICIAL REVIEW AND APPROVAL
OF PRIVATE AGREZMENTS WITH EMPLOYEES WAIVING
THEIR RIGHTS TO THE PULL AMOUNT OP MINIMUM
AND OVERTIME WAGES.

The district court correctly dismissed Lynn's

complaint for failure to state 2 claim upon which relief

can be granted because Lynn's could prove no set of

facts which would entitle it to the type of relief it

seeks. In the area of the FLSA's regular minimum wage

and overtime compensation requirements, the Act gives

employees and the Secretary of Labor the right to seek

specified relief for violations of the employer's statu-

tory obligations.2/ 29 U.S.C. 211(a), 216(b), 216(c),

LI/ Affected employees may bring, under Section 16(b),
an action to recover their unpaid minimum wages or over-
time compensation and an additional equal amount as
liquidated damages, together with attorneys' fees and
costs. They may not sue for injunctive relief. To
be a party plaintiff to such an employee action, an
employee must file a written consent in the court in
which the action is brought. The right to commence
a S16(b; action and the right to become a party plaintiff
to such an existing action terminate upon the filing
by the Secretary of either of the two types of action
the Secretary may bring.

The Secretary is authorized to bring two types of
actions, one under Section 16(c), the other under
Section 17. Under either section, the Secretary may
obtain back wages for the affected employees. He may
obtain, in addition, an equal amount in liquidated
damages only under Section 16(c), and an Injunction
against future violations only under Section 17.

-10 -
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217. These are the only causes of action arising under

the FLSA. The Act simply does not give an employer

any cause of action against the government to obtain

judicial sanction of private agreements between the

employer and its employees purportedly waiving the em-

ployee's right to seek full back wages and liquidated

d,inages for 'LSA violations in exchange for partial

payment of the wages the government asserts are due.V

The employer's action to obtain judicial sanc-

tion for these agreements is an attempt to circumvent

the well-established principle that employees cannot,

by agreement with their employer, waive their FLSA rights

to receive the full statutory wages and liquidated damages

to which they are entitled under the Act. E.g., Brooklyn

Savings Bank v. O'Neil, 324 U.S. 697, 707-709 (1945);

2/ Since the employer is not seeking judicial review
of any final agency action, it is not asserting a claim
under the Adninistrative Procedure Act. 5 U.S.C. 701
et 22a. Indeed, there is no reviewable final agency
action at the conclusion of the Department's review
of an employer's wage and hour practices, because such
review has no legal consequences. All that occurs as
a result of an investigation is that the Department
advises the employer as to whether or not the Department
concludes that FLSA violations have occurred and, if
so, the ways in which they should be remedied in terms
of both future compliance and restitution of'back wages
owing affected employees. Before the employer can be
held liable for any FLSA violations, there must be a
suit in court by either the Secretary or the affected
employees and a court finding that violations occurred.
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D. A. Schulte, Inc. v. Ganqi, 328 U.S. 108, 114-116

(1946) ..,
10/ As the Supreme Court reiterated as recently

as last year, permitting employees to waive their FLSA

rights would "'nullify the purposes' of the statute

and thwart the legislative policies it was designed

to effectuate." Barrentine v. Arkansas-Best Freight

System, 101 S.Ct. 1437, 1445 (1981) (citations omitted).

Employee waivers by agreement with their employers would

interfere with the statutory purposes of protecting

all covered workers from detrimental living conditions;

of assisting workers to correct their inferior bargaining

position; and of preventing a non-complying employer

whose employees are willing to waive their rights from

gaining an economic advantage over complying employers

(ibid.). E.q., Id. at 1445; Brooklyn Savings Bank,

324 U.S. at 706-708, 710; Schulte, 328 U.S. at 115-116;

Marshall v. A & M Consolidated Independent School District,

605 F.2d 186, 190 (5th Cir. 1979); Wirtz v. Jones, 340

F.2d 901, 904 (5th Cir. 1965).

a/ Accord, e.q., Barrentine v. Arkansas-Best Freight
System, 101 S.Ct. 1437, 1444-1445 (1981)1 Brennan v.
Veterans Cleaning Service, 482 F.2d 1362, 1370 (5th
Cir. 1973); Mitcnell v. Turner, 286 F.2d 104, 106 (5th
Cir. 1960); Wg57.1-177- MeiiF7-718 F.2d 419, 4201 Atlantic
Co. v. Broughton, 146-11773 480, 482 (5th Cir. 1944),
cert. denied, 324 U.S. 883 (1945).

1. 3 U-

-12 -
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As the district court recognized (I R. 84,

86), the only way an employer can obtain judicial sanction

of a compromise settlement of the amount of the employees'

back wages is by submitting to a court a proposed consdnt

judgment in a S16(b) suit brought by the employees against

the employer to recover for alleged FLSA violations.

Thus, where em, lyees bring a private action against

the employer under Section 16(b) of the Act to recover

unpaia wages (with or without liquidated damages) for

alleged FLSA violations, and present the court with

a proposed settlement, the court can scrutinize the

proposed settlement for fairness before a stipulated

judgment based on the voluntary settlement is entered.

See Schulte, 328 U.S. at 113-114 n.81 Garrard v.

Southeastern Shipbuilding Corp., 163 F.2d 960, 961 (5th

Cir. 1947).

Having before the court all the parties to

the FLSA controversy and the agreement -- that is, the

employees as well as the employer -- provides the neces-

sary adver-sarial setting for adeq..ate review of the

proposed settlement. Here, however, th. court did not

have before it the employees, for they have not filed

a 516(b) action, nor are they even parties to this action.

The only party to this action other than the employer

13
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is the government, which is not party to the agreements,

and which could not, in any event, be bound by any Judi-

cial approval of the agreements. 11/ Thus, because the

employees were not parties to the action and the only

evidence of their position was the "meager pleadings*

included in the file (I R. 84), the court properly "hest-

tate(4) to elevate the status of this compromise settle-

ment to that of a stipulated judgment" (ibid.).

Section 16(c) provides the only other statutory

means by which an employee can voluntarily waive his

or her right to bring suit for unpaid wages and liquidated

damages. That section authorizes the Secretary of Labor

to supervise payment to employees of the unpaid amount

of statutory wages owing them. An employee who accepts

such a supervised payment thereby waives the right to

bring suit under Section 16(b) for not only the unpaid

11/ It is absolutely clear that an employee cannot
effectively waive the government's right to sue to remedy
PLSA violations by purporting to release the employer
from all liability for FLSA violations, for the government
sues in the public interest, rather than exclusively
as the affected employees' representative. Under Section 17,
the Secretary of Labor :an obtain not only an injunction
to assure future compliance (a remedy plainly going
beyond the interest of the particular individuals employed
at the time the violations occurred) but also back wages,
the purpose of which is to correct a c3ntinuing public
offense rather than to collect a privr*e debt. Lit,
Marshall v. AGM Consolidated Inde end,,nt School Dittrict,
03-F7I3 186, 189 (5th Cir. 979), aLa cases cited therein.
In bringing a suit under Section 16(c) as well, the
Secretary is an active protagonist for the double purpose
of protecting private interests and vindicating public
rights." Wirtz v. C&P Shoe Corp., 336 F.2d 21, 30 (5th
Cir. 1964).

1:;O
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wages but also liquidated damages and other costs, pro-

vided the employer makes the agreed payment in full. 12/

Aside from such a supervised settlement and waiver,

employees cannot validly release their wage rights by

private agreement with their employer.12/ The agreements

12/ As the district court noted in its opinion (I R.
86), this waiver requirement is designed to encourage
-.Auntary settlement of employees' claims by giving
the employer the opportunity to avoid an assessment
of liquidated damages and other costs. S. Rep. No.
640, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949), reprinted in (1949)
U.S. Code Cong. i Ad. News 2241, 2249. See Sneed v.
Sneed's Shipbuilding, Inc., 545 F.2d 537, 539 (5th Cir.
1977), for a description of the legislative history
behind Section 16(c).

13/ Lynn's mistakenly asserts that 29 U.S.C. 253 author-
izes private settlement agreements such as the ones
here. That section, enacted in 1947, by its express
terms validated only compromises of causes of action
existing at the time of enactment. That section states,
in pertinent part: "Any cause of action under the Fair
Labor Standards Act . . ., which accrued prior to May 14,
1947, or any action . . . to enforce such a cause of
action, may hereafter be compromised in whole or in
part, if there exists a bona fide dispute as to the
amount payable by the employer to his employee

. . . ."
29 U.S.C. 253(a). The legislative history of the provi-
sion clearly corroborates that its applicability was
limited to compromises and settlements which arose prior
to enactment. The conference report on the bill states
with regard to this provision:

"It will be noted that this section
of the conference agreement lays down
no rule as to compromises or waivers
with respect to causes of action here-
after accruing. The validity or inva-
lidity of such compromises or waivers
is to be determined under law other
than this action."

House Conference Rept. No. 326, 80th Cong., 1st Sess.
12 (1947). Since the facts giving rise to the settlement
agreements involved herein arose subsequent to May 14,
1947, it is clear that the statute has no applicability
in the present case.
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here were not supervised by the Department of Labor,

but are entirely private, as were the agreements in

Brooklyn Savings Bank and in Schulte. Indeed, it is

alleged that the Department of Labor rejected the employer's

proffered settlement here. The agreements the employer

seeks to have approved are plain and simple employee

waivers of back wages to which the Department of Labor

asserts they are entitled, snd the employer's attempt

to have them judicially reviewed and sanctioned fails

to state a claim for which the court could grant relief.

Neither case relied on by Lynn's supports

its argument, for one case involved a S16(c) supervised

settlement and waiver, and the other involved a settlement

giving the employees all the back wages they were entitled

to the time, because of the unique procedural history

of the case. In the first case, Sneed v. Sneed's Shipbuilding,

Inc., 545 F.2d 537 (5th Cir. 1977), the employee's waiver of his

right to sue in exchange for the full amount of back wages due

occurred under the supervision of the Labor Department's Wage

and Hour Division, and was the.efore the type of voluntary waiver

provided for in Section 16(c). The Fifth Circuit therefor held

the employee was barred from later bringing a S16(b)

jJ The Secretary disagrees with that portion of Sneed, 545
F.2d at 539 n.6, which holds tLat the employee's tang" of
the employer's check, although returning the check uncashed
shortly thereafter, amounts to acceptance of payment in full
within the meaning of Section 16(c). However that portion of
Sneed has no bearing on this case.

-16 -
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In Thomas v. State of Louisiana, 534 F.2d

613 (5th Cir. 1976), employees of state agencies sued

their employer under the FLSA and obtained a verdict

for unpaid overtime compensation, liquidated damages

and attorneys' fees. But before entry of judgment,

the Supreme Court ruled in another case, that state

employees did not have the power to file private wage

suits under the FLSA. At that point, the employees

had no enforceable rights under the FLSA which could

be effectively bargained away. The parties nonetheless

negotiated an out-of-court settlement giving the employees

two years of overtime compensation, but no liquidated

damages or attorneys' fees or costs. The employees

later sought to void the settlement agreement after

Congress amended the FLSA to overturn the Supreme Court

decision and to authorize sLch suits. But the Fifth

Circuit held that the agreement was binding on the

employees, reasoning that although the agreement was not

court-approved, there was no problem with disproportionate

bargaining power when "a settlement gives employees

everything to which they are entitled under the FLSA at

the time the agreement is reached."12/ 534 F.2d at 615.

15/ At the time, the Secretary could not obtain liquidated
damages under Section 16(c).

- 17 -
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Judge Clark, in a concurring opinion, emphasized

the unusual nature of the factual situation stating

that the decision "cannot be construed to approve nonjudxcial

settlements of wage and hour claims in situations reroved

from the unique facts of this case." Ibid. Thus the

district court correctly perceived that Sneed and Thomas

are readily distinguishable (I R. 84-86). Here, the

agreements were not supervised by the Secretary of Labor,11/

and on their face did rot give the employees "payment in

full" or everything the Secretary has asserted they are

entitled to receive.LZ/ It is apparent that the employer

16/ As noted in the Statement of Facts, supra at 5 n.7,
the Secretary of Labor has brought suit against Lynn's
seeking relief for the FLSA violations, and Lynn's has
raised the agreements as a defense.

II/ Lynn's suggestion (Br. 16) that the employees can
decide what constitutes "payment in full" or how much
they were entitled to, is frivolous. It is nothing
but a reiteration of the position, long since rejected,
that employees can choose whether to accept less than
the minimum wages established by statute. See supra
at 11-12. Indeed, even where employees fail to take
back wages, or affected employees cannot be located, the
employer is not entitled to retain the money. Instead
the money is deposited 1 the U. 8. Treasury, subject
only to the employees' claims, in order to further the
statutory purpose of "protect(ing] competing enterprises
from the unfair competition which would rosult from
an empl-yer using as working capital employee compensation
unlawfully withheld." Hodgson v. Wheaton Glass Co.,
446 F.2d 527, 535 (3rd Cir. 1965); Hod son v. Yb Quesada,
498 F.2d 516 (9th Cir. 1974)1 Burk Bu ders v. W rtz,
355 F.2d 451, 452 (5th Cir. 1966)1 29 U.S.C. 213TET:

-18 -
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is simply seeking to elevate improper employee waivers

to some form of apparent legitimacy by asking the court

to review and sanction them. However, as the district

court properly held, the law simply does not provide

for the kind of cause of action Lynn's has attempted

to presant.16/

18/ The district court found it unnecessary to reach
tie government's motion to dismiss for lack of subject
matter jurisdiction because of its conclusion that the
relief sought does not exist under the applicable law.
However, the government believes that the district court
lacked jurisdiction, and that the jurisdictional defect
provides an independent ground for affirming the judgment.
The only jurisdictional base alleged by the plaintiff
was the FLSA itself, even though it appears that to
some extent the employer relied on the provisions of
the Declaratory Judgment Act, 28 U.S.C. 52201 (Br. 12).
However, it is evident that neither is an adequate basis
for asserting jurisdiction. As discussed supra, the
FLSA authorizes suits by either employees or the Secretary
of Labor to remedy minimum wage and overtime pay viola-
tions. Employers are granted no right to bring the
type of suit presented here. Furthermore, the Declaratory
Judgment Act is not an independent ground for jurisdic-
tion, but only permits the award of declaratory relief
when other bases for jurisdiction are present. Jones
v. Alexander, 609 F.2d 778, 781 (5th Cir. 1980).

-19 -
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated, the judgment of the

district court dismissing the complaint should be affirmed.
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Senator MrrznrsAum. Ms. Claws, we look forward to hearing
from you, and you know our rule is a 5-minute rule.

STATEMENTS OF CARIN CLAUSS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, UNI-
VERSITY OF WISCONSIN LAW SCHOOL, MADISON, WI; JUDITH
BROWN, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS,
WASHINGTON, DC, AND DENNIS VAUGHN, ON BEHALF OF THE
U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND THE CALIFORNIA EMPLOY-
MENT COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. CIAUSS. Thank you very much, Senator, for allowing me to
testify today.

I spent the first 11 years of the Age Act's existence in charge of
its enforcement at the Department of Labor, and although I camehere today prepared to be very scholarly in my remarks, I now
have to concede that I, too, am upset and distressed.

I have carefully studied the EEOC's rule giving binding effect to
unsupervised waivers under the ADEA, and it is my opinion that
the EEOC rule is contrary to law and misconceives the best inter-
ests of older workers.

In my prepared remarks, Senator, I spell out what I consider to
be the five most serious errors that EEOC makes in promulgating
that rule. But let me today address my remarks primarily in re-
sponse to what Mr. Komer has said. He dealt at length with what I
consider to be the EEOC's first major legal error, and that is its
acquiescence in the Sixth Circuit en banc Runyan decision. This de-
cision, an ADEA case, which nonetheless purports to interpret sec-
tion 16(c) of the Fair Labor Standards Act incorporated into the
ADEA, misconceives the Fair Labor Standards Act. It is contrary
to the consistent position of the Department of Labor. It totally ig-
nores the plain language of the 1947 and 1949 amendments, and itis just, plain wrong.

Now, unfortunately, when there is no Government agency ap-prising the court as to the relevant legislative history and the rele-vant case law, it is not surprising that a Sixth Circuit en banc
court can make a bad mistake, and that mistake has now been per-petuated by other courts just blindly following Runyan without anyunique analysis of their own.

The Runyan case attempts to understand FLS law by looking at
pre-1947 decisions, and bases their understanding of waivers on two
early Supreme Court decisions, the O'Neil case and the Gangi case.

What the Sixth Circuit overlooks is that although these decisions
hinted that there might be some narrow room for unsupervised
waives, and the Court circumscribed that very narrowly, much
more narrowly than the EEOC ruleit would have been limited to
cases where there were disputes only as to facts, and it would have
been limited to cases where there was an actual case in controver-
sy that had come to fruition. But nonetheless, when Congress fo-
cused on the question of waivers in the 1947 Portal-to-Portal Act
amending the Fair Labor Standards Act and agai' in 1949, in the
1949 amendments, they did not follow the suggestion by the Su-
preme Court in Brooklyn Bank v. O'Neil and Gangi that there
might be some narrow area for unsupervised waivers, and they spe-cifically prohibited any unsupervised waivers under the Age Act.

1'5
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I think, Senator, that it might be very interesting to look at the
Portal-to-Portal Act because what Congress did there was to day we
will allow employees to waive claims in casee where there is a bona
fide dispute so long as they don't settle for less than the minimum
wage and one and one-half times the regular rate, but they can
only do this with respect to claims accruing prior to 1947 and a
date in March. They could also waive liquidated damages for
claims prior to 1947. But after 1947, they had no right to engage in
unsupervised waivers, or they could engage in them but they
wouldn't have any effect; they wouldn't prohibit future lawsuits.
And in 1949, Congress clarified that by adopting the 16(c) language.

Now, the Sixth Circuit in Runyan makes no reference to any of
that legislative history. In the Fair Labor Standards Act cases
where the Court has been educated as to the appropriate legislative
history and statutory language, both the Eleventh Circuit in the
Lynn case, and more recently, the Seventh Circuit in an en banc
decision in the Walton case, have concluded, as you have to con-
clude from the legislative history and the statutory language, that
unsupervised waivers do not preclude employees or the Depart-
ment from initiating subsequent legal action.

The other point I want to make is the assumption by the EEOC
that despite Lorillard v. Pons, they can simply ignore the statutory
language in the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Mr. Komer talked about procedural components following title
VII in the ADEA. And it is true that Congress, although basically
rejecting the title VII approachit did provide for deferral to State
agencies and for prior notice to the Federal Governmentdespite
doing that, on the waiver issue, they adopted the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act model.

I see my light. Let me just conclude the point I want to make
here. Congress very selectively picked out sections of the Fair
Labor Standards Act to incorporate, and the only reason for select-
ing 16(c) was to make use of the supervised waiver provision, be-
cause in 1967 when the Age Act was passed, the Secretary could at
that time obtain make-whole relief through 17 and could not at
that time obtain liquidated damages. So the only portion of 16(c)
that made any sense was the section on supervised waivers.

Thank you very much.
tile prepared statement of Ms. Clauss follows:}

146
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CAJUN ANN CIAUSS, FORMER
SOLICITOR OF LABOR. BEFCSE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON LABOR, CORKITTEL am LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

May 24, 1988

Mr. Chairman andtadners of the Cdmmittee: I am Carin Clauss,

an Associate Professor of Law at the University of Wisconsin Law School,

where I teach labor and employment discrimination law, and administrative

law. I very mud: appreciate this opportunity to appear before you to

discuss Whether Congress should continue to suspend the final rule is-

sued by EEOC on August 27, 1987, which purports to authorize unsupervised

waivers under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. My interest in

this matter is more than academic, since I was intimately involved in

the adadalistratixxl and enforcement of the ADM, from 1968 to 1976, as

an Associate Solicitor at the Department of Labor, where I had the pri-

mary responsibility for the legal enforcement of the ADEA, and from 1977

to 1981, as the Solicitor of Labor during the Carter Administration. In

this latter capacity, I had the opportunity to work with this Committee

both on the 1978 Amendments to the ADM and on the transfer of the ad-

ministration and enforcement of the ADM to the EEOC.

I have carefully studied the EEOC's final rule authorizing un-

supervised waivers, and it is iv opinion that the rule is contrary to

law, and, in addition, misconceives the best interests of older workers.

The rule makes five basic errors:

(1) The rule mistakenly accepts the Sixth Circuit's erroneous

interpretation of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLEA) in Runyan v.

National Cash Register Corp., 787 F.2d 1039 (1986), cert. denied 107

S.Ct. 178 (1986), and concludes -- contrary to the consistent position

of the Department of Labor, and to the plain language of the FLS Amend-

ments of 1949, in adding Section 16(c) to the Act -- that the FLSA allows
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unsupervised waivers where the issues in dispute are factual and not

legal.

(2) The EEOC then compounds this basic error by adopting a

rule which authorizes unsupervised waivers in all ADEA cases, regardless

of whether the issues in dispute are legal or factual, provided only that

the waiver is voluntary and knowing. EEOC's reasons for making this

distinction between ADEA and FLSA cases are not entirely clear, but

apparently are based on ios belief :hat FLSA claims, unlike ADEA claims,

ax,1 more amenable to precise determination, and that ADEA claims should

be treated instead like Title VII claims, where the courts have held that

a general release of such claims does not violate public policy.

(3) EEOC's rule disregards the clear holding of the Supreme Court

in Lorillard v. Pons, 434 U.S. 575, by concluding that the ADEA's explicit

incorporation of Section 16(c) of the FLSA can be given a different con-

struction when applied to an ADEA case, because of the different public

policy interests in the two statutes, and because of the ADEA's substan-

tive similarity to Title

(4) EEOC's reliance on its exemption power under Section 9

of the ADE,,, to justify its approval of unsupervised releases in the

event that Runyan was incorrectly decided, and in the event that Section

16(c) cannot be given a different meaning for ADEA cases only, miscon-

ceives the scope of its power urder that section; manifestly, IDOL

cannot use its legislative rulemaking power to eliminate for older workers

the specific protections provided by Section 16(c) of the FLSA.

(5) The EEOC erroneously assumes that the waiver issue is the

same for both ADEA and Title VII claims, and that giving binding effect

to unsupervised waivers will be more advantageous to older workers and

- 2 -
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will lead to the expeditious resolution of disputes.

I will discuss each of these errors briefly.

First, the Sixth Circuit's en bank decision in Runyan, which was

an AMA case, misstates FISA law. In holding that some unsupervised

waivers would be recognized and given binding effect, the court relied

on the Act's "silen(ce)" as to whether or not employees can release their

rights to wages and/or liquidated damages, and on the suggestion by the

Supreme °curt in Brooklyn Savings Bank v. O'Neil, 324 U.S. 697 (1945) and

Schulte, Inc. v. Gangi, 328 U.S. 108 (1946), that while the unsupervised

waivers in those cases were invalid, there might be a limited class of

case', involving bona fide disputes over factual issues, where unsuper-

vised settlements would be valid and binding.

But these cases, and the others relied on by the Sixth Circuit,

were all decided prior to 1949. What the Sixth Circuit overlooked is

that, following these decisions, and in specific reference to them,

Congress amended the FLSA in 1949 by adding a new subsection (c) to

Section 16, under which the Wage and Hour Administrator would have the

authority to supervise the payment of the unpaid minimum wages and the

unpaid overtime carpensatim due an employee under the Act. This sub-

section further provided that the agreement of the employee to accept

such payment would, upon payment in full, constitute a waiver by the

employee of any right of action he or she may have to recover monies

due. See S.Rpp. No. 640, 81st COng., 1st Sess. (1949), reprinted in

1949 U.S. Code Gong. i Adm. News 2241, 2247. In explaining the reason

for this amendment, the Report stated that there had been a decline in

the amount of voluntary restitution paid by employers prior to 1949,

and that one of the reasons for this decline was that "an employer who

pays back wages which he has withheld in violation of the Act has no

- 3 -
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assurance that he will not be sued for an equivalent amount plus

attorney's fees," and that "(o]ne of the principal effects of the committee

proposal wi:' be to assure employers who pay back wages in full under the

oupervision of the Wage and Hour Division that they need not worry about

the possibility" of employee suits.

In other words, while the FLSA was "silent" on the waiver issue

at the time of the Supreme Court's decisions in O'Neil and Gangi, it

was not silent on this issue after 1949. Moreover, the 1949 amendment

did not reserve same limited area for unsupervised waivers (as the

Court might have allowed), but specifically provided that the only

waivers that would preclude further le action would be those negoti-

ated or supervised by the Department of Labor. The only other exception

would be cases brought by employees under Section 16(b) of the Act,

and settled under the supervision of the court.

While Runyan has been followed by other courts in ADEA cases,

usually simply citing Runyan, with no independent analysis of the FLSA,

or EEOC's rule (see, e.g., Lancaster v. Buerkle Buick Honda Co.,

809 F.2d 539 (8th Cir. 1987); EEOC v. Cosmair, Inc., L'Oreal Hair

Care Div., 821 F.2d 1085 (5th Cir. 1987)), the courts in FLSA cases,

Where they have been apprised of the 1949 amendments, have uniformly

held that the only two ways in which FLSA claims can be settled or

compromised by employees is under Section 16(c) of the Act, where the

settlement has been negotiated or supervised by the Department of Labor,

or under Section 16(b), where a stipulated judgment is entered in an

action brought by employees, after being scrutinized by the district

court for fairness. See, e.g., Lynn's Food Stores, Inc. v. United

States, Etc., 679 F.2d 1350 (11th Cir. 1982); Walton v. United

- 4 -
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Consumers Club, Inc., 786 F.2d 303 (7th Cir. 1986)(en bane); Sneed

v. Sneed's Shipbuilding, Inc., 545 F.2d 537, 539 (5th Cir. 1977).

As stated by the Seventh Circuit in the Walton casr.

Ordinarily there would be no need for
a statute allowing settlement of a
dispute between employer and employ-
ees -- people may resolve their own
affairs, and an accord and satisfac-
tion bars a later suit. Yet the PISA
is designed to prevent cementing
adults from transacting about minimum
wages and overtime pay. . . . Section
16(c) creates the possibility of a
settlement supervised by the Secre-
tary to prevent subversion, yet ef-
fective to keep out of court disputes
that can be catemanised honestly.

If any further confirmation of Congressional intent concern-

ing unsupervised waivers under the FLSA is needed, it is interesting

to note Congress' action in the Portal to Portal Act of 1947, 29 U.S.C.

251 et seq., which was enacted to correct sore specific problems that

had arisen under the FLSA. In Section 253 of that Act, Congress

allowed employees to "compromise" any cause of action which accrued prior

to May 14, 1947, "if there exists a bona fide dispute as to the amount

payable by the employer to his employee. . . ." (29 U.S.C.

This section also authorized employees to "waive" their right "to liqui-

dated damages, in whole or in part, with respect to activities engaged

in prior to May 14, 1947." Significantly, the employees retained

on such authority after May 14, 1947. Congress did, however,

make liquidated damages discretionary with the court, where the employer

had acted reasonably aid in good faith.

One unresolved difficulty with 090C's position, which is not

adequately addressed by the mere suspension of the rule, is that there

is no government agency to actively assert the correct interpretation

- 5 -
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of Section 16(c) in ADM suits, so that courts will continue to follow

the imoorract analysis of the Sixth Circuit in Runyan. Moreover, with-

out aggressive government action, it is doubtful that the Supreme Court

will review this issue now or in the future. Finally, even if the courts

were properly apprised as to the correct interpretation of Section

16(c), they would undoubtedly still continue to be influenced by EDOC's

rule, whether IDOL can promote that rule or not. Thus, the mere exis-

tence of the rule is resulting in a substantial body of ADFA precedent

that is at odds with the FLSA interpretation of Section 16(c).

MC's second error was to expand the erroneous Runyan holding

to all ADEA cases, regardless of whether the issues in dispute are

factual or lexol. Moreover, the rule does not otherwise limit the

class of claims that can be compromises -- as both O'Neil and Gangi

would have done to protect against abuse and overreaching. Thus, the

Court in O'Neil stated that where carpranises are made over questions

going to the existence of any liability, "the employee is in special

danger f being over-reached." The Court also indicated that in order

for there to be a bona fide dispute which could be compromised there

must be at least a substantial doubt as to the respective rights of the

parties.

Moreover, a number of lower court decisions, referred to in the

O'Neil case, suggested that in addition to roam for doubt, there must

be an actual active dispute between the particular parties. See, e.g.,

Fleming v. Post, 146 F.2d 441 (2d Cir.), where the court held that a bona

fide dispute would require "'actual and substantial difference of opinion'

as to liability asserted and denied by the opposing parties." See also

Union Producing Co. v. Pardeu, 117 F.2d 225, 227 (5th Cir.) (not under

- 6 -
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the EISA), indicating that the type of dispute must be one which has

"gone to the point of a recognized active controversy." In contrast,

the EROC rule would permit an unsupervised release in circumstances

Where the employee would not even be aware that he or she had a viable

claim. In other words, even without regard to the ADEA incorporation

of Section 16(c), EBDC's rule, under a traditional O'Neil/Gangi analy-

sis, is such too broad, and does nothing to protect employees against

abase and overreaching.

Even assuming that factual disputes in ADEA claims may offer

less opportunity for certain resolution (dealing, e.g., with motive

and intent), the increased uncertainty of their claims hardly places

ADEA claimants in a better position with respect to their employers than

ELSA claimants, to resist any diminution of their statutory protections.

Age discrimination victims, while typically earning more than the

minimum wage, have an average annual income of only $15,000. Moreover,

once out of work, they have less than a 50/50 chance of ever finding

new employment. They often have little or no savings, and may not

yet be eligible for Social Security. Given these facts, it is rea-

sonable to assume (and we know this from anecdotal data) that many

employees -- even if they recognize the potential of their claim --

would be coerced by circumstances into accepting sigifiaant compro-

mises even where there is no bona fide dispute.

The suggestion in EECC's rule seems to be that -c EEC has to

supervise releases (in order for then to bar subsequent litigation)

employers will be unwilling to offer any financial settlement without

litigation. In fact, however, employers and employees regularly settle

their disputes under the Fair Labor Standards Act (and Equal Pay Act)

- 7 -
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without any involvement by the Department of Labor. The difference

is that these settl'ments are fair and equitable, and are satisfactory

to both parties, so that further litigation or resort to govenztental

supervision is unnecessary. The fact that an employee could pursue

his or her claim, even after the unsupervised settlement, meant that

the settlement had to be reasonable, so that the employee would have

little likelihood of success in any attempt to relitigate the issues

which would, in and of itself, discourage any such attempts.

EEOC's third error is its assumption that the ADEA's incor-

poration of Section 16(c) can somehow be ignored, or given a complete-

ly different meaning in the context of Age Act cases. This assumption

is directly at odds with the Supreme Court's decision in Lorillard v.

Pons, 434 U.S. 575. As the Court in Lorillard recognized, although

the prohibitory provisions of the ADEA are for the nest part identical

with those of Title VII, except that "age" has been substituted

for "race, color, religion, sex, or national origin," the enforcement

provisions are significantly different from the pattern of Title VII.

The original "Administration bill," which borrowed enforcement

provisions fran both Title VII and the National Labor Relations Act, net

with substantial opposition fran legislators. S.Rep.No. 723, 90th

CON., 1st Sess. (1967), p. 13; 113 Cong. Rec. 7076. Senator Javits,

the principal sponsor of the age discrimination legislation, proposed to

follow instead the Fair Labor Standards Act, which relies for enforcement

exclusively on court suits brought by aggrieved individuals or the Secretary

of Labor. Section 7(b) of the ADEA provides that the Act "shall he

enforced in accordance with the powers, remedies, and procedures provided

in sections 211(b), 216 (except for subsection (a) thereof), and 217 (of

the Fair Labor Standards Act]. . . . Amounts owing to a person as a

.0
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result of a violation of this chapter shall be deemed to be unpaid minima

wages or unpaid overtime compensation for purposes of sections 216 and

217 of this title: Provided, That liquidated damages shall be payable

only in cases of willful violations of this chapter." Section 7(c)(1)

of the AMA further states that "Sections 6 and 10 of the Portal-to-

Portal Act of 1947 shall apply to actions under this Act."

As the Supreme Court noted in rejecting an argument that

the FLSA right to a jury trial, established by case law, Should not

be extended to ADFA cases (Lorillard, 434 U.S. at 582):

This selectivity that Congress exhibited in
incorporating provisions and in modifying
certain FLSA practices strongly suggests that
for those changes Congress expressly made, it
intended to incorporate fully the remedies
ar' procedures of the FLSA.

"This selectivity" is even more striking here. At the time of the

ADFA, the Secretary of Labor could obtain any make whole relief in an

action under Section 17; the individual's right of action was provided

by Section 16(b). Since liquidated damages would be awarded only in

"willful" cases, the primary function served by Congress' incorporation

of Section 16(c) was the incorporation of the supervised waiver pro,

vision. In these circumstances, it strains credulity to suggest that

this incorporation -- given the careful deletion of Section 16(a) of

the FLSA, and of Section 11 of the Portal-to-Portal Act -.was inad-

vertent.

This then brings us to EBOC's fourth error -- its assertion

that Section 9 of the ADFA allows it to remove ADFA cases from the

supervised waiver requirement of Section 16(c) of the FLSA. IDOL

claims that the Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit has described

this Section as giving the IDOL "unumuall, broad discretion" (citing

- 9
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American Ass'n of Retired Persons v. EECC, 823 F.2d 600, 605 (1987).

In fact, however, the court's reference was not to the Commission's

authority to alter the terms of the statute, but to the nt .rous "may's"

in Section 9, which gave the Commission almost unfettered discretion

in deciding whether or not to issue any regulations at all. The

question here is not whether the EECC can be compelled to issue a

regulation, but rather, what that regulation can lawfully do. While

Section 9 does give the Commission the authority to "establish . . .

reasonable exemptions," it is clear from settled administrative law

that such exemptions would have to be consistent with the purposes

of the Act, and could not supplant legislative judgments already

made. Thus, whether or not the EECC agrees with Congress' decision

to incorporate the supervised waiver provision of the PISA into

the ADEA, that decision was specifically and deliberately made, and

cannot constitutionally be reversed by an EECC regulation.

Finally, I would question EEOC's reasons for wanting to

abandon a supervised waiver program. Cne reason is that it is excessive-

ly paternalistic, and treats older workers differently than the pro-

tected groups under Title VII. But other sections of the ADEA also

provide for greater govenxnental control over the older worker's

claims. For example, unlike Title VII, a suit by the EEOC terminates

the worker's right to bring his or her own suit under Section 16(b)

of the RSA. Section 7(c), ADEA. Also, unlike Title VII, the older

worker has no righ' to intervene in a suit brought by the EEOC,

to protect his or her interests from compromise or extinguishment.

EEOC also suggests that the retention of a Section 16(c)

requirement for ADEA cases would discourage voluntary settlements.

In fact, one reason for Section 16(c) was to encourage such settlements,

- 10 -
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chaos it provides the employer with absolute protection against any

subsequent efforts to relitigate the issues covered by the supervised

waiver. Moreover, the doom and gloan belief that the existence of a second

bite at the apple will discourage voluntary, unsupervised set-lements

(which can be entered into expeditiously) is nmninescent of the predictions

following Barrentine v. Arkansas -Best Freight Systems, Inc., and

Alexander v. Gardner-Denver Co., 415 U.S. 36 (7874), that collective bar-

gaining agreements would no longer contain any protection against

discrimination. This in fact has not happp^ed, and arbitrators continue to

resolve large numbers of discrimintion claims without subsequent liti-

gation.

There are two other reasons why ADM claims are unlike Title

VII claims, and why protection from overreaching releases is necessary.

The issue of a release usually does not came up under Title VII until

after there is an actual controversy between the employer and protected

group member. After all, an emplover, in denying someone's application

for hire o_ promotion, rarely says, "But here is a lump sum amount,

which you can have if you sign this release form." ADEA claims, hew

ever, usually arise out of a termination, layoff, or forced early

retirement. This is where the employer is likely to offer same lump

sum payment in exchange for a release. And yet at the time the offer

is made, the employee (who is unaware of who else is being terminated,

and who is going to replace the terminees) may be totally unaware of

a potential ADEA claim. Secondly, the ADM requires the EEOC to attempt

to eliminate any unla-ful practice "by informal methods of conciliation,

confe.:enoe, and persuasion" before suit is initiated by either a pri-

vate individual or the EEOC Itself. Sections 7(b) and (1), ADM. Given

this statutory duty, it is unclear that the supervised waiver require-

ment would in fact require a significant increase in workload.

w /"
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Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much. I have a few ques-
tions, and for this panel, I'm going to ask them separately, beca.--e
each of you comes from a different perspective in counter-distinc-
tion to the previous panel.

Ms. Clauss, some observers, including Mr. Vaughn from whom
we will hear shortly, suggest that supervision of waivers under the
FLSA is not applicable here, because FLSA cases and ADEA cases
are so different. Do you share the view that FLSA cases are so
simple and straightforward that FLSA waiver practice may not
serve as a model for the ADEA?

Ms. Ci.&uss. I don't see any major difference between the kinds
of fact questions and credibility questions that you can get in Fair
Labor Standards Act cases involving disputes as to hours worked
and disputes as to the purpose of bonuses and the kinds of ques-
tions you get under the ADEA. You can have hard cases under
laoth.

But even if that were so, Senator, that was a decision for Con-
gress to make, and they decided to follow the FLSA model for better
or for worse, and I don't think the EEOC can rewrite that legisla-
tive judgment on the part of Congress.

Senator METZENBAUM. Under the ADEA, is there any way an
employer offering an early retirement or other exit incentive pro-
gram may request a legal ruling or opinion from the Federal Gov-
ernment, and what importance would such a ruling or opinion
have?

Ms. CIAUSS. Well, to the extent that there is a concern that em-
ployers are seeking these releases because they are genuinely con-
fused as to what the law permits them to do, Congress carefully in-
corporated into the ADEA section 10 of the Portal-to-Portal Act,
which provides for opinion letters from the administrator, or now
from EEOC, and provides an absolute defense for any past violation
if you relied on an opinion letter to your detriment.

So there is a mechanism to seek that kind of safe harbor under
the Age Act.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Judith Brown, speaking for the AARP. We

are happy to have you with us.
Ms. BROWN. Thank you very much, Senator.
AARP welcomes the opportunity to discuss its concerns about

the EEOC rule to submit unsupervised waivers of employees'
ADEA rights. I have submitted a written statement, which I ask
you to include in the record for the hearing.

Senator METZENBAUM. All of the statements today will be includ-
ed in their entirety in the record.

Ms. BROWN. Almost 10 million of AARP's 29 million members
are above the age of 50 and work full or part time. More than half
are women; a significant percentage are minorities.

The EEOC's waiver rule is, unfortunatel:,,, consistent with its po-
sitions on every, single ADEA policy in the past 3 or 4 years. The
EEOC has shown a clear bias in favor of the business community
on all matters of policy under this law.

The EEOC's waiver rule was proposed in response to a Federal
court case, Runyan v. NCR. The plaintiff was an experienced labor
lawyer. This single unique case prompted the EEOC to issue a
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sweeping rule, permitting any employee to waive ADEA rights inalmost any circumstance.
AARP and others, including many members of Congress, object-

ed. We argued that it violated the language and purpose of the law
and mistakenly relied upon title VII procedures.

These and all other arguments were rejected by the EEOC,
which issued the final rule in July 1987. Congress responded by
suspending the rule. If reinstated, the rule will not make it easier
for older workers to negotiate severance agreements with their em-
ployers.

Employees affected by large-scale terminations, layoffs, and exit
or early retirement incentive programs don't and can't negotiate
the terms of their severance or their waiver. They are not settling
a charge or claim or dispute. Rather, they are being asked to waive
their rights at a time when it is impossible for them to fully know
the nature or the value of those rights, and when they are under
great stress.

The EEOC's rule will not protect employees; it will protect em-
ployers, by insulating them from liability when they implement en-
hanced benefit programs in an illegal or discriminatory manner.
Such a rule obviously encourages illegal conduct.

The Supreme Court's rulings have been largely ignored by the
EEOC, and hence, the lower courts, who have all relied upon the
rule. In Lorillard v. Pons, the Supreme Court made clear that
FLSA sections that Congress incorporated into the ADEA must be
given full force and effect. Its opinion in Brooklyn Bank v. O'Neil
holds that unsupervised waivers under the ''LSA section are gener-
ally invalid, especially when not obtained in negotiating settlement
of a pending, bona fide, factual dispute.

Thus, the Department of Labor doesn't supervise waivers under
the section, except when settling a formal dispute rlleging a viola-
tion of the FLSA. It doesn't consider any other waivers to be valid.
Unlike the EEOC rule, employers are encouraged to obey the law
as their best protection against lawsuits.

There are many advantages to this. First, it ensures that employ-
ees do not sign away their rights at a time when they are unable to
determine when they are being discriminated against.

Workers are also particularly susceptible to financial as well as
emotional coercion at this time. They must face issues such as get-
ting another job, telling their families they are out of work, how
are they going to pay for their children's educations, et cetera. It is
hard to turn down cash when you don't know if there will be more
coming in.

And in my practice in Minnesota, sir, I have dealt with many of
these people. When you are told, at the age of 50 or over, that you
have lost your job, you are off-center; you don't know the answers
to any questions. You certainly don't know if something is legal or
illegal. You are in such an emotional and financial turmoil, you're
just trying to figure out what tomorrow is going to bring to you.

Second, it encourages employers to deal with employees in a fair
and even-handed manner and to structure voluntary and involun-
tary severance programs in a nondiscriminatory manner.

Third, it evens up the relative positions of workers and employ-
ers. The EEOC's rule would let employers make a unilateral deci-

.1.t '
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sion about the value of an employee's right at a time when the em-
ployee has no way of assessing this. The employee is really being
asked to waive a prospective claim. This is unprecedented.

The EEOC argues that its rule includes protections against abuse
of unsupervised waivers. The so-called "protections" are of xrinimal
help, given the typical circumstances described above. It is impossi-
ble for the ADEA waivers to be truly knowing and voluntary, and
few employees will have reason to file a charge with the EEOC
once they sign a waiver, especially since it is unclear what if any
relief the EEOC could give them.

Voluntary and involuntary enhanced severance programs can
offer significant benefits to workers and employers. However, like
every other employment practice, they may not discriminate. And
since one of the purposes of the ADEA is to encourage the employ-
ment of older Americans, we must express concern and skepticism
about those programs that assume older workers are the most ex-
pendable.

I strongly urge you to retain the congressional suspension of the
EEOC's waiver rule.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Brown follows:]
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THIS COMMITTEE:

THANK YOU FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS AARP'S CONCERNS

ABOUT THE E.E.O.C. RULE TO PERMIT UNSUPERVISED WAIVERS OF

EMPLOYEES' A.D.E.A. RIGHTS.

ALMOST TEN MILLION OF AARP'S 29 MILLION MEMBERS ABOVE AGE 50

WORK FULL- OR PART-TIME. MORE THAN HALF ARE WOMEN; A SIGNIFICANT

PERCENTAGE ARE MINORITIES. THE E.E.O.C.'S WAIVER RULE IS,

UNFORTUNATELY, CONSISTENT WITH ITS POSITIONS ON EVERY SINGLE

A.D.E.A. POLICY IN THE PAST THREE OR FOUR YEARS. THE E.E.O.C.

HAS NOT ONLY FAILED TO ENFORCE THE LAW AND ITS OWN REGULATIONS,

BUT HAS TAKEN STEPS TO DIMINISH THE RIGHTS OF OLDER WORKERS WITH

REGARD TO PENSION BENEFITS, EXIT AND EARLY RETIREMENT INCENTIVES,

APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS, ADVERSE IMPACT CASES AND PROCESSING OF

CHARGES. THE E.E.O.C. HAS SHOWN A CLEAR BIAS IN FAVOR OF THE

BUSINESS COMMUNITY ON MATTERS OF POLICY.

THE WAIVER RULE

THE E.E.O.C.'S "WAIVER RULE" WAS PROPOSED IN OCTOBER 1985 IN

RESPONSE TO A FEDERAL COURT CASE, RUNYAN V. NCR. RUNYAN, AN

EXPERIENCED LABOR LAWYER, ENTERED INTO A CONSULTING AGREEMENT

WITH HIS EMPLOYER AFTER HE WAS TERMINATED FROM HIS FULL-TIME JOB.

HE SIGNED A WAIVER OF ALL CLAIMS BUT, AFTER HIS CONSULTING

AGREEMENT EXPIRED, SUED HIS EMPLOYER FOR AGE DISCRIMINATION IN

CONNECTION WITH HIS TERMINATION. THE SIXTH CIRCUIT ULTIMATELY

RULED THAT, UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES, THE WAIVER WAS VALID EVEN

THOUGH IT WAS NOT SUPERVISED BY THE E.E.O.C.. THE COURT REFERRED

TO THE E.E.O.C.'S PROPOSED RULE IN ITS DECISION - AS HAS EVERY

1
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SINGLE COURT THAT HAS ADDRESSED THIS ISSUE.

THIS SINGLE, CLEARLY UNIQUE, CASE PROMPTED THE E.E.O.C. TO

ISSUE A SWEEPING RULE PERMITTING ANY EMPLOYEE TO WAIVE HIS OR HER

A.D.E.A. RIGHTS IN ALMOST ANY CIRCUMSTANCE.

AARP AND OTHERS, INCLUDING MANY MEMBERS OF CONGRESS,

OBJECTED TO THE PROPOSED RULE. AARP ARGUED THAT:

- IT VIOLATED THE PROVISIONS OF THE FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT

INCORPORATED INTO THE A.D.E.A.;

- RELIANCE UPON TITLE VII PROCEDURES WAS MISPLACED;

- THE RIGHTS OF OLDER WORKERS WOUL,, BE SERIOUSLY

JEOPARDIZED; AND

- THE E.E.O.C. CAN'T ISSUE BLANKET EXEMPTIONS FROM THE

REQUIREMENTS OF THE A.D.E.A.

THESE ARGUMENTS WERE REJECTED BY THE E.E.O.C..

IF REINSTATED, THE RULE WILL NOT MAKE IT EASIER FOR OLDER

WORKERS TO "NEGOTIATE" SEVERANCE AGREEMENTS WITH THEIR EMPLOYERS.

EMPLOYEES AFFECTED BY LARGE-SCALE TERMINATIONS, LAYOFFS AND EXIT

OR EARLY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PROGRAMS DO NOT "NEGOTIATE" THE

TERMS OF THEIR SEVERANCE OR THEIR WAIVER. THESE EMPLOYEES ARE

NOT SETTLING A CHARGE OR CLAIM OR DISPUTE; THEY ARE WALING THEIR

RIGHTS AT A TIME WHEN IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR THEM TO FULLY KNOW THE

NATURE OR VALUE OF THE RIGHTS THEY ARE BEING ASKED TO GIVE UP.

THE E.E.O.C.'S RULE WILL NOT PROTECT EMPLOYEES; IT WILL

PROTECT EMPLOYERS BY INSULATING THEM FROM LIABILITY WHEN THEY

IMPLEMENT ENLANCED BENEFIT PROGRAMS IN AN ILLEGAL OR

DISCRIMINATORY MANNER. SUCH A RULE OBVIOUSLY ENCOURAGES ILLEGAL
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CONDUCT.

THE SUPREME COURT'S RULINGS ON F.L.S.A. WAIVERS AND

INCORPORATION INTO THE A.D.E.A. HAVE BEEN LARGELY IGNORED BY THE

E.E.O.C. AND HENCE BY THE LOWER COURTS, ALMOST ALL OF WHICH CITE

THE E.E.O.C.'S RULE OR AN E.E.O.C. BRIEF IN THEIR OPINIONS.

(NOT SURPRISINGLY, A FEDERAL AGENCY'S INTERPRETATION OF THE LAWS

IT IS ENTRUSTEu 1'O ENFORCE CARRIES GREAT WEIGHT WITH THE COURTS.

NONETHELESS, THE LOWER COURT OPINIONS ON THIS ISSUE - INCLUDING

RUNYAN - ARE FAR NARROWER IN ANALYSIS AND FACTS THAN THE BROAD

E.E.O.C. FINAL RULE AND HZ-CE DO NOT SUPPORT THE RULE.)

THE SUPREME COURT MADE CLEAR IN LORILLARD v. PONS THAT THE

F.L.S.A. SECTIONS CONGRESS CHOSE TO INCORPORATE INTO 110

A.D.E.A. MUST BE GIVEN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT. IN BROOKLYN BANK

v. O'NEILL, THE COURT HELD THAT UNSUPERVISED WAIVERS UNDER THIS

F.L.S.A. SECTION ARE GENERALLY INVALID - ESPECIALLY WHEN NOT

OBTAINED IN NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT OF PENDING BONA FIDE FACTUAL

DISPUTE. (EVEN RUNYAN, AND ALL THE CASES RELIED UPON BY THE

E.E.u.C. TO SUPPORT ITS RULE, RECOGNIZED THIS DISTINCTION AND

LIMITED THEIR HOLDINGS TO UNSUPERVISED WAIVERS OF BONA FIDE

FACTUAL DISPUTES. THE E.E.O.C. RULE IS NOT SIMILARLY LIMITED.)

1HUS, THE DEPT. OF LABOR DOESN'T SUPERVISE WAIVERS UNDER THIS

SAME SECTION EXCEPT WHEN SETTLING A FORMAL DISPUTE ALLEGING A

VIOLATION OP THE F.L.S.A. IT DOESN'T CONSIDER ANY OTHER WAIVERS

TO BE VALID. UNLIKE THE E.E.O.C., THE DEPT. OF LABOR ENCOURAGES

EMPLOYERS OBEY THE LAW AS THEIR BEST PROTECTION AGAINST LAWSUITS.

THE E.E.O.C. SHOULD FOLLOW THE DEPT. OF LABOR'S PRACTICE.

1 P,
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BY PRESUMING THE INVALIDITY OF UNSUPERVISED WAIVERS, THE IAW

DISCOURAGES EMPLOYERS FROM SEEKING WAIVERS IN NON- ADVERSARIAL

CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE THERE IS NO PENDING AGE DISCRIMINATION

DISPUTE SUCH AS EXIT INCENTIVE PROGRAMS. SUPERVISION THAT WOULD

MAKE SUCH WAIVERS TECHNICALLY LEGAL IS UNNECESSARY, UNDESIRABLE

AND SUBVERTS THE INTENTION OF CONGRESS TO PROVIDE MAXIMUM

PROTECTION nO EMPLOYEES FROM AGE-BASED EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION.

THERE ARE MANY ADVANTAGES TO Tx...S. FIRST, IT INSURES THAT

EMPLOYEES DO NOT SIGN AWAY THEIR RIGHTS AT A TIME WHEN THEY ARE

Uhr.BLE TO DETERMINE WHETHER THEY HAVE BEEN DISCRIMINATED

AGAINST. WORKERS ARE ALSO PARTICULARLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO COERCION

AT THIS TIME. THEY MUST FACE ISSUES SUCH AS GETTING ANOTHER JOB;

TELLING THEIR FAMILIES THEY'RE OUT OF WORK; HOW TO PAY FOR THEIR

CHILDREw'S EDUCATION, ETC. IT'S HARD TO TURN DOWN CASH WHEN YOU

DON'T KNOW IF MORE WILL BE COMING IN.

SECOND, IT ENCOURAGES EMPLOYERS TO I.:AL WITH EMPLOYEES IN A

FAIR AN EVEN-HANDED MANNER AND TO STRUCTURE VOLUNTARY AND

INVOLUNTARY SEVERANCE PROGRAMS IN A NON-DISCRIMINATORY MANNER.

THIRD, IT EVENS-UP THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF WORKERS AND

EMPLOYEES. THE E.E.O.C.'S RULE WOULD LET EMPLOYERS MAKE A

UNILW"ERAL DECISION ABOUT THE VALUE OF AN EMPLOYEE'S RIGHTS AT A

TIME WHEN AN EMPLOYEE HAS NO WAY OF ASSESSING THIS FECAUSE, IN

REALITY, THE EMPLOYEE IS BFING 'SKED TO WAIVE A PROSPECTIVE

CLAYII. THIS IS UNPRECEDENTED.

THE FACT THAT UNSUPERVISED WAIVERS HAVE BECOME A TROUBLESOME

ISSUE 7NDER THE A.D.E.A., BUT NOT T.NDER TITLE VII, HIGHLIGHTS THE
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PROCEDURAL AND PRACTICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THESE TWO LAWS.

TITLE VII RIGHTS ARE RARELY IMPLICATEL IN VOLUNTARY OR

INVOLUNTARY ENHANCED SEVERANCE PROGRAMS; A.D.E.A. RIGHT.; OFTEN

ARE. TITLE VII WAIVERS ARE RARELY REQUESTED EXCEPT IN

ADVERSARIAL CIRCUMSTANCES, WHERE A DISCRIMINATION CHARGE OR

LAWSUIT IS v-"NG SETTLED; IN CONTRAST, A.D.E.A. WAIVERS ARE MOST

FREQUENTLY Re.; JESTED IN CIRCUMSTANCES DEVOID OF A CHARGE OR

PENDING DISPUTE REGARDING DISCRIMINATION. BECAUSE OF THE

MAGNITUDE OF :.ESE SEVERANCE PROGRAMS, HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF

EMPLOYEES CAN BE ASKED TO WAIVE THEIR A.D.E.A. RIGHTS IN ADVANCE

OF ANY POSSIBLE KNOWLEDGE OR EVIDENCE OF AGE DISCRIMINATION.

THERE IS SIMPLY NO COROLLARY UNDER TITLE VII.

CONGRESS CLEARLY HAD GOOD REASONS FOR CHOOSING DIFFERENT

ENFORCEMENT SCHEMES FOR THESE TWO LAWS.

THE RULE WILL ALSO SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASE PLAINTIFF'S

PROCEDURAL OBSTACLES. THE A.D.E.A. PRESUMES THE INVALIDITY OF

UNSUPERVISED WAIVERS; THE E.E.O.C.'S RULE TURNS THIS ON ITS

HEAD. PLAINTIFFS AND CHARGING PARTIES WILL BE FORCED, FOR THE

FIRST TIME, TO REBUT A PRESUMPTION OF VALIDITY BY PROVING THAT A

WAIVER WAS "KNOWING AND VOLUNTARY" BEFORE THEY CAN ASSERT A VALID

CLAIM. THIS IS AN ENORMOUS AND COSTLY BURDEN THAT MOST

PLAINTIFFS CAN'T AFFORD EITHER FINANCIALLY OR EMOTIONALLY.

THE E.E.O.C. ARGUES THAT ITS RULE HAS A NUMBER OF

PROTECTIONS AGAINST ABUSE OF UNSUPERVISED WAIVERS. THESE SO-

CALLED "PROTECTIONS" ARE OF MINIMAL HELP. BECAUSE EVIDENCE OF

AGE DISCRIMINATION IN LARGE SCALE TERMINATIONS IS OFTEN
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UNAVAILABLE UNTIL LONG AFTER ANY INDIVIDUAL WAIVER IS SIGNED, IT

IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR THE WAIVER TO BE TRULY "KNOWING AND VOLUNTARY."

FURTHERMORE, FEW EMPLOYEES WILL HAVE REASON TO FILE A CHARGE WITH

THE E.E.O.C. ONCE THEY HAVE SIGNED A WAIVER, ESPECIALLY SINCE IT

IS UNCLEAR WHAT, IF ANY, ADMINISTRATIVE RELIEF THE E.E.O.C. MOLD

PURSUE ON THEIR BEHALF.

EMPLOYERS ARGUE THAT THEY WON'T OFFER THESE PROGRAMS - OR

WILL OFFER LESS VALUABLE ONES - IF THEY CAN'T GET WAIVERS. THIS

MAKES NO SENSE AND IS CONTRADICTED BY THE FACT THAT, AS YOU HAVE

NOTED MR. CHAIRMAN, MANY LARGE COMPANIES OFFER ENHANCED SEVERANCE

AND EARLY RETIREMENT PACKAGES WITHOUT REQUESTING WAIVERS.

EMPLOYERS REALIZE SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS, INCLUDING GOOD PUBLIC

RELATIONS AND INCREASED EMPLOYEE MORALE. MOST IMPORTANT, AN

EMPLOYEE WHO LEAVES WITH AN ENHANCED BENEFIT PACKAGE IS LIKELY

TO BE HAPPIER ABOUT LEAVING AND LESS LIKELY TO LITIGATE THAN ONE

WHO IS SIMPLY TERMINATED. INDEED, THAT'S THE REAL REASON THESE

PACKAGES EXIST. THIS WOULD ARGUE FOR GREATER, NOT LESS, BENEFITS

IN THE ABSENCE OF WAIVERS.

VOLUNTARY AND INVOLUNTARY ENHANCED SEVERANCE PROGRAMS CAN

OFFER SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS TO WORKERS AND EMPLOYERS. HOWEVER,

LIKE EVERY EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE, THEY MUST BE CAREFULLY

STRUCTUaED AND SCRUTINIZED TO ENSURE THAT THEY DO NOT

DISCRIMINATE. AND, SINCE ONE OF THE PURPOSES OF THE A.D.E.A. IS

TO "ENCOURAGE THE EMPLOYMENT OF OLDER AMERICANS," WE MUST EXPRESS

CONCERN AND SKEPTICISM ABOUT THOSE PROGRAMS THAT ASSUME OLDER

WORKERS ARE THE MOST EXPENDABLE. PROGRAMS NOT TARGETED OR
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RESTRICTED BY AGE CAN JUST AS EASILY ACCOMPLISH AN EMPLOYERS'

GOALS.

THE A.D.E.A.'S PROHIBITION AGAINST UNSUPERVISED WAIVERS IS

NOT DESIGNED TO ASSIST THE FEW EMPLOYEES WHO ACTUALLY CAN

NEGOTIATE THE TERMS OF THEIR SEVERANCE FROM THEIR EMPLOYER.

THESE PERSONS ARE UNLIKELY TO SUE. IT IS THE MANY THOUSANDS OF

EMPLOYEES WHO ARE UNABLE TO NEGOTIATE AND ARE UNAWARE UNTIL MUCH

LATER THAT THEY WERE DISCRIMINATED AGAINST THAT THE LAW PROTECTS

- AND THAT THE E.E.O.C.'S WAIVER RULE IGNORES.

I STRONGLY URGE YOU TO RETAIN THE CONGRESSIONAL SUSPENSION

OF THE E.E.O.C.'S WAIVER RULE.
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Senator MErzENBAum. Thank you, Ms. Brown, for a good state-
ment on behalf of AARP.

A number of courts of appeals have ruled that unsupervised
waivers of ADEA rights are legal. Doesn't this undermine your po-
sition that the EEOC rule permitting unsupervised waivers is ille-
gal?

Ms. BROWN. We feel there are a numT of reasons why the
EEOC's reliance upon these court cases is misplaced. First, in vir-
tually every one of these cases, the court relied either on the EEOC
brief or the EEOC's proposed rule. Thus the reliance, again as you
indicated before, is bootstrapping, because in one of the most im-
portant cases relied on, the plaintiff was a labor lawyer and cer-
tainly knew his rights.

Second, the EEOC's rule is far broader than any of the holdings
in these cases. Every single one of _these cases arose in the context
of the settlement of a bona fide factual dispute. The courts' opin-
ions were limited to waivers in these circumstances.

For example, the opinion in Runyan limited itself to waivers of
factual disputes and specifically refused to extend its holdings to
waivers of legal disputes.

In contrast, the EEOC rule would validate unsupervised waivers
in all circumstances, even when there is no pending dispute, and
would extend to legal as well as factual issues raised in any subse-
quent litigation.

It is worth nothing that when early retirement incentive pro-
grams are disputed, the issues are almost invariably legal, not fac-
tual.

Third, none of these cases involved early retirement or exit inter-
view programs, which is where the EEOC rule is intended to and
will have its greatest impact.

Senator METZENBAUM. The EEOC says it does not have the re-
sources to supervise waivers under the ADEA. Is it your position
that Congress should appropriate more funds to r able the EEOC
to supervise waivers? If not, how can Cie EEOC supervise the thou-
sands of waivers that are signed each year? Do you think it might
be possible to have in each local community some voluntary group
of lawyers, or some other way to have some supervision of these
waivers?

Ms. BROWN. We have not looked into that kind of a proposal.
However, we do not agree with EEOC's cost estimate and especially
with the assumptions which they have based it upon.

As the Department of Labor has recognized when enforcing the
same provision, it is not EEOC's affirmative obligation to actively
supervise all waivers. Rather, the law simply tells employers that
unsu ervised waivers are unenforceable.

EEOC should follow, we think, the practice of the Depart-
ment of Labor and refuse to supervise waivers that are not request-
ed in settlement of a pending charge or claim. This would send a
strong message to employers that they shouldn't be asking for
waivers in nnnadversarial circumstances. The only purpose for
such waivers is to insulate employers from liability for illegal con-
duct.

It cannot be emphasized more strongly that it is not the EEOC's
job to look for ways to protect employers. The fact that employers

f:
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may offer cash or other benefits in exchange for waivers is irrele-
vant. An employer who discriminates shouldn't be protected. An
employer who doesn't discriminate is well-protected from litigation.

I'd like to point out that since the EEOC admits that it never su-
pervised any waivers, I don't know how it quantified the costs for
now doing so. The EEOC should not assume that it will have to sit
in on thousands of individual negotiations between employers and
employees. In addition to the reasons I have stated above, the hun-
dreds of thousands of workers who participate in exit incentive pro-
grams do not negotiate the terms of their severance.

Senator MerzENBAum. Thank you very much, Ms. Brown.
Our last witness, the cleanup hitter, is Mr. Dennis Vaughn, on

behalf of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the California Em-
ployment Council, Washington, DC.

You might tell us, Mr. Vaughn, where you are from.
Mr. VAUGHN. I am from Los Angeles, CA originally, Senator

Metzenbaum, and I've been here in Washington for the last 3
years, practicing with my law firm.

Senator MgrzENBAum. And do you want to state the name of
your law firm for the record?

Mr. VAUGHN. The law firm is Paul, Hastings, Janofsky &
Walker.

Senator MgrzENBAum. I see it is in your statement. We are very
happy to have you with us, Mr. Vaughn. Please proceed.

Mr. VAUGHN. Thank you very much, Senator Metzenbaum, for
the opportunity to appear before you here this morning. I can tell
that you very carefully read the testimony that all the parties have
submitted, including mine, based on your earlier questions, so I'm
not going to attempt to summarize the testimony. Instead, I am
going to go directly to what I think is the crux of the issue.

Senator METZENBAUM. May I just hold you for a minute? It is my
understanding that Ms. Brown is trying to make a noon plane, and
if she sits here, she is going to miss that plane. So Ms. Brown, if
you want to leave to catch your plane, please feel free to do so.

Ms. BROWN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator MgrzENBAum. And I apologize to you, Mr. Vaughn, for

interrupting you.
Mr. VAUGHN. That is perfectly all right. Ms. Brown isn't the first

person who has walked out on a presentation of mine. [Laughter.]
I want to turn to what I think is really the crux of the issue

here, that the Committee needs to keep foremost in its consider-
ation in deciding what should be done in this area, and that is
whether or not the Committee action in extending the moratorium
on the EEOC rule, if that's what you elect to do, whether that will
be in fact counterproductive to the interests of older employees
who are involved in terminations from their employment. Now, the
reason I ask the question is this.

Under the law as it presently exists, as reflected by the decisions
of the five courts of appeals that have been referred to, an employ-
er and an employee may voluntarily enter into an agreement rela-
tive to the termination of that employee's employment, and that
agreement can provide enhanced benefits for the employee, and in
exchange for the enhanced benefits, the employer may seek a re-
lease.

17o
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The question is, If an employer may not seek a release, what will
employers do? Will they continue to offer enhanced benefits? Will
they offer benefits that, although may be enhanced, are less en-
hanced than they are now? Or will they cease to provide enhanced
benefits?

low, your committee conducted a study, and you have referred
to some of the largest employers in the United States who indicat-
ed to you that they did not seek releases in connection with early
retirement.

I would pose the question whether or not the benefits they were
talking about, Senator Metzenbaum, were enhanced benefits. Were
they greater retirement benefits than the employees would have
been entitled to receive in any event under the policies of those
companies?

And if they were- -
Senator METZENBAUM. Yes, they were.
Mr. VAUGHN [continuing]. They werethen I would suggest

thatand I don't doubt at all your surveybut my personal expe-
rience in representing employers in a variety of different industries
throughout the United States, both in the East and in the West, is
that increasingly employers are seeking releases where they pro-
vide enhanced benefits. Because we have an increasingly litigious
society, they see more and more claims of all sorts being filed, and
they realize that if they are going to give something more than
they have to under law, or by policy, then they should have some
assurance that litigation will not arise out of it.

And I'd like to give Mr. Graham's case as simply an example.
Mr. Graham said that he received enhanced severance benefits of
$20,000. He said he also received an enhanced pension benefit of
$700 or $800, I assume per month. Mr. Graham is 55 years old. A
quick calculation, given his normal life expectancy, would indicate
that the total benefits he received that were enhanced, over those
he otherwise would have received, were in the vicinity of about
$200,000.

Now, that is a very, very significant added consideration by the
employer, and I don't think it is inappropriate at all that the em-
ployer under those circumstances would request that a release be
signed, which is what it did.

The employer could have provided no enhanced benefits at all. It
could have eliminated Mr. Graham's option to consider whether he
wanted enhanced benefits in exchange for a release. It could have
said no enhanced benefits. Or, it might have created a reserve in
the event of litigation by reducing the amount, so it was $50,000
more, or $100,000 more.

But Mr. Graham benefited very, very materially. Remember, he
consulted a lawyer. He got the advice of his lawyer. The lawyer
told him it probably isn t worth fighting, because whatever more
you might get wouldn't be enough more to pay the lawyer's fe:.
involved.

So he made a voluntary and knowig decision. He didn't like to
be put in that position, but the other alternative was to h lt
had that decision to make at all, to not have been granted ', >- n -
efits. And I think that is what will happen if employers cannot rely
on releaseseither that, they won't give the benefits, or thLy wit'
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give them, but their effectiveness will be contingent upon the proc-
ess of supervision and approval by the EEOC.

And while I have no empirical data, statistics, to prove how
much that would add to delay, you can see that one case being
processed here in the normal course has taken nine months. Now,
imagine if the EEOC were inundated with tens of thousands, hun-
dreds of thousands, of releases to supervise and review.

I see the red light is on, so if that is the indicator that I should
cease, I will do so.

Senator METZENBAUM. You got the message. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Vaughn with an attachment fol-

lows:]

1 " '''1 4.
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TESTIMONY OF DENNIS H. VAUGHN
OF BEHALF OF THE CALIFORNIA

EMPLOYMENT LAW COUNCIL
AND THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

OF THE UNITED STATES
BEFORE THE LABOR SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE SENATE LABOR AND
HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE

May 24, 1988

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Dennis Vaughn. I am a partner in the law
firm of Paul, Hastings, Janofsky i Walker and I am testifying
on behalf of the California Employment Law Council ("CELC" or
"the Council") and the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States ("the Chamber"). I am grateful for the opportunity to
express the concerns of the Council and the Chamber about
possible legislative changes that would prohibit employers and
employees from settling age discrimination claims unless the
employee has first filed a discrimination charge with the EEOC
and the proposed settlement has been approved by the
Commission.

The CELC is a voluntary, non-profit organization
comprised of approximately 60 employer-members representing a
broad segment of California's employer community. CELC
members employ in excess of 400,000 C.lifornia employees.
CELC was formed for the general purpose of promoting the
common interests of employers and the public in sound govern-
ment policies, procedures, and laws pertaining to employment
practices.

The Chamber is the world's largest federation or
business companies and associations. It represents approxi-
mately 180,000 businesses of every type throughout the
country, plus several thousand organizations, such as local
and state chambers of commerce and professional and trade
associations. The Chamber has a strong interest in the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. S 621 et seq.
("the ADEA"), and in any amendment that might curtail the
ability of parties to reach settlements under the Act.

Both the Council and the Chamber are very concerned
about recent Congressional action that temporarily suspended
regulations promulgated by the EEOC which had recognized that
employers and employees could settle age discrimination claims
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without obtaining advance approval from the r-OC, provided
such settlements were knowing and voluntary. The temporary
suspension lasts through the end of fiscal year 1988, and
Congress presumably must now consider whether to let the
matter stand, with the result that the suspension concludes at
the end of fiscal 1988, or to extend the suspension or make it
permanent. The CELC believes that any extension would be
unwise because:

1) It would be contrary to established law govern-
ing settlements under the ADEA and similar statutes prohibit-
ing employment discrimination.

2) It would be contrary to the interest that both
employers and employees have in negotiating settlements of age
discrimination claims. Such settlements often result in very
substantial payments to older employees at a time when they
are seeking work and can moat readily use the money. If
Congress provides that settlements and releeses will no longer
be effective without prior EEOC approval, most employers will
stop offering generous severance packages to laid off
employees in exchange for a settlement and release. Instead,
employees who are laid off will be forced to file a charge and
attempt to negotiate a settlement with their employer subject
to eventual approval by the EEOC. Such a settlement may not
be forthcoming, or if it is, years may pass before final
approval is obtained from the EEOC and the employee receives
any benefit from the settlement.

3) A further suspension of the EEOC's regulations
is not necessary to protect older workers. The EEOC's regula-
tions permit any employee to challenge a settlement if he
believes that he entered into it without the opportunity to
know and understand his rights or if he believes that he did
not act voluntarily in agreeing to a settlement. Even if the
EEOC finds that a settlement is knowing and voluntary, the
employee can still file suit and have the courts reexamine the
question of whether a settlement was knowing and voluntary.
The settlement is only effective if the EEOC and the courts
both conclude that it was knowing and voluntary.

I would like the opportunity to address each of these
three points in depth. Before I do, however, I would like to
point out that the debate on this issue has suffered somewhat
by the repeated reference to settlements not approved by the
EEOC as "unsupervised waivers." The settlements authorized by
the EEOC's regulations are not in any sense unsupervised. To
the contrary, if any employee has a complaint about his
settlement, he can obtain detailed supervision and review by
both the EEOC and the courts of the circumstances under which

- 2 -
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the settlement das reached in order to make certain that the
settlement was knowing and voluntary.

I think it is also somewhat misleading to be talking
about waivers. A waiver usually implies that you are giving
up something for nothing and completely abandoning your
rights. As someone who has negotiated many such settlements,
I can assure you that this is not the case with age discrimi-
nation settlements. In many cases, to avoid the very substan-
tial expense of litigation and the uncertainties associated
with jury trials under the ADEA, employers are willing to pay
very substantial sums to avoid litigation. Settlements pro-
viding for severance payments in amounts equal to $25,000 or
$50,000 are common. Thus, we are talking here about settle-
ments, not waivers in the sense of giving up something for
nothing.

With this in mind, I would like to turn to my three
points:

I. Every Court Of Appeals That Has Considered The Issue
Has Correctly Ruled That Employers And Employees Can
Settle Claims Of Age Discrimination Without The Need
For Prior EEOC Approval Of Each Such Settlement.

The EEOC regulations in question have been attacked
as supposedly inconsistent with the ADEA because they recog-
nize that employers and employees can settle age discrimina-
tion claims without prior EEOC approval. When the EEOC first
considered adopting this regulation, the law on this question
was relatively unsettled. Since that time- however, five
courts of appeals have ruled on this issuL Every single one
of these courts has held that settlements and releases under
the ADEA do not have to have prior EEOC approval before they
become effective.*/ In two of these cases, plaintiffs peti-
tioned the Supreme Court for further review, but the Court
declined to hear the matter.

*/ See Valenti v. International Mill Services, Inc., 45 FEP
Cases 1054 (3d Cir. 1987); Runyan v. National Cash

Register Corp., 787 F.2d 1039 (6th Cir.) (en banc), cert.
denied, 107 S.Ct. 178 (1986); EEOC v. Cosmair, Inc., 821 F.2d
1085 (5th Cir. 1987); Lancaster v. HuerkleIEWgEnda Co.,
809 F.2d 539 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 107 S.Ct. 3212 (1987);
Dorosiewicz v. Kaiser-Roth Hosiery, Inc., 823 F.2d 546 (4th
Cir. 1987).

- 3 -
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Opponents, howover, have continued to argue that the
EEOC must give prior approval to all settlements based on the
language of the minimum wage and overtime enforcement pro-
visions of Section 16(c) of the Fair Labor Standards Act,
which Congress incorporated by reference when it enacted the
ADEA. Every Court of Appeals that has considered this argu-
ment has rejected it. These courts have noted the substantial
differences between minimum wage or overtime cases under the
FLSA and discrimination cases under the ADEA. In FLSA cases
the factual issues are usua''y limited to simple and straight-
forward calculation of the number of hours an employee has
worked and his or her rate of pay. There is little room for
factual dispute as to these issues and thus little justifica-
tion for the negotiation of settlements. In age discrimina-
tion cases, by contrast, "the tactual issues frequently con-
cern determination of motive and intent." Runyan v. National
Cash Register Corp., 787 F.2d at 1044 n. 8. In cases like
these, courts have found that requiring prior EEOC approval of
every settlement and release would be contrary to Congress'
stated preference "to encourage voluntary resolution of dis-
putes under the ADEA." Id. at 1045.

The uniform view of the courts is also reinforced by
the legislative history of the ADEA. When the statute was
enacted, Senator Jacob Javits, a leading sponsor of the legis-
lation, stated that an important objective was to avoid the
"delays which plague so many of our agencies, such as the EEOC
and the NLRB. The EEOC, for example, is already years behind
in disposing of its docket. Such delay is always unfortunate,
but it is particularly so in the case of older citizens to
whom, by definition, relatively few productive years are
left."*/

Likewise, Senator Williams argued that the Act should
allow the employee "to resolve the dispute himself or work out
a compromise with an employer."**/ The Act sponsors repeat-
edly emphasized the desirability of informal conciliation and

*/ Age Discrimination in Employment: Hearings on S. 830 and
S. 786 Before the Subcommittee on Labor of the Senate

Committee on Public Welfare, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 24-25
(1967).

"/ 123 Cong. Rec. S. 17275 (daily pd. Oct. 19, 1977)
(statement of Sen. Williams) (emphasis supplied).

- 4 -
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settlements, recognizing that "the best relationship is volun-
tary."*/

While the courts have decided that settlements and
releases do not require prior EEOC approval in every case,
courts have examined settlements and releases carefully to
make sure that they have been entered into knowingly and
voluntarily. Thus, for example, in the Runyan case, the court
found that a release and settlement agreement was knowing and
voluntary because the employee who signed the release,
Mr. Runyan, was "a well-paid, well-educated, labor lawyer with
many years of experience in this area. Indeed, evidence in
the record suggests that [the employee) tried to take
advantage of [the employer) by taking the full benefit of a
reasonable and understood bargain, while attempting to part
with what he thought might be only illusory consideration in
return." 787 F.2d at 1044.

A similar attempt to take the money, but renege on
the deal, was likewise thwarted by the court in Hand v.
Dayton-Hudson, 795 F.2d 757 (6th Cir. 1985). Inf5TEase, an
employee, hr. Hand, accepted $38,000 in exchange for signing
what purported to be a release of all claims against his
employer. What the employer did not know was that Mr. Hand
had secretly retyped the settlement agreement so that it
preserved intact his claims for age discrimination and breach
of contract. After cashing the check, Mr. Hand filed suit.
The Court of Appeals dismissed the age discrimination claim as
barred by the settlement agreement given the employee's
"intentional fraud." 775 F.2d at 759.

These are the kinds of settlement agreements and
releases that the courts are enforcing and which they ought to
enforce. Interestingly enough, if Congress had amended the
ADEA to require prior EEOC approval of all settlements, both
Mr. Runyan and Mr. Hand would have been successful in their
efforts to take the money and sue.

II. The Challenged EEOC Regulations Merely Establish
Standards For Determining Whether Settlements And
Releases Are Knowing And Voluntary.

The EEOC's regulations make no substantive change in
the law by recognizing that prior EEOC approval is not
required of every settlasent. Instead, they reflect the

*/ Age Discrimination in Employment, supra p. 89 (remarks of
Sen. Yarborough).
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consensus view of the courts on this issue. The principal
effect of the challenged regulations, therefore, is to estab-
lish standards for assessing whether settlement agreements and
releases are knowing and voluntary. In this regard, the
regulations are highly protective of the rights of employees,
perhaps too much so. The regulations provide that a settle-
ment and release will only be considered valid if:

(1) The agreement was in writing, in
understandable language, and clearly
waived the employee's rights or claims
under the ADEA;

(2) A reasonable period of time was pro-
vided for employee deliberation; and

(3) The employee was encouraged to consult
with an attorney.

The regulations also provide that employees cannot
release or settle matters pertaining to future rights. Thur,

an employer could not ask employees to sign an agreement
stating that in the future they would not be covered by the
ADEA. Similarly, a release is not valid if it is given in
exchange for benefits the employee is already entitled to; the
employer must offer extra benefits or money to the employee to
support the validity of any settlement.

Finally, the regulations specify that settlement
agreements may not affect the EEOC's power to enforce the ADEA
or interfere with the right of an employee to file a charge or

participate in an investigation. Under this provision, the
EEOC has taken the position that an employee may challenge the
knowing and voluntary nature of a settlement agreement he or
she has signed and continue to reap the benefits provided for

in the challenges- agreement. This seems unfair to me. If an
employee believes a settlement agreement is invalid, he or she
should not have it both ways by being allowed to continue to
benefit from the provisions of the challenged agreement. Be

that as it may, the EEOC's regulations should not continue to
be suspended for this reason. Problems of this sort can be
resolved on a case-by-case basis in the courts.

III. The ADEA Should Not Be Amended To Require Prior
EEOC Approval Of All Settlements And Releases.

Current legislative initiatives on this issue are
framed as a suspension or repeal of EEOC's regulations. But

this is not really what is going on. It is clear under
current law that ADEA settlements do not require prior EEOC

t -
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approval. Under the guise of repealing EEOC regulationu
however, certain groups are Actually seeking to amend the ADFA
to change establishe' law on this issue.

Indeed, shortly after Congress enacted its temporary
suspension of the EEOC's regulations, the American Association
of Retired Prrsons ("AARP") filed a brief with the United
States Court of Appeal.; for the Third Circuit (copy attached)
in which it characterized the action of Congress as "recent
and unequivocal expressions of congressional intent that the
=A does not authorize the unsupervised release ,f ADEA
rights." Brief at 4. AARP then argued that-the uniform
holding of every court on this issue should be overru'ed
because "UPI suspending the EDIC's rule, Congress effectively
rejected the reasoning cf those cases upon which the rule is
premised." id. at 10 n. 4. Thus, having failed to convince
the courts tfilf prior EEOC approval is required of every
settlement under the ADEA. groups like AARP are now essen-
tially asking the Congress to amend the statute on this point.

CELC and the Chamber believe such an amendment would
be unwise and would hurt both employers and employees alike.
Such an amendment would impose a new layer of bureaucracy on
the settlement process. Employers and employees would no
longer be permitted to sit down and settle age discrimination
claims, even in cases where both parties are represented by
counse'... Instead, all such claims and proposed settlements
would nave to be submitted to the EEOC. No settlement could
be c,nsummated and no money would change hands until the EEOC
gave its approval.

This would substantially alter the current settlement
process. Sucn settlements may take place in many different
contexts, but one typical context is when employer is
closing its plant or reducing its workforce. In this situa-
tion, many employers will offer laid-off employees a substan-
tial extra severance bonus, perhaps as much as $25,000,
$50,000 or pore, in exchange for a lottlement and release of
all claims arising out of the termination of their employment.

Such settlements substantially benefit the
employer. Generally, a financially strapped company that is
laying off employees can ill afford the expense and distrac-
tion of protracted litigation that may resul' from layoffs and
plant "losings.

These settlements also substantially benefit the
employees who are laid off. Usually, these settlements put a
substantial sum of money in the employee's pocket when he or
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she needs it most -- during the critical period following a
layoff when the employee must find a new job.

The EEOC's experience confirms that most laid-off
employees view the availability of an immediate settlement as
a plus, rather than a minus. In ar. article in the Labor Law
Journal, EEOC Commissioner Silberman recounted that:

in February, 1986, the Commission reviewed
for possible litigation a number of claims
involving ADEA releases. In two claims
presenting similar facts, the companies
here implementing reductions in force and
offering employees severance pay in
exchange for releases of potential ADEA and
other claims. The consideration offered
was substantial: an employee with 30 years
of service who earned $25,000 a year, for
instance, would receive $28,846. The
releases were written in plain English,
recommended consulting an attorney, and
trovided time for careful consideration.

Our investigation revealed that
approximately 50 persons executed releases,
but only four wished to challenge them.
Under a rule that unsupervised releases are
per se impermissible, the 46 individuals in
these two cases who decided that they would
prefer to re,:eive the consideration rather
than file a charge would have been deprived
of that option.

R. Silberman and . Bolick, The EEOC's Proposed Rule on
Releases of C]ai'3 under the ADEA, 37 Labor Law Journal 195,
200 (April 1986;.

Amending the ADEA to prohibit settlements that do not
have prior EEOC approval would put an end to this mittally
beneficial ptycess. Employers will no longer offer generous
severance packages in exchange for a settlement and release it
the agreement in question is not valid because it lacks EEOC
approval. Instead, most employers car, be expected to pay
employees the minimum tney are 1, lily entitled to and to _lve
their remaining funds to be used for litigating or settling
charges of discrimination that are actually filed.

Employees will be lignilicantly hurt by such an
amendment. Instead of getting money up front when they really
need it, employees will have to file a charge and await the

-8-
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results of an EEOC investigation and the Commission's approval
of a settlement. Recently, the EEOC has come under attack by
Congress for difficulties it has experienced in handling its
caseload. Chairman Hawkins has stated that "recent egregious
mismanagement of over 900 ADEA cases by the Commission has
caused public outrage and raises serious concerns about the
EEOC's ability to effectively enforce the laws." Cong. Rec.
at E563 (daily ed. Mar. 8, 1988). The Commission will find it
even more difficult to stay on top of its substantial backlog
if it has to carry out the additional assignment of reviewing
and giving its approval to every single one of the tens of
thousands of age discrimination settlements that are reached
in this country every year. Moreover, with such a daunting
work load, the process of obtaining Commission approval of
settlements can be expected to take years. Both this
Committee and groups who claim to represent olde- Americans
should ask themselves if it really makes sense to require
every ADEA settlement to be reviewed and approved by the EEOC
before any money changes hands, given the EEOC's current
backlog and lack of staff and resources.

Moreover, requiring the EEOC to review and approve
every ADEA settlement will not provide significant additional
protection to older workers. The EEOC's current regulations
already authorize employees to file a charge when they are
dissatisfied with the knowing or voluntary nature of a settle-
ment agreement. The validity of the agreement is thereafter
subject to careful scrutiny by both the EEOC and the courts.
Again, the Committee must ask itself whether it makes sense
for the EEOC to have to review every settlement agreement
under the ADEA, or whether the Commission should focus instead
on settlement agreements where the employee has a complaint.
While the former approach may offer greater opportunities for
the Runyans and Hands of this world -- sophisticated people
who know exactly what they are doing when they sign a release,
the letter approach seems better calculated to protect
employees who really need to rely on the Commission.

Finally, one cannot help but be disturbed by the
paternalistic approach embodied in the suggested amendment to
the ADEA. Undet Title VII it is clear that minorities and
omen can settle discrimination claims without prior EEOC

approval, provided that such settlements are knowing and
voluntary. See, e.g., United States v. Allegheny-Ludlum
Industries, Inc., 517 Fr/a-826 (5th Cir. 1975), cert. denied,
425 U.S. 944 (1976). Nor is prior government approval
generally required of settlements in the personal injury
context. However, by passing an amendment requiring such
approval under the ADEA, Congress would be indicating that
older employees, virtually alone among potential p'aintiffs,
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must have prior government approval before they can settle a
claim. There is absolutely no hasis for such misguided
paternalism which can only hurt both employers and employees
alike.

CELC and the Chamber respectfully request that the
Congress reject any attempt to extend the current suspension
of the .hallenged EECC regulation and any other attempt to
amend the ADEA to require prior EEOC approval of knowing and
voluntary settlements.

- 10 -
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Senator METZENBAUM. Let me ask you, does it bother you at all
as a lawyerand I'm a lawyer as wellthat Mr. Graham had to
opt for a position to quit, and to take early retirement? Because to
choose an alternative route would have meant that whatever he
might have recovered would have been eaten up by legal fees. And
do you think tl. at Congress ought to consider providingmaybe we
do now provide for the allowance of legal fees to bring an action?
[Conferring with staff]. I am told that the law does provide for the
payment, but the question is what do you have in out- of- pocitet ex-
penses? The cost of paying the lawyer until you win is very expen-
sive, and if you lose, then you really are hurting very badly.

Do you think there is some inequity there for the individual?
Mr. VAUGHN. I think in terms of the ADEA's provisions, Senator

Metzenbaum, which you focus on recovery of attorneys' fees, they
are quite fair, because they permit the recovery of attorneys' fees
to the plaintiff in one of these cases if he or she is a prevailing
party, and they permit the recovery of costs. And I think as a prac-tical matter, there are many plaintiff's lawyers who in effect
finance these cases; they don't require payments en route until a
final decision, and so the employee is really not out of pocket.

So I think Mr. Graham's concern, quite franklyhe mentioned
it, but I was surprised he mentioned it, because if he thought he
had a meritorious case, he would have recovered attorneys' fees.

Senator METZENBAUM. Let me quote from a recent Fortune mag-
azine article entitled, "The Down Side of Downsizing."

In discussing the productivity risks associated with corporate
cost-cutting, the author states as follows:

Above all, say the managers who have been through the downsizing mill, the
people being let go must be treated with respect, kindness and even solicitude That
sounds idealistic, but in practice it is less a matter of human decency than of hard-
nosed pragmatism, because the employees wno remain will be watching closely to
see how the laid-off are treated.

How are waivers helpful in promoting the kind of good will re-ferred to in Fortune magazine?
Mr. VAUGHN. I think, Senator Metzenbaum, because waivers are

applicable where emroyees are receiving enhanced benefits, that
the fact, of the enhanced benefits is very important and services all
of the purposes that you referred to in the quotation. And I would
agree with the quotation totally. I agree that employees who areinvolved in a termination are going through a traumatic period,
and they ought to be treated with sensitivity. And I think the fact
that Mr. Graham was offered $200,000 in extra benefits demon-strates that.

I don't believe that requesting a waiver takes away from that.It is very important to note that an employee ran sign a
waiverMr. Graham could and did sign that waiverand he still
has the right to go to the EEOC and file a charge claiming that the
waiver was not knowing and not voluntary and did not otherwise
comply with the EEOC's regulation. And if he doesn't receive satis-
faction from the EEOC, he has the right to go into Federal court.

So he has the right to obtain a review and a judgment, first by
the EEOC, and then by the court. And if either of them are of the
opinion that the release has not been knowing and voluntary, it
will be set aside. So he's got more than adequate protections.

it
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Senator METZENBAUM. Well, I can appreciate the fact that the
enhanced benefits redound to the employee's benefit. How does the
execution of the waiver affect that process? Why do we need it?
And how do you explain the fact that so many thousands of em-
ployees have been retired by major corporations in this country,
and they haven't seen fit to use waivers?

Mr. VAUGHN. Senator Metzenbaum, I think that as there is more
and more litigation on issues such as this, employers become more
wary. I think they are less inclined to give enhanced benefits with-
out releases or waivers in exchange. I think their lawyers advise or
caution them to be careful, and that being careful would involve
getting a release if you are going to give added benefits.

So I think the effect is that there will be fewer employers doing
what apparently the employers you referred to in your statement
have done in the past.

Senator METZENBAUM. As I stated earlier, this is a quote from
our surveyone top corporate official stated, "Waivers could un-
dermine the atmosphere of good will that is essential to such a vol-
untary program." He explained that the waiver request could dis-
courage participation by arousing needless suspicion among em-
ployees.

Would you challenge that statement?
Mr. VAUGHN. I think if it is improperly handled, that statement

could be correct, and I think it depends on how it is handled, and I
would never counsel a client to handle it in a way that would cause
needless unrest and confusion and uncertainty.

I think the first witness who testified, that in that case the situa-
tion was not handled to perfection.

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Vaughn, thank you very much for
your testimony.

I think the witnesses have been particularly helpful today. I
think the testimony has been very balanced. I appreciate your
being with us, Ms. Clauss, and with your past experience, your tes-
timony is particularly incisive and helpful.

At this point, I would like to insert in the recorc written materi-
als describing voluntary exit incentive programs offered by a
number of companies in recent years. These materials, submitted
to subcommittee staff by IBM, AT&T, Union Carbide, and Polaroi
arP examples of exit incentive programs that do not set k any
waiver of employee rights.

[The material referred to and additional material supplied for
the record follows:]
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Katherine A. Hagen
Public Altairs
Director and Attorney

hay 12, 1988

Mr. James J. Brudney
Chief Counsel -
Senate Labor Subcommittee

608 Senate Hart Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-6300

Dear Jim:

Suite 1000
1120 20th Street N W
Washington DC 20036
202 457 3838

Enclosed is the AT&T Transition Protection Payment Plan,
which was made available to management employees in salary grades
1 through 11 as long as they were not designated as "Retained
Fiployees," during specified periods of time in 1986 and 1987.
Each department had a different time period so that the force
reduction under this plan occurred gradually. There was no waiver
requirement under this plan.

Additional information is forthcoming, but this may be a
start for you. I hope to get the rest to you tomorrow.

dgp

Enclosure

Sincerely,

J.
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I borsht adopt thy amendments to the AT&T Transition

Protection Payment Plan (TPPP) which are reflected in the

attached copy of TPPP. Satoh amendment shall be deemed effective

on the date of its initial implementation, an.: any actions

previously taken in conformance therewith are hereby ratified.

2 hereby authorise the Senior Vice President - Personnel of

AT&T to asks amendments to the Transition Protection Persist Plan

as he/she doses appropriate.

Date:

Vice Chairman of AT&T
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ATM TRANSITION SROTSCTION 'WEST PLAN

MO SUMMARY PLM DUCRIPTTON

The AT&T TriAlltion
Protection Payment Plan ("The

Plan") is designed to provide specified separation payments to

management employees who have been designated al other than a
"Retained imployee" pursuant to the term' of the AT&T Force

Management Guidelines and who, in accordance with the Force

Management guidelines, either (i) elect to terminate their

employment or (ii) are designated by the Company for

involuntary termination. The AT&T force management guidelines

are not a part 4f and are not subject to the Plan. Any

determinations made under or pursuant to the AT&T force

Management guidelines shall not be subject to the provisions

of or any review under this plan.

Under the definitions of the Imployee Retirement

Income Security Aot of 1074 (fUSA), the Plan is olaseLfied as

a welfare plan for purposes of providing a specified post-

emplormant payment.

-1-
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PARTICIPATION

An employee is a participant in the Plan if he/she

(i) is a regular full or part-time nanagement employee with ut

least six months net credited service (including an employee

who is receiving disability benefits or is on a leave of

absence with guaranteed reinstatesent rights) in salary grade

1 through 111 (or equivalent salary grades or positions),

(ii) is not designated as a "Retained Isployee" under the

AT&T Force Managam4.t Guidelines, and (iii) daring a tine

period specified by the company, either ca) elects to

terminate employment voluntarily in accordance with the AT&T

Force Management Guidelines or (b) is involuntarily terminated

from employment by the Company in accordance with the AT&T

Force Management Guidelines.

Individuals who are designated as "Retained

Reployees" under the AT&T Force Management Guidelines shell

not be partioi-ants in this Plan nor eligible for any payments

hereunder. lepintevnic terminate emolarment or whose

uolorment is tuninated by the Coacanv for any other _reason

not mssOoiated with nor under the terse of the AT&T Force

Management Guidelines shall not be Derticivaqte in the Plan

no eligible for anv savments,bereunder.

The (title of officer] of (name of company), with the

concurrence of the Senior Vice President- Personnel of ATIT,

1Management employees in salary grade 11 who are
participants in the 1614 AT&T /took Option Plan are not
eligible to participate in or receive any payment under this
Plan.

-3.
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dcttrmines it and when the Plan is to be applied and to what

positions and groups of employees the Plan is to be applied.

jLIOIMILITY

in Drier to be eligible to receive benefits under the

Plan, an employee musts

be a participant in the Plan;

irrrevocably offer, sn or before the date epeoified

in the partioular Plan implementation, to voluntarily

sever his/her employment with the Company or be

designated by the Company for involuntary termination

in accordance with the AT&T force Management

Guido:94s: inf
actually terminate his/her employment on the dste(s)

requires by the particular flan implementation or on

a data acceptabla to the Company.

limitation on Total Number of Particimantg. If more

than the maximum exceptable number of participants (as

determined by the Company) offer to sever their employment

voluntarily, seleotion o! employees who may voluntarily

terminate employment and receive Plan benefits mil) be based

on descending order of net credited service.

adusal of Another Position. No participant shall be

eligible for a payment under this Plan if he/oho has declined
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to accept literal, loofa position (sane salary grads and

same general geographic area as the employee's current

position) offered to him/her during the staffing process under

the AT&T Force Management Guidelines and has been designated

for termination by the Company. For purposes of thin

provision, a local position is one which would not qualify an

employee for the Company's relocation program.

PUS 5INSTIT1

Amount of Severance Pay. A Plan participant who is

separated tastier the provisions of the AT&T Feria) Management

Guidelines, either voluntarily or pursuant to a Company

designation of involuntary termination, will be provided with

a separation payment in an amount equal to the participant,..

annual covered compensation (as defined below), provided,

however, for employees with less than 30 years of net credited

service, the amount of the severance payment shall be reduced

61 for each full or partial year of net credited service less

than 30 years. For any participant who has between 6 months

and 3 years of not credited service, the severance payment

will equal 61 of annual covered compensation. For example, if

a participant has 30 or more years of net credited service and

his/her annual covered compensation is $50,000, the separation

payment would be $50,000, for a participant with 13 years of

net credited service and covered compensation of $60,000 a

year, the separation payment would be $30,000, computed by

-4-
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subtracting from 150,000 the product of 40% (i.e. 5%

multiplied by $ years) and $50,000.

Covered Commendation. For purpose, of the Plan,

annual covered compensation shall mean those items as act

forth and defined as followst

pass salary - annual basic rate of pay in effect as

of thi data of the employee's terminations

'Denial Iterit_availl ("EXA") - the largest of any lump

run payment seals within the 12 month period

ismediately preceding the date of termination and

granted to ftn employee for purposes of recognising

and rewarding such individual's performance for the

year preceding the date the SM is grantsd;

liA Differential a specific mount, annualised and

as in effect on the date of the employee's

termination, expressed in dollars or as a percentage

of base salary payable to eeployess working in

defined work locations in order to recognise

relatively higher living costs in such locations.

Second AmendmenC/SMA

-5-
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employees on an incentive compensation prow*,

!dj, marketing incentive compentsion), annual covered

compensation shall equal the amount of the base salary,

special merit award, area differentials and incentive

compensation payments actually paid in the 12 month period

ending on the last day of the second month preceding the

declaration of surplus relating to any such employee.

licaaPi for those items listed and described above, no

other payment or item of income or compensation shall be

included in the term "annual severed compensation, under the

Plan. For part -ties maiAgement employees, the current annual

basic wage rate will be pro-rated on the basis of the

relationship of actual hours worked to normal full-time

sere

the

of

Pa

ice.

at credited Morvicq. for purpos-e of calculating

Plan payment, net credited service is a participant's term

employsent, which includes the current period of a

rtioipant's continuous service as well as any period, of

rior service that have been credited under the Company's

bridging of service rles.

1 9 40

-6-
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CALCULATION_ OP LUMP SUN SEPARATION PAX

Annum_
Net CroditedLlerVios Comminution

P 30 or acre years 100
At least If years - Lees than 30 years OS

1$ 19 90
17 IS SS
141 17 SO
15 if 75
14 IS 70
13 14 iS
13 13 SO
Il 13 55
10 11 SO

10 45
II 5 40

8 31
S 7 30
5 S 35
4 5 30
3 4 IS
3 3 10
S months 3 5

86-519 0 - 88 7

-7-

Equivalent
Remaining p
(Related tc
Payback -IS,
"Torfaiturc

sectiont

1
1
1
1
1
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7ax Withholding. The amount of any separation

payment is subleot to the withholding of federal, state and

local taxes at the tiara of payment and will be reported on

IRS form V-2. However, an employee's total entitlement to

separation pay will be subject to FICA (social security taxes)

and IGTA (uneaployment taxes) as of the date the Company

notifies an employee that his/her offer to voluntarily

terminate has been accepted or as of the data the Company

notifies an employee that he/she will be involuntarily

terminated.

Refitlement to Payment,. Any Amounts payable under

the Plan relate solely to participant's termination from

employment and are not related to a participant's prior

service with AT&T or any subsidiary or affiliated company. A

participant's right to receive any payments under the Plan

does'not mature until such participant has terminated

'employment either voluntarily or involuntarily in accordance

with the terns of the Plan end the AT&T Force Wanagement

Guidelines.

javiint. Veen Death. Disability or Leave of Absence.

If a participant has died prior to the specified termination

date, no payments will be made under the Plan to the

participant or the participant's heirs er estate. If a

participant dies after terminating service but before all

First MIincusnt /TW

tote

ti
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payments are made, any remaining payments will be made to the

participant's spouse or, if the participant low's' no

surviving spouse, the participant's estnte in a single lump

sum as soon as practicable after the participant's death.

If an employee ie on disability benefits or a leave

of absence with a right to guaranteed reinstatement at the

tine of becoming a participant in the elan or prior to

terminating employment (either voluntarily or involuntarily)

under the AT&T force Management Guideline., any payments under

the Plan to such a participant shall be computed and paid as

follows

Imolovees on a leave of absence with guarantee; richt

of.yeinstatementi No payment will be payable until

atter the employee's employment is formally

terminated in accordance with either the employee's

election or the designation of termination by the

Company under the ATaT force Management Guidelines.

spolovoso on ditaility benefits t No payment under

this plan will be payable until the employee's

employment is formally terminated in accordance with

either the employee's election or the designation of

berm/nation by the Camay under the AT &T Nome

Management Guidelines, and any separation payment

otherwise payable under this flan shall be reduced by

the full eaount of any disability benefits paid,

-f-
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under any disability plan maintained by the Company,

subsequent to the date of the employee's taraination

from employment or the date the employee's employment

would have terminated if he/she had not been

disabled, and no separation pawnent shall be paid

until the full amount of the offset can be oosputed

(d.g. after all disability payments have been made).

ganngLIADSEI
yeluntary separation. h Plan participant who

irrevocably elects to termInate employment voluntari1v will,

at his/her election at the time of the election to terninata

employment and subjeet to approval of the fors of payment by

the Company, be required to irrevocably select and viii be

paid in accordance with one of the following methods of

peysenbi

I. Lump sum payment paid in full on or about the

first day of the second month following the

month of termination.

3. For terminations which occur In 1984, lump can

payment with payment deferred until on or about

January 30, 1987.

-10-
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3. Lump sus payment with payment deferred until on

or about January 30, leSS or in the case of any

eligible termination which takes place in

lfee or thereafter, January 30 of the calendar

year following the year of termination.

4. Strata of payments - equal monthly payments in

an amount equal to the participant's monthly

basic salary over e period beginning as of the

first day of the second month following the

month of termination and lasting until the

participant's severance payment is exhausted.

P. stream of payments (only for employees who are

entitled to payment equal to one year's annual

covered compensation) equal monthly payments

over a period of 34 months beginning as of the

first day of the seoond month following the

month of termination.

Cepanv Oesionate4 Termination. P. Plan participant

who is terminated involuntarily in accordance with the

Company's designation will be paid in a single lump Sus

payment on or about the participant': separation date (or as

soon thereafter as is practicable) such participant is not

eligible to elect any of this other methods of payment offered

to participants who elect to separate employment voluntarily.
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zuzga
If participant is re- .splayed by AT&T or any

affiliated or subsidiary company within the same control group

of companies as AT&T, or any othor company that participates

in the same pension plan or plans a AT&T or with respect to

which AT&T has an interchange greement by which the

participant is covered at the tine of reeaployment, any

remaining sepaiation payments will cease with the date of

reomplciesnt. If a participant who has resolved lump sum

payment is reemployed within the period covered by such lump

sum payment (up to one year), the individual will repay to

(name of company) the eqUivalent of the remaining months'

payments. Nor example, if the participant is granted a year's

separation pay and receives it in lump sum and is re-

employed after months, the equivalent of months'

separation pay must be repaid to the (nano of company). (see

last *elm. of "Calculations chart on page 7).

Notwithstanding any ethos provision of the Plan, if,

as determined by the (name of committee), participant fails to

continue to fulfill his/her legal obligations not to disclose

Company proprietary information, any remaining unpaid

separation payments shall automatically cease and be

forfeited.

-13-
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$2DICAL, LIPS ZNIU1144%OT422 SINIY1T4

Certeen other benefits which an aaployee is normally

eligible to receive as an active employee of the company shall

be continued under the terse and for the period ae specified

below;

Medical !sponse Plan

- Per employees with at least five years term of

41111111i11::

*sent - Company will pay for coverage for

after month in which ciployee terminates

eyes may Continue coverage for an

additional 4 months by paying group premiUm for

coverage;

- Per esployeep with et least one year but less than

five years term of employment Company will pay

for coverage for 3 months after month in which

employee terminates and employee may continue

coverage for an additional C =nths by paying group

premium for coverages

Per employees with at least 4 months but less than

1 year term of employment employee may continue

coverage for up to 13 sonthe attar month in which

employee terminates by paying group premium for

coverage.

13-
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antauxemitiin
- Imployee say continue plan coverage for up to

3 ninths after sonth in which employee tersinats by

paying group premiur.

pais Grow Life ;mum

Coverage will continue, at Company expense, for

f menthe after month in which employee terminates.

poo1ment0 SUMO Lift

- imployee soy continue plan coverage for up to

aonths after month in which saploye trsinats by

paying group premium.

peoendent Oroue Life

- =playas say continue plan coverage for up to

3 sonthe after month in which employee trainats by

paying group preaiva.

(Please note that, effective January 1 1587, certain
of the rules regarding an aploye's right to continue,
at his/her own expense, sedioal or dental coverage say
be Changed in accordance with the provisions of the
federal Consolidated Budget Reconciliation Rot of loaf.
Affected eapleyees will be intoned of such changes if
and when they become applicable.)

-1
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Other than as extended, as met forth above, either at Cospany

or employee expense, all coverages cease at the end of the

sonth of the employee's termination. Notwithstanding the

above provisions for extension of certain group medical,

dental or life insurance coverages, any such coverages will

automatically terminate upon an individual's becoming eligible

for group coverage under another plan of any other employer or

other organisation or upon the failure of an individual to pay

required premius.

**tension of coverage for individuals who retire on

service pension under an AT&T pension plan shall be in

accordance with the provisions which normally apply to service

pensioners.

The provisions regarding medical, dental and life

insurance coverages set forth above are descriptive only and

are not part of nor subject to any provisions of this Plan,

including any rights of olaim and review. Tor a description

of the administration of or rights of participants under any

of the Company's sadicl, dental or life insurance progress,

please consult the booklets describing such Pimas which have

previously been distributed to participants.

PLAN AZINTMISTPATIOR

American Telephone and Telegraph Cospany is the plan

administrator of the Plan. AT&T has delegated adsinistrtive

authority and responsibility to the AT&T =ploys's' Senstit

Cosaittes and to each of its subsidiary Downie, which are

-15-
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covered by the Plan for the employees of each such subsidiary.

For esplaYtes of (none of subsidiary), (name of subsidiary,

address, tel. no.) solely administers this Plan tarough the

(Officer of subsidiary). The Senior ales President -

Personnel of AT&T is the used fiduciary of the plan and the

(officer of subsidiary) is the named fiduciary who, with the

concurrence of the AT&T Senior Vice President Personnel,

makes daterainstions concerning when and to what positions or

groups separation paynent(s) should be made in (name of

subsidiary). The AT&T employees' Benefit Committee is the

named fiduciary which is to afford a full and fair review of

any denial of a claim by the (officer or the Benefits Review

Committee of subsidiary) for separation payments under the

terms of the Plan. All detersinetions of the AT &T employees'

Benefit Committee ere conclusive and are not subject to

further review. Any named fiduciary or any fiduciary

designated by a nailed fiduciary nay delegate any

responsibilities hereunder.

-15-
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PLAS_RICORDS

The Plan is identified by the following number under

Internal Revenue Service rules;

13-4924710 assigned by the IRS.

535 assigned by STAT.

pus CONTINUANCZ AND AMINDMINTI

AM reserves the right to make changes in the Plan

from time to time or to terminate the Plan at any time. such

changes or termination of the Plan will not affect

participant's right to any benefit which he/she say have

previously beoose entitled to receive.

PLAN DOCSKENTS

This document is both the Summary Plan Description

and the official Plan document which regulates the operation

of the Plan. Plan participants are entitled to examine,

without charge, Plan documents and the Annual Report, if any,

as required by Federal law. These decussate are available for

review at (leaafien). If perticipouta ere'unabla toresasing

these documents there, they should wr::e to the Secretary of

the Benefits Review Committee at the wove address, specifying

the documents to be examined end the Company work location at

which they wish to sussing thee. Copies of sued documents

will be 'lade available for examination at the work location

within 10 days it the date the request is received.
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At any tine, participants say request copies of the

Plan documents by writing too (name or title and address].

They will be charted a reasonable tee for copies of the

documents requested, unless Federal law requires that th,)

decussate be furnished without charge.

SO$T OP PUN

The entire cost of the benefits under the Plan is

paid for by the Courhay.

!MINT 07 =WM
. Payments are paid directly by the Company.

LIOALAMVICI

Process can be served on the Plan or the Company, as

Plan Administrator, by directing such legal service to

Inane or title and address).

MATMEL91101a20
Assignment or alienation of any benefits proviled by

the Plan will me be permitted or recognized except as

otherwise authorised by law. This means that, except as

required by law, benefits provided under the Plan say not be

sold, assigned or otherwise transferred by a participant.
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MEM CL&1X ANt Mot= NotOcIDVRAS

fillan2M111
Any employee who is a participant in the Plan, or a

person duly authorised by a participant, say tile a clain in

writing for h defies under this Plan if the participant

be,..es be/the has been treated unfairly under the Plan.

Such slain say only relate to natter under the Plan end not

any matter under the AT&T Porde tanatenent Guidelines or any

other Company policy. practice er guidelines.

The written claim should be sit to (nese of

committee at subsidiary or title of officer and address]. The

written claim should be sent within CO days of the date oi the

alleged unfair treatment, or occurrence of other facts giving

rise to the claim.

If the claim is denied, in whole or in part, the

°Wizen! will INOGWO written notice from (name of semmittee

'or title of officer), including the specific reason for the

denial, within se days or the date the °lain was received.

In WNW oases, mere than so days may be needed to

sake a decision. In such oases, the claimant will be notified

in writing, within the initial 50-day period, of the reason

more tins is needed. An additional 50 days ney be taken to

sake the decision if the claimant is sem: such a notice. The

extension notice will show the date by which the decision will

ba sent.

-15-
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The Appeal Procedure which tallow gives the rules

for appealing a denied claim.

A claimant say use this procedure it:

no reply at all is received by the claimant within

00 days attar tiling the claims

a notice has extended the time an additional 00 days

and no reply is received within 140 days after filing

the :dais; or

written denial of the claim for benefits er other

matters is received within the proper time limit and

the claimant wishes to appeal the written denial.

It a claim for benefits is denied, in Whole or in

part, either expressly or by virtue of the participant not

having received a reply, the participant, or other duly

authorised parson, may appeal this denial in writing within

50 days attar the denial is er should have been received.

written request tar review of any denied claim should be sent

directly to the AT &T Imployeest benefit Committee at

$20 Madison Avenue, Nos Tore, New York 10033 (Mm. 1022),

Attn. Secretary. AT&T Imployeess benefit Committee, which

serves as the final review oemmitte under the Plan ter all

participants. Talus the AT&T employees, Benefit Committee

sends notice is writing that the olais is a special case

needing more else, the AT&T Isploysos, Benefit Committee must

conduct a review and decide on the appeal of the denied claim

-30-
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within 40 days after receipt of the written request for

review. In special oases, requiring more time to make a

decision, the ATIT ampleyees, lenefit Committee will send

notice in writing that there will be a delay and give the

reasons for the delay. In such oases, the Movie,/ Committee

may have 40 days sore, a total of 130 days, to make its

decision.

If the claimant sends a written request for review of

a denied clams, the clalaant has the right tot

1. review pertinent Plan documents which may be

obtained by following the procedures described

in this Summary under "Plan Documents, and

3. send to the AT&T employees' Misfit Committee, a

written statement of the issues and any other

documents in support of the claim for benefits

or other matter under review.

The AT&T Smployees, genefit Committee's decision

shall be given the claimant in writing within 40 days or, if

extended, 130 days, and shall include specific reasons for the

decision. It the AT&T Employees' Senefit Committee does not

give its decision on review within the appropriate tisse span,

the {ailment may consider the claim denied.

Please note that the PlIal_nallirea that a partiainant

Imam all the 'paw and amveal rishts described above befors_

peeking any other local mamma reaardinc claims for

benefits.
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atemstariliLmansuhrz
All 'apiaries eligible for benefits under this Plan

are plan participants. As a participant in the Plan you are

entitled to certain righte and protections under MUSA. MUSA

provides that all Plan participants shall be entitled tot

1. *mine, without *barge, at (location) and

espies of all documents filed by the Plan with

the U.S. Departsent of Labor, ouch as detailed

annual reports.

3. Obtain sepias of all plan documents and other

Plan information upon request to the (title,

address). A reasonable fee or charge may be

imposed for such copies.

In addition to creating rights for Plan participants,

zniSA imposes duties upon the people who are responsible for

the operation of employ*e benefits plans. The people who

operate this Plan, called xfiduoiarise of the Plan, have a

duty to do so prudently and in the interest of all Plan

participants. No me, including a participant's employer or

union or any other parson may fire or otherwise discriminate

against a participant in any way for tha purpose of preventing

a participant fruit obtaining a benefit or exercising rights

under mu. If any olaia for a Plan benefit is denied, in

whole or in part, the person whose claim was denied must

receive a written explanation of the reasons for the denial.

33
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Such person has the right to have (nano of committee or

title of officer) and/or the AT&T Zsployees, benefit Committee

review and reconsider that claim (see Section entitled

"benefit claim and Appeal Procedures").

Under USIA, there are steps to tabs to enforcethe

above rights. Per instance, if materials from the Plan are

requested but not received within 30 days, the person making

the request say file suit in federal court. in such oases,

tha court say require the Company to provide the sitarists and

pay that person up to 1100 day until the materials are

received, unless they were not sent because of reasons beyond

the control of the company. Anyone whose claim for benefits

is denied after final review or ignored, in whole or in part,

may file suit in state or federal court. Anyone who is

discriminated against for asserting rights under the Plan may

seek assistance fres the U.S. apartment of Labor er say file

suit in feda_.1 court, but an action relating to a *lain for

benefits may not be filed prior io exhausting the claim and

appeal procedure under the Plan. The court will decide who

will pay court oasts and legal fees. Tf that person is

successful, the court say order the party that was flied to pay

these costs and fees. if that person loses, the court may

order his or herto pay these costs and foes if, for example,

it finds that the claim was frivolous.

-23-
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Anyone who has questions about the Plan should

contact the (title, location]. Anyone who has questions about

this etataaent of participants' rights, or about rights under

SAM, should oontaat the nearest Area Office of the U.S.

Labor-benevolent Services Adainistration, Departasnt of Lebo:.
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Ara
Katherine A. Hagan

5/13/88

MEMO TO: Jim Brudney

FROM: Katherine Hagen

Jim:

Enclosed is additional material
on AT&T's TPPP as promised.

Room 89-1000

1120 20th Street N W
Washington DC 20036
202 457-3838

r
6

KAH

--.
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IMPLOYEE COMMUNICATION PACKAGE

"ELIGIBLE" STATUS
PACKAGE CONTENTS

o Employment Contract Disclaimer

o Executive Summary of Force Management Program (FMP)

o Transition Protection Payment Plan and Summary Plan
Description (SPD)

o FMP Questions and Answers

o Transition Protection Payment Plan Election Form

o FMP Declaration Timeline

o Overview of Benefits Associated with the Force
Management Program

- Benefits Associated with Force Management Program
- COBRA Benefits

o Pension Information and Calculation Worksheet

o Transition Leave of Absence Description and Election
Form

o Ca:aer Transition Program (CTP)

Description
Application Form

- Directory of Coordinators

o Resource Directory

o Jobs Access Hotline Brochure

o Receipt of Documents Verification Form

"4/
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EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT DX8CLAINER

The documents in this package are not a contract

of employment and are not intended to create, no should

they be construed to create, any contractual rights, either

expressed or implied, between the Company and its employees.

The employment relationship is by mutual consent and

employees have the right at any time to terminate the t.

employment for any reason. The Company reserves the right

to terminate employees on the same basis, unless the terms

of an applicable collective bargaining agreement provide

otherwise, regardless of any statements, written or oral, by

the Company, or any of its employees or representatives

which may seem to be to the contrary. The practices and

procedures described in the document in this package are

guides for managers and may be changed, altered, modified or

deleted at any time, with or without prior notice by the

Company.

1; e Li
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Kam waimmewr maw

%WIT= AM ANSWERS"tea" 917111:6

These Questions and MOW= are provided for employees who have been
designated as "Eligible" for the implementation of the Fbroe Management
Program.

io ;,; ;4ifiq ,

1. Q. Who will be eligible to participate in this program?

A. This prow= will be implemented by departments within AT&T.
Affected employees in memagement salary grades 1 through 11
(with the exception of salary grade 11 imagers eto participate
in the 1984 stock option plan or the equivalent salary grades
in selected departments) will participate in the program.

2. Q. What criteria was used to determine the band I was placed in?

A. In general, the coolmuly's future need for the talents and
skills of each employee was used to determine banding. The
most recent performance appraisals were also used.

3. Q. Is there a limit on the timber of employees uho can be placed
in eadh band?

A. No. The timber of mantgement employees placed in main band as
well as the camber of mcdoyees designated "protected" is up to
the management of main affected department. Generally, the
rasher of employees assigned to the protected band(s) Should be
in the range of 20 to 31 percent of the new organization.

4. Q. Will Equal Employment Opportunity (EE)) considerations affect

the bandings?

A. The company is =emitted to ensuring equal opportunity; it
will fully adhere to its policy of not considering an
employee's race, color, aex, age, national origin, religion,
martial status or sexual orientation in making determinations
under thy HIP.

2/88
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5. Q. Doesn't the =many sous all of its employees the opportunity to
lemma with special payments, particularly those who have
performs:Ivan in the pest?

A. Employees do not earn entitlement to voluntary severance
payments. This plan was develcped to skims a problem --
force imbalance. It is a business decision to deal with a
business situation, just as giving eedh =ploys. his or her
current assignment:les a bumbler decision. This proms is
not meant to be a nerd or a punialment.

6. Q. W511 the band Is placed in for this pcumprame be the one I carryforam?

A. No. If the program Mae implemented again, employees in the
dapartsont would be ranked again. You might move up or down,
depending on your perfume= and the needs of the business at
the time.

7. Q. If an employees is banded as "eligible" but doesn't volunteer
to leave during the voluntary phase of the program, can that
person volunteer later?

A. No. The voluntary phase of the program is open for a
designated number of days. Eligible individuals who fail to
volunteer during that phase will not ke permitted to volunteer
during the involuntary phew, of the program.

8. Q. When will this anagram be offered again?

A. The declaim to offer the FMP is Blade by individual departments
cn a needs- of-the- business basis.

9. Q. Will this Frump= involve employees posted overseas?

A. This program is being implemented on a department -by- department
1,881.8. consequently, same annagement employees posted overseas
may be involved.

10. Q. If an employee volunteers to leave the omparay under this
program, will his or her offer autcmatically be accepted?

A. No. The ocmpany reserves the right to review all offers. Fbr
sample, if too many people volunteer to leave, the ompany
could reject same offers. In this case, the decision as to
whidh offers will be accepted will be based on net credited
service.

- 2 -
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517cFFIAG OPFCRIUNITIES VUIHIM AT&T

11. Q.

A.

What are w options if the involuntary phase is to:Iced and I
am formally declared a* risk of losing my job?

Employees declared at risk' have the option of seeking other
job opportunities within AT&T for which they are qualified. By

completirg the Staffing Preference Flank the employee works
with the legion Peremnel Staffing organization to identify job
cfportunities.

If they are not staffed by their department's for imbalance
resolution date, they may have to leave the ccufany

12. Q. Can an mq3loyee declared at risk of losing his or her job be
oansidered for a non-rmanagament position?

A. Generally, no. Such considerations will be in accordance with
the provisions of the applicable collective bargainirq
agreements or personnel practices.

13. Q. Will doungrades within management be offered as an alternative

to separation?

A. Generally, drragrades will not be available. However, an
employee may be considered for lower salary grade management
positions if they are available, the employee is qualified,
business conditions warrant, and it is according to the normal
staffing procedures of the line of business with the vacancy.

14. Q. If an employee is separated as a result of this force
downsizing and subsequently rehired by an AT&T company, will

their service be bridged?

A. The rules on bridging are cceplex and vary according to the
time sprit away from the company and other factors.
Consequently, each cane would be considered separately.

15. Q. Does a management employee Who leaves the ampany under the
Force Managarent Plan have any right to be recalled if there
are future openings in AT&T?

A. No. Employees Who terminate their employment under the FLIP do

not have recall rights, They can reapply for employment with
AT&T through the AT&T regional employment office. If openings

occur for cdaidi they are qualified, consideration will be given
provided their application for employment is current.

16. Q. If an employee leaves the carpany under this program and is re-
arployed by an AT&T =pansy within the period covered by the
separation payment, do they have to ray the carfany7

A. Yes, they would have to repay the ompany the equivalent of
any remaining months within the payment coverage period. For

example, if scmeone were granted a year's separation pay and
were rehired after 7 months, he or she would be remixed tc,
repay the equivalent of 5 months separation pay.

- 3 -
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17. Q. Could an employee be engaged as a ccmultant to the company
without forfeiting the separation payments?

A. If audh a circumemnoe did arise,
alPisrsss sallged as

comultents would not hens to return their =carat's:inpsipants.

le. Q. If I meleired by a former 1%11 Operating Ompany or other
with Whidl there is an agreement for interchange ofInneit ahligeti (men as the Nerdatary. itetability

Agreement) within the period
covered by NV salarmtion payment

and I as covered by sum an agreement, do I have to repay thetea?
A. Yes, you would have to raw the =pony the %divalent of any

mining months (*your separation payment. rimeaver, if ybu
are not covered by anagrams* for interchenge

of benefit
obligations, no repeyment is required.

19. Q. If an employer is being oxesidered for a job vacancyWhich relocation, is ralocatim assistance available?

A. If an eligible employes acceptsapositim
within AT&T that

requires rah:cation, ha/she will be offend all the benefits ofthe management
is

relmatimplan in effect at the time the joboffer mooKetel.

20. Q. IfIamoffmredalataral position
orapromotion by Wilf that

does not require relocation, what Mamie if I refuse beoffer?

A. If you mhos to accept an offer of a lateral position or
racmoticet that does not remise relocaticn, you will not
maim separation benefits mder the Plan. Your designated
separation data will remain the same.

21. Q. If I teminebe my employmmt under,
the Placer Plungement Plan

and go to work for a =pony other than AT&T or a =maw
covered by an agreement for the intarcharge of benefits, will
my separation payment or pension be affecrAd?

A. No, 4-citimer your separation payment nor your pensionydll beaffected.

22. Q. If I have already indicated
my intention to retire on a certain

date, meld I be eligible for a separation payment?

A. Not neomerily. However, if your requested retirement date
falls within the igolmentation period of your departments
Form Heragement Program, as an eligible employee, terminating
wider the Plan, yon will receive a separation meant.

- 4 -
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11.1242IM

23. Q. What formula will be used to determine meraration payments?

A. Employees with 20 years or more of net credited service will
roominess':oration payment in an anoint equal to the
participants annual covered compensation (as defined an Page 5

of the 114P Summary Plan Description). Ms employees with less
than 20 years of net reedited service, the amount shall be
radioed 54 for each full or partial year of net credited
service less than 20 years.

24. Q. What is included in annual mood copensation?

A. For this program, anal covered ompensation includes base
salary, special emit award and area differential (if
applicehlo) actually paid in the 12 smiths prior to the

separation date.

For employer m an incentive coronation pron.= (e.g.,
sedating incentive campeneation) annual odereenation equals
the mot of the tome salary, special merit mewl and
incentive compensation payments actually paid in the 12-month
period ening m the last day of the secondlicmth preceding the
declaration of a force imbalance relating to any such employee.
FM' emmmrae, if a force isbalarce is declared cm October 15th,
the salary period would be from September 1st of the previous
year to August 31st of this year.

25. Q If I leave the company under this program, am I eligible to
receive an AT&T Part:ono Award (formerly known as Team
Award?)

A. Yes, employees separated due to item reduction/downsizirg/
facility closing are eligible if the minima eligibility
requirements are met, (i.e., 3 full months as an AT&T
management employee, active cm payroll, during the performance
year and satisfactory performance.) Ihe award will be made in
Muth follcwirg the performance year and will be prorated based
cm the number of months in the performers year that the
employee was active on payroll in a managaremt position.

26. Q. If I am service pension eligible and separate from the =party
through the Fbrom Menagement Program, will I receive a
separation payment?

A. Yes.

- 5 -
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27. Q. Nay I elect to take a separation parent ard stay an the job
pest the comperv-chelgusted esperatial data?

A. No. your last day an the payroll ant be not later then
the aapany-desigrmt.:! esseration data.

28. Q. Can I receive a =prat ai meant but leave AT&T prior to the
company-designated separation date?

A. Yes. Your last day on the payroll may be on or before the
oompeny-designsted separation date, needs of the business
permitting.

29. Q. It I lamas before the Wel off-payroll date, will I be paid
through the last data of the offer?

No. You will be paid through your last day an the payroll.

30. Q. What hewers if I became disabled before leaving the company
through this offer or I as receiving benefits under
the sic:lames and accident dist ility benefit plan (SAM)?

A. That depends an yea individual :ire metances as described
bolas. In many respects, you will be treated like your falai
employees tic are not disabled. In other wads, you will be
placed into a bard sal may be offered an opportunity
to voluntarily leave the company with a separation payment or
you way be itwoltertarily separated.

- If you miluritair to leave the =pew

o stale actively at work but than become disabled before you
leave, you will leave an the date specified in a000rdance
with the Faroe Nensigsessit Program drether you are within
the first seven days of dunce of have commenced
eligibility for sidams disability benefits under the
Siciames and Disability &Wits Plan (DAMP) as of the
aspiration date. You cannot revoke your election ace it
has been made.

- 6 -
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o while disabled and receiving sickness or accident
disability benefits under SADBP or ale within the first
seven days of sickness at the time you voluntarily elect
to leave the ocspedg and would not be service pensicm
eligible as of the specified separation data, your service
will end on the specified date. This isms that you would
be entitled to the separation payment and the medical and
other insurances as described in the Perm Management
Prcgres instead of sidmesscw accident disability
benefits and the other benefits to "Stich you would have
been entitled if you omitinied to receive benefits under
SAM. You also will re amass be eligible for the long
Term Disability Plan, death benefit coverage, any
automatic survivor annuity coverage madimbility
pension under the ATurnaragement Pension Plan (ATO MPP)
after your separation date. However, if you met the
eligibility criteria f-,* a deferred vested pesion, you
may be eligible for p -retirement survivor anesdlli
coverage. (See the answer to question 45).

o while disabled and receiving sidatess or accident
disability benefits under SAW or you e.e within the
first at days of sickness and mold be service pension
eligible as of your specified off-payroll date, you will
leave cm that data. Hcwever, you will npt be considered
to have left the service of the =scary for reasons of
disability (sines you voluntarily left) and, therefore,
any early retirement discounts under AT&T SIPP will apply.
Your service pension will be effective the day after your
separation, and you will be eligible for the same
benefits as any other retiree (e.g., death benefit
coverage, ins names, etc.)

If you are Abject to an 1282120tAmseparaticee

o while disabled and receiving sidames disability benefits
under SAEMP or are within the first seven days of sickness
cm the specified separaticm data, you will not actually be
separated cm the specified data but will be separated at
either the cessation of your disability or the end of the
52-week eligibility period for benefits as described in
the SAM, Michever oomes earlier.

Curing the period you are receiving sickness disability
benefits, you will remain cm the active roll. You will
centime to participate in the various benefit plans as if
you wasn't 'Object to ivceuntary separation. You will
retain yam eligibility to be ozraidered under the Long
'Dam Disability Plan (UD) if yuu remain disabled beyond
the end of the 52-week period of sickness disability
bene fits. However, the separation payment under the Dome
Management Prcqras will be based cm your service as of the
specified separatim date, that is the date you would have
left the money had you not been disabled.

- 7 -
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The separation payment will not be paid until after you
have finiehel receiving disability benefits of any kind
from the company, including um. The separation payment
will be offset by the amount of disability benefit
payments you received after the 'pacified separation date.
If your disability benefits =cooed the separation
payments, you will not be eligible for ar be paid any such
separation payments.

If you =ain disabled at the time you actually are
separated from the company (after the endration of SADBP
benefits) and if you otherwise qualify for a service
pension cr a disability pension, that pension will begin
the day artery= actually leave the company and, as
provided under the Amp /1PP, will not be discounted for
early re,iriment.

During the period you are reaeiv_hig accident disability

benefits under SAMS, you cennot be considered for involuntary
termination under the Pores Nenegenent Proves. Ikmever,
employees an accident disability benefits who return to work
will be treated in aoccedmioe with the forme condition that
exist as of the time of their turn.

31. Q. If I as an a lame of abeam (other than a departmental leave
of 30 days ar less), will I be involuntarily separated?

A. If you are an a leave of absence with a guarantee of

reinstatement (i.e., an anticipated disability or care of a
=atom child (CNC) leave of absence), you will be treated like
your fallow employees mho are not on a lemma of absence. you
will be placed into a bend endow ha offered an cpportunity to
voluntarily leave the ocmpany with a separaticm payment. If
you elect to do eo, you would go off the payroll no later than
the same data 81. the other employees mho are not on a leave of
abeenoe. If you are designated for involuntary separation, you
will ha separated at the =me time as other participants in the
program and receives a separation payment.

32. Q. Viet happens to the separation alb:memo if I die before the
payment is mode?

A. If you die after separation from employment and prior to the
payment of the lump sum, the =exit .hall be payable, in a lump
sum, to your eatato. If you die before you leave the payroll,
no separation payment will be made. Serval entitlements would
apply in that cese.

33. Q. If I leave the =pony with a separation payment, will I
receive pay in lieu of maiming vacation and management
personal days?

- 8 -
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33. A. Cont'd
You will be paid for any allowed unused Vacation Days,
Ilenegement Personal Days and Floating Holidays in the current
year and any approved carry-over vacation days.

34. Q. If I have sulnitted my Illecticu ftem to voluntarily leave the
acme:1y, can I dump my mind?

A. No. As a plan participant, your decision is final at the time
you outfitted the Election ftem to voluntarily terminate your
employment with the company.

35. Q. Can separation payments be *waited by electronic Bade
transfer?

A. Pb. The payments will be mailed to your hams address on file.

36. Q. Now will my separatism payment bawds if I volunteer to
leave?

A. If you volunteer to leave the cagey, your separation payment
can be paid in one of the following ways:

Loup sum payment in full on or about the first day of the
second with following the with of texeination;

- lump sum payment deferred until January 30 of the calendar
year following the year of termination, in the case of any
eligible termination which takes place in 1988 or
thereafter;

Stream of payments Up to 12 writhe, or---for those with 20
years or more of service---24 months.

37. Q. Now will separatim payments be made if I am involuntarily
separated fees the an any through this program?

A. You will receive a Imp era payme.lt on or about your last day
on payroll or as soon thereafter as practicable.

38. Q. What effect will receiving a lump sum payment, either this
year or next year, have on my taxes?

A. AT&T cannot provide tax advice. Weever, it is strongly
suggested that you consult a tax specialist on your individual

tax matters.

39. Q. Will credit union, United Way and other miscellaneous
deductions be taken from my separation payments?

A. No.

40. Q. Will my separation payment be subject to withholding of income
taxes?

A. Your separation payment is subject to the withholding of
Federal, State and Local taxes and reported on IRS FOrM W-2.

9
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41. Q. Will Social Security taros be deducted from my separation
allowance?

A. Separation payments way be subject to Social Security (FICA)
taxes depending upon the amount of yes earnings for the
year in which you were confirmed or notified of yes
tareination data. Social Security taxes will be reported an
IRS Form W-2.

IITECIESZACESENZW2Cla6 li41 fiCcifiluclOEMAZI=

42. Q. Will the early retirement diaocunts provided for in the AT&T
Managmsent Ponsion Plan be refined or eliminated if I leave the
cappany urdew this plan?

A. No. If you are separated, the early retirement diecounts will
not be reduced or eliminated.

43. Q. What effect does separation from employment under the AT&T
Transition Protection Payment Plan have an my pension?

A. If you are eligible for an immediate service pension, whether
discounted orno-discounted, under the AT&T Managerent Pension
Plan (AT&T MPP) as of the oqqaany-designated separation date,
referred to as the "applicable data", your separation under the
AT&T Transition Pr-tertian Payment Plan will not have effect an
your eligibility for, or determination of, yes earvioe
pension. You qualify for a serviou pension, if you leave
employment attar meeting at least one of the folloving
requirements:

ALA NFT CREDTIED SERVICE

any age 30 years
50 25 years
55 20 years
65 or over 10 years

If you are within one year of the age and/or term of employment
requirements for service pension eligibility under the AT &T MPP
as of the "applicable data" (remember, "applicable date" means
capeny-dasiglated separation date) you will be able to attain
that eligibility by ampleting the required tine on a
"Transition Leave of Absence".

If you meet the following =edition, you will be placed rn a
Transition Leave of Abeenoe an the day following the
"applicable date":

o You are within one year of the age and/cc term of
employment requirements for service pension eligibility
under the AT&T MPP as of the "applicable date" and
separated under the AT&T Transition Protection Payment
Plan.

- 10 -
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43. A. Cont'd
You will remain on a Transition /ewe of Absence until the
earlier of the following occurs

(a). Eligibility for an lime:tiara service pension is attained
(but in no came more then one year, i.e., the am-year
annivermarydate of the "applicable date") , or

(b) You are hired by either an AT&T compamor a former Bell
System company ineadotlyou are eligible for portability
of service under an agreement for in tercharge of benefit
obligations (See Questions 14 and 15) .

44. Q. 1 will a Transition Leave of Memos affect the calculation
of my service pension amount?

A. The duration of your Tlinsition lame of Absence will be added
to your age and service at the "applicable date" only for
determining eligibility to a service pension under the AT&T
MPP. The benefit calculation will be based on your age and
service and plan fcentla in effect as the "applicable date."
lIve period of the Transition Leave. of Absence will not be
considered an net credited savior* in the calculation of lair
benefit. Any early retirement dim:cunt will be calculated
based on your age as of the "applicable date".

45. Q. Will the fact that masons left voltartarily or involuntary have
any effect on whether the perm is eligible for a Transition
Leave of Adams?

A. No. Employees too meet the audition in question 44 will be
placed on a Transition Leave of Absalom on the day following
the applicable data, whether separation is voluntary or
involuntary.

46. Q. Mat if I'm on sidcness or disability leave as of the =rem-
designated separation date?

A. Um' volutarily elect to leave the compammrunder tam AT&T
Transition Protection Payment Plan and are disabled, your
eligibility to a Transition Leave of Memnon world be the same
as for other employees.

If you are involuntarily separated under the AT&T Transition
Protection Payment Plan and your are on lemma, became of
sidmees disability on the "applicable date ", than you may
still be eligible for &Transition Loewe of Mame. The
cardition described incaution 43 suet be met as of the
"applicable date." Homer, if dewing your sickness disability
you attain eligibility for an immediate mambos pension, you
will not be eligible for a Transition Lave of Atmence.
Asaseirai you met the earlier oadition as of the "applicable
date" and are not eligible for an Immediate service pension at
the end of your sidmess disability, that you will be Faecal on
a Transition Leave of Abner= for a period of time not to
exceed 12 months minempthe amber of months on sidmess
disability sinus the "applicable date."

- u
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46. A. Cont'd
You will remain an the transition leave until sudh time as
eligibility for an immediate service pension is attained.

47. Q. If I as an a Transition LOWS of Abeam and become disabled,
as I entitled to sidcness disability benefits?

A. No.

48. Q. Please =plain how Transition Leese of Absence weld work if I
as 49 years old and have 24 years of service an the "applicable
date?"

A. If you are exactly 49 years old with exactly 24 years of
service as of the "applicable date", then you are within
exactly one year of the age and service requirements for
eligibility to an Mediate service pension.

You will than be pl==ed an a Transition Leave of Absence for
one year. At the end of one year, you will begin receiving a
service passim %Sikh is the amount accrued as of the
"applicable date" under the medal Lamle in effect at that
time. War service pension will be based an 24 years of
service, and the early retirement discount of 1/2 percent per
month for each earth prior to age 55 will be determined based
an your age at he "applicable date" (i.e., aqs 49), not at your
age at the end of your Transition Ism of Alamos.

49. Q. Wet if Is 49 and a half with 25 years of service an the
"applicable date?"

A. If you are 49 and a half with 25 years of service an the
" applicable date" you are within one year of the age
re:Aliment for service pension eligibility. You have already
obtained the service requirement.

In this case, yrur Transition Leave of /Amerce will be six
months, i.e., the time at which you weld attain eligibility
for an immediate service ;erasion at -78 50.

At this time (i.e., age 50) you will begin receiving a service
pension based an your age ate service at the "applicable date"
(i.e., 49 and a half with 25 years of service). The early
retirement discreet will be for 66 months, the nether of months
between age 49 ate a half ate 55.

50. Q. If I return to work at AT&T or a former Ball System coeleqF
where my service is recognized, and I have not attained service
pension eligibility an my Transition Leave of Absence, will
thcesserntlue that I have been an leave count towards
eligibility for a service pension in my rise job?

A. NO.
- 12 -
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Si. Q. last hews if, diile an ley Transition lave of Atoms, Igo
to work for a amply that COMB 82Z moods. wy Ara or sell
System =vim?

A. You will be eligible to ',zebus your Intuition Lowe of
Minos trail re ate eligible for a service Iranian ikon
Ater.

13. Q. *at Abe is ma I entitled to during a Transition Leave of
Areen?

A. Tor the death* of the transition Urn of Absence, the
talked»; benefit mamas will applye

o nouimmit eider the MT Pa. If then is a codified
beiefielary.

o acv rage under the Ant NOP toyettill"thijaleareof the "eggilicable date."

analgfazionas heel° mange will be provided by
the ampusiy. Iku sot continue eav swplaentki comma
if you ply the monthly contrikal ions.

say be =timed if you Pk/

o =Alaimo will be Peadtkd by the awfwie
illgiCaiamPlan or alternate choice =eras plan
will be an the sum basis as for active
emplyees.

VIsi Kan coverage evil at the Wed the month
followirq the month In Waft yaw Treneitien leave of
Absence Moire.

o distributirra will be Moiled as describedri=1170, es if you were service Fenian eligible
an tin "applicable date."

o sigg dist:Satire will be hunted as describe:I in
emetics 75.

Ilion you attain =vim wake eligibility, you will receive
the post-retirerint benefits afforded dhar-retires.

n r`
e
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53. Q. What date will be used in determining my age and service
criteria for service pensions or a deferred vested pension if I
leave the ca y?

A. Age and service criteria will be determined as of the last day
your are m the payroll.

54. Q. If I leave the company now through this plan and am eligible
for a deferred vested pension, but die before I begin
collecting my deferred vested pension, are there any survivor
benefits for my spasm under the pension plan?

A. In general, if you die prior to comanosrect of your deferred
vested pension, your scone will receive a pension payable on
the 65th anniversary of your birthday if you have not waived
the pre-retirement survivor armatityoction, utich is offered
unbar the pension plan. If you leave the argany, you will be
provided with information an this.

55. Q. Will the separation meant be considered as ueges that could
lower sy Social Security benefits?

A. No. If you are separated and are pension eligible, based on
age and service, the separation payment will not lamer your
Social Security tenants.

56. Q. Can I collect Social Security While I as collecting separation
payments?

A. Yes, if you are at least 62 (the earliest age you can collect
Social Security).

'lb calculate your benefits, Social Security will look at your
age, years of ucrk and your pay up to the date you leave.

However, if you go to work elemehere, your earnings will make
you ineligible for Social Security. Your separation payments
would nevertheless remain the same.

1SEECCUESEEHRM21211920217=111292ab

57. Q. If I as separated, will my relocation payments continue?

A. No. 811 relocation payments will cease. However, employees
who have ongoing relocation differentials will be reimbursed
for the total reeminirg oceseitments for mortgage interest
differential, real estate tax or rent differential.

Payment will be made in a lump sus at the present dollar value
of the remainirg commitment. Only the three cogannents will be
included in the lump sum payment. Any differentials for CILOR
(Computation in Lieu of Relocation) State or local limns taxes
are not eligible for payment4eyout after the date of
separation.

- 14 -
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58. Q. If I ma operated in the re year that I relocate, will I have
to may wp relocation epees reimbursement?

A. If you are =pasted in the same year that you have been
relocated, you will not have to may relocation expense
reimbursemets.

59.Q. If I me separated in the re year that I relocated, will the
taxes due be calculated mot paid to me (grossed -up)?

A. Yes.

60. Q. If I em in the process of relocating and have not completed my
move aid am separated from the company throkoja this program,
lellit will be the co pay position as to reimbursement and
oxIclusion of my move?

A. Rich of these situations will be considered on an individual
basic You will need to theses your personal situation with
your Relocation Oanselor.

BEZETINAMSMIK1621111ahnini

bl. Q. Mat hewers to try medical insurance and the other insurance
plans if I leave the company?

A. You will have the opportunity to confine via 03ERA.

62. Q. Kat I continue to call IlealthChedc after separation?

A. Yes. 'lb be assured of getting the maxima benefits
under the Medical caw Plan, you mast follow the limelthawock
pool:factures.

63. Q. I'm taking claws wider the tuition assistance plan. 15,4 will
that be handled?

A. An exdoyee it terminates employment moor the Force
Nemegament Proms it through participation in the lUition
Assistance Program has received reimbursement for tuition arc
aspen 111:81 ATfir or where the educational institution has
directly billed the company for akezation tuition and apenees
on behalf of the medoyee.

121122=2CSOMPENZU

64. Q. As I entitled to file a claim for unemployment benefits?

A. Yes, every separated employee has the right to file for
benefits.

ti

- 15 -
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65. Q. Will I be eligible to collect unemployment benefits?

A. Mae =pony will not contest claims for unemployment
cpermation it the employee was lnyamtadly separated.
In the case of claims by employees rho yglyntaray separated,
in respmem to a State's Request, the ccepeny will provide the
facts surrourding the employee's reason for leaving, including
***their the employee was At Risk' of involuntary separation.

SeIVIN2S PLAN AND EXE)

66. Q. If I terminate under the provisicem of TPPP, and I as service
pension eligible, blast clations do I have regarding my balanoe
in the Savings Plan for Salaried Naloyeee (SPSE)?

A. All talanoem in your amount, including ocepany contributions,
will be vested wan your termination under TPPP with a service
maim. Regarding the distribution of your ecorsunt, you may
elect me of the following option:

- lb receive the total value of your acme* in me payment.

- lb defer your distribution until any time up to age 70 1/2,
subject to your life expectancy.

- lb receive annual installment payments t to a maximum of
20, subject to your life empectancy.

- lb purchase an annuity with your balance in the Guaranteed
Interest Mad (if any) aid to receive the remainder of your
amount in one payment.

The method of payment for these options is =molly made in
oath (rhea). However, individuals with account balances in
AT&T dares or the Diversified Telephone Portfolio may elect to
receive the value of these balances in dvsres (stock
certificates).

Prior to electing an option, it is suggested that you refer to
the 'actin: of the STEM Prospectus titled: "Federal Inome and
Estate Tax Effect of Employee Allotments, Eqaloying Conpany
contributions and Withdrawals Under Present law".

TO elect one of the alms options, contact the Transaction
Prooessing Center on 1- 800 - 952-0077.

67. Q. If I am service pension eligible and have chosen to defer
receipt of my amount, may I change my mind?

A. Yes, you may Mange ycur laird and elect to begin receiving
diatributime from ycur aomunt by crartacting the T.
However, you mat begin receiving a distribution in the year
you attain age 70 1/2.

- 16 -
2/88
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EbUINgfi_EUNI: SPSE AND ESOP (Ount41)

68. Q. When I as retired and I have deferred receipt of my savings
plan balance, can I still change my balance from one investeent
option to another?

A. Yes. you any do so by calling the Transaction Processing
Center an 1-800-952-0077. You are governed by the same rules
as active participate. (See Section 7 of the Prospectus for
the Savings Plan for Salaried Employees).

69. Q. Will the value of my account change if I leave my money in the
savings ;den after I retire?

A. Account values will fluctuate with market ocnditians depending
an your investsant optic's. Your investments will be subject
to the same rialcs as any active participant's. Re additional
allotments can be added. However, if a portion of your accort
is invested in the Diversified Telephone Portfolio, earnings on
your balance in the Diversified Telephone Portfolio are added
to the Amy shares investment option.

70. Q. If I terainatA under the pc visions of 77PP, and I as not
eligible for a service pension, abet options do I have
regarding NI paellas in the Swings Plan for Salaried Employees
(SFSE)?

A. All balanoes in your account, including oarganyoxtributions,
will be vested upon termination. Regarding the distribution of
your account, you may elect one of the folbming options:

- lb receive the total value of your accoatt in one payment.

- lb purchase an anruity with your balance in the Guaranteed
Interest Fund (if any) and to receive the remainder of your
account in one payment.

The method of payment for these %tins is normally made in
cash (check) . However, individuals with aosunt balances in
AT&T shares or the Diversified Telephone Portfolio may elect to
receive the value of those balances in shares (stack
certificates).

Prior to electing an option, it is suggested that you refer to
the section of the SPSE Prospectus titled: "Federal Moore and
Estate Tex Effect of Enployee Allotments, Employing Creamily
contribution and Withdrawals Under Preeent Imes".

lb elect one of the above options, contact the Transaction
Processing Center nn 1-800-952-0077.

- 17 -
2/88
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SA $W SPSE'AND ESOP (Cont'd)

73. Q. I have pre-tax (401k) deductions taken from my pay. Wet
Happens to that money?

A. Your balance in the pre-tax (401k) portion of the Plan will be
distributed in the same sewer as described in response to
question 63.

74. Q. When can I fact to rscaiva my account distribution?

A. Distribution chscics are mild within 45 days after the end of
the valuation month. Per =ample, if your distribution is
valued as of October 31, your distribution ohs& should be
smiled by Osambsr 15th.

Distribution of stock certificates, if applicable, are
germaallysettled within one week following the moiling of the
distribution checks.

75. Q. liouredll my ESOP acoant be distributed?

A. You will receive Maras of AT&T stock plus a check for any
fractional Maras remaining. If the value of your ESOP account
is $3,500 or less, distribution will automatically te made in
February following the year of termination.

If the value of your ESOPacobra is over $3,500, distribution
of your amosit cannot be sods without your written comsat.
American Transtsch will veil you an ESOP distribution
authorization fors with an ogalanatory letter in Jamey
following the year of termination. The Utter specifies the
dates that your signed form must be recadval by American
Transtach in order to effect a February or later distribution.

ChBEEETBMIUSILISOM

76. Q. What is the Career Transition Program (CRP)

A. The (Amer Transition Program provides a choice of woricshcpe
designed to assist. /ou in pursuing career opportunities outside
of AT&T. It is designed to help you:

- &Maim your strengths,
- identify a satisfactory objective to best utilize

your abilities and inhalant, and fulfill persaal
goals,

- learn saturating tschniguss to obtain a new job
or start your own Wainer,
plan the steps and follm-up approaches to achieve
new personal objective .

-19-
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SBEEFILIBM1=111-13:012385 (coot...4)

76. A. Canted

Cl? provides a practiaa means to help you plan for the future.
Wider Cl?, you may participate in me of the following
workshops:

- Cutpleseent (Periloplogment)
- Entrepreneurial (Self-Hiployment)

77. Q. As I eligible to participate in Cl??

A. You are eligible to participate if you are within an affected
work group and are going to voluntarily or involuntarily leave
the aimpellY Hader the Peres Penh It Guidelines.

78. Q. If I attend a =8%c:rice:limp, will the =pony find employment
for me?

A. No. The objective of Cl? is to main you in pursuing
career objectives. Neither the professional counseling firm
nor the company guarantees subsequent re- employment.

79. Q. What exposes will be covered by the company if I
participate in Cl??

A. The company will pay all fees, as well as your travel, lodging
and meal expenses, if any, in correctizelwith attendance at
Cl? functions.

80. Q. How do I register to participate in Cl??

A. Your EMployee Communication Package contains a Cl? form
Which is to be =plated and returned as indicated.

81. Q. If I register to participate in Cl?, how will I be notified of
when to attend?

A. you will be notified by your Personnel Organization

82. Q. If I do not elect to participate in the Career Transitien

program, will I receive meant in lieu of the service?

A. No. Employees are not eligible for payment in lieu of
this service.

83. Q. Will the company provide as with references?

A AT&T will confirm that you woriced for the =pew, the
number of years you worked, and your title.

84. Q. If I do not elect to participate in the Career Transitien
Program when I leave the payroll, can I participate
at a later date?

A. You can participate in one of the Cl? workshops for up to
6 months after your off-roll Jetts by submittirri the CTP
Election Perm.

- 20 - 2/88
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PHP:010 (2/88)

AT&T Trensitb= Protection Payment Plan

Election ?cm

I have reed and ma familiar with the AT&T Transition Protectim
Payment Plan and Suety Plan Description (the Plan). I fully wrierstand
both the benefits and the terms and corditions of the Plan. I ea aware
that:

1. Any offer I my make to terminate as)loyment leth AT&T
(including any subsidiary or affiliate of ATE) , with Plan

benefits, is VaLDNISPY AND IRREVOCREIE.

2. If the Ompany accepts ay offer, I must leave the payroll by
. (to be filled in by the Cropany)

3. If the number of employees Mo offer to leave the payroll
voluntarily occesds the Needs= acceptable number, as
determined by the 0:mmny, the Comeminy ham the right to limit
the ember of acceptanoes to the embalm acceptable limber of
=ploy's'. In such case, acceptanoe of employees' offers to
leave the payroll voluntarily and to receive benefits will be
given to employees in deacerging order of their net credited
service.

4. If ay offer to leave the payroll voluntarily is accepted by the
Company, I understand that ay separation payment is subject to
forfeiture if:

(a) I am later reemployed by AT

(b) I am later reemployed by any affiliated or subsidiary
company that is within the same control group of ocapanios
as is Alleft

(c) I me later remployed by any other company that
participate° in the same pension plan or plans as AT&T, or
with respect to Mich AT&T hue a interchange agreement by
which I am mend at the time of my reemployment;

(d) I violate the Company's guidelines regarding diacloeure of
proprietary information.

page 1 of 3
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PHP:010 (2/88)

5. If my offer to lemee the payroll voluntarily is aocepted by
ATST, I ague that if I am rehired by ATST, or reemployed by
any of the ompanies described in paragraphs 4(b) or 4(c),
within one year of my separation fromJC8r, I will forfeit an
=mat equal to the equivalent remaining month's separation pay
to whiCh I me then entitled.

6. If I am involuntarily terminated by mem and am rehired by
AM, or reemployed by any of the caws:des described in
paragraphs 4(b) or 4(c) within one year of my separation from
ATST, I will forfeit an amount equal to the equivalent
remaining month's separation pay to which I am then entitled.

page 2 of
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PEP:010 (2/88)

Election Tam - Pros 3

Nam:
Social Saawity No.:
Amaccemibility Ctde/Cagsronal Cods:
Orgessization: Salary Grade:
Nat Address and Aran No.:
Wet City/State:
Office Telephone Pi.:
Dom Ilata Supsaviaor:

Check ara:

I voluntarily end irrevocably offer to leave the payroll
by (data to be filled in by ampany) with
AT&T Transition Protection Ailment Plan benefits.

( I do not choose to voluntarily leave the payroll.

The following is to bs ccspleted by those who voile:tarn offer to
leave the payroll.

If my offer to leave the payroll voltstarily is am:opted by the
ammeny, I irrevocably chozse to receive ay paysent trder the AT&T
Tres:attics% Protactilm Payment Plan in the followirq menner:
(Check one)

( Imp as with parer* on about the first day of the seoorrl
meth after the month of separation.

Imp ea with payment deferred tmtil Jartiery 30th of the
calendar year following the year of tarainat4al.

Equal earthly payments tc: to 12 keginning on the first day of
the second month following the month of separation.

24 equal monthly paysants beginning on the first day of the
maid earth follueirq the earth of separation. (Available
only for amployees eligible for cme year's Wary).

the °a et- =Lion date, or as soon thereafter as is practicable.
Am invol NeFerations, the payment will be in a lump eta an or about

Employee's Sigmture Date

NOTE: All three pages of this election fora oust bs returned to the
designated Caspeny official:

page 3 ot 3
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siverz
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** Medical Expense Plan

** Dental !gene Plan

** Vision Ciro Plan

Grow Life insuranos

fe;:plemantal Grotc Life
'morellos

Dependent Group Life
Ineuaranoe

Mensaament Benefits Associated with Separatiale

Sarvioe Pension Eligible

Continues for retired employees and
eligible dependents.

Continues at company amens.

lest day of month following ninth of
maceration.

Paid in full by the company. (1)

a Savings Plan for Salaried
UP10Yeall

&playas Stock Ownership
Plan

Prelims are &doted from version check.
Terminates at age 65.

ECK + 90 days at iniivickal's egaese.

All swings plan balances, including
company contributinis, are vested icon
termination with a service penmion or
for rowans of disability. Distribution
optics are.
- receive lump sum repaint of account
- receive annual Lutanist* payments;

maxima of 20, subject to employee's
life ocectancy

- defer distribution up to age 70 1/2,
eubject to life expectancy

- curchase an annuity with Qatar:teed
Interest Fund balance, if any, and
receive remainder of Bozo* in cos
payment.

All ESOP Warms are distributed in
February following the year of Li L
termination.

- 1 -

Due to Fbroe Fleckictions

NOnServios Pension Eligible

Servios Dependent. (2)

ECK+ 90 days at Irdividual's expense.

Last day of moth following month of
sweration.

EOM+ 6 months basic at company's
arcane..

ECK+ 6 months as grow insurance at
expense.

ECM+ 90 days at individual's evens.

All savings plan Warms, including
company contrikuticos, are vested
upon termination under
Cdstributico qltions are:
- ready* kup sta payment of account
- pun: base an annuity with

Guaranteed interest Turd balance,
if any, and receive rainier of
account in cos payment.

All MP balances are distributed in
Fermary following the year of
termination.

2/68



ECK End of Month in uhich Terminated

(2) NCB 5 years - 6 months at company ewe.
- 6 months at inlividual's expense

(I) Beginning age 66, basic insurance is I to 5 years - 3 months at omomay own
reduced 108 per year until it reaches
50% of the most yolked at retirement. - 9 months at individual's expense
Age 70.

less than 1 year - 12 months at individual's mocense

"All loansections/requesta should be handled ttunaldh the Transactice Prczessing Canter ('I C) at American Transtsch
on 1-800-952-0077.

** This does not affect any benefice wisely have under COBRA. Benefits qualifying fr.coontiniation of coverage
under COBRA; me "Importance Notice ".

241 - 2 -
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** INKR338C tad= **

TO EMPLOYE:48HD UWE 7118 PAYNC11.1UNDER THE IMANSTI7ON PlarlECI7CM MOOR PLAN (rPPP).

the foliating in an =planation of hoe your liealth cars benefits will continue under
7PFP and under the Consolidated amities Budget Anoonciliation Act of 1986 (COBRA).

Worths Transitional Protection Payment Plan, you say be eligible to receive,
doweling on your net credited service date, Coneny paid tenants. You will also be
eligible far continuation of coverage at the group rats.

In addition, under COMM, if you and your covered doperdents (if any) are not covered
under any group health care plan, you Bey cratirem ATOM Medical, Dental, and,97sion Care
coverage without interruption for a total of 18 months after termination of seployment.
you and your eligible spouse ard dependents may have a right to =time health
coverage, providing coverage was in effect under the applicable Plan the day before
termination of employment. You hive an option to choose either:

Choice 1: Medical Owens Plan Coverage only, or
Chao, 2: Medical Owens Plan, Dental Reprise Flan Coverage and Vision

Care Plan Odverage

CCEMA in conjunction with IPPP, will enable you to ornfinue the Modica Dtpanse Plan,
rental Expense Plan, and the Vision Chre Plan as indicated below. If you do not elect
confirmation of coverage under COBRA, you arm still eligible to receive the Caxpany paid
benefits for th* period indicated.

Net Credited
Service Deets

Medical
Expense Plan Dental Vision

5 yrs. or Dore of
Service

MANY PAYS - First 6 month.
of coverage

- N/A - 1 Month Ccepany
paid coverage

YOU PAY - Next 6 months at the
group rate

- 3 months at the
group rate

- N/A

- Final 6 months at - 15 months at the - 17 months at
the COBRA rate* COBRA rate* the COBRA rate*

Less than 5 yrs.
but more than
1 year of Service

MANY PAYS - First 3 months of
coverage

- N/A - 1 Month Ompany
paid coverage

YOU PAY - Next 9 months at the
group rate

- 3 months at the
group rate

- N/A

- Final 6 months at - 15 months at the - 17 months at
the COEMA rate* COBRA rate* the COBRA rate*

- 1 -
2/88
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Continuation of odverage under COBRA will cease if one or more of the following

situations arise:

a) the out of continued coverage is not paid on or before the dm date,
b) you or eligible dependent becomes eligible for Medicare,
c) you or eligible dependent become covered under another health care plan;
d) the Plan terminates for all employees.

After the Employs Change Report (1CR) for your separation is approved, processed and
reported to Employee Benefits, a notice, a COBRA enrollment farmland a rate sheet (see copy
attedhed) to elect continuation of group health care coverage under COBRA will be mailed
to your he address. You have 60 days from the date in on the Specific Notice to
elect to =time coverage.

The form should be returned to the appropriate carrier as soon as feasible to ensure
coverage without interruption. Specifically, you need to do the following:

1. If you only went the cmpmmy paid portion (eligibility depends an your net
credited service), you should fill out Part 1 of the COBRA fore, deck the
election choice in Part 2, sign, data and return the form to the carrier.

2. If you wish to elect coverage beyond the company paid portion (depending on your
net credited service date), complete the entire form and return it to the
carrier.

leceipt of the COBRA form by the carrier, will update your benefit eligibility
informmtion.

The above does not apply to employees who are service or disability pension eligible
since they are eligible for Caltinustion of Coverage under the Retiree Plans.

- 3 -
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COMM Math ly Mew !tractive 1-1-88

Medical Expense Plan

Individual $ 81.30

2- Ferman $154.47

Family $227.62

Class II - pun* $ 81.30

Class II - °cc Cm. ly* $ 13.73

Dental Upenme Plan

Individual $ 10.42

2- Person $ 19.48

Family $ 29.00

Vision Care Plan

Individual $ 1.30
2-Forman $ 2.47
Madly $ 3.64

WEE: Add 2 percent to monthly rates to cover company adainistrativeoasts.

Employees with lees than six months wervioe, surriviin menses andthose enrollad in an NV plan should call thair benefit office forapplicable ratan.

*Pate applies to each Clams II
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PENSION ChIGULATIOM Jr=S
lb: ATV?

Employee Benefits Office
4 Wood Hollow Bud
Parsippany, NJ 07054
Attn: Manager - Pensions

Fax 11: (201) 428-0815

This is my request for a copy of my:

Preliminary Pension Calculation
(you will receive within 30 days
Deferred Vested Pension Calculation
(you will receive within 60 days)

Other:

Name:

Social Security Amber:

NCS Date: Date of Birth:

Ca:rem worked for before di Jstiture:

12/31/86 Company Payroll Office
White Plains Orlando Atlanta

Other (Please specify)

My last day on the payroll:
CR

My Pension Effective Date:

I as currently paid from: the following Payroll Office:

White Plains Atlanta Other (please specify)

Please mil my pension calculation to the following address:

Phone Amber:

Signature: Date:

BENEFIT OFFICE USE ONLY:

DUE RECEIVED: DUE CAICUIATED:

DUE MAILED:

3/88
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triveraterr

ocrevaranum OF 10/11ELY SERVICE FENS-ICW mamas

You are service pension eligible if you met the foLlcwing requirements:

age
Net Credited Service (N S)

Any :ige
30 years

50
25 years

55
20 years

65 or over 10 years

By tbLlowizx# the attached example and wurkoest, you can estimate your morthly
pension amount. If you have any questions or would like an estimated service
pensicricalmaation, call the appropriate Benefit Intonation Line sham anAttachment

. as pension calculation will be based an a last day on payrolldata only.

NOTE 1: If you retire before age 55, your pension will be reamed as follows:

Neductial for each month and
Yews of Credited Service Partial with of retirement

less than 30 1/2 % a with (6 % a year)
30 or more 1/4 % a with (3 % a year)

AtnE 2: If trews is a Survivor Annuity in effect, your pension will be
%aced by 10%.

MOIE 3: as dates of 1/1/78
- 6/30/85 represent the 7 1/2 year window chid

is a set paybase averaging period used to
determine nension amounts.

Line #1.3 than takes the salary from 7/1/85 to the daze of retirement.
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ATM' KNAGENENT PENSION PLAN
TO "STD= YOUR CNN PENSICN =ERSE! AlYieNVAGENEW FENSIM PLAN, KUM
THESE ItigINLMCNS:

YOUR PERSONAL=DM =NOM
1. Your Ompeneation for 1978 $ 28,000.00

2. Your Ompsneation for 1979 $ 30,000.00

3. Your Ompermation for 1980 $ 32,000.00

tlk 4. Your Ompormation for 1981 $ 35,000.00

5. Your Ompermation for 1982 $ 37,000.00

6. Your Ompurration for 1983 $ 39,000.00

7. Yaw Owansatien for 1984 $ 41,000.00

8. Your Ompermation 1,/1/85 thru 6/30V85 $ $ 26,000.00

9. Add your Omparmatian for the period
1/3/78 thru 6/30/85 as shown in #1
thru $8 above and shod here $ 268,000.00

10. Divide the total in $9 above, by
7 to determine an average
a :y for the period $ 35,7:0.34

11. Enter years and months of service
thru 6/30/85 36.5

12. Multiply the average salary in $10
above by your years and months of
service thru 6/30/85 $1,304,266.91

13. Your compensation for 7/1/85 to
date of your retire:ent $ 21,140.00

14. Add #12 above to $13 above $1,325,406.91

15. Multiply $14 above by .016 (1.6%)
to determine estimated annual pension $ $ 21,206.52

16. Divide $15 by 12 to determine
estimated monthly pension $ 1,767.21

The amount determined in #16 above, may need to be adjusted for a

Survivor Annuity or Early Retirement Discount.

NOTE: Compensation for Pension Chlodations include:
- differentials paid far night tours
- differentials paid for temporary work in a higher classification

- lump sum merit wage payments
- team management incentive calpensaticn awards

- incentive compensation for Marketing Management employees

special project allodanoes for assigreents leach began before 12/1/83

- area differentials

OVERTIME PAY AND ANY Ofl PAYMENTS NOT LISTED ABOVE ARE NOT

INCIETED AS OCHIERSATICN FOR FEUSICN IMPOSES.
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smarm( LEAVE Or ABMINCE

If you are within aue year of the age sA/ce term of amploymint
regiinmerats for marvios pension aligim 1 ity under the XPP as of
time ompery-desimated imparatiat data (*Applicable Date"), you will beable to attain that eligibility by =plating the regrind time on anrensiticn leave of Pbeass0.

fru will main at a Transition leave of Abeenoe aril the earlier ofthe fancying cross:

(a) Eligibility for an imediste envies pension is attained (but
in no arse sae than am year, i.e. the one-year anniversary
date of the "applicable date"), cr

(b) You are hired by either an AT&T ocepeny or a framer Ball System
company in thich you are eligible for portability of service
under an agreement for interchenge of benefit obligations (See
Questions 14 and 15 of the Q's aid A's).

Rhe duratim of your Transition have of Absence will be added to yourage and service at the "applicable data" only for detaraining eligibility
to a service pension tinier the AT&T XPP. Your benefit calculaticn sin
be resod an your age ad service ad plan formila in effect as of the"applicable data". The period of the Transition leave of Absalom will
not be considered as net credited service in the calculation of yourbenefit. Any early retirement distant will be calculated based an yourage as of the "applicable date".

Ptir the duration of your Transition Leave of Abseece, the following
benefit amvereges will apply:

o Death Benefit unier the AT&T liPP, if there is a qualified
beneficiary.

o Automatic Survivor Annuity pax/rage under the AT&T NW to
skid: you are entitled as of the "applicable date ".

o Gram Life Insurance basic coverage will be provided by the
ocapany "a way continue any Mtcplimental coverage if you paythe monthly catributions.

o Dependent Croup Life Insurance way be mutinied if you pay
the monthly contributions.

o Dental Leuranos will be provided by the Cospany

o Medical Expense Plan or alternate choice coverage plan will
be provided on the awe basis as for active employees.

o Vision Care Plan coverage ads at the and of the with
foliating the earth in uthich your Transit im leave of Abeenoe
begins.

2/88
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Re: 005 (2/88)

ArIT

APPLICATION Fat A

TRANSMCN LEAVE OF ABSENCE

NAME ss#

TICS ME LATE OF BIRTH

Ca4PANY SPECIFIED
ORIANIZATICN SEPARATION CATE

macAS
CITY/STATE TELEMENE f

SERVICE PENSION ELIGIBILITY DIM

TRANSITICN LEAVE OF ABSENCE WILL BE CANCELLED EFFECTIVE WITH 'INE DATE
OF (RE) HIRE CR DER.Mi AND KAMM ENITITEMENIS WILL BE !HOSE AS OF i
DAY BEFORE THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE LEAVE.

TRANSITION LEAVE OF ABSENCE IS GRANIED FIXR TO
(TO BE COMPLETED BY 'INE LENEFTIS CEPARDawn

EMployee's Signature Date

Supervisor's Name Talepb:neNUmber

Supervisor's Signature Date

Return to: Benefits Delivery - Pensions
57A-CC24
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MEER TRVisTrICIN MGM MT)

the Omer Transition Program (MP) being offered to you is handled by anoutside =dor and provide a choice of ors of the following sr strops:
o lie-Employment
o Entrepreneurial (9alf-iMployment)

The following inforestion should be halpfUl in deciding which workeheois bast far you.

T V lia-Emolosemet Markers is (Urged fa employer interested in. wkasg epbsisont with mother crospity, and peg:stirs information anddevelops skills that will amidst employees in achievirg this objective.The ale.VtMEE wars UPI= an as dealing with thugs.were awarreat aid career guiders, neterckirg, targeting companiesof interest, and penetrating the droner of tergebal ompenies.
Employees participating in this warlishcp will receive ar istanoe inpreparing a mum sad cover letter, preparing for interviews, &salmi's/a negotiation strategy and acceptirg an offer, and will receive atypewritten sewer with 100 =piss.

lthe Entrionmeurial Warkehop is designed for employees interested inself-rployment, and provides an overview of el= Is required to startaid rem a wall business. The fairing elements are Included in theEntremeneurial leadergos dealing with ringer pureed areesment;
self-emploperst arelysiss and assomossart: seloctirg sad defining abrines of your own; unierstAinding ad develmim a business plan;elements and termiques of eerier analysis; hew to rivalry a marlastimplan: has to develop a financial plan including a profit/loes statement,cash flew anCyais vend bresk even analysis; her to determine capital
requirements end methods of financing; how to agonise your =sinus,

choosing the fora of enenership aid required basin= records;aid dierussing the need far professional guidance in theareas of legal, tax aid financial considerations, including Drell&miner Administration aristnnoe.

Ytu may enroll in lime workday of year choice by suritting the CI,
application fans within the six smith period following your terainationdes. (See attached Directory of Carer Tzweition Coordinators.)
You will be scheduled by either your Persomml Otglinization cr by a°annuitant Eras the outside vendor naming the moduarp. Efforts will bemode to schedule orenient time and location, but you may need totravel in ceder to be included in the workshop of your choice. There isalso a possibility that you may be areal to adapt yew echeckile treasehatto fit with the workeiscps scheduled in your are.

3/88
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FRP: 009 (3/88)

hTirr

CI REER IONSFICIP APPLE:WNW

NEMO
Social security No.

Job Title
Wulf Grade

Work Address
(Street) (city)

(State) (Zip)

Business Tel. No.
Bldg. Loc. Cole

(Area Code)

Organization/Business Unit

Organization coie/Besponaibility Code

1. I will enroll in the Career recision Workshop

You will be notified of the location and dates of

the wadoilop.

2. I will not enroll in the Career Decision Workshop.

Imployea's Signature
Date

RPD /PSO USE ONLY: Course Date:

RETURN MIS KIRI TO:

4. ;'±
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ESP: 009 (3/88)

/MT
OMER ISEMBITIXII MGM (CIS)

llorlabcv indication

Name Social Searrity

.7cb Title Salary Grade

Nock Mires.
(Street) (City) (State) (Zip)

Business Tel. No. Bldg. Loc. aide
(Aram Cade)

Han Wren

Ikea Tel. M.

(Street) (City) (State) (Zip)

(Area aide)

OrgenizatiaVINasiness Unit

Organisation Cole/Semporsibility Cede

Threinatia: Data

I have reviewed the provisions of the Career Transition Program and have
decided that:

1. I:dila:nal in the Career Transition Prcgrae and
I select the folladirq workihcp:

Gitpleonent (Re-Eeployeant)
Entnizensurial (Self-Employment)

You will be notified of the location and dates of
the workihop. Meese indicate dates you would be
mike to attend:

2. _I will not enroll in the Career Transition Program.

Employee's Sbndure Date

BPDAS0 USE ONLY: Manse Date:
Travel: SOW:

REIURN 11EL9 YOref 10:



nedhnology Systems

Bell Laboratories

Cred,.c Corporation

Trans-tech

250

DIRECICRY OF CAREER TRAMSTFICM COZRODTCMS

van swim SERVED CONZACF

All

All

All

JUdyHofzeister
(201) 771-2571
1 oak Way
Room 2WC106
Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922

Libby/terrazzo
(201) 564-4331
101 JFK Parkbey
Room 11510
Short Hills, NJ 07078

Royalynn Ommuthers
44 Whippany Road
Morristown, N.7 07960

(201) 397-3043

All Audrey Ebert
8000 Baymaadows Way
Room 5 -1-001

Jacksonville, FL 32216
(904) 636-2078

* Includes Federal Systems and Oomtract Services Organization
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Eccrecriar cr alit Tfiataf1l1i 03ORDDICORS

WORK amass ammo) corocr

ELJO Eastern Region Mains, Vermont, Karen Hopkins
Masmachumette, Nem York, 1 No. Isocingtal Ave.
Connscticut, Nem Hampshire, 10th Floor
Rhode Island, Rwinsylvania, White Plains, NY 10601
New Jerry, Washington, D.C., (914) 397-3641
Virginia, Delaware, Maryland,
It Virginia

ELIO Southern Region Georgia, Alabama, Florida, novenae Richardson
Miseissippd, N. Carolina, 1200 Peachtree St., N.E.
S. Carolina, Tennmesee, Roma 10120A
Bentucky, Louisiana, Kansas, Atlanta, GA 30309
Missouri, Teams, Arkansas, (404) 873-7729
Oklahoma

E113 Central Region Illinois, Michigan, Mary Ann Remedy
Ohio, Indiana, Ian, 1 South Wacker Drive
Nebraska, Wino:min, 13th Floor
N. Dakota, S. Dakota, Chicago, n. 60606
Minnesota (312) 592-6282

E110 Western Region Colorado, Idaho,
Ni e Masioo, Montane,
Utah, Nyoming, Arizona,
Wtabington, Oregon,
Nevada, California,
Alaska, Hawaii

Headquarters All

Network Systems All

Karen attldlon

5964 W. Las Pceitas Blvd.
Room 1308
Pleasanton, Ca 94566
(415) 460-3006

Ruthie Carter
295 N. Maple Ave.
No 6132H1
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920
(201) 221-6118

Jim Sowell
(201) 631-6578
475 Madison Avenue
Room 1N-5
Morristown, NJ 07960

3/88
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SAMPLE

RESOUFCE DIRECTORY

The following lace:nation needs to be localized to provide employees with
the telephone numbers of:

o Benefits lectline(s)

o Service Passim Oslculation Request Center

o PAP Counselor

o Pis-Declaim 031721seling Coarlinator

o Career Transition Cbardinator

o Management Staffing Offices

o RED Staffing Organization

o Add others as appropriate

2/88
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1-800-251-J OBS
The right number to call

If you're
interested

in accessing
a list of
employers
who have
registered
available job
opportunities
call
1-800-251-JOBS.

kJctober 12th, 1985 was
the "kickoff date of a

unique program that sup
ports your efforts to find
the right job, in the right
place, at the right price
and to find it quickly.

VVe have specially
trained operators

ready to answer your
requests for information
on who needs who what
and where

86-519 0 - 88 - 9

Jtut call the JOB
ACCESS HOTLINE

between Sam and 6pm on
weekdays Eastern Time and
be prepared to give the
following information:

Name
Social Security Number
Requested Job Category
(See inside for complete listing)

Salary Requirement
City, State of Preference

he JOB ACCESS
1 HOTLINE Operators

will verify your eligibility
by social security number

to assure that this
valuable information only
goes to those for whom it
is intended.

Adatabase of
opportunities listed by

oompaniet; across the
country will be accessed
and each time you all you
will be given a list of
several companies that have
job openings that meet
your requirements.

'-^;
/.., i I

You can expect to learn:

Company Name
Personnel Contact
Phone Number
Salary Range
Location
Job Category

And, remember these
are companies that

have expressed a strong
interest in meeting you.
You will receive a list of
definite openings and
the names of people to
oontact who are in a
position to make decisions

Dforget to call
The future is waiting

to hear from you.

Help us help each other
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ill* type d advertisement has
appewed

covering the majnorer=laces
throughout the camtry

The emptsfer responses from
this message in conjunction with
a nationwide direct mail os
paign has generated a unique
database of job opportunides,
designed to asdst you in your job
search

256

IF YOU ARE

LOOKING FOR

GOOD PEOPLE...
On ow Amy a. wogs sob sow do loom. mob& awl
MOP wood pm.. m Aswan to*
14 Poe oodYlarl war el ow gloom. monk 11 moo sow
:Lor.:0. woo moms 'we so WINN to lapiy NOY.

Soo ow " rho. WI boom not awl Po
ION* - Fol. Loop Toe SY otaty to maw .1 ow

a, nom onat ow rani low& %I tP po mil .
mi. ow wow" Am sown. or V or Wane we Mut
now N. milk d r Oltn wain. awl typo
Irmo el moo lopms olwr mgr. ammo mom = awl11
SY ON 8. Tot melt ow ors timid pooh o losmegLi

114erbome Ikkenliriselog
Cusloser Sonia

aerial
CAIISMOIS
bowl

0. emploto moo pm Pm so Inwood O 'we
boy to air IS how do 1P - t - WM.

&a am Ina telo - awl ow ow poop Jr or awn As Po
Am dB on =Own

1-800-225-H I R E
MONDAY FEN 8,111. 01 EASTERN ILME
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MCP: 008 (2/88)

Elimitde EktiloVee

Reoaimt of Documents Verification

I adonwledge that I have received the fancying documents and information:

rdhedk off:)

1) AT&T Transition Protection Payment Plan and Stammay Plan
Description

2) Executive Summery of Po-oe Management Program

3) Fra '"Juesticos and Answers"

4) Pave Management Separation Election Form

5) Calculation Instructions and Worksheets

6) Assouroa Directory

7) Career Transiticn Program Application

8) Job Access Hotline Brach: re

9) Overview of Benefits Associated with the Force Management Program

10) Pension Information

I am are of ay status in my affected work ;now.

Signed,

(Name) (Cate)

(Title)

7Z tie given to the manager conducting the meting.

t
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11%letrniesiketwewstBroe.tini,

September 12, 1986

IBM ANNOUNCES 1986 RETIREMENT INCENTIVE

IBM Chairman of the Board John F. Akers has announced a temporary
modification of the IBM Retirement Plan, effective today.

The 1986 Retirement Incentive increases the retirement benefit of
eligible employees and makes more employees eligible for retirement.

-- To determine retirement eligibility, this incentive will
add five years to the actual age and service of all
domestic regular and regular part-time employees as of
December 15, 1986.

-- To calculate an individual's retirement benefit, five
years will be added to the actual age and service on the
date of retirement.

To be considered for the Retirement Incentive, employees must be
active or on an approved leave of absence today. Those who retired
after January 1, 1986, also qualify for this incentive.

Employees must notify their managers in writing December 15,
1986, of their decision to retire under this incentive. Retirement
dates will be determined by a schedule that each division or
operating unit will make available to its employees and must be
approved by the employee's manager. The schedule will allow retire-
ments to proceed in an orderly fashion while meeting business need=.
The final date of retirements will be no later than June 30, 1987.

The 1986 Retirement Incentive reflects our continuing effort to
maintain and improve IBM's competitive strength," said Mr. Akers.
He noted that controlling cost and expense is a key contributor to a
company's competitive position and will continue .o be a focus of
attention in IBM.

"In the past year, we've balanced our resources by moving people to
work and work to people. We've continued to modernize our manu-
facturing plants and have retrained people for new jobs We've cut
discretionary expenses and eliminated unnecessary work.

"All of these measures, in addition to the new Retirement Incentive,
will make IBM a leaner, stronger -- and ultimately more successful --
company," said Mr Akers. "And they help us preservP the tradition
of full employment "

A -
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The Retirement Incentive is being announced today so that employees
may begin contemplating their decisions well in advance of theDecember 15 deadline. During the next two weeks, all manage-,s rill
attend information s'ssions on this subject. They then will meet
with employees to provide details and answer questions about theincentive. In adii,ion, an explanatory brochure and a personalized
retirement benefit estimate will be sent to the homes of eligible
employees by the end of September.

9/15 a m

A III
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rate,/ . /Z. tteJ ry/orltier ot

Office Ihe haArrnon 4 the Ilo.rd

September 19, 1986

)ear IBMer

4 .

Iromnk I ork Beloit 1'81

I am writing to tell you about a new--and .emporary--retirement
opportunity for which you are eligible.

It is called the 1986 Retirement Incentive, and it is part of our
continuing effort to make the IBM company as lean and vigorous as
possible. As you know, we have taken a number of other measures
this year to help us reach this goal. We have moved work to
people and people to work. We have reorganized and streamlined
organizations, eliminated unnecessary work, and cut discretionary
expenses.

Not only is this belt tightening prudent in difficult times such
as these, it is essential if we are to remain the leader in one
of the world's most competitive industries. When the upturn
begins--and I am confident that it will--1BM will emerge stronger
and better prepared to compete because of the measures we have
taken this year.

Just as a healthy company continually must assess its resources to
plan for the future, an individual periodically must take stock of
his or her future plans. I would ask you to read carefully the
enclosed material. You may want to d,scuss it wita your family.

The 1986 Retirement Incentive offers yot a financial and personal
opportunity Retiring under this incentive program may give you
a head start on a second career you have been thinking about, or
it may be a chance to catch up on some well-deserved leisure

Whatever your personal goal, I urge vou to consider the 1986
Retirement Incentive It will help IBM remain co tttive, and
it also helps protect IBM's full employment trad n Ir may
mean the beginning of a fulfilling retirement for you

JFA lm
Enclosure

A - tli

Sincerely,

rl ';
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1986 Retirement Incentive

IBM 1986
Retirement Retarment

Plan Ineentur

I flaw,' on lit tbitiaton
of ,rort to rap- and yr, tre)

Curren. Retirement Income
Estimate

Social Security Age

Total

IIIIIIII A t 3 t
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL
(when signed)

MEMORANDUM TO International Business Machines Corporation

I have fulls considered the 1986 Retirement Incentive

I wish to take advantage of this opportunity to receive benefits provided
by the IBM Retirement Plan temporary modification upon my retire
merit from IBM, effective at a date to be determined as described in the
annouii ement

Requested Retirement Date

Date Signature

Employee Serial

Thu form mwt he returned to .frow manager before the end of the rleaston period

k.; '',..:'

4__
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RETIREMENT SCHEDULE

IF MONTH OF SERVICE
ANNIVERSARY IS

OCTOBER THROUGH JANUARY

FEBRUARY THROUGH MAY

JUNE THROUGH SEPTEMBER

A - 131

SCHEDULED DATE OF
RETIREMENT IS

OCTOBER THROUGH JANUARY

FEBRUARY THROUGH APRIL

APRIL THROUGH JUNE

sgo 1-

4.
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InuiLicarrs
1986 Hri I 8EmENT iNtENTIN F

\\ I (1 I t

It is a temporary modification of the II3A1 Retirement Plan

11 In. i- hciLl '

Active domestic regular or regular part -time employee,

Those on a lease of ahem e or internaonal assignment

1986 retiree,

doi

Adds five years to age and sem, u e on Der ember 15, 1986, to
determine eligibility to retire

You are eligible if
you have 25 or more Years of seri,
you are at least i0 years of agi with 10 years of service,
you.re at least 57 years of age %oh 1 dai, of seryire

Adds fne years to age and service on retirement date to determine increased benefit.

Example #1

t .urrent Age 50
"Ivry ire 25
(.ompensation 835,000

`Itandard Plan r)8(, Retirement In( entoo

Not Eligible Eligible
Annual
Retirement
Re-,ef

811,014

C'Y --1



Example #2
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Current Age. 55

Service: 30
Compensation: $40,000

Standard Plan 1986 Retirement Incentive

Annual
Retirement
Benefit: $12,621 $16,361

Example #3

Current Age 60
Service: 35
Compensation $45,000

Standard Plan 1986 Retirement Incentive

Annual
Retirement
Benefit. $18,406 $21,036

A hen does thi: take place?

December 15, 1986, is the employee decision deadline under the incentive.

Retirement dates will be determined by a company-wide schedule which begins in
October 1986 and ends in June 1987. The retirement date must be approved by the
employee's mar.ager.

A Il was this done?

Part of continuing effort to maintain and improve IBM's competitive strength.

Balance resources.

Offer a financial and personal opportunity.

Provide a head start on a second career or the opportunity for additional leisure.
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4e

InternatmessM.him4Corpor,ton
Armonk York

Contacts: Pamela Hawkins
(914) 765-6565

Maxine Yee
(914) 765-6434

IBM ANNOUNCES 1986 RETIREMENT INCENTIVE

ARMONK, N.Y., September 12 . . . IBM today announced a retirement

incentive for U.S. employees that makes more employees eligible for

retirement and improves the retirement benefit for those electing to

participate.

The 1986 Retirement Incentive is part of IBM's continuing efforts

to improve the company's competitive strength by reducing costs and

balancing resources. It also will he ;reserve IBM's full employment

tradition.

Eligibility for the incentive is determined by adding five

years to both the actual age and service record of employees as of

December 15 of this year. Eiployees must notify IBM by December 15,

1986 of their decision to participate and should retire no later than

June 30, 1987. The decision to retire under this incentive iF

voluntary.

At the end of 1985, IBM's U.S. population was 242,241. Its U.S.

population is projected to decline by approximately 4,000 during

1986 as a result of normal attrition and limited hiring. With this

retirement incentive, along with normal attrition and continued

limited hiring, the reduction in the number of U.S. employees in

1987 Is planned to be at least twice that of 1986.

# A #

t31

4

09:286
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December 18, 1986

MORE THAN 10,000 EMPLOYEES PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 1986

RETIREMENT INCENTIVE; ELIGIBILITY TO RETIRE MADE PERMANENT

The 1186 Retirement Incentive was extremely successful. More than
10,000 employees have indicated their intention to retire in 1987.

"IBM owes a debt of gratitude to those employees for their long
service and valuable contributions," said IBM Chairman of the Board
John Y. Akers. "Their cooperation in making the 1986 Retirement
Incentive a success takes us one step closer to helping IBM remain
competitive in a difficult business environment."

To continue to make early retirement attractive for U.S. employees,
IBM today announced that certain provisions of the 1986 Retirement
Incentive will continue to apply to employees who were eligible to
retire under the incentive, but who elected not to participate.

Employees who were made eligible to retire by the incentive will
permanently retain eligibility to retire. In addition, all eligible
employees who did not choose to retire under the 1986 Retirement
Incentive will receive improved retirement benefits, although less
than those available from the incentive. Benefits for those who
elected to retire under the incentive are a changed.

Managers may be contacted for additional information about
retirement eligibility. Employees not eligible for the 1986
Retirement Incentive are not affected. -

IBM also reportea today it sees no signs of improvement in its
general worldwide business climate as 1987 approaches, and cost
reductions and resource balancing actions will continue throughout
the company.

12/22 a.m

- t3
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wr of I we Proporni

Dear IBMer

/Ze/ierreA re,the/ePrie..,

December 10, 1981

I am writing to tell you about a special opportunity which
may be of interest to you. It is occasioned by the major
reorganization that we recently announced. Realignment of
headquarters organizations in lower Westchester County, New
York, and Franklin Lakes/Montvale, New Jersey, will require
substantial redeployment of people, including a significant
numbet of relocations. Therefore, the company will offer
longer service employees, who may wish to leave the company
to follow ether pursuits, the chance to do so with our as-
sistance.

Any headquarters' employee in the division, group, corporate,
or subsidiary headquarters organizations located in lower
Westchester County, New York, or Franklin Lakes/Montvale, New
Jersey, who will have completed 25 or more years of service
by December 31, 1182, and who elects to leave IBM by March 31,
1982, can receive special payments. IBMe s whose 25th service
anniversary date or eligibility date for early retirement is
between April 1, 1984, and December 31, 1982, may delay leav-
ing until their anniversary or eligibility date, if they wish.

The special payments are paid at the rate of 50 percent of
the employee's regular salary (based on an annual salary of
up to 5100,000), for 48 months or until age 65, whichever
occurs first, with a minimum payment period of 12 months.
These special payments are in addition to whatever benefits
the employee would normally be eligible to receive upon leav-
ing the company.

This special opportunity is strictly voluntary. If you wish

to take advantage of 1, we would like to know by February 26,
1982. You may get further details from your manager.

ui

Sincerely,

urdic
Vice Presi ent, Personnel

4- ' 1 ^
6 ,! t)
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM TO. International Business Machines Corporation

I have fully considered the special voluntary opportunity
described in the letter of December 10, 1981.

I wish to take advantage of this opportunity to receive
the special portents upon my (retirement/resignation) from
IBM, effective

Date:

A 131

4.. 'A

Signature

Employee Serial
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GVNERAL CONFIRMATION LETTER

Dear (Employee):

This letter confirms the understanding that has resulted
from prior discussions with you regarding your (resigna-
tion/retirement) from IBM.

Effective IBM will pay you the following
special payments per month to be paid on a semi-monthly
basis:

From To Amount

In the event of your cleat): after the effective date and prior
to (ending date of special payments) IBM will continue the
special payments to your spouse. if living, or if ot, to your
eligible dependent children/child under age 23. Otherwise,
such payments will cease absolutely on your death.

Very truly yours,

INTERNAIONAL BUSINESS
MACHINES CORPORATION

(Signed - Operating Unit
Personnel Director)

A - 131
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NO COMPETL CLAUSE

Dear (Emplcvee):

This letter confirms the understanding that has resulted
froh. ,rior discussion with you regarding your (resigna-

tion/retirement) from IBM.

Effective , IBM will pay you the following
special payments per month to be paid on a semi-monthl,

basis:

From To Amount

In the event of your death after the effective date and prior
to (ending date of special payments), IBM will continue the
pecial payments to your spouse, if living, or if not, to

your eligible dependent children/child under age 23), Other-

wise such payments will cease absolutely on your death.

IBM's obligation to continue special payments hereunder is

sub .ct to the condition that during this period you will

not, without first notifying IBM and obtaining its approval,

engage in ar, activity with, or be employed by, any firm or

organizatio-. which competes with IBM or its subsidiaries. To

ensure compliance with this provision, you agree to notify

IBM of any prospective employment you intend to accept during

this period.

If the foregoing accords with your understanding, kindly In-

dicate your agreement by dating, signing, and returning the

enclosed copy of this letter contract 'n the envelope provided.

-Very truly yours,

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
MACHINES CORPORATION

(Signed Olciating Unit
Personnel Director)

AGREED DATE

A - i3'

4
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IBM Retirement Education Assistance Plan (REAP)
A plan to help prepare for an active and enjoyable retirement.

If you are eligible for the 1986 Retirement Incentive, ycu are eligible for REAP. The
financial assistance that REAP offers toward educational expenses can help prepare you and
your spouse for activities and personal fulfillment in your retirement years

Who can participate?

Employees within five years of retirement eligibility

Retirees for up to three years after retirement

Your spouse becomes eligible wl'Pn you do

How does it work?

Reimburses eligible costs upon course completion.

Maximum lifetime bznefit is $2,500 per individual.

Submit REAP application (ZM02.5431) to the benefits representative at your location prior
to enrollment.

What educational expenses are reimbursed?

Courses at nationally accredited colleges, secort2Ary schools and adult continuing educa
tion courses. (Books, tools and optional or noneducational fees are not reimbursable.)

Course examples:

Real Estate

Sports Instruction

Interior Design

Creative Writing

Musical Instruction
Carpentry

Hotel/Motel Management
Photography

Tax Accounting

Financial Planning
and more ...

More Information

Sec the Retirement Education Assistance Plan section of Plaruung Your Finartaal Future.

n p. 1 I
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1986 Retirement Incentive

Information, Please
This brochure is a first step toward understanding the 1986 Retirement Incentive

and the personal and financial opportunities it may offer you.
Your manager has attended a special seminar on this subject so that he or she can

answer any cr lestions you may have after reading this material.
In addition, your local benefits department has trained personnel available

to answer your questions.
So don't hesitate Planning for retirement can be a complex bismess. Take some

time to ...udy this brochure and your personalized benefit estimate. The estimate

reflects a single life form of payment, not adjusted for such options as Joint and

Survivor, income leveling and Pre-Retirement Spouse Option. Reviewing the

IBM Retirement Plan section of the "Planning Your Finant,ta! Future" bookie: will
also be helpful. If you have questions, or you're just not sure you understand the

1986 Retirement Incentive, be sure to talk to your manager or ca., four local bene-

fits department.

The Basics
The 1986 Retirement Incentive is a temporary modification of the IBM Retirement

Plan It increases the amount of the retirement benefit foreligible employees and

makes more employees eligible for retirement.
It works like this. to determine your eligibility to retire, the incentive adds five

years to your actual age and service as of December 15,1986. If eligible. your
increased retirement benefit will be calculates by adding five years to you age and

service on your retirement day.

Advantages fur Retiree
If you have already given some thought to retirement, you'll notice right away that

the 1986 Retirement Incentive offers financial advantages over the standard IBM

Retirement Plan. (See examples on pages 2 and 3.) The larger retirement benefit

under the incentive is not just for a year or twobut for the rest of your retired life.
Some of youespecially those made eligible for retirement by the addition of

five years to actual agemay never have considered early retirement. You may,

however, have had thoughts about a second career. Perhaps you never took these

thoughts seriously because of financial reasons. This new retirement incentive

may help make such a change possible. Or it may simply give you more time to

pursue other interests.
Whatever your personal situation, if you are eligible for this retirement

incentive, you have a thoughtful and careful decision to make.

cr
4, ,...)
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Here are some examples of how the incentive may affect you:

Example 1.
If ycu are age 50-54 by December 15, there are special advantages. Under the
standard 1B.4 Retirement Plan, you would not be eligible to retire unless you had at
least 30 years service. Under the incentive, you become eligible with only 10
years of service and your benefit calculation is increased by the addition of five
years of service. Under the current plan, a certain amount is deducted from your
retirement income calculation because you will receive retirement payments over
a longer period of time. Under the incentive, these early retirement reduction
factors would be reduced. Lifetime medical benefits would also be extended to
you, your eligible dependents or eligible survivors.

Retirement benefit calculations based on retirement as of 12/31/86. This
example reflects improvements in the base period announced in May.

Current IBM 1986 Retirement
Retirement Plan :ncentive

Age 50 55
Service 25 30
Final Pay 525.000 525.000

Service and awnings Formula

Based on Actual Based on
Age and Service Incentive

Avg Earnings
in Current Base
Period (1977-86) Not Eligible 519,500

X 015

5292 50
X 30 Years

Early Retirement 5 8.775

Reduction -10%
Benefit S 7.898 Annually

With Leveling Option
to Age 62.

S 7,898

Not Temporary
Eligible Incentive

510.170 Annually

Note If you do not retire under the incentive you will not be eligible to retire for the next five yeah In five years
when you br:ome eligible you will receive a minimum amount of 56.143 (58.775 num'. 30 percent) instead of
57,898 The 30 percent reduction factor is based on actual age on 12/31/86

You may select a leveling option, an adjustment to retirement benefit so when you elect to :de Social Security
your total retirement math remains about the same.

Example 2.
If you are 55-59 by December 15, the retirement benefit is iacreased in two ways.
Your early retirement factors are eliminated by tl..; addition of five years of age.
Your retirement benefit is also increased by the addition of five years of service. In
addition, the incentive means only 10 years of service are needed (rather than
the 15 under the standam plan) to qualify your eligible dependents or eligible
survivors for lifetime medical benefits.

s'l
rl
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Retirement benefit calculations based on retirement as of 12/31/86. This
example reflects improvements in the base period announced in May.

Current IBM 1986 Retirement
Retirement Plan Incentive

Age 55 60
Service 30 35

Final Pay $40,000 $40,000

Service and Earnings Formula

Based cn Actual Based on
Age and Service Incentive

Avg Earni"gs
in Current Base
Periud (1977-86) 531,163 531,163

X 015 Y 015

$467 45 $457 45
X 30 Years X 15 Years

514,023 S16,361
Early Retirement
Redvction -10% (no reduction)

3c nefit 512,621 Annually 516,361 Annually

With Leveling Option
to Age 62 516,565 Annually $20,05 Annually

512,621

$16,361

Current
Plan

Temporary
Incentive

Note If you uo not retire under the incent,vc, an early retirement reduction factor of 10 percent will be
applied to the 516.361 The nummum bencl it at retirement will be $14.725 ($16,361 minus 10 percent )

Example 3.
If you are age 60 or over and are eligible to retire, benefits are increased by the ad-
dition of five years of service. Early retirement reduction factors no longer apply
to ycu. In addit.on, the incentive means only 10 years of service are needed (rather
than the 15 under the standard plan) to g ialify your eligible dependents or eligib.e
survivors for lifetime medical benefits.

Retirement benefit calculations based on retirement as of 12/31/86. This exam-
ple ref sects improvements in the base period announced in May.

Current IBM :986 Retirement
Retirement Plan Incentive

Age 60 65
Service 35 40
Final Pay 545.000 $45,000

Serve e and Earnings Formula

Based on Actual Based on
Age and Service Incentive

Avg Earnings
in Current Base
Period (1977-86) $35, 535,059

X 015 X 015

5525 89 5525 89
X 35 Years X 40 Years

Benefit $18,406 Annually $21,036 Annually

With Leveling Option
to Age 62 524,654 Annually 527,187 Annually

SI 8,406

$21,036

Current
Plan

Temporar;
Incentive

Note If you do not retire under the incentive, the minimum ber:fit that will be used to compare against other IBM
Retirement Plan calculations will be )21,036

.3
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Keeping that Competitive Edge
At one time, a company's strength was measured by the superiority of its product
line That's still critically important, but it's not the only factor in today's business
world.

Today, the top competitor must also be as lean and vigorous as possible.
Controlling cost and expense are key to a company's competitive health. The skills
and experience needed for a st xessful future must be balanced with the need for
belt-new-mg. These are facts of life not only in the information processing
industry, but throughout American industry.

O "cr the past year, :BM has implemented a number of measures to maintain and
increase its competitive strength Resource balancing and the re suction of
discretionary expenses are the two you've probably heard most about. The 1986
Retire it Incentive is an additional measure that will help ism become stronger,
leaner, a I better prepared to compete in the years ahead. It will also help protect
our tradition of full employment.

The Choice is Yours
It's Important to note that retiring under the 1986 Retirement Incentive is strictly
voluntary. Taking the time to study the information in this brochure and your
personalized benefit estimate, or talking with your management, does not in any
way commit you to retiring. You may decide that now is not the right time to retire.
Or you may decide that it's the perfect time. It's all up to you.

If you are eligible, but choose not to retire under this incentive, you are still
entitled to an improved benefit. This is explained in detail in Question 4, which
follows.

The only requirement if you do choose to retire under this incentive is that you
sign the enclosed form and give it to your manager no later than December 15,
1986. Your retirement date will be determined by a company-wide schedule which
begins in October 1986 and ends in June 1987 Your manager must also approve
the date selected.
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For Mors Information
The following questions and answers provide details you should know about the

1986 Retirement Incentive If you have additional questions, your manager or

local benefits department will be happy to help.

1. 0. Who is eligible for this incentive?

A. It applies to active domestic regular and regular part-time employees, and

those on an approved leave of absence or international assignment on September

12, 1986. Empl( gees who retired after January 1, 1986, also qualify.

2. 0. how do eligibility requirements under this incentive compare with eligibility

requirements under the standard IBM Retirement Plan?

A. They are much better The following chart will help you make a comparison.

1986 Retirement Incentive Current IBM Retirement Plan

Any age with at least 25 years
actual ser'ice

At least age 50 with 10 years
actual service

At least age 57 with I day
actual service

A' least age 60 with I day
actual service

Any age with at least 30 years service

At least age 55 with 15 years service

At least age 62 with 5 years service
& eligible to receive Social
Security benefits

At least age 65 with I year service

3. G. When must I retire to take advantage of this incentive?

A. Retirements for all employees will follov the same schedule The schedule

allows retirement to proceed in an orderly fashion while business commitments

continue to be met. Your retirement date within the schedule is determined by

yc ar service anniversary month and must be approved by your manager. How-

ever, the latest possible date of retirement will be June 30, 1987.

4. 0. Does this modification affect my retirement benefit if I do not choose to retire

under the 1986 Retirement I -entive?

A. Yes. If you are eligible to retire under thismodification and choose not to

retire, your retirement benefit still is recalculated on December 31, 1986, * by

adding five years to actual service as of that date. This calculation which
is reduced by early retirement factors for all employees who are under 60

on December 31, I 986*becomes the minimum amount you may receive on

*The chgtbiley and acceptance deadline under the incentive isDecember 15, 1986

Walnut?: benefits calculated for those who are eligible under the incentive but

do not choose to retire are based on actual age andmodified service as of

December 31, 1986
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retirement. (This minimum benefit provision is required by current government
regulations regarding pensions.)

However, at some point in time, usually between two and three years, normal
salary growth and increasing service will cause the minimum benefit to be
exceeded by the benefit received under the IBM Retirement Plan. When you
retire you will get the greater amcunt.

If you choose not to retire under this incentive, it is important to note that early
retirement reduction factors will reduce the retirement benefit in most cases. (See
example 1 and 2.)

Also, if you are under 55 with less than 30 years of service on December 15,
1986, the 1986 Retirement Incentive represents a unique opportunity to retire at
an earlier age with less service. If you do not choose to retire under the incentive,
you must then wait until your actual age and service makes you eligible to retire
under the standard IBM Retirement Plan. (See example 1.)

5. O. If I wish to retire under this modification but my manager L la me to stay
longer, how long must I stay?

A. Your manager may ask you to stay on, due to business needs but not beyond
June 30, 1987. For example, if the schedule calls for your retirement from Febru-
ary through April 1987 and you wish to retire in February, your manager may ask
you to stay until April for compelling business reasons. Any request to stay be-
yond April 1987 would have to be approved by your unit/division head.

e. Q. Based on my service anniversary date, the retirement schedule allows me to
retire February through April. May I retire earlier than February?

A. If you wish to retire on a date earlier than that specified under the schedule, it
must be approved by your division or unit nead or designate.

i-.. ? ,-)
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Z O. If tak'ng my remaining vacation (earned and/or accrued) puts my retirement
date past my scheduled retirement period or date, may I retire at the later date?

A. No. If you elect to retire under this temporary modification, you must retire
within the schedule and on a date agreed upon with your manager. You will be
compensated for any unused vacation.

8. O. Does the addition of five years of age and service affect eligibility for any
other benefit such as life insurance, Quarter Century Club or vesting under the
Tax Deferred Savings Plan?

A. No Eligibility for other programs is not affected and continues to be based on
actual age and/or service. However, if you retire under the incentive and your
modified age and service are at least 55 and 15 respectively, or if your modified
service is 30 y .rs or greater regardless of age, Iretime medical and dental bene-
fits will be provided for your eligible survivors. For those of you who don't reach
these levels of age and service, eligible survivors will receive one year of medical
and dental benefits.

9. O. Have any of the basic provisions of the IBM Retirement Plan such as the base
period, three formulas to calculate the benefit, Joint & Survivor Option or level-
ing changed'

A. No. The basic provisions remain the same.

10. O. How does the addition of five years to my age under the incentive affect calcu-
lations for the Joint & Survivor Option, leveling and Social Security amounts
under the minimum benefit formula?

A. The add;tion of five years of age and service is to determine eligibility and cal-
culate benefits. All adjustments to that benefit, such as leveling, Joint and Survi-
vor Option and Social Security, will be based on actual age.

11. O. If I retire under the modification, is it possible to work at my previous job as a
supplemental?

A. The key to a supplemental employment arrangement will be needs of the busi-
ness. Only when a business need exists can you be considered for supplemental
employment in either the same or similar assignment. You may also be considered
for work in other departments or locations on an individual basis. If hired as a
supplemental your retirement and other benefits will continue.

12. O. Are all interested employees who retire guaranteed supplement- work?

A. No. Only whei_ a business need exists will employee interest ii....upplement
employment be considered. Your manager can provide you with further details.
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13. Q. I have vested rights and this incentive makes me eligible for retirement. If I do
not accept the opportunity to retire :s the amount of my vested rights affected?

A. Yes, your vested rights amount at age 65 would be equal to the retirement bene-
fit amount derived from the incentive. If your actual service makes you eligible to
receive vested rights at age 55, the amount would be reduced by the normal reduc-
tion of 3 percent per year from age 65.

For instance, in the case of the employee in exlznple 1, he would have a vested
right amount at age 65 of $8,775, which is the amount derived under the retire-
ment incentive, not reduced for age. As a vested right, it would be subject to re-
ductions of 3 percent per year for each year younger than age 65 the employee
chooses to start vested rights payments, down to a minimum vested right at age 55
of $6,143.

2 fr.'. 5
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UNION
CARBIDE

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION 39 OLO .9,-,BURY ROAD DANBURY C7 OBI317-0001

May 16, 1988

Sonia Fuentes
Congressional Fellow
Senate Subcommittee on Labor
Hart Senate Office Building
Room 608
Washington, DC 20510

RE: Request for Literature on UCC's Early Retirement Incent,ve Program ANSF/

Dear Ms. Fuentes:

Based on your telephone request, I've enclosed some material which
further describes the subject program:

1. Outline of the program.
2. "QAA's" distributed to Benefit Plan Administrators to be used in

discussions with employees about their benefits under VSP. Note
Question No. 33, in which we state we plan to protest any state
unemployment awards.

3. A copy of the release signed by employees who chose to
sever/retire under VSP.

I was unable to obtain a copy of the actual brochure provided to
employees, but it mirrored the information presented in the outline (*1).

pb

att

13198

I hope this will be of some assistance to you

ii'

Sincerely yours,

L. H. Reiter
Consultant Benefit
Plans
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EMPLOYEE

I 7A71----mal
BULLETIN

ANNOUNCE/48NT

DANBURY, Aug. 28 The Company announced today a Voluntary
Severance Program (VSP) for U.S. salaried employees in designated units where,
because of organizational or c,,erating changes, the number of people is
expected to exceed the number of jobs available.

The Program includes.

1. A '3.3 Addition' to the Pension Plan, which will add three
years of Company Service Credit and three years of age to the
actual Service ,redit and age for

- determining eligibility to retire,

- calculating pension benefits.

- determining eligibility for vested pension benefit

2. The payment of Severance Allowance.

3 Up to six months of continued participation in the medical and
life insurance plans for persons not eligible for retirement
benefits

4 Payment of 1986 vacation even if severance is prior to
12/31/e5.

5 Outplacement service if requested

Employees in the designated units will be informed of their
eligibility in the near futJre.

CORPORATE EMPLOYEE RELATIONS DEPARTMENT
DANBURY

r 'SO
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VOLUNtARY SEVERANCE PROGRAM VSP
^3+3 4 SEVERANCE PAY

The purpose of VSP is to secure a reduction in force within a designated

unit by providing an incentive for eligible salaried employees to volunteer

for severance from employment. An eligible employee is one within a specified

category employed within the designated unit.

sumerrs OF VSP

"3+3 Addition"

For employees accepting the VSP offer, three years of Company Service

Credit and three years of age will be added to the actual age and service used

for determining pension eligibility and benefits, including eligibility'for

vesting.

Effect of "3+3 Addition"

Eligibility f . retirement will be attained at age 47 with at least

seven years of Company Service Credit at the time of severance.

Three years will be added to the Cc. any Service Credit used in

calculating the pension benefit of each employee accepting the VSP

offer who has at least seven years of service or is at least age 62

with one month of ,ompany Service Credit.

Three years will be added to the actual service credit and age in

determining e1igittlity for retirement with an unreduced pension.

Therefore, eligibility for an unreduced benefit will be:

a) Age and service total 19 or more

b, Attainment of age 59 with at least seven years

of Company Service Credit

c) Attainment of age 62 with at 'east one month of Company Service

Credit
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-2-

Actuarial reductions for reduced pension benefit will be computed

after the addition of threa years to both the actual age and actual

service. The reduction will be 5% for each ye.r (prorated at 5/12 of

1% per month) short of normal deligthility for an unreduced pension;

i.e., age 62 with ten years' service, age 60 with 30 years' service,

and age-and-service totalling 85.

Example: Age 53 with 26 years' service

Usual Reduction:

Six years short of 85 eligibility

6 x 5% 30% reduction

"3+3* Reduction; Age 53 4. 3 56

Service 26 4. 3 . 29

Total 85

No Reduction

(See attachtA table for complete schedule of factors.)

Eligibility foi a vested pension benefit will be seven years of

Company Service Credit at time of severance.

Benefit Plan Participation

Individuals electing to retire under the VSP offer may continue

medical and life Insurance under same terms and premium arrangements

as they may apply either now or in th^ Future to other retirees.

Individuals not eligible to retire may continue medical insurance and

life insurance (without disability provisions) for six months or until

eligible for coverage by another group plan if earlier under same

terms and premium arrangemporq .s rbey may apply eather now or in the

future to other retirees

86-519 0 - 88 - 10
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_3_

- Individuals terminating under VEP will be paid for all unused accrued

vacation plus 1986 vacation, regardless of severance date.

Severance Payments

Individuals terminating under VEP will receive a severance payment in

accordance with the following schedule:

COMPANY SERVICE CREDIT SEVERANCE ALLOWANCE

Com:Qat:A Years

Up to 3 years 1/2 month's pay

3 years and under 5 years 3/4 month's pay

5 years and unon 7 years 1 month's pay

7 years and under 10 years 1-1/2 month's pay

10 years 2 month's pay

Over 10 years 2 month's pay plus 1/4

month's pay for each year

of Company Service in

e7:ess of 10. (Pro-rated for

partial years in excess of 10)

Payment will be made at the regular salary rate on the regular paydays.
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-4-

VSP Coverage and Limitations

Available for use in a designated unit with both non-exempt and exempt

salaried employees subject to the following limitations:

1) A defined surplus of people exists

2) The approval of the Group President

3) The concurrence of Corporate Industrial Relations

4) An analysis of the demographics of the designated un.t to insure

that in both offering and acceptance there will be a wide range

of salary levels and no disparate representation in age, sex or

minorities.

The designated unit will function with fewer employees at the

conclusion of VSP.

The offer/acceptance period will be at least one month, but will end

no later than December 31, 1985.

The date of retirement/severance will be specified by the Company but

will be no later than December 31, 1985; except in rare-and-unusual

circumstances approved by the Group President with the concurrence of

Corporate Industrial Relations.

Elections will be entirely voluntary by the eligible employees.

Cutplacement assistance will be available if requested by the employee.

The Company retains the right to keep the skills necessary to maintain

the business.

8/28/85

0020
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SUGGESTED TRANSMITTAL LETTER POR BROCHURE

TO:

Your (Department, Section, etc.) has been designated as one of the units to be
included in the voluntary Severance Plan (VSP). You are therefore one of the
people eligible for the Plan.

The attached brochure describes this Plan in some detail. I urge you to read
it carefully.

On at in we will hold a meeting at
which the Plan will be discussed, and at which you may ask questions. Please
try to attend.

The Plan offers unique opportunitie- for those who wish to avail
themscensideration.

If you would like t dicl_,At
it. It deserves your thoughtful couss
it on a personal basis, either before or after the meeting on
please let me know.

Very truly yours
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TO: Union cabide corporation

I have been fully informed cf the corporation's offer to me to

participate in the Voluntary S eeeee nce Program as outlined in the brochure

The Voluntary Program (V5P). dated September. 1985.

Yes. I have decided to elect to participate in

and receive the benefits of VSP by voluntarily

Ins my employment as provided by VSP.

Mo. I have decided not to participate in and

receive the benefits of VSP.

Signature

Date

Please complete the form and return to

no later than

C%

'I
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V S P - '341 AND SEVERANCE"

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON PROCEDURE

Q. Where may VSP be used?

A. In any designated organizational unit, where such unit wilt function

thereafter with fewer employees. A unit Could be as large as a

division/component, location, or small as a departmental unit or

functional pact thereof.

2. Q. Who is an eligible employee?

A. Any salaried employee within any unit where VSP has been approved for

use.

:. Q. May VSP be offered to single, identifiable employee?

A. In general, no. However, for example, if a single employc2 is to

become surplussed because the earloyee' job is to be eliminated, VSP

may be offered to that employee after necessary approvals.

. Q. May VSP be used on a limited basis within an selected unit?

A. Yes, in several ways:

A cap on the number of personnel allowed to take VSP may be used. If

so, and VSP is over - subscribed, then Company Service should be the

factor used in determining eligibility.

It may be used only for exempt or only for non-exempt personnel, but

this is not recommended.

- You nay single out an identifiable part of a unit, i.e., a function.
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5. Q. (fiat approvals are required?

A. Group President and Corporate .ndustrial Relations

8. Q. Is this an ongoing program?

A. No. It is a time limited program designed to assist units in reducing

forces - where nee sssss y, and available only to the end of 1985.

7. Q. If an eligible employee declines VSP and is later declared surplus,

will the VSP benefits be available to such an employee?

A. No.

8. Q. If a component declines to use VSP, but surpluses employees, is VSP

available to those employees?

A. No. Only the regular benefits are available when a reduction -in -force

takes place; i.e., the usual pension benefit plus lay-off allowance.

9. Q. will VSP be publicized to all employees, including these not eligible?

A. les, but only in a general wmy.
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10. O. Should an employee be advised that if he or she declines VSP he or she

may be subject to layoff?

A. If a reduction-in-force is going to take place within a component, and

surplusing will occur if the VSP does not create a sufficiency, it is

strongly advised that the employees in that component be so advised (as

group) concurrently wit.: annwncement of VSP.

11. Q. Can an employee rescind ar election or rejection?

A. Yes, if done before the end of the offering period of that --oup.
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VSP - Process

Additional Q 6 As

12. Q. Will this program cover employees who ace voluntarily retiring

between Sept. 1st and Jan. 1st, 1986?

A We do not wish to interrupt the flow of voluntary retirements. Thus,

any such employee who retires between Sept. 1, 1985 and Jan. 1, 1986

(an employee's effective date of retirement is tl,e first of the month

after the last day of work), who would have been included in a VSP

offering, if they had remained active rather than retire during this

period, will have their pension benefits improved retroactively as

provided by VSP, as well as other VSP benefits for which they would

have been eligible.

13. Q. May employees selecting VSP defer their pension?

P. Yes, and it will not affect their VSP benefits. For those VSPers

deferring pension, the *3+3 Addition will apply at the time the

pension benefit begins.

14. Q. Will the pension bridge apply in VSP?

A. No. VSP is a voluntary action. The bridg:ng for pension applies

only in non-voluntary situations -- by the action of the Company.

IS. Q. For those VSPers who are not eligible to retirt, how will they pay

for their share of continued life insurance and medical insurance?

A. They will be billed monthly.
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16. Q. Is the Dental Expens. Assistance 'nen continued under VSP?

A. No. The Dental Plan terminates on the last day of the calendar month

in which employment stops. If a previously covered individual is

receiving dental care or treatment prescribed by a dentist before

hat date, benefits according to the schedule will still be payable

for services performed for up to 31 days.

17. Q. Does the 343 Addition apply to vacation pa, or severance pay?

A. No. The 3+3 Addition applies only to pension eligibility and in the

calculation of a pension benefit.

18. Q. When will the vacation pay be paid?

A. Any vacation pay due, i.e., current year vacation, carried forward

vacation (bank vacation) or 1986 vacation will be paid in the year of

last day of scheduled work. Thus, if a VSPer's last day of scheduled

work is in 1985, then such vacation pay will be paid in 1985 and will

be a part of 1985 earnings.

The income tax withholding for such vacation pay will only be at the

20% level. Thus, such employees should consider filing an estimated

1985 tax return. Such filings can be no later than January 15, 1986.

19. Q. What are the income tax ramifications of the Severance

A. The Severance Pay is sub)ect to ta.ation as ordinary income in the

year in which it is received. Income tax will be withheld at the

individual's regular withholding rate.

(1.-N4,;
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20. Q. Is the Severance Pay subject to 'Social Security Tee?

A. Yes. There is a question, however, in which year or yearr it is

subject to such taxation. We are seeking an IRS ruling on this

question and will so inform you when we have that ruling.

21. Q. Are employees on leave of absence eligible for VSP?

A. This answer is predicated upon a VSP offering within the designated

unit from which an employee is on LOA. There are several different

types of 'leaves of absence;

If an employee is on disability leave, i.e, absent because of

illness or ihjury, such an employee would be eligible for a VSP

offering -- even if absent because of the disability during the

offering period.

It an employee is on a leave-of-absence for personal reasons,

union service, or in the Company's business interest, they will

ke eligible for VSP only if they have returned from the LOA

during the VSP offering eriod.

23. Q. May VSP be offered to any salaried employee in a designated

organizational unit?

A. Yes, except to members of Senior Management.

24. Q. Can IAs be included in VSP?

A. If they ace on the U.S. payroll.
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2S. Q What about area component?

A. If they wish such program, they should develop a proposal and

submit it for approval.

26, Q. Can the Severance Pay be treated as "Earnings* for an IRA

contribution?

A. In the opinion of our counsel, based upon a ruling from the IRS, they

cannot.

27. Q. Will the addition of three years to my age also apply to the survivor

enefit factor?

A. No. The actual ages of you and your named survivor will be used.

28. Q. Will the three-year addition to age affect the Social Security offset

when the 1.5% pension formula is used?

A. No. The offset will be based on your actual age.

29. Q. Will the three-year addition to age affect the level-income

calculation?

A. No. It will be based on actual age.

30. Q. Will the addition of three years to the service be used in computing

the severance payment?

A. NO. Actual service will be used.

86-519 0 - 88 - 11
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31. Q. If death occurs before the severance payments are completed what

happens?

A. Any remaining payments will be paid in a lump sum to the individual's

estate

32. Q. If the total of age and service is more than 79, can the "excess" age

(up to 3 years) be used in the pens'on multiplier?

A. No. The oily addition to the multiplier is three years of service.

If age and service total 79 or more, the age is irrelevant for

purposes of VSP.

33. Q. Will people electing VSP be eligible for unemployment benefits from

the state?

A. The separation will be reported as being voluntary, which ordinarily

is a disqualification. The final decision, of course, is made by the

state. However, the Company plans to protest any awards.

34. Q. Can the Severance Pay be made in a lump sum?

A. No. It must be paid at the regular salary rate.

35. Q. Does the addition of three years of service apply to the calculation

of the amount of retired life insurance?

A. No. Only active service is used.
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36. Q. Why doesn't the '34,3' eligibility apply to the '46-and-6', rather

than '50-and-ten' since this is by action of the Company?

A. The Program is offered by the Company, but the individual volunteers

for separation in order to receive the special benefits. Therefore,

it is not by action of the Company.

37. Q. If I go to work someplace else, will it affect my severance payments?

A. No. Your severance payments will continue even if you have full time

employment. The only exception is that they will end if you return

to employment with Union Carbide.
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POLAROID SEVERANCE RiOGRAM

KEY FEATURES OF THE POLAROID SEVERANCE RiOGRAM

Introduction

The purpose of this Polaroid Severance Program is to achieve a
reduction in worldwide payroll and benefits of twenty-five to thirty
millioo dollars, which will be accomplished through divisional
restructuring and the projected elimination of approximately 400
salaried jobs and a smaller number of hourly jobs.

The program is aimed at improving our financial performance and is
not intended as a benefit. In many cases, management will encourage

individuals to seriously consider the severance program.

Eligibility

The Polaroid Severance Program applies to all permanent full or

part-time Company members who are on the active payroll, but not all
members will be eligible to participate. Division management will
determine the eligibility of a member and to participate you must
receive specific written approval to leave from your Senior
Corporate Officer.

Hourly Members - Decision to participate in this plan is
voluntary. Division Management will, however, limit the number
of participants allowed to leave from the Division, or from one
or more particular job families and/or classifications within
the Division, where appropriate.

Salaried Members - Any salaried member may request to
participate in this plan, but eligibility will be determined by
division management. Participation may be involuntary for some
members with under 10 years of salaried seniority, in which case
the severance payment structure will be as stated in this
Polaroid Severance Program description.

C's r ."
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Timetable

If you are deemed eligible by your division management and are

interested in taking the program, you must let your supervisor know
on or before July 12, 1985. The latest date for termination of your
employment is July 19, 1985.

Exception:

Salaried Members with less than 10 years salaried seniority and
no prior hourly experience, for whom this program may be
involuntary will be notified on or about May 1, 1985; the

termination date for those members will be on or about May 31,
1985.

Salaried Members with less than 10 years salaried seniority and
who have prior hourly experience, have until July 12, 1985 to
decide whether to leave the Company or to re-enter the hourly
ranks.

Severance Pay Provision

Amount of Payment

Severance payments will he based on your

Company seniority as of July 19, 1985, as recorded on
your PEP document (unless you had a break in service, in
which case you will be given credit for your service
prior to the break), and

age as of July 19, 1985, and

pay rate on July 19, 1985.

Payments will be based on base pay only. They will not include
overtine, shift premiums or bonus.

The following is an approximation of benefits:

AGE SEVERANCE PAY

Under age 45 1 month's pay for every 2 years of
seniority.

45 - 49 years Between 1 and 2 month's pay for every 2
years of seniority, depending on age.

50 and over 1 month's pay for every year of
seniority.

The maxi,

full pay.
/ment available under this program is 30 months of
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Form of Payment

You have the choice of receiving your severance payment in one
of several forms, as outlined below. More specific details of
these options and how they would apply to you will be available
through your division Personnel office on or about May 1.

PLEASE NOTE: THE CHOICE ON FORM AND TIMING OF SEVERANCE PAYMENT
MUST BE MADE BEFORE YOU TERMINATE AND THAT CHOICE IS
IRREVOCABLE. NO CgANGES IN FORM OR TIMING OF PAYMENT MAY BE
MADE AFTER YOUR TERMINATION.

1) A full month's pay each month for the designated payment

period. (There will be no interest growth on this type
of payment.)

2) A single lump sum payment equal to the amount of money
Polaroid would need to set aside today in order to meet
its severance obligations to you, which is an amount
that is discounted at 7%.

3) Installment payments based on the discounted lump sum.
(7% interest growth per year will be applied to these
payments.) If you are under age 65, you may choose to
have monthly payments made for as long a period as you
want, but not beyond age 67. If you are age 65 or
older, you may choose to have monthly payments for a
period not to exceed two years after termination.

4) For members with a salary of $50,000 or higher, a
lifetime annuity. This annuity is based on the
discounted lump sum and will provide a monthly income
for life, with or without survivor options.
(7% interest growth per year will be applied to these
payments.)

5) Deferral of severance payment to a later date up to, but
not beyond, age 67. This severance payment will be
based on the discounted lump sum. The year you want
your payments to start and the method of payment that
you want at the end of the deferral period must be
selected before you terminate and those choices are
irrevocable. (7% interest growth per year will accrue
during the deferral period.)

PLEASE NOTE: PERIODIC AND DEFERRED PAYMENT PLANS REPRESENT A
FROMISElfirPOLAROID TO PAY AND POLAROID HAS EVERY INTENTION OF
MEETING ITS OBLIGATION. HOWEVER, THESE PAYMENTS WILL NOT BE
INSURED OR OTHERWISE SECURED.
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Career Decision Workshops and Outplacement Services

Drake Beam Morin Inc., one of the country's finest career counseling
and outplacement firms, is consulting with Polaroid to provide
professional Career Decision Workshops for all employees eligible to
participate in the Polaroid Severance Program. In addition, once an
employee has agreed to leave, Outplacement Services will be
available.

The Career Decision Workshops will offer eligible employees the
opportunity to evaluate their skills, abilities, talents and
experience in relationship to other possible employment. The
workshops will also offer information on effective decision-making
and individual counseling.

Outplacement Services, available once an employee has agreed to
leave, will offer workshops on how to find other full or part-time
employment or on starting your own business and/or consulting and
additional support services.

Regular Retirement Benefits

You will be entitled to whatever benefits Polaroid's retirement
plans normally provide, as well as severance payments. Sessions
will be held to givr you considerably more detail on your Retirement
Benefits, but a brief summary follows.

Under Age 55:

You are immediately entitled to your benefits under the Profit
Sharing Retirement Plan and can choose among the various payment
options provided by the Plan, including deferral to age 70.

If you have 10 or more years of vested service, your Pension
benefit will begin when you reach age 65, or you may arrange for
it to begin on a reduced basis as early as age 55. If you have
less than 10 years of vested service, there is no benefit for
you under the Pension plan.

At Age 55 or Older:

You are immediately entitled to your benefits under the Profit
Sharing Retirement Plan and can choose among the various payment
options provided by the Plan including deferral to age 70 or
payment as an annuity.

Your Pension benefit, which will be reduced 3% for each year you
are under age 65, will be effective as of the month following
your termination. (It will, however, take a few months for your
Pension benefit to be calculated and for the first payment to
arrive.)
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OTHER BENEFITS

Medical Insurance

Under age 55:

You may continue your medical insurance coverage for yourself

and family members, if applicable, for up to two years by
continuing premium payments. The premium will be the same as
for an active employee. Should you obtain medical coverage

through another employer, your Polaroid coverage will cease.

Age 55 or Older:

If your age plus seniority equals at least 65, you can continue
your regular medical insurance coverage for yourself and family
members, if applicable, until age 65, by continuing payments.
Your payment will be the same as for an active employee. Upon
reaching age 65, you can become eligible for Medicare (a
government-sponsored benefit) and for a cost-free Polaroid
medical benefit that supplements Medicare; or remain under the
regular medical insurance for the remainder of the two-year
insurance continuation period, by continuing payments at the
active employee rates.

The combination of Medicare and Polaroid's supplemental medical
benefit will continue for life and will provide a level of
coverage similar to the level provided for active employees.
However, please make a note that you must apply for Medicare
benefits just prior to your 65th birthday. The same is true of
your spouse if you are married.

If you are employed elsewhere and have medical coverage, the
above coverage will still apply, but benefits will be
coordinated between the two plans so that jointly you collect up
to, but not more than, 100% of allowable expenses.

If your age plus seniority does clot equal 65, then your medical
coverage will be the same as for members under age 55. See
previous section.

Dental Insurance

You may continue your dental benefits for yourself and your family
members, if applicable, for up to two years by continuing premium
payments. The premium will be the same as for an active employee.

Should you obtain dental coverage through another employer, your
Polaroid coverage will cease.

a t,
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Life Insurance

You may continue your group life insurance coverage for up to two
years by continuing premium payments. The premium will be the same
as for an active employee. This privilege is for Basic Group Life
Insurance, Optional Group Life Insurance, and Family Life Insurance,
provided you are carrying these insurances on the day you leave.

If you are age 55 or older, and your age plus seniority equals at
least 65, you have a choice regarding the life insurance provisions
above. You can choose to maintain full life insurance coverage, as
above, through premium payments for two years, and then transfer to
Polaroid's lifetime, cost-free Life Insurance Group for retirees.
Or, you can choose to transfer to the retiree Life Insurance Group
as of your termination date and discontinue any optional Polaroid
insurances you presently carry.

Coverage under the cost-free Retiree Life Insurance Plan is:

$10,000 - Coverage for 1st year after termination
$ 8,000 - Coverage for 2nd year after termination
$ 6,000 - Coverage for 3rd year after termination
$ 4,000 - Coverage for 4th year after termination
$ 3,000 - Coverage for life

If you are not a Polaroid Group Life Insurance Plan participant, and
you are age 55 or older and age plus seniority equals at least 65,
you will be covered for a flat $3,000 of life insurance as of the
date you leave, at no cost to you.

Special Note:

If you attain age 55 within the time it would take to collect your
total Severance pad in full-month payments and your age plus
seniority equals at least 65, then you will become eligible for the
retiree group insurance and age 55 retiree group medical insurance
plans described above. The medical plan provided to you will be
whatever is available to active employees, including the same
premium schedule paid by active employees. As the medical plan
changes for active employees, it would also change for you.

For example, if you were age 54 and entit'nd to 14 months of full
pay, you would meet the eligibility criteria. If you were age 54
and entitled to 7 months of full pay, you would not meet the
criteria, even though you could stretch your payment period to be
more than 12 months by electing a different payment option.

Long Term Oisability

Your coverage in this plan ceases the day you terminate.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION

1) What level of review is required to approve my eligibility for

the severance program?

Written eligibility approval from your Senior Corporate
Officer is required for both hourly and salaried members.

2) Can employees on a Leave of Absence participate in this plan?

Only employees on Specific or Divisional Leaves of Absence

can participate. They must receive the required approvals
before July 12, 1985 and return to active status by July

19, 1985. Members on Indefinite Leaves of Absence are not

eligible to participate.

3) If I don't take the severance program now, can I take it later

on?

There are no plans to offer this program again. This plan

is being offered only through July 19, 1985. You must

notify your Supervisor on or before July 12, 1985 if you
are eligible and choose to participate in this program.

4) If I'm interested, can I leave before July 19U17

Yes, you can, if you obtain permission from your division

management. However, some departments or divisions may
request all terminations be held to July 19th in order to

assess the program's impact before letting anyone leave.
People who do leave early should expect to wait at least

four weeks for severance payments to begin.

5) If I take the severance and terminate prior to July 19,

1985, do I have lip to-X1y 19th to change my mind?

No. Once yo., have terminated, your decision is permanent.
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6) Can I later return to Polaroid?

You have no rights to re-employment. You may make application for
work but would only be considered along with all other candidates.
You will not be given special preference for rehire.

If you should be re- employed at Polaroid during the period in which
you are receiving severance payments, these payments will stop. If

you elected a lump sum payment, you would be required to reimburse
the Company a proportionate share of that payment. Also, you should
be aware that your seniority would not be reinstated if yoc returned
to Polaroid; however, past service would count towards future
retirement benefits.

7) Will it be possible for me to return to Polaroid as a per diem, reserve
Rool, consultant, etc., after I elect the severance program?

It is not the intent of the Company to allow people taking the

severance program to return to Polaroid in any capacity.

If an excc7fional need develops, notification of the Employees'
Committee and approval by tie respective Senior Corporate Officer and
Vice President of Personnel will be required even for short term
arrangements.

PAYMENT

8) What is the exact formula used to determine the amount of my severance
payment?

The actual formula for determining your severance pay follows.

Months of Severance = [1 + 0.2 (Age - 45)] x [Years of seniority i 2]

Where: (a) MAXIMUM AGE IN FORMULA IS 50 (If over 50, use 50
in formula),

(b) MINIMUM AGE IN FORMULA IS 45 (If under 45, use 45
in formula),

(c) MAXIMUM SEVERANCE EQUALS 30 MONTHS/PAY,
(d) AGE AND SENIORITY ARE EXPRESSED IN DECIMALS TO

THE NEAREST DAY.

2x

1).

1'1 ;
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9) I heard that if I leave early, I still get paid through ady
19th. Is that true?

No. You will be paid only through the date that you

terminate.

10) If I take the program, when can I expect my severance payments
to begin?

If you leave on or near July 19th, your first severance
check will take at least 4 weeks and perhaps longer if

there is a high volume of terminations. (Severance checks
will be issued monthly for all participants, except for
those choosing the lump sum option.)

11) Will Polaroid send my severance checks directly to a bank for
me?

Yes. Polaroid will direct deposit your chet.n, to a bank of

your choice, as long as it is part of the national clearing

house system.

12) Can severance payments be paid more frequently than once a
month?

No. Severance payments, other than the lump sun, will be

paid in monthly checks.

13) What deductions will be taken from my severance checks?

Any money still owed to Polaroid, i.e., camera purchases,
expense reports, tuition reimbursements, etc. will be
deducted in addition to taxes and insurance premiums.
Also, any payroll deductions being made by court order
(garnishments) will continue to apply.

14) Will I owe Social Security (FICA) taxes on my severancc, p.7?

Yes, regardless of your age, you will have to pay social
security taxes on your severance pay for the duration of
your payment schedule.

15) Will any future Pay Scale increases be added to my severance

22Y?

No.
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16) Will Credit Union deductions be taken from my termination check?

No. Arrangements to handle your financial obligations to
the Credit Union can be handled by calling your local PCU
advisor.

17) What about the vacation I've earned?

You will be paid for any unused vacation days you have
earned up to the day you terminate, including your credited
1985 vacatior allowance. The latest date permitted for
termination is July 19, 1985.

18) What happens to ay Tuition Assistance benefits if I'm still in
school when I terminate?

Since you will be terminating, you must return the full
amount of Tuition Assistance money for the incomplete
course(s). It will be taken out of the last check before
termination. Tuition Assistance benefits questions should
be addressed to the Tuition Assistance Office (222-3559).

19) I have 401K deductions taken from my pay. What happens to this
money if I take the program?

401K is part of your Profit Sharing account. Money saved
through 401K will be treated the same as your other Profit
Sharing money. No cont:...outions to your 401K account will
be allowed after you terminate and no contributions to your
4L1K account will be allowed from your severance payments.

20) Will I have to pay income taxes on my severance pay?

Yes. The Company will withhold FICA (Social Security),
federal income taxes, state and local income taxes from
your severance check.

21) Will income taxes be withheld from my Pension and Profit
Sharing payments?

State and Federal laws now require income taxes to be
withheld from Pension and Profit Sharing payments unless
the individual requests that no taxes be withheld. You
will be able to make this choice during the termination
process.

f.)
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22) Can I roll over my severance payment to my IRA?

No. The severance program is not considered a "qualified
plan" like our Profit Sharing Plan or a 401K Plan.
According to IRS regulations you may only roll over an
account from one qualified plan to another qualified plan.

23) Will I be able to cc' qct unemployment insurance?

It is doubtful, unless you are terminating involuntarily.
However, a state agency, not Polaroid, determines
eligibility for benefits on an individual basis. Most
members who take the severance program will be leaving
voluntarily - meaning they could be working and have not
been laid off for lack of work - which are two
disqualtfiers for unemployment benefits.

24) Can I collect Social Security while I am collecting severance
payments?

Yes. If you are at least 62 - which is the earliest age
you can collect Social Security - you will be eligible to
receive Social Security benefits even though yoJ are
collecting severance pay. To calculate your benefits,
Social Security will look at your age, years of work and

your pay up to the date you leave. However, you should

note that if you go to work elsewhere, your earnings there
may make you ineligible to collect Social Security. Your

severance payments would nevertheless remain the same.

25) What happens to my severance payments if I die?

For all payment options except the annuity option, your
accrued severance amount remaining as of date of death will
be paid in a single lump sum according to the following
sequence of beneficiaries:

1. To Spouse
2. If no spouse, to living children in equal shares
3. If no eligible children, to your estate.

If you wish to arrange for a different sequence of
beneficiaries, you must do so at the time you choose your

method of payment.

If you are eligible for and elect the annuity option, you
may select a survivor option or one without such a
feature. Consult with your Personnel Administrator for
more details.
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26) If I take the severance program and I die before I reach age
55, is there any survivor benefit for my spouse under the
Pension Plan?

Yes. If you are married and vested for a Pension, there is
a survivor benefit provided for your spouse should you die
before receiving benefits from the Pension Plan. This
survivor benefit would not become effective for your spouse
until that point in time you would have reached age 55, if
you had lived. (This is not the Survivor Income Benefit
insurance available to active employees under our Pension
Plan. The S.I.B. stops the day you terminate.)

27) If I take the severance program and then go to work elsewhere -
will that affect my severance pay or my pension?

No.

EFFECTS ON BENEFITS

28) If I decide not to continue Polaroid benefits when I terminate,
can I later change my mind and obtain benefits, like medical
coverage?

If you are under age 55 - no.

If you are age 55 or older and your age and seniority
equals at least 65, you may later change your mind on
medical benefits only, not other benefits.

29) Now will the severance program affect my Pension?

You will not earn any additional benefits in the Pension
Plan. Your Pension rights will be the same as any other
employee who terminates from the Company.

This severance program will neither increase nor decrease
the amount of your Pension; nor will it change any of your
options as to when and how your Pension is paid to you.
For example, if you are at least age 55 but under age 65 on
the day you leave, your Pension will be reduced just as for
early retirees.

3 r9
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30) Will the severance program affect my Profit Sharing?

No. You will not earn any additional benefits in the

Profit Sharing Plan. You will be treated like any other
employee who terminates from the Company.

31) If I take the severance program, will I still have Long Term

Disability protection?

No. LTD coverage ceases on your termination date.

32) What happens to my benefits under the Employee Stock Ownership

Plan?

Your membership in the Stock Plan will cease and your
account paid to you like any other employee who terminates

from the Company.

If you are age 55 or older, you will receive a Stock Plan
contribution for 1984 and 1985 in addition to the current

value of your account.

If you are under age 55, you will receive a contribution
for 1984, in addition to the current value of your account.

MISCELLANEOUS

33) After termination under the severance program what obligations
will I have with respect to the Agreement I entered into when I
was hired concerning inventions, trade secrets and confidential

information?

The Agreement provides that inventions relating to the
Company's business made by employees during employment and
for one year thereafter belong to the Company. It also

provides that you may not disclose any of Polaroid's trade
secrets or confidential information to any unauthorized
person at any time either before or after termination.

34) How will employees who have previous service in Polaroid's
subsidiaries participate in the severance program?

Employees who have transferred from subsidiaries will
receive termination pay for all service, including

subsidiary service.
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35) Is this program being offered worldwide, or just here in the
U.S.?

There will be worldwide participation this year in the
$25-30 million payroll reduction plan, but this particular
plan will be available only to domestic employees.

36) What kind of help is available to assist me in making my
decision?

Your supervisor and your Personnel Administrator will
provide you with the data you need to start thinking about
the severance program. After that there will be two main
resources -- programs run by the Retirement Office and
programs run by Drake Beam Morin Inc., our outside
consulting firm. Your Personnel Administrator will have
additional information on both types of resources on
request. Spouses are welcome to attend some of these
sessions.

37) Can I try the outplacement program up to July 19th and then
stay if I don't obtain other employment?

No. Outplacement is not available until you have agreed to
leave, and the decision to terminate is permanent.
93wever, for members eligible to take the severance
program, Career Decision Workshops will be available prior
to termination to aid in the decision-making process.

38) How can I find out more about the severance program?

Over the newt few months, we will be making available a
variety of communications to eligible members, including
the following:

- all eligible members will have the opportunity to have
an individual meeting with their Personnel
Administrator to go over the details of their income
and benefits under the severance program and to ask
questions.

- each participant age 55 or over will be assigned a
counselor who will set up a one-to-one meeting with
anyone interested in pursuing the plan further. This
person will be your main resource throughout the
severance program period.

- a series of seminars will be offered for eligible

members thinking about leaving under this program.
The subjects covered will include financial planning
and career decision-making. Information on these
seminars will be available from your Personnel
Administrator. *ruses are welcome to attend.
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June 11, 1988

Senator Howard M. Metzenbaum
Subcommmittee on Labor
Committee on Labor
and Human Resources

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Metzenbaum:

The Subcommittee on Labor recently held hearings on whether Congress
should enact legislation regulating waivers under the ADEA. Although some
ADEA waivers occur in the context of traditional settlements of ongoing disputes,
which are adequately regulated by the courts, I am particularly concerned about
the unique problems raised by the use of waivers in conjunction with retirement
incentive programs. As discussed below, I believe that retirement incentive
plans can be a form of prospective waiver and consequently must be scrutinized
closely under the ADEA.

The ADEA, as a civil rights statute, seeks to alter employer conduct by
placing penalties on age discriminatory conduct. Employers know that if they
discriminate on the basis of age they may be subject to suit by both the
aggrieved party and the EEOC. In most cases the claimed wrongful act has
already occurred, and what remains is for the employer and employee to argue
about whether that act was discriminatory or how much the employee should be
compensated for the wrongful act.

Waivers under retirement incentive programs have a subtle but distinct
difference. With retirement incentives the employer often has not yet
committed the claimed wrongful act. The employee has not been fired because
of his or her age or involuntarily retired, either of which clearly would be a
violation of the ADEA. Rather, the employer is often stating that he or she will
commit a possible wrongful act jj the employee agrees to waive the ADEA's
protections. Even a substantial money bonus cannot eradicate the essential
nature of this transaction. At its core it is no different from an employer
offering to hire an employee on condition that the employee waive his or her
right to minimum wage gur anteed by the Fair Labor Standards Act. In both
cases the employee may be acting rationally. In both cases the employee may
want or need what the employer is offering. And in both cases the employer



does not have to offer the bonus or the job. Although these agreements may
appear to be simple contracts between consenting parties, Congress has
invalided such waivers under the Fair Labor Standards Actas against public
policy and certainly should seriously question such contracts under the ADEA.
In both examples waivers undermine the important goal of deterring wrongful
conduct.

Not all retirement incentive programs are violations of the ADEA. For
those programs that do not violate the ;.,,JEA the presence or absence of a waiver
makes no difference. But retirement incentive programs can violate the ADEA.
They may impose undue pressure on the employee, or be targeted to a single
employee so that the incentive is not a bona fide retirement plan under 14(f)(2)
of the ADEA. The presence of a waiver in these contexts may lead a court to
ignore the underlying ADEA violation. In those instances the presence of the
waiver undermines the congressional policies embodied in the ADEA. These are
the kinds of situations in which the courts and the 11130C must vigilantly examine
the underlying retirement incentive to be sure that it does not violate the ADEA.

My particular concern is that the EEOC's rule permitting employees to
waive their rights under the ADEA without federal supervision is overbroad.
The EEOC rule creates a presumption that "knowing and voluntary' waivers in
retirement incentive programs are valid. Although the rule purports to exclude
prospective waivers, there is no indication that the EBOC considers waivers in the
context retirement incentives a form of prospective waiver. Because of the
potential for duress and the possibility that waivers will prevent examination of
the underlying employer conduct, with retirement incentives such waivers
should be viewed with great suspicion. With the elimination of mandatory
retirement, incentive retirement programs will take an even larger role in
personnel practices. The EEOC creates too large an opening for abuse by
announcing that unsupervised waivers are permitted in all circumstances.

I appreciate the opportunity to submit this letter concerning a very
important issue in the area of age discrimination.

Sincerely,

Judith A. McMorrow
Assistant Professor
Boston College Law School
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May 20, 1988

The Honorable Howard Metzenbaum
Chairman, Labor Subcommittee
Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources

608 Hart Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Subject: Statement for Record of Subcommittee Hearing, May 24, 1988

Dear Mister Chairman:

As Chairman of the United States Activities Board of the Institute of Electrical

and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE), I appreciate this opportunity to express

the concerns of the U.S. members of the Institute about the 1987 rule by the

Equal Employment Opportunities Commission (EEOC) to permit unsupervised waivers

(i.e., without EEOC supervision or approval) of employee rights under the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA).

First, a word about the Institute: The Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers, Inc. is comprised of more than 293,000 electrical and electronics

engineers, some 235,000 of whom Iside in the United States. Forty percent of

our working U.S. members ve employed by large corporations. Thirty-five per-

cent work for medium sized corporations and an additional sixteen percent work

for small businesses. The rest are professors or are self-employed. The

average age in 1988 of the members of IEEE is forty-four. Thus, over half of

our membership is protected by the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

Since technology moves at such a rapid pace, older engineers are often victims

of the stereotype that their knowledge is outdated and their experience is not

relevant to state-of-the-art research. Thus, engineers have always been par-

ticularly hard hit by age discrimination in employment.

These same engineers are hardest hit when American industry embarks on layoffs

and reductions-in-force programs. They are called into corporate offices, hit

with the disastrous news and then given only a few days to make decisions that

will affect the rest of their lives.
They must waive rights at a time when they

have little or no idea what those rights might be. How can they know at that

point in time whether or not only older workers are being fired or if there is

some pattern of discrimination, from which they have recourse, in the actions

of the company.
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The cE0C assures us that an individual can still file charges under ADEA, even
if i.e or she has signed this waiver. Unfortunately, in these cases the plaintiff
must also prove that the waiver signing was not "knowing and voluntary."

Older engineers have recently begun to face the dilemma of early retirement
incentive programs. The fact that these programs are based on the theory that
the older worker is the most expendable is not lost on them. While the of'ars
of cash and retirement incentives may sound tempting, these offers are 1...ually
contingent upon signing the waiver. The tireat, real or perceived, is obvious
to the employee, but the long term effects of signing the waiver are not.

Concerning the larger issue of blanket unsupervised waivers, we must ask why
companies rc.luire such waivers if they have dealt with employees it a fair and
legal manner. We believe that waivers should be utilized only in special
instances where the procedures of the Fair Labor Standards Act awe followed, as
the ADEA specifically mandates, and that they be thoroughly supervised by the
EE0C.

We believe that if the United States is to maintain its preeminent technological
position in this world, we must utilize the skills and knowledge of all our
engineering professionals. The 235.000 United States members of the IEEE, young
and old, are ready to accept this challenge.

In conclusion. the IEEE United States Activities Board commends you and other
distinguished members of the Senate Subcommittee on Labor for holding public
hearings. We respectfully request your cooperation in working with the Sub-
committee, the Congress, IEEE, and other concerned organizations to press for
an end of the use of age as a criterion when making employment or personnel
decisions, or in matters of compensation or benefits, or any other matters
relating to employment. (See attached Position Statements.)

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward C. Bertnolli
Chairman, United States
Activities Board
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ENTITY
POSITION
STATEMENT

AGE DISCRIMINATION BY EMPLOYERS OF ENGINEERS

111117th SMUT nw WASFINGTON. OC 21006.3690

POO 71150017

It is the position of the United States Activities Board that engineers.

are important resources to modern technologically oriented

enterprises.

employ their knowledge and experience to improve the quality

of life.

have acquired an education and of necessity must continue
technical training to maintain their education current

throughout their careers.

seek varied and challenging problem-solving opportunities,
which make them a unique asset among employees.

possess unique traits, skills and analysis'.ynthesis carp.

bilities that are not widely distributed among the averse

of employable persons.

* who maintain their technical capabilities become more valuable

with age because of their experience.

deserve an opportunity to pursue lifetime careers in engineer-
ing and should not be underutilized as technicians.

United States Activities Board 1'/17/82

Approving Entity
Dote
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United States Activitir. Board Age Discrimination by
Employers of Engineers

It is the position of the United States Activities Board that employers
of engineers:

should refrain from all practices of age discrimination,

including dismissal because of age, demotions because
of age, failure to promote because of age, failure to
hire because of age, unfair salary practices related
to age.

should be sensitive to their obligations to their huaan
resources on which the destinies of the enterprise
depend.

should manage in a manner that would motivate all
engineers regardless of age towards high productivity
and high morale.

* should provide equal opportunity to all age levels of
engineers to receive continuing education and training
through formal courses and challenging assignments.

* should give proper recognition and promotions based
on merit, regardless of age.

* should recognize that experience acquired during a
has considerable value to the enterprise.
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AGE DISCRIMINATION

1111 19th SlItEET mW WASIMNGTON DC 200363490
mom 7154917

IEEE
POSITION
PAPER

.1VMM:1W

Engineers consistently have demonstrated heir ability to improve the quality of
life for all inhabitants of the world. Engineers who employ the forces and
materials of nature for the benefit of society are vital to the process of
improving the quality of life for all peoples. The continued development of old
technologies and the infusion of new ideas to produce new technologies require
superior intellectual ability and experience in engineering and, therefore, need
highly sophisticated, ingenious people. This high level of capability and inge-
nuity on the part of engineers is achieved in part through formal education but,
more important, through experience in dealing with technical problems. Thus, as

an engineer gains experience, he or she should grow in technological statura as
well. They should become mere valuable to society as they grow older, and a
vast bulk of the engineers of the world do just that.

Employers of engineers have the obligation to provide a work environment that
fosters the engineer's growth in technological stature of engineers through
job assignment, formal and informal education opportunities and through pro-
fessional and technical peer contact.

Engineers have the obligation to continue to grow in their professional dimen-
sion through study, participation in technical conferences and meetings, and
Jtilization of open and inquiring technical minds to solve problems facing
society. Engineers who do continue to grow in their ability to solve society's
problems should have the opportunity to exploit that expertise as they increase

in age.

IEEE notes, h some evidence that indl.ates that some industries in a
rapid technologically changing environment are prone to display bias against

older engineers. The IEEE is as opposed to discrimination because of age as it
is against other forms of discrimination since biases of any nature, including
those of age, are inimical to society's best interests and those of the
engineer. The IEEE calls upon industry, governmeit, and educational institu-
tions to examine their practices to assure the profession that such age biases
do not exist in their endeavors. The IEEE, in turn, will make every attmnpt to
prevent age bias from existing and encourages the adoption of programs by all
employers of electrical and electronics engineers to ensure the efficient,
proper and humane utilization of experienced, middle-aged and older engineers.

(Reaffirmed by the IEEE Board of Directors on 2/20/87)

IEEE Board of Directors 9/18-19/75

Approved Dote
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Senator M.:TZENBAUM. The hearing stands adjourned.
Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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